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The Radio Society and Transmitters
IN our

issue of July i8th we put forward
our opinion that the British \Vireless
Relay League should hand over its duties
to a sub-committee of the Radio Society of
Great Britain. We also made it quite plain
that it was our view that the sooner the
Radio Society assumed definitely the authority which should belong to it the better, and
that the weak policy of al1oing separate
societies to grow tip should cease.
Siiice then we hase had remarkable evidence that our opinion is shared by the whole
country-ample proof of the value of an independent journal dealing with matters of
general policy.
That the .Radio Society has acted in a
maniier contrary to the wishes of the other
societies in the country is not to be doubted.
\\re have circularised the different societies
in the country, and replies are coming in by
every post to this office. Up to the present
we have receivèd communications from 43
societies 400f -these societies agree with the
policy outlined, in our Editorial; two societies
agree v ith us as regards our attitude towards
the \Vireless Relay League, but are in
favour of the formation of a separate society
of wireless transmitters affiliated to the Radio
Society. The other society declares that it
has not yet formed an opinion.
Now that we have obtained for the Radio
Society of Great Britain some indication of
the wireless public's vies on the matter, we
hope that they 'ill take unto themselves the
responsibility for wireless transmission work
in thiS country, and that they will form a
sub-committee dealing with this, important
phase of experimental work.
Most interesting of all, we have receied
from Mr. Evans, the organiser of the British
\Vireless Relay League, a letter which sve

f

reproduce on page 126. This letter is a very
frank and broadminded communication. As
we pointed out in our Editorial, 1\lr. Evans
lias done excellent work for experimental vireless, and in more than one case lias given
the lead to the Radio Society. lt is, however, a very important question of principle,
and our principle, briefly stated, is that the
Radio Society of Great Britain should
strengthen its organisation by the introduction of provincial talent, should make certain
that it represents all the provincial societies,
and not merely the London area, and that it
should refuse to give support to organisations
which will lessen its own authority. Our aim
is to strengthen the Society, not to weaken
it, but a reshuffling of policy must inevitably
accompany their acquisition of further
authority. It must he remembered that they
are the Radio Society of Great Britain by the
will of the provincial societies. Tile Society
must not he the Wireless Society of London
under the disguise of a national institution.
There were not a few who, when the Radio
Society set up a transmitting. station in
London last year, said that they were follow.ing the lead of Manchester, and intended to
get all the credit. That stich feelings could
be aroused is a plain indication that the parent
society is still looked upon by some as thc
Wireless Society of London. We believe,
however, that it is the duty of the Radio
Society of Great Britain to be the Radio
Society of Great Britain, arid not the \\nire.
less Society of London, and if it permits the
control of experimental transmission to pass
into the hands of another body, whether that
body is affiliated or not to it, it might just as
well change its name back to the Wireless
Society of London:
(Continued on page io6.)
98
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THE NEW SIMPLIFIED FLEWELLING
SUPER CIRCUIT

I

By A. D. COWPER M.Sc.

Mr. Cowper, one of our Staff Editors, it will be rem embered, won the first )rjze
in the Armstrong-Super Competition held by the Radio Society of Great Britain,

-.

Dt
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GREAT interest has -been displayed
amongst wireless experimenters n
-

i

Flewelling single-s alve receiver,
the quenching-frequency oscillation of high audio or almost super-audio
frequency (which controls the radio-frequency oscillations built up by excessive
reaction) is generated by a kind of gridleak
the

in which

howl, adjusted to the required frequency by
variable gridleak. A considerable simplification of the original circuit, which, it will
a
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of FleweUing circuit discussed in this

article.

he remembered, involved two variable grid-

leaks and three large condensers, has been
quite recently suggested by the author of the
former circuit; in this only one large condenser of o.006 uF capacity is used, and a
single variable gridleak. The Circuit is
arranged as shown in the diagram, which is
similar to that given by Flewelling.
The
quenching oscillation is generated by the
combination of condensers and gridleak when
the reaction coil is closely coupled to the
tuning inductance.

Practical trial of this circuit, especially in
the light of considerable experience with
various versions of the single-valve Original
\rmstrong circuit, suggested immediately
some slight modifications, which give considerable stability and very clear reception
without risk of causing interference.
As
outlined above, readable signals were ohtamed on a capacity aerial alone (as in the
earlier version of the Flewelling circuit) on
loud local telephony at a dozen miles; better
signals were obtained on an earth-lead alone.
\Vith aerial and earth, the circuit seemed
paralysed, and was unsatisfactory. The best
resuits vere with a 2 ft. square frame aerial
with 15 or mòre turns of No. 22 d.c.c. wire
spaced
in. and tapped every turn after the
tenth
\'Vith this, and especially with the
slight modification to be described, very good
signal strength and exceptionally clear and
distortionless telephony were obtained as soon
as the right values of inductance and reaction
coil, etc., vere found-c matter of a few

minutes' trial only.
The series condenser shown by Flewelhing
was safely omitted with the frame aerial. A
sniall fraction of the capacity of a 0.0003 pF
or 0.0005 F variable condenser in parallel
with the frame and fixed inductance gave fine
tuning; only the very minimum of this must
be used for good signal strength. For about
300 to 400 metres No. 35 duo-lateral for the
fixed inductance, and No. ioo for the reaction
coil, gave best results; above 400 metres
wavelength, Nos. 5o and 150 respectively.
These must be coupled as closely as possible
and fixed, as they are relied upon to generate
the quenching oscillation as well as ordinary
reaction, unlike the original Armstrong
arrangement, where very loose coupling is
called for. By analogy with the Armstrong
circuit, the arrangement of gridleak which
A9
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2.-A

pictorial wiring diagram of the new circuit.

has been found to give such excellent stability
in that circuit was tried here, with the expected results-a 2 megohm gridleak (Or
corresponding value on a reliable adjustable
gridleak) to the L.T. plus gavé good stability
and clear signals, fine adjustment being made
here by a variable grid-condenser, actually
of 0.0005 ¿iF. Again as in the Armstrong,
ihe former could he replaced by a 4 or 5
inegolim leak to the HT. plus with good
results.
In evèry way the circuit comports
itself precisely as the original Armstrong as
1

8I

modified by the writer, with the same limitations as to signal strengt-h, the same remarkable range (e.g., the Ecole Supérieure was
readily picked up on the single salve and
small frame as soon as the réceiver was set
up), the same stability and freedom from
stray-capacity troubles, and so on. 1f nearly
or quite super-audio frequency for the quenchmg-frequency oscillation is obtained, by suitable adjustment of variable grid-condenser
and gridleak, just as in the other circuit, the
signal strength suffers, arid also the stability.
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Receiver

A Two-Valve

-u

with Reaction

.
i

u
.
.
.
i
i

s
u
/

.

s
i
.
COMPONENTS
L1and
L2

:

L3

:

C2

:

REQUIRED.

Preferably variable indüctances.
A reaction coil coupled to L4:
Variable condensers having a
capacity of 0.0005 F, or.
0.001 F.
A grid condenser having a
capacity of 0.0003 F.

gridleak of 2 megohms
resistance.
- resistance telephone
receivers.
C4 : Fixed condenser of 0.002 F.
B2: 60-volt high-tension battery.
B : 6-volt accumulator.
R4 and
R2 : Usual filament rheostats.

R3: A
T

:

High

GENERAL NOTES.
la this circuit reaction is introduced
from the anode circuit of the second

valve to the grid circuit of the first,
and the reaction effect is therefore felt
both by the circuit L1 C1 and fhe circuit
L2 C3. The circuit works very weil,
but it may not be used for the recepfon of British broadcasting, as there
is reaction on the aerial circuit. For
this reason dimensions of coils are noi
given. The inductance L3 may bI
made much smaller than the usual
reaction coil, because the highfrequency currents have been amplified
twice.

.
u

u
.

u
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SWITCHING WITH PLUGS AND JACKS

+

Experimenters will appreciate the suggestions contained in the. following article.
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plug and jack system of switching
receier circuits offers numerous advantages which those hiilding
their own sets would do well to consider.
The first of these is economy. The jacks
are very economical in space, both on the
panel front and vithin the instrument itself.
They require the minimum amount of fitting
in wireless
THE

Io

Fig.

1.-A

"single open" jack.

(one hole drilled in the panel being all that is
necessary), and their use makes it possible to
effect a considerable saving in batteries and
valves by permitting the operator to throw out
of circuit all apparatus not actually in use.
Besides their economy, jacks have undoubted advantages in the matter of efficiency.
The spring blades are of German silver, and
the contacts, which are generously proportioned, are of sterling silver, thus ensuring
low resistance connections hich will not burn
or oxidise with the passage of current. There
are, further, no nuts or sliding contacts to
work loose.
Finally, for the experimenter, jacks are particularly useful, as they enable him to switch
rapidly from one Circuit to another for the
purposes of making comparison between the
instruments with which he is working.
The most simple form of jack is that known
as the " single open '' type, which, together
with a plug, is illustrated in Fig. t.
The body òf the jack consists of a strip of
heavy gauge brass, bent at right angles and
tapped to recéive a bush. The bush, which
has a hexagonal head, is used to secure the
jack to the panel, as will be seen from the
.

.

..

9
4,.

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

Attached to the body of the jack, and supported at the correct height by a pillar ofinsulating material, is a spring leaf of " German silver," the end of which is bent up into
the form of a '' V.'' The metal screws which
support the pillar are insulated from the
spring leaf to the extent of withstanding 1,000
volts pressure on test.
The plug, as vill be seen, consists
of a hollow spindle (a) down th bore
of which runs a shaft, terminating
in a knob (b).
The shaft is insulated from the
spindle by ebonite collars (c), an the
shaft and spindle are brought out to
tWo quick-attachment terminals (d'.
which carry the connecting wires an'd
are covered up by the insulating
cap (e).
\Vhen the plug is inserted into the jack,
the knob on the shaft is engaged b the
spring contat, while the spindle is forced into
firm contact with the bush by means of the
pressure of this spring upon the knob.
lt will now be seen that if a pair of headtelephones is connected to the terminals on the
plug, and the jack is joined to the recei ing
circuit as shon in Fig. i, then the telephones
will be joined in series in the circuit when the
plug is inserted.

w/ye,,
.

Fig.

M

amßkr

2.-A

"single closed" jack.

'This is the most simple use of the plug and.
jack.
Fig. 2 shows what is known as a "single
closed " jack.
Here it. will be observed that there are two
spring contacts which, in the absence of the
.

-
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plug, press against each other at the silvei contact points.
\Vhen such a jack is included in the circuit, Fig. 2, a low-frequency amplifier can he
joined across the auxiliary terminals. The
jack being of the closèd t' pe, current vill still.
flow in the crystaldetector circuit even when

sembles the single open jack with the exception that in addition tò the long spring leaf
which touches the plug, there are two shorter

springs.
These are normally "open," but when tIe
plug is inserted- a fibre block on the long
spring leaf presses upwards and forces theni
together, tluis cl'osing the circuit which is
connected to them in this case the filament
circuit of a valve.
It will be noted that -the jack sti controls
the telephones attached to the plug, and that
the one action of inserting thc plug, lights
tip the valve and at the same time brings
telephones into the circuit of that valve.
is illustrated in
t "double filament " jack
Fig. 5.
This is a combination of the dotihie closed
and the single filament types. lt can very

1ì
Fig

3.-A

'double closed" jack.

the telephones are withdrawn. (This oulcl.
not be the case if the jack were of the open
type.)
If now it is desired to employ ordinary
crystal reception, the telephones are plugged
into the jack, and the auxiliary terminals may
he short-circuited, although this is not essential if the amplifier contains a transforme
primary across its " IN" terminals.
In Fig. 3 is shown a "double closed "jack
connected into a Circuit in such a manner that
before the plug is inserted, head-telephones
are in circuit, whereas when the plug is put
in, a loud-speaker is brought into use and th'
telephones are automatically disconnected.
The double closed jack is also used in multi.
vahe seis for automatically disconnecting an

j,'

T

I
I

-

.

.

D.W1
Fra.

ó.-A

"double filatheni' jack

convenientlybe used in

P
4.-A

zngle

a

multi-válve ampli-

fier for the purpose of disconnecting 'alve
and transformers which are not for the
moment required. It will be seen that when
and 5 are
the plug is inserted, contacts
opened, thus bringing the telephones into the
plate circuit of the first valve and cutting o i
the primary of the second intervalve transformer which is not required Similarly contact 2 is moved away from 3 and into contact
with i, thus lighting up the filament of the
first valve.
FrOm a short study of Fig. 5 it will be
evident that the telephone may b plugged
in at any of the three jacks shown, and that
in each case only that portion of the instrument which i required is brought into use:
Jacks can be used to control any desired
number of stages of lo-frequency amplifi-

I

1-ii.

I

Jilanieni" /ack

intervalve transformer and connecting a pair
of telephones in its place.
So far we have dealt with the jack only as
a méans of bringing in and cutting out telephones. This, however, by no means completes the number of uses to which it may be
put.
Fig. 4 represehts a ' single filament " jack,
which, as its name implies, is a jack used to
control the filament current of valves. lt re103
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cation, a "double filament" being, placed in
the intermediate poitions, and a "single filament '' in the cirêuit of the last valve.
It is not very usual to control stages of highfrequency airiplification by means of jacks, but
this could be done by placing ,a " singlç
open " jack in the grid circuit of each H.F.
valve, joining a plug to the aerial terminal of
the set, and plugging direct into the required
valve.
Besides being obtainable ready for panel
mounting, jacks can also he supplied mounted
.4.

4,.

,.t

4,.

4>

4>

-4>

,

4,.

4>

¡923

in ebonite boxes with the connections already.
soldered on and brouglt out to external terminais. This 'method of mounting makes
them' paricularly suitable for i,se in sets
where the tuner and amplifiers are built up
o,n the " unit " system.
There are many uses to which plugs and
jacks may he' put, other than those already
dealt with in this article, and complete books
of diagrams are aailahle on the market showing how jacks may be adapted to the various
circuits most commonly met with in practice.
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THE MANCHESTER STATION

.
-

In

tue following short article, contributed by one of our Manchester
Correspondents, are given the latest happenings at 2ZY.
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Dickenson Street, off Portland Street. Situated in the centre of the city and within a
few hundred yards of the most important
music halls, theatres and the well-known Free
Trade IIali, the possibility of permanent
land-line connections with these places would
appear to be a thoroughly practical prOposition.
\Ve may yet enjoy the annual Christmas
season feast of music from a microphone
transmitter in the Free Trade hall by listening-in to the one hundred instrumentalists of
the renowned Hallé orchestra supported by
one of the largest organs in the North of
England. The rendering of the " 1\lessiah
by this combination as accompaniment to
choir and soloists of the first rank lias
become an annual Christmas institution in

2nd,

marks the final broadcast transmission
of the Manchester Station from the
works of the M etropolitan-Yickers Electrical
Co., Ltd., at Trafford Park. This final programme promises to overflow with surprises
and comical stunts, and it behoves all those
radio enthusiasts who desire to hear sometiling out of the ordinary run of broadcast
transmissions to get right on lo 385 metres
-and stay there.
Mr. Percy Pitt, controller of music for the
British Broadcasting Company, Ltd., paid a
special visit to the Manchester Station on
July 20th. The object of his visit was to

examine the musical arrangements and
methods, and give ad\ice to the staff.
To those who have folloed the evolution
of ZY from its inception it will be a matter
for surprise if Mr. Pitt succeeds in finding
any room for improvement. Those of us who
are able to receive other broadcasting stations, not excluding 2L0, will agree that the

i\lanchester.
There will be some ceremony attendant
upon the opening of the new studio in Manchester, and Lord Gainford (chairman of the
British Broadcasting Co.) is expected to be
present.

high state of efficiency of the Manchester
Station has.been most evident.
s a musical
and enteikaining medium it is second to
none, and its artistes are of an unusually high
order. Mr. Kenneth \Vright lias succeeded
in gathering ahout.him a staff of which any
station director would be proud.
On Friday, August 3rd, the Manchester
Station will make the first broadcast transmission from its new and permanent home in

The band of the Irish Guards has

been specially retained for this occasion, and
the programme is to be a special one.

The change from Trafford Park to the
centre of Manchester, a distance of about four
miles, will no doubt have the effect of
creating widespread dismay in the hearts of
crystal users on the Stretford side of the city,
to whom signals were previcusly of great

strength.
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A COMPLETE COURSE ON THERMIONIC VALVES
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnsLP., Member 1.R.E., Author of
Therm ionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," " Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," " Wireless Valves Simply Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., efr

-

PART XIV

-

-

..

(Continued from Vol. 2, No.

What Is meant by the term "High-frequency
Coupling '?
-

-.

This means the method of transferring the
amplified high-frequency currents produced in
the anode circuit of one valve to the grid cir:
Cuit of the next.

What is meant by-the term "Tuned

Coupling"?

Anode

Tuned anode coupling is the method of
coupling the anode circuit of one valve to th
grid circuit of the next by means of a single
tuned anode oscillation Circuit.

Fig.

1.-" Tuned

-

2,

pago

57.)

therefore, really at the same potential, as regards high-frequency currents, as the neative
terminal of the high-tension tjattery, which,
in turn, is connected to the filament of the
second valve. The point ï is, of course, at a
positive potential of, say, 6o volts, with reference to the filament; but, since this o
volts is not communicated to the grid of the
second valve owing to the condenser C3, it will
be clear that the only potentials communicated
to the grid will he those established across the
oscillation circuit XV. The point X is connected to the grid through the condenser C3,
while the point Y is connected to the filament
of the second valve through the high-tension
battery B2, which does not affect the highfrequency currents.
We can, therefore, say that the circuit
L2, C2, is not only in the anode circuit of the
first valve, but is also in the grid circuit of
the second valve

What other methods of Coupling Valves are used
besides Tuned Anode Coupling?
t. Tuned transformer coupling.
.
2. Aperiodic transformer coupling.'
Transformer coupling in which one winding only is tuned.
4. Reactance-capacity coupling.
Resistance coupling.

anode" HF. coupling.

.

the High-frequency Potentials communicated to the Grid of the Valve?
If we simply regard the tuned anode circuit L2, C, ve vill see that the point X vill
have a high-frequency potential with respect
to the point Y. The potentials across X and
Y will be high-frequency ones, and they vill
be stronger than those across the grid and
filament of the first valve. The point Y is
connected to the positive of the high-tension
battery B,. The high-tension battery itself
does not affect, in any way, the-high-frequency
potentials across X and Y. The point Y is,
How are

.

-

.

Explain the action of Tuned Transformer Coupling.
Fig. 2 shows a theoretical circuit in which
tuned transformer coupling is used. It will be
seen that in the anode circuit of the first valve
there is a tuned oscillation circuit L, Ç2, the
inductance L, being coupled to another inductance L3, which, in turn, is tuned by means of
the. vaiab1e condenser C3. This drcuit L3 C3

-

-
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grid circuit of the second
valve, which acts asa detector, a leaky grid
condenser being provided for that purpose.
The circuit L. C. is tuned to the same fre-

'

¡923

What are the advantages and disadvantajes of

':II

Tuned Transformer Coupling?
Tuned transformer coupling is very selective
and helps considerably to lessen interference

¿3

flh1i

.

_[

i,

single accumulator and single high-tension battery are used. The circuit remains exactly the
same as before as regards its principle of
action. It will be noticed that the gridleak
may now be connected directly across the grid
condenser, as the high-tension battery wbuLl
not, in any case, affect the potential of the grid
of the second valve.

is connected in the

T

August

.

.

O

Fig. 2.-Tuned transformer coupling.

quency as the incoming signals, and therefore
we find in this circuit very much stronger oscillations than those in the aerial circuit. Since
L3 C3 is also tuned to the same wavelength,
and since L3 is coupled to L2, the energy in
the circuit L2 C2 will be transferred to the circuit L3 C3 which will now contain the amplifIéd
oscillations. These oscillations are now de
tected by the valve V2 and prcJuce the signals
in the telephones T.

Fig.

..4.

.4.

.4.4.44- -4-

..4- .4.

THE RADIO SOCIETY AND
s

(Continue

L

from page

1\lr. Evans, judging by his letter, is apparently more anxious to shield the Radio
Society than the \Vireless Relay League.
Tite failure of the British 'Wireless Relay
League to gain the support and confidence
of wireless transmitters, and the fact that
our own investigations have resulted in certain decided opinions is a clear indication
that wireless transmitters in this country prefer to acknowledge the authority of the
Radio Society. Our criticism is that the
policy of patronising sectional societies is a
mistake, and how such criticism can he called
unfair in ¡ew of the almost unanimous support from other parts of the country is more
than we can understand. As regards any
difficulty which the Radio Society has met

--

..-

TRANSMITTERS

98.)

with, th country knows perfectly well that
the Radio Society of Great Britain has
received every encouragement from the
Government and other bodies to assume full
authority, and the Post Office would, we are
certain, prefer to deal with one central
authority than with a number of sectional
societies, whatever their connection with the
Radio Society of Great Britain.
It is now for the Radio Society to take the
next step, and now that they know they have
momentarily lost touch with public feeling
n the matter, we trust that they vill withdraw
their support from the \Vireless Relay
League and form a sub-committee to deal
with transatlantic tests and other matters
which concern experimental transmitters.
i

I

A

form of Fig. 2.

from other stations The principal disadvantage of the method is that two separate circuits
require tuning, whereas with the tuned anode
method of coupling only one single oscillationcircuit is necessary.

Draw a practical Circuit embodying the Tuned
Transformer method of Coupling,
Fig. 3 shows a practical circuit in which ..

: '#--+---+'--+-#-

3.-The practical

cG
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The Genuine

-

Article.

MANY readers whose wireless career dates since last
autumn will by now have
made the acquaintance for the
first time of really good atmospherics.
Like picnics, strawhats and river girls, they flourish
during the hot weather. You
may, and probably do, have feeble
imitations of the genuine article
during the cooler months, but it is
not until Old Sol has put in a few
clays of his best work that atmospherics which seem about to rend
the 'phones asunder and strew the
floor with their scattered fragments, come to greet our ears when

they are listening for things of
quite a different kind.
To-day, after a week of hot
weather, they are surpassing themselves. My mother-in-law, who,
flying in the face of the gospel
preached by our most eminent
comedians, is a very charming
person-this is really true, though
I should feel bound in any case to
say it, since having become a
radio enthusiast she now reads
IVireless TVeekly like all the best
people-my mother-in-law, then,
dropped in to hear 2L0's Sunday
afternoon concert which, marvel of
marvels, came through to perfection. But when later in the evening she asked for Radiola I could
produce nothing but crackles,
rumblings, hangs and sizzles.
Hoist on my own Petard.

Delighted to be able to give for
once a truthful explanation of the
set's misbehaviour, I told her what
You.may judge of my
it was.
feelings, you may inägine how
just wrath, righteous indignation
and a sense of injured virtue were
-

mingled in my bosom when she
smiled indulgently and said that
I could hardly hope to work that
on lier. She pointed out that I
had in the past explained to my
readers that all defects in reception should be put down unhesitatingly to atmospherics, and that
I had even described the means of
producing them artificially in case
the loud-speaker failed, as loudspeakers will, to respond to the
touch of the switch. She made it
very clear that she did not believe
a word of it.
Now was not this a cruel blow?
I have lied readily on past occasions when trouble arose, and even
my tallest excuses eked out with a
few fine long words, mostly invented for the occasion, have been
swallowed quite readily. In fact
my experience has been that the
greater the lie the more genuinely
sympathetic one's friends have
been. But here was I telling the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth and yet utterly dislielieved. My most fer'ent asseverations produced nothing but
polite incredulity. I w-as utterly
discredited. My name in fact was
mud.
Professiona' Secrets.

correspondent has been kind
enough to ask me to provide some
more explanations of wireless
terms. Realising how useful those
already given must have been to
persons called upon to expound the
mysteries of wireless in simple
language I hasten to oblige.. The
average text-book is far too dry.
It tells you baldly that the energy
stored up in a condenser is directly
proportional to the capacity of the
condenser and proportional to the
square of the voltage applied to it,
A

or something of that kind, and
leaves it at that. You may, the
author implies, put 1/ial in your
pipe and smoke it.
There is
nothing cordial or friendly about
the atmosphere, no lightening of
the burden that the brain must

bear.
Yet there is nothing really fearsome, as I shall show, about most
of the Terrible Terms of wireless.
They are merely shibboleths invented by the committee of the
Experts' Union to keep the vulgar
horde, people like you and me,
from gett5ng to know too much.
All professions protect themselves
in the same way. No self-respecting doctor would talk of a black
eye; he would refer to it as a contusion of the orbital process with
pronounced extravasation into the
surrounding tissues. A headache to
him is cephalalgia. This makes
you feel that you are getting your
money's vorth.
\X'ireless Made Easy.

Aerial-Popular

odia-

garden

men t.

Alternating Current .-Electricity
with a wobble in it.
excuse
Atmospheric.t.-Valuable
for noises made by high-tension

battery.

Battery-See Assaelt.

Buzzer.-Appliance that makes a
noise like an infuriated bluebottle.
Used for finding ticklish spot in
crystal's ribs.
Circuit-Takes you back to
where you started from. Ever tried
arguing with the wife?
Faults, How to Prevent Recurrence of-Try the coke-hammer.
Flux-Messy compound that prevents solder from sticking.
Grou;jd.-Term used by Americans, who are too modest to speak
of " my Earth.."

¡07.
q
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MkIO.-An ohm turned inside
out. Half a mho is the unit of
expectation.
Oscillation.-Practice indulged. ih
during broadcasting hours. Produces squeals.
Not to be confounded with osculation, though
times and results are similar.
Reluctance-Feeling that comes
o\'er magnates when asked by income-tax man to part. Delay in
handing over what they've got is
called hysteresis." \s resistance
is always anticipated, envelope containing demand note is tastefully
marked O.H.M.S.
Stark Sigiials..- Iddv-umpties
that ping when. 2L0 is working.
See National Physics Laboratory.
Tight Còupling.-See Jarz.
Watt-If you multiply volts by
amperes, watt is the answer?
-

-

-

.

lVireless.-New
hobby.
So
called because any receiving set
contains seeraI miles of \ire.

A New Use.
have often felt that it is a
pity that ve cannot find some employment for the aerial during the
time that it is not in use for its
legitimate purpose of " snatching
random oscillations from the
boundless ether " (I quote from

I

that

great

organ,

Tue

Little

Its

mast
can, of course, be employed as a
flagstaff on such occasions of rejoicing as the anniversary of the
Puddle/on

Gazelle).

of Agincourt, or hen the
owner's better half presents him
with triplets.
But these are by
no means e eryday occurrences,
and for at least nine-tenths of its
time the average aerial is simply
eating its head off. Another correspondent tells me that after
months of painstaking search he
has at last come upon an aerial
that may be said really to earn its
keep.
He was travelling down
into the hilly fastnesses of Wales.
As the train slowed down outside
Cardiff his eyes \vere gladdened
by the sight of a graceful aerial
that bore proudly the burderi of
the entire family washing liLung
out to dry.
This strikes me as an ideal rrangement.
The lady of the
house cannot cavil at the m )ney
lavished by her lord upon ni asts
and wire if she is at the s ame
TBattl

August
time provided with the perfect
clothes line.
Nor do their interests clash. She wants the thing
during the day whilst be is away
toiling at the office, or (having
slain a convenient aunt) backing
losers on the racecoursè. When he
returns in the evening from his
labours, there is the aerial wiúting
for him unencumbered by any
burden of intimate garments and
ready to turn at his will from
clothes line to bringer in of Radiating Rupert's squeals and Dame
N ature's atmospherics.

The Man who seemed Immune.
The last person that I would
haie expected to fall a victim to
the assaults of the microbe, termed
by Americans the radio bug, which
produces the dread malady of
radiocentric monomania, is my
friend
Septimus
Wubblesby
Blagg. During the early days of
the epidemk which broke out in
the autumn of last year, he strode
about
fearless and
immune.
Though he was constantly thrown
into contact with some of the most
violent and hopeless cases he de eloped none of the symptoms of the
disease that was smiting down his
large circle of friends as a hailstorm lays low a cornfield.
Whilst others i-aved deliriously
.

of potential gradients and dielectric constants he kept his mind concentrated upon the market reports,
and stuck firmly to his business.
His vas one of the most splendidly organised of offices. Everything ran on oiled wheels except
perhaps the office boy, but even he
ran on bob-nailed boots whenever
he heard the three sharp rings on
the bell hich warned him that his
presence was desired.
It was
through this self-same office boy
that Blagg contracted the sickness
that has left him a mere wreck of
his former self.
-.
How the Blow Fell.
One day the lad failed to
respond to his master's thrice repeated touching of the bell push.
Infuriated that such a lack of systern could manifest itself in
his office Septimus Wubblesby
descended to the creature's lair and

1,
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found him with his ears decorated
with a pair of telephones which
effectively prevented any outside
sounds from reaching them.
Before him on the table was a piece
of curtain pole wound round with
wire.
There was also a safety
pin whose point rested upon what
looked like a small chunk of coke.
On his face was an exoression af
rapture.
Reaching out a sinewy hand his
employer got a firm grip of the
scruff of his neck, then shook him
till his teeth rattled and the
'phones fell from his ears.
Followed a telling off that would have
done credit to the fiercest kind of
Battery Sergeant-Major. The lad
'
was moved to tears.
And
now," said Blagg, who always believes in being a father to his employees, " let me see the device
that is sufficiently interesting to
make you forget your work." Instantly the office boy became as
one inspired.
His face lit up,
and with glowing w-ords he
preached the great gospel of wireless. ]3lagg donned the 'phones
with a superior smile. Half an
hour later he was still wearing
them whilst young Albert Miggs
vorkeJ hard at giving him his first
lesson in the gentle art of tuning.

A

Desperate Case.

Brought thus into the closest
possible contact with an advanced
case of radioman ja not even Septimus Wuhblesby Blagg could escape contagion.
\Vithin three
days the first well-known symp
toms had manifested themselves;
he was observed furtively listening to the wireless shop talkéd by
others as he travelled -up on the
8.41 and home on the 5.36. Then
he was seen with a cetain journal,
whose cover bears a striking design
in blue and orange, tucked beneath his arm. No he is the
worst case that has been seen in the
locality. Others have brief lucid
intervals, in which they forsake
radio and discuss racing, cricket,
the Ruhr question, and even business.
Not so Blagg. His subjection is now final and complete.
-WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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A TWO-VALVE CABINET RECEIVER
By PERCY W. HARRIS, Staff Editor.

.4

An H.F. and detector set, introducing several no'el features.

4

-

4
4

-
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WHILST the number of
two-valve sets that have
been described and illustrated in wireless periodicals is
legion, there are, I think, sufficient
novel features about the set describer] herein to warrant a little

4>

4>

4-,

4>

4>

4.

4>

4.

converted into a direct coupled set
in which the secondary circuit is
cut out. A second switch places
the aerial tuning condenser either
in series or in parallel with the
inductance as. required. Both of
the switches are of the '' anti-

507J
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Fig.

i-The theoretical circiil, slnwing switching,
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4>

4>

4>

4.

4>

4>

4

capacity " type. The general design of the set can he easily
gatl1ered from the photograph,
Fig. 2. The set is built into a
polished mahogany cabinet of a
standard size purchased ready
made from " Scientific Appliances," a London firm.
The cabinet has a sloping f rpnt
which carries an ebonite panel iin.
thick, on which most, but not all,
of the components are mounted.
It is the fashion at the present
time to mount all of the components on a panel, and when
everything has been wired up to
place this panel in a suitable care.
In the receiver described, however,
this fashion has been departed
from, for in order to utilise the
space in the cabinet to the best
advantage, parts have been

In parspace in this journal.
ticular, the set is pre-eminently
UALW)LC

1W

+L.
L&A

.

aJULItL J

who wishes to listen-in on tele-

phones for all the broadcasting
stations. Selectivity and simplicity of handling have been specially considered in the design, so
that it can be safely said that for
the average man the set is as selectivp c nv vet r1pstrihpi-1 whilst

;ssiii;n;;
a good aerial to

-

t¼.tflL

P
.

a

I
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-
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get signals from
all of the broadcasting stations
when conditions are normal.
The simple circuit, which is

-

efr

-

illustrated in Fig. r, shows that

the receiver consists of one highfrequency valve followed by a detecting valve with reaction on to
the anode coil used for the highfrequency coupling. The wavelength range is determined by the
coils plugged in, and it will he
seen on examination of the circuit
that the receiver is a loosely,
coupled one, although by means of
a simple switch the set can, he

-.'
-

Fig.

2.-The

109
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complete inslrument with coils in place.
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attached, not only to the panel,
but also to the sides and top of
the cabinet. At first glancé this
might suggest that the wiring must
be intricate and difficult, hut, as
will be seen from a detailed description to he given later, this
difficulty is largely imaginary.

&n

r.

right knob, controlling the
current of the detector valve, being
fitted with a vernier adjustment.
The two valves are mounted on
an ebonite strip on the top of the
cabinet, this strip also carrying
six terminals.
The terminals reading from the
the

ii., ii

ni
t

-I

.-

r

i

a

k-

f

:

'r

Fig.

-.

3.-The receiver

'4

with hack removed

Looking at the front of the instrument there will he seen three
dials and four knobs, and two
terminals. The three dials actuate three variable condensers, that
on the left being the COO'
aerial-tuning condenser, that on the
right the anode condenser, and that
in the middle of the upper part
of the panel the closed circuit condenser. The anode condenser and
the closed circuit condenser are
both 0.0005 1F capacity.
The two knobs immediately
above the aerial and anode condensers belong to the " anti-capa.
city " switches. That on the left
places the aerial tuning condenser
in series or in parallel, whilst that
on the right changes the circuit
over irom a single Circuit tuner to
a loosely coupled tuner.
Above
these two switches are the two
knobs of the filament-resistances,

V

,'

.

1

show wiring.

left to right are Aerial, Earth,
Low-tension negative, Low-tension positive, High-tension negative, High-tension positive. The
telephone terminals are placed on
the lower part of the front panel.
There are two two-coil holders
fitted in this receiver, one on each
side of the cabinet. That ontlie
left carries the aerial and closed
circuit coils, whilst that on the
right bears the anode and reaction
coils respectively.
Both coilholders are of the same pattern,
with extension handles to facilitate adjustment.
The view of the back of the
cabinet shows that the wiring is
rather complicated, but this ïs unavoidable in all cases where switching is included in the apparatus.
As the set \ras designed to fit iñto
a particular cabinet, and not a
cabinet built for the set, there
:

I,
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has been some little trouble to
arrange all of the components to
fit, but after a little thought it
becomes quite possible to include
everything without losing electrical
In the endeavour to
efficiency.
utilise all space to the best advantage, the gridleak and the gridcondenser were both mounted on
the back of the closed circuit condenser.

Constructional Details
It should be said at once that
a different size and shape cabinet
can be used if necessary, but the
present cabinet is quite suitable for a receiver of this type
and is paiticularly convenient for
handling the controls. Incidentally it may be mentioned that
those readers who desire to work
a
loud-speaker in conjunction
with this set will find in the
August issue of Modern ¡T7ircless
a complete and detailed
description of a power-amplifier
built into precisely the same type
of cabinet by Mr. G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc. The present set has been
vorkecl in conjunction with Mr.
Kendall's power-amplifier, and
gives admirable results. In a
later issue of TVi,éless TVeekly
the present writer will give details
of an amplifier with plug and jack
control to go with the set being
described.
List of

othponent Parts

One sloping cabinet to take an
ebonite panel loin. x 8in. (the
writer's cabinet is 7iii. deep at
the bottom and in. deep at the
top. The cabinet should be so
made that the back is removable,
or it will not be possible to wire
up the receiver in thé manner to
be described).

One ebonite panel of the size
just named and lin, thick.
One ebonite panel, gin. X 2ifl.
X

tin.

'

Two two-coil holders.
Two valve sockets.
Eight terminals.
One variable condenser, for
panel mounting o'ooz F.
Two variable condensers for
panel mounting, each 00005
Two filament resistances (one
-

-

ITO
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vernier adjustment if desired).
Two anti-capacity switches (the
two used by the writer are known
as the " Utility " pattern-Burndept pattern would do equally
with

vel 1).

One

grid-condenser

(o'0003

tF).
One grid-leak (two megohms)
with clips
One fixed condenser (000 1iF).
-

(Dubilier type

is

convenient for

this.')

methods available for mounting.
Firstly, they can be mounted on
the back of, say, the closed circuit condenser, if this condenser
has a back-plate of ebonite, or
alternatively they can be mounted
on one or other sides of the cabinet. The general arrangement of
the parts is obvious, but it should
be mentioned that the fixed condenser across the telephones is
mounted on the panel immediately
above and behind the telephone
terminals shown. Having mounted the components, the experimenter should
next cut the ebonite panel which
carries the valve sockets and
This; as preiousIy
terminals.
mentioned, measures gin. X 2in.
A line is scratched on the back of
this panel iin. from the rear, and
on this are marked out the positions
for the six terminals. It will be
found convenient to make a mark
an inch from each end for the two
end terminals and then to allow a
space of iin. for the space betveen the aerial añd èarth terminals and the positive and negative high-tension terminals respec
tively. A space of 1km. should
then be left between the two end
and the twQ middle terminals,
which latter should be placed Iin.
apart. The centres of the valve
sockets are situated 2m, from each
end and un, from the front. The
Modern lVireless free template
from the July issue will be found
very useful iñ marking positions of
these valve pins. It is, of course,
just as essential' to remove the surface skin from this panel as from
the main panel.
The two-coil holders càn no\v he
mounted on the sides of the cabinet at a distance of abbut 2ifl.
from the top. As one coil plug on
each of the two coil holders is movable the leads'to this will need to
Flexible leads for
be flexible.
this purpose can easily' be made by
taking ordinary double electriclighting flex and untwisting it.
The wire in this flex is stranded
copper and is very suitable for
such a purpose.

Method

-

Q'uantity of No. 20 tinned
copper wire for wiring up.
Quantity of systofiex or other
insulating tubing for covering the
wires

How to Start Work
The first step is to iemove the.
surface skin from the ebonite
(both sides) with fine emery paper.
The importance of removing the
surface skin cannot be tod strongly
Since \'riting last
emphasised.
on this subject several more receivers have come to my notice in
which trouble has been due to the

neglect of this precaution. When
the surfacing has been done the
are
parts which
component
mounted on the front panel
should -be taken and set on the
panel so as to see éxactly where
they will come. It will be found
that in the majority of cases the
arrangement of component parts
as shown in the photograph vill
suit well. The particular filament
resistances used by the writer are
of the Igranic pattern, hut others
would do equally well. The panel
should be then carefully laid out
and the positions of the holes
marked on the back of the panel
Lead
by means of a scriber.
pncil should never 'be used for
marking out, as the markings are
conducting and may cause undesirable leakage, and even complete
loss of signals.
If the particular size of cabinet
described in the article is used, it
will probably be found that there
is not room to mount a gridleak
and grid-condenser on the panel
There are two other
itself.

-

.

-

of

Mounting TOp Panel

When the terminals and valve
sockets have been fitted to the top
ebonite panel the wood underneath
it should be marked with the
centres of the screws and valve
pins. Holes should now be cut
through, the wood so as to allow a
clear space round each screwshank. To do this a ein. auger
bit in a brace will be found very
The space underconvenient.
neath the valve sockets can be cut
out with a keyhole saw.
The top.pai'iel should be secured
in place by six wood screws, two
at each end and twoin the entre.
The two coil holdeis mounted on
thé sides of the cabinet can be
similarly secured by wood screws.
When these latter hâve been
secured in place four holes should
be drilled in the sides of the cabinet to take the lead from the inside of the cahinet to the coil
The holes should be
hcdders.
htrgé enough to take the insulating tubing used:
It should 'be mentioned here
that at least some of the efficiency
of the set is due to the vide separation between the two two-coil
holders, and to the fact that the
earth-lead is connected to the
positive of the low-tension battery. Even with very tight reaction on to the anode and with the
aerial condenser in series, oscillations are not set up in the aerial
cìrcuit For this reason the reader
should not alter the relative posiFor
tions of these coil-holders.
example, do not place the righthand coil-holder on the top of the
cabinet to enable you to- stand an
amplifying panel immediately
-

-

-

-

-

alongside.
Full particulars of how to wire
this receiver, together with a wiring
diagram, will be published in
next week's issue of Wi,eless
The next article will
Weekly.
also contain a short description of
some of the results obtained with
this receiver, and notes regarding
the coils required for various
wavelengths.
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understand that it is
the intention of the Committee of the. Radio
Society of Great Britain t.p arrange
during the next session for a number of informäl meetings for those
interested in transmitting. The
purpose of the meetings will be to
discuss the matter f orn various
viewpoints.
WE

--

\Ve- wonder how thany of our

would agree with the
Justice of the Peace of \Vombwell, who, on learning that it was
desired to install a wireless set in
a certain place of entertainment
for the amusement of the people,
said " Do you call it amusement
listening to a noise like a tin
whistle? I listened-in once and
was quite disgusted. However, we
don't want to interfere with people
who want this sort of pleasure, and
the licence will be granted." This
little episode is yet one more
example of. the. harm which is
being done by badly arranged
demonstrations by persons who do
not know how to get the best from
receiving apparatus

readers

We understand that a Danish
engineer, Arnold Christenson, has
invented an apparatus by means
of which it is claimed it is possible to carry on wireless telephone conversation without being
overheard.

According to the Times, when
asked if the Postal Department obtained any evidence,
resulting from the thunderstorm
which visited us recently, which
would support the idea that it was
due in some measure to the
presence of the large number of

aerials in the country, the Postmaster-General is reported to have
stated, " There is no evidence
which would in any way'support
this interesting suggestion."

r

I

3

_

crossing highways, on conditions
that a formal consent is entered to
the Town Clerk providing (i) for
the removal of the aerial if called
upon, (2) for its being erected and
maintained to. the satisfaction of
the Corporation,
to the owner
accepting all liability in respect
of accidents, etc.,
to the payment of an initial fee of t guinea
and suhsequently an annual acknowledgment of 5S., and that the
Town Clerk be authorised to sign
the form on behalf of the Corpo.ration."

()
()

The Berne International Bureau
has been requested by the Department of Commerce of the United
States that the coast stations of
that country and all vessels conimunicating with them should
henceforth use the wavelength of
706 metres. Broadcasting in the
United States, the Department
explains, is done on all wave-.
lengths from 300 to 600 metres,
We learn that the latest arrival
and th use of similar wavelengths in Wales is the Carmarthen and
by vessels gives rise to trouble and
District Radio Society, which has
delay in the exchange of messages: become affiliated to the Radio
It would therefore be an ad-s Society of Great Britain, and of
vantage if vessels
equipped
w'hich the President is Colonel
to use a wavelength ofo6 metres,
E. C. Jennings, the Vice-presias this would facilitate communident Mr. W. E. \\ ilhiams, and the
cation with the United States
Hon. Secretary Mr. \\. T:
Stations.
Thomas, , Hall Street, Carmarthen.
According to the
4f,ican
World the Capetown Fire Brigade
The Sterling Social and Athletic
has installed wireless apparatus
Club's sports vere held on July
on its engines; the innovation is at
i4th on their own ground at
present in the experimental stage.
Dagenliam.
A feature, of the
sports was the first public appearOur readers in Sheffield will be
ance of the new Sterling public
interested to learn that the \Vorks announcing equipment in conjuncSub-committee of the Highway
tion with the Magnavox loudand Sewerage Committee has had speakers.
This equipment has
tinder consideration aerials crossbeen developed y Mr. \\Tarcling highways.
The Sub-comMiller, the Chief Engineer of the
mittee recommends that the folSterling Telephone Co., Ltd.
lowing principles be adopted with
In the evening the input of the
regard to application for permis
amplifying system was connected
sion to erect such aerials '' That
to one of the Sterling wireless reprovided the highway is not a ceivers, and a large crowd was
tramway route, nor in contempla- entertained with the concert and
tion as a tramway route, aerials
dance music from the London
be permitted subject to the bybroadcasting station. The results
laws governing overhead wires
\vere extraordinarily fine, and it
werke.

:
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was reported that the announcements during the afternoon and the
concert during the, evening- were
clearly heard at a considerable distance.
r

\Ve are informed by Reuter's
that a committee consisting of the

Directors of the British, French,
and Ita 1jan Telegraphic Service's
was held at the Lòndon Office of
the League of Nations on July

declared themselves unanimously
in favour of a universal confer-.
ence, at one and the same time
telegraphic and radio telegraphic,
which should be held during the
first half of. 1924. As negotiations have been in progress for
some time between certain Governments for the holding of such a
conference, the Committee proposes to meet in October next to
re-examine the proposal of th

tax of ten francs annually; but will
still be required to register their
stations, there is to be a new
dectee which will contain various
regulations with regard to the
publication of incorrect news by
wireless. The decree will provide
that news transmitted by wireless
will come under the control of the
Posts and Telegraphs Department,.
and that the law of -july 2Qth,
18S' may be applied tothe trans-

4

-

___ _i

Aunt Sophie and the Uncles sing the kiddies' good-night

i6th and i7th, in order to examine, in conformity with a request by the Council of the
League, a proposal put forward by
the Italian Government for an
international conference on wireless. telegraphy to be held next
year.
-

-

The members of the Committee

Italian Government, that this conference should be held with the
co-operation of the League of
Nations.

The French newspaper. Excelsior states that in addition to a
new regulation whereby private
owners of wireless receiving sets
will be exempt from the present

cl.

drus from 2L0.

mission of news by wireless. The
authors of the regulations coñsicler
that if the publication of false
ne\vs involves the responsibility of
the editor and publisher of a
paper, it should with even greater
reason render liable to rigorous
penalties those who knowingly
communicate such news to thousands of distant listeners.

''3
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NOTES ON THE PHYSICS OF THE'
VALVE
By Dr.

J.

H. T.

ROBERTS.

This article contains some very interesting information upon an aspect of the
operation of the therm ionic valve often noi sufficiently considered by Lue experimenter.

EVERY wireless experimenter
is aare that the wireless
valve depends for its action
upon the emission of electrons
from a heated metal filament. I
do not propose to deal with the
employment of the valve in prac-

duce certain electrical effects in
their immediate neighbourhood.
It was known about 200 years
ago that air that had been drawn
from the neighbourhood of a redhot body had the power of conDuring the
ducting electricity.
+ Ve

+
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tive ions, or it may consist of
negative ions only. Let us suppose that the hot body is in the
form of a metal wire maintained
at a high temperature by the passage through it of an electric current from a battery. If the \vire
is surrounded by a gas-air, for
example-and is maintained at a
dull red heat, it v'ill be found that
an insulated body placed in the
neighbourhood of the wire will
gradually acquire a positive
charge, showing that in the electrification produced round the wite,
at any rate that which reaches the
adjacent body, there is a preponderance of positive ions. If'
the temperature of the wire be
considerably raised, the adjacent
body
vill become discharged
(whether it was originally charged

(8) Briq/,Thear

p

1.-A

fresh wire, before prolonged heating has driven out all traces of
gas and impurities: (A) al dull-red heat only +ve ions emitted, (B) at
bright heal +ve and -ve ions emitted.

Fig.

tical wireless circuits, as various
aspects of that subject are from
time to time clearly and ably dealt
with by other writers in this
journal.
There is, howeer, a great deal
of information on the physics oi
the valve which is not commonly
available, and which, as well as
being extremely interesting, is
important for the consideration of
th future developments of this
appliance. Probably the subject
is most conveniently dealt with in
the form of a series of questions
and answers.
What is Meant by Thermionics?
It has been known for a very
long time that heated bodies pro24

past 20 or 30 years a considerable
amount of research work has been
devoted to the study of the electrification due to hot bodies, and fo
convenience in referring to the
phenomena associated therewith,
the term " thermionics " has
been introduced. " Therm ' has
reference to heat, and " ionics
to the electrified particles of molecular (or less) dimensions, so that
" thermionics " refers to '' ions
produced by the action of heat."
What causes the Electrification?
In order to answer this question
it is necessary first of all to state
that the electrification in the
vicinity of a hot body may Consist
of a mixture of positive and nega-

''4

PiaI,rniii,

Lead

.

Class vessel

iv

Cy/inde

lk

s
Vacuum pump

p
Fig. 2.-Simple arrangement for
studying emission from a
wire
under various conditions.

positively or negatively).
The
phenomena show considerable
variations, depending upon the
21
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nature and pressure òf the gas and
upon the temperature and material
of the wire; they are now known
to be due to the emissioñ from the
hot body, and the production in
the gas, of positive and negative
ions. For simplicity, let us take
the case when the wire and the
adjacent body or electrode ìre both
enclosed, in a vacuum, so that the
complications due to the surrounding gas are avoided. Under these
circumstances (unless the filament
has been heated for a lÔng time)
the adjacent electrode u-ill become positively charged when the
wire is raised to a red heat and
negatively charged when the
temperature approaches a white
heat. We are, of Course, assuming that there is no applied electric field between the filament and
the electrode. It has been found
that under these conditions the
positive ions arise principally from
traces of metals (such as potassium and sodium) which are present as impurities in the surface
of the hot body; this observation
is supported by the fact that if
the heating is continued, the positive emission gradually diminishes.
The negative ions are the
elementary corpuscles of electriCity known as electrons they are

tus by 'which a large amount of the
earlier research on thermionic
emission was carried out is shown
The filament of the
in Fig. 2.
material whose thermionic properties are to be studied is indicated
by F. This is welded to stouter
leads of the' same material, L L,
and these again are welded or
hard-soldered to platinum leads
P P, which are sealed through the
walls of the glass vessel V. C is
a surrounding cylinder (the " ailjacent electrode " referred to
above), and is connected by means
of the wire E to an electrometer,
galvanometer, mil liammeter, or
other suitable instrument for indicating the emission current received from the hot wire. The
side-tube S connects the apparatus
to a vacuum pump, so as to permit of the exhaustion of the gas.
The arrangement by which the
temperature of the filament may
he controlled, and the emission
measut-eci, is shown in Fig. 3.
The filament forms one arm of a
Wheatstone bridge (described in
Electricity and Magnetism
series in No. 13), and is heated
by the current from the battery.
The thermionic emission current
from the filament is measured by
the galvanometer. The heating-

Vheatstone bridge
must contain resistances of the same order of magnitude as that of the filament. and
they must be made of such
material and must be of such current-carrying capacity that their

arms of the
\V1, W2,

..-

\V3,

-

__,,i_

.."

Fig. 4.-Electrons forming bco ingCurl-en! collide with atoms

of mela!

filament, and raise temperature,
scene electrons being ejected (thermions).
of

not appreciably
is
altered by a current equal to that
which flows through the filament
It is well known that the resistance of a metal varies with
temperature, and the arrangement
indicated in Fig. 3 gives a convenient method of measuring the
temperature of the filament (after
the apparatus has been suitably
calibrated) by balancing the resistance of the filament on the Wheatstone bridge for different filament
currents. Thus the emission-current at different temperatures
may he experimentally determined.

resistance

What causes Electrons to be

Emitted?

5 liT Botter9
-RIIIIIL.

T 8a/tei9

j

R1
corseai,srme,,p

f,';e

-

bridge for accurate
Fig. 3.-Arrangement for heating filament and W he at stone
measured on
Emission
current
resislance).
(by
temperature
of
determination

galvanometer.

discrete electrical charges, and are
not associated with matter, in the
Or(liflary sense, at all.
How may the Emission be
Studied?

A

representative type of appara-

current supplied by the battery
can be regulated vèry accurately
by means of rheostats R1, R2, and
a very fine adjustment of R2 is
obtained by shunting it with a
furjher rheostat R3. The three

An electric Current through a
vire consists of a stream of elec
Electrons enter. the wire
trons.
at one end and electrons leave it

at the other end. The electrons
are driven through the wire by the
electromotive force, or potential
difference, existing between its
ends. In their passage they come
into collision with the atoms of
the metal, and if the velocity of
the electrons is sufficiently high
and the thermal agitation of the
atoms of the metal is sufficiently
great, some electrons are thrown
out laterally from the wire.
These are the electrons which constitute the thermionic emission
from a wirein a high vacuum.

us
A
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Why must a Wire be Heated to
make it emit Electrons?
In a metal wire the electrons are
able to move through the spaces
between the atoms with great
facility, and consequently it requires a considerable potential
difference to be applied to the ends
of the wire, with a corresponding
increase in the velocity of the
electrons, before the collisions between the electrons and the atoms
set up sufficient agitation of the
latter to raise the temperature
appreciably (see Fig. 4). Conse-

quently, under ordinary conditions
a stream of electrons may flow
through a metal wire without any
electrons being thrown out from
the surface of the metal. It is
necessary, as mentioned above, for
the velocity of electrons and the
agitation of the atoms to be very
considerably increased before any
of the electrons begin to be ejected.
Does the Filament Waste Away?
The electrons which are thermionically emitted are replaced by
others from the stream of electrons
which flows through the wire (the
heating current),so that, for practical purposes, the vire is merely
an agent in the emission and does
not itself suffer any loss. It may
he compared in some ways to a
hose-pipe conveying vater, the
walls of the pipe being pierced by
pin-holes through which the water
escapes (see Fig. 5):
In this
case, the
vater which oozes
through the walls of the pipe is
obtained from the stream within
and not from the material of the
pipe itself. The analogy is, in
some ways, not strictly accurate,
but 'it is useful for the present
purpose.
At the same time, owing to tha
presence of a minute trace of residual gas in the vacuum tube, to
impurities in the filament, and to a
number of. other causes, a slight
wastáge of the filament does take
place, with the result that after
prolonged use the filament diameter is reduced and the resistance
of the filament is increased.
How can the Filament Wastage
be Ascertained?
Since the filament becomes
A26

Aigust

thinner with prolonged use, its
resistance is increased and a convenient method of ascertaining the
reduction in the diameter is to
determine either the change in the
resistance or the extra electromotive force required to maintain

ae,4LA±

Fig. 5.-Waler escaping through
pinholes in hose-pipe, illustrating,
in a rough way, emission of electrons
from hot wire.
a constan current through the filament. This assumes that the resistivity of the metal has not
suffered any change, but it is a
method which is found convenient
in the testing of the filaments of
high-power transmitting valves.

Should the Filament be of
Uniform Diameter?
If the diameter of the filament
is not uniform, it will be obvious
that the thinnest parts will he the
hottest, since the current is the
same for all parts. Thermionic
emission depends upon the temperature, and as, for some purposes, the filament temperature requires to be accurately adjusted, it
is evidently important that the
temperature shall be the same at
all parts of the filament.
If one part of the filament becomes thinner than the rest, from

Fi. 6.-A

(hin part of filament

gels holiest: wastage is greater, so

that difference is increased as lime
uniti filament burns out ai
the point.

goes on,

any cause, the wastage at this
part, owing to the higher temperatui'e, will be greater than the
wastage at the cooler parts. Consequently the difference in diameter between the thin part and
the thicker parts will increase at

1,
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an increasing rate, until finally
the filament, burns out at that
point.
Does .the Thermionlç Emission
depend upon the Material of the

Filament?

Tungsten is commonly employed
for the filaments of thermionic
valves, on account of its high
melting point and other refractory
properties which permit of it being
raised to a very high temperature.
The emissive properties, however,
depend upon the material and by
treating tungsten wire in a special
way with certain rare earths
(thoria) its emissive power may
be very greatly increased.
A
thoriated tungsten filament may
be made to give a sufficient
thermionic emission when raised
only to a dull red heat. This
allows a great saving in heating
current, so that a valve may be
operated by special dry batteries
instead of accumulators.
What is the Emission Current
from Tungsten?
Tungsten is the metal from
which the filaments of wireless
valves are usually made, and corisequently its emissive properties
have been very carefully studied.
It has been found by one observer
that at a temperature of about
800 deg. Cent. the emission from
tungsten was about 2 x io
amperes per sq. cm., whilst at 2,250
deg. Cent, it was 1.23 amperes per
sq. cm. It will be seen that at a
white heat (2,000 deg. Cent. represents a
white heat '') the
emission current fiom a tungsten
filament is quite appreciable.
How may the Emission Current
of a Valve be Measured?
If a suitably high voltage (say,
roo volts or more, which may be
obtained from the electric light
mains) be applied to the anode
circuit, and a milliammeter be included, the emission current may
be read off directly fron' the instrument.
The arrangement is
as shown in Fig. 3, except that
the Wheatstone bridge and fine
adjustments may be dispensed
with, and the ordinary L.T battery
and filament rheostat substituted.

ri6
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TECHNICALITIES'.

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Staff Editor.
Sorne intereoting notes upon the problem

IT

of

ink rference.

affects reaction coupling. A5 a consequence,
only the expert is able to adjust the reaction
critically, at the same time getting perfect
tuning in both circuits and a very loose
coupling.
I have tried various kinds of
couplers, numerous types of coils, and various
holders, and I have come to the conclusion
that the only really satisfactory way of using
loose couplings and reaction (at least fòr the
beginner) is to use a pair of two-coil holders.
The first coil holder should carry the aerial
and the closed circuit coils, while the second,
which should be so placed as to he well out of
the magnetic fields of the first' pair of coils,
should bear the anode coil and the reaction
coil, the, value of which should be very carefully chosen.,

occurs to me that readers of Wireless
Weekly may care to hear about a few experiments I have been conducting recently
with the object of seeing what can he dwie to
eliminate some of the jamming from the tocal

broadcasting stations.
s I live only six miles from 2L0, with an
aerial 35ft. high, I am naturally in a position
to appreciate the difficulties of tuning out the
local broadcasting station when endeavouring
to receive those more distant, and in case the
opening paragraph should suggest that I
have found some perfect remedy, I hasten to
add that so far I have yet to find the perfect
method of eliminating London and getting
Cardiff.
The real difficulty lies in the fact that to
receive the distant broadcasting stations we
must use considerable amplification, and this,
of course, in a simple circuit, makes the local
station far louder than ve should ever desire
it to be when listening to it alone. From this
it follows that the only satisfactory method
mist be based on some method of selective
amplification, that is to say, amplification of
the distant stations in greater proportion
than that of the nearer. This at once suggests that loose coupling should prove a
considerable advantage.
*

*

*

*

*

If

possible the tuner should have a switch'
rapidly change from a direct
coupled to a loosely coupled circuit. \ìVitli
such an arrangement the first operation is to
tune the aerial, using the circuit as a simple
one, and after we have obtained the
best adjustment to change over tò a
closed circuit and, with very weak coupling,
adjust till the best signals are received on the
secondary tuning condenser. A further adjustrnent of the aerial condenser, which, for
the purpose of greater selectivity, should be
in parallel, will bring signais in at a good
strength. The angle of coupling differs considerably with different makes of coil, as dôes
the sharpness of tuning.
so that we may

Now loose coupling to be used effectively
must be used very loose. I have read many
articles describing t he construction of loosecoupled receivers usi ng three-coil hoi ders,
one coil beinp used for the aerial, the second

*

*

*

*

One very good make of coil with very low
self-capacity and resistance, which gives very
good sharp tuning, has, Owing to tile method
of winding,, a very extended seid, and with
an ordinary two-coil bolder it is very difficult to gét a good minimum. The makers
sell a special coil holder in which two movemerits are possible, and with this, of course,

for the cJosed'secondary circuit, and the third
for reaction on to this closed circuit. Few, if
ally, of the writers of such articles mention
that tuning with three coils used in this
fashion is extremely dimcult. First of all,
any adjustment of the reaction alters the
tuning of the other two circuits, and any
altering of the tuning of either circuit equally

''7
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one can get a much better effect. On the
other hand, in the case of single layer plug-in
coils on an ebonite former abou.t 3m, diameter, it is much easier to obtain a minimum.
Multi-layer coils will generally give very
loose coupling '.ith an ordinary holder.
Each make has its advantages, and I am
not suggesting that for this purpose any one
make is better than any other, but I am
simply pointing out that an angle between
two coils which may be correct with one make
will 'probably be incorrect with another.

Once sharp and good signals have been
obtained on the loose coupled Circuit, we
should experiment with tuning the anode
circuits more accurately. Once the anode
Circuit has been tuned tó the best advantage
we must gradually bring up the reaction coil
against the anode coil, adjusting the anode
tuning at each new position of the reaction
coil. It is best to choose a reaction coil
which will only just make the set oscillate
when tightly coupled to the anode coil. I
cannot give figures for the best reaction coils,
as the values will depend upon many varying
factors, such as the make of valve, filament
adjustment, voltage of high-tension battery,
etc. Once the bet adjustments Of.the anode
tuning condenser and the reaction coil have
been obtained it may be necssary to make
slight readjustment of the secondary circuit.
A three-valve set with on high-frequenc,
detector, and one note magnifier used in this
fashion with the aerial tuning condenser in
parallel, and with critical setting of coupling
and reaction, enables me to eliminate London
entirely when receiving Birmingham, Newcastle and Glasgow. With a great deal of
trouble I have found it possible to 'understand eerything that 1\lanchester is saying
while London is working, although London
strength is equal. to that of 1\lanchester.
Cardiff 'is the most difficult of all, and only on
one occasion', and that after spending nearly
half an hour in the adjustment, have i been
'able to hear what the announcer has been
saying while London has been working.
*

*

*

interference, has been the combination of
and a two-coil holder. Two
coils of the three-coil holder are used as
aerial and secondary, as described, and
the third is used for a coil of the same value
as the secondary shunted by a variable condenser, The anode coil and reaction coil are
used in the other holder as before. \Vith the
third coil thrown at right angles, so as not to
interfere with the aerial and secondary coils,
the set is firstly tuned for the best possible
signals from th distant station, regaidless of
interference from London.
Next the third
cil is brought towards the aerial coil, so as
to be within its field, and its variable condenser turned until a considerable reduction
in tht strength of London indicates that this
third circuit is becoming in tune with the
London wavelength. \Vhen accurately tuned
to the London wavelength and suitably
coupled (the best position is found by trial),
it was found to absorb a great deal of the
London interference without reducing the
strength of signals from the distant stations. In this way I have been able to hear
Cardiff quite vell without \cry great interference from London.
a three-coil holder

*

*

*

*

The additional circuit acts, of course, as an
"acceptor ' Circuit. Its funçtion is to absorb
the wavelength we do not require in a circuit
which iS doing no work, leaving the signals
:e need, to operate the detector in the usual
way. The adjustment of this arrangement of
three coils is a little tricky, but with experience it will be found possiblé to reduce
interference to a much greater degree than is
normally possible with th ordinary arrangement

of

coupling.

circuit,

even'

with

very

loose

'

Of course, the higher the aerial, the more
susceptible to local jamming, and,
readers who are using multi-valve sets with
fairly low aerials vihl have less difficulty than
I have in eliminating this local disturbance.
Incidéntally, it is a method which can be
highly recommended to those listeners-in who
are so situated on the coast that their broadcast reception is greatly interfered with by
the Morse signals from ships.
The ' acceptor " circuit can he permanently set for
600 metres and left there.
'is 011e

*

The most successful arrangement I llave
yet tried, and one which I can cordially recommend to all who are troubled by such
A2
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THE FINE ADJUSTMENT OF REACTION
-

TO obtain long-distance reception of telenhonv with sets
employing reaction, it is
essential to be able to adjust them
easily to their most sensitive con
dition, that is, to be able to increase the reaction almost, hut nót
quite, to the point of oscillation.

:

-

e

Fig.

1.-A

coil holder
adjust ment.

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor.

Useful notes for experimental licence holders.

-

giving

line

who have attempted the
somewhat difficult feat of the reception of American broadcasting
Stations will appreciate the truth of
this statement. To make this adease and certainty,
justment
AU those

is necessary firstly to choose
such values of plate voltage and
filament current as to ensure freedoni from " overlap," and secondly
to provide some device for making
very minute and accurate changes

it

in the amount of reaction niere
rough mechanical movement of the
reaction coil is not sufficiently delicate. A great variety of methods
of obtaining the required fine adjustment have been devised, and it
is proposed to deal with some of
the most useful of them in this
contribution.
Before dealing in detail with the
various methods, it will be as well
to give the reader a fairly deilnite
idea of the features which constitute a good line adjustment of reaction. Firstly, of course, it must
be capable of producing the necessary very minute changes of reaction coupling. Secondly, it must
be capable of producing the required small changes without up-

setting to an appreciable extent
an of the other adjustments of
the circuit, such, for example, as
the tuning of the aerial circuit.
This matter is most important,
for, as will be seen later in this
article, quite a number of othervise satisfactory methods are impracticable from the actual operator's point of view, simply because
in altering the degree of reaction
they also make quite large changes
in the wavelength of the tuned
circuit. Thirdly, the device must
be free from hand-capacity. effects,
that is, it must be possible to set
the reaction to the desired value
and then remove one's hand from
the control knob or handle without
making any alteration in the adjustment which has been obtained.

tilament resistance with som sort
of vernier attachment capable of
giving very small changes of the
resistance in circuit.
This device, in the writer's experience, does not appear to be one
of the most successful. Although
it does not produce very serious
changes in the wavelength adjustments, it does not seem capable
of giving sufficiently smooth and
delicate adjustment of the reaction.

Geared Coil Holders and Similar
Devices
A fairly successful method of
securing fine adjustment of reaction is that which depends upon
the use of some sort of reduction
gearing for the movement of the
reaction coil. A number of well
designed coil holders are upon the
market in which a gearing is introduced between the adjusting
handle and the spindle upon which
the movable coils turn, so that
there is a reduction ratio of, perhaps, five to one between them.
A good example of this type of
coil holder is illustrated in Fig. i.
Ir this type there is the advantage
of both rough and fine adjustments,
which are obtained from the one
control knob by an ingenious cam
This method, almechanism.
though giving extremely fine adjustnient, suffers from the disadvantage that- it also causes some
alteration in the tuning of the drcuit which is reacted upon, as a
result of the changes of capacity
between the two coils when one
of them is moved.

very fine

Reaction Condenser
This method is probably the one
in most common use among Engiisb experimenters. lt consists in
the connection of a small variable
condenser in parallel with the reaction coil, and it has certain adIt undoubtedly gives
vantaZes.
adjustment of reaction
coupling and does not introduce
toubles from "overlap" in the
way that certain other devices do.
It use, however, cannot be advised, for die reason that it produces relatively large changes in
the wavelength adjustments of the
circuit, and also because it is very
difficult to eliminate hand-capacity
effects when making use of it. For

Y

T
Fg 2.-Meihod

of conirolUng re-

athon by a variable condenser shunted

Vernier Filament Resistance

across the reaction coil. Numbers
indicate suitable sizes of ¡gran je
coils for broadcast reception.

method which has a considerable vogue in the United States,
consists in the employment of a

those who may care to try it, its
¿onnections are shown in Fig. 2.

A

119
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that is, the carrier-vave beat note
is heard in a flickering,

L.

Fig.

3.-This

Reacon can

T

circuil is specially suilabl for broadcast reception.
adjusted by means of the variable
telephone condenser.

be very accurately

Potentiometer Control
One of the best methods of fine
adjustment known to the present
writer is that illustrated in Fig. 5.
As will be seen, the method is
simply the provision of a potentiometer across the filament of one
of the valves and the connection of
the grid of the valve (through the
grid circuit) to the slider of the
potentiometer.
This method gives extremely fine
adj ustinent and remarkable freedom from hand-capacity effects
and undesired alterations in the
wavelength adjustment of the drcuit.
To secure the maximum
freedom from such changes resulting from the operation of the
potentiometer, . it is desirable to
connect two fixed condensers of a
capacity of 0.002 F in the positions
shown (C1 and C2 in Fig.

Variable Telephone Condenser
Fig. 3 illustrates a device for
securing fine adjustment which is
not neai1y so widely known as its
nierits entitle it to be.
This

broken
fashion, resulting from the set
oscillating momentarily in response
to incoming atmospherics.
An objection which may be
raised against this device is its
expense, since it would seem to
necessitate a large variable condenser of at least o.00i F capacity.
This, however; is a difficulty which
is easily overcome, since perfectly
satisfactory results can be obtained
by the use of a fixed condenser of
0.0007
F and in parallel 'ith this
a variable condenser of o.0005 F
capacity, since this gives, if any
thing, a finer adjustment even
than the variable condenser of
0.001
capacity. This latter ar-.
rangement is shown in Fig. 3,
which also indicates suitable nunibers of turns for the coils and
capacities for the condensers for
broadcast reception.
A further advantage of this

/17:.

'F
%

,4

212

/

1j'°

).

O

¿.7:

.

5.-A good circuit for the reception of long-wave telephony. The
valves are coupled by an air-core H.F. transformer, T, and the fine
adj ustmeni of reaction is provided by the potentiometer P.
Fig.

Fig. 4.--Another good circuit for longwave telephony. Iniervalve coupling
is provided by resistance R, while
the
variomeler Vr controls the
react ion.

A30

method is the one which the writer
prefers above all others for hi own
use. lt consists simply of a variable condenser of suitable capacity
connected across the telephones, or
across the primary of the first intervalve low-frequency transformer
in the case of sets employing low
frequency amplification.
This arrangement gives extremely fine adjustment of reaction, so fine, indeed, that it is quite
easy to adjust the set so that it
exhibits the phenomenon known as
flickering" when tuned to the
carrier-wave of a telephony station,
120

method, besides the extreme fineness of adjustment which it renders possible, is that it produces
only negligible changes in the
wavelength adjustment of the
tuned circuit.

Plate Circuit Variometer

Another little-known method is
shown in Fig. 4. This method.
which makes Thse of a variometer
connected in series with the reaction coil in the plate circuit of
the rectifying valve, has certain
advantages which entitle it to be
regarded as one of the better type
of fine adjustments of reaction. lt
27
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disapproval of the device.
The
disadantages of this arrangement
are so numerous and serious that
it would seem that they have only
to be realised to cause its use to
be discontinued. Some of the more
serious of these drawbacks are as
fellows
Firstly, it is extremely
difficult to eliminate hand-capacity
effects from a variable grid condenser. Secondly, snial changes
in the capacity of the grid condenser produce, as a rule, quite large
changes of the wavelength adjustment of the set, and consequently

certainly produces a- very smooth
adjustment, and it is not altogether
considered
unsatisfactory when
from the point of view of wavelength changes and hand capacity
effects, although it cannot compare
with tile previous method in this
respect.

Variable Grid Condenser
This method, which one some-.
times sees employed, is only included for consideration in this
contribution to give the writer an
opportunity of stating his entire

every slight adjustment of reaction
throws the tuning completely out.
Finally, the capacity of the grid
condenser should be adjusted to
secure efficient .ectiílcation, and
should not be iltered t other
values to vary the degree of
reaction.
This concludes our consideration
of the various methods of procuring
fine adjustment, and it is hoped
that the experimenter will now be
in a position to choose a satisfactory device to meet his own particular needs.

OPEN-AIR RECEPTION
The following brief anide will be of interest lo jhose read2rs

months ago, long before the
Company came
Broadcasting
British
VVELVE
into force, the Daimler Company and
the Marconi Company co-operated in the
de elopment of wireless apparatus which
would enable motorists to get reception while
travelling in Daimler cars.
It will be remembered that at the lat
Olympia Show, the first specimen of the
Daimler landaulette so equipped was
exhibited, and Daimler carriages were, the
first motor vehicles to be so equipped.
Since that time the development of wireless on Daim1er
cars has
been rapid,
and to-day a
\
can
motorist
listen-in to a

I n

\.

insulated

weight

-'

/
/

attached to one
end is in the
back of the car.

__

B

-

car,

This can con-

-

HP5295
'.:

-

:

e p h o n e

of the

taming a port-

i

aerial
a ble
which has an'

-

'

-

-

-.

-

-

One

of

Ike

B.S.A. cars

h e

metal reel con-

--

concert while
travelling in
car in which
there is no
visible aerial.
\Vith the exception of the
¡

-

t

B.S.A. cars a

S

broadcast

headpiece and
a very small
attached
box
to the inside

cas.

possess small

After prolonged experiments on the range
cars manufactured by the Birmingham Small
rms Company good reception has been successfully accomplished.
In the case of open cars, it was found that
for many reasons it was both unnecessary and
undesirable to arrange the equipment so that
listening-in could be done while the car was
running.
The most important reason,
perhaps, which led to the decision not to do
this was that the cost of the apparatus necessary to make it satisfactory vas greater thah
the owner of the average small car would be
willing to hear.

Daimler.

te

ivizo

filled

wit/i receivin.t

apparatus,

.

be
veniently.
over
thrown
the bough :f a
tree.

The apparatus is fitted on
baseboard
a

forms
which
whole
the
the
and
battery-case,
the cover of
is enclosed ith a solidly made leathçr cover,
rendering it weatherproof.

the apparatus is invisible.
It must not he thoíght that thé results
deal of trouble.
were reached without
21
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THE ELEd
LIGH1I
By E. H.

CHAPMAN,

An article, dealing
which

-

Fig.

of

with scme o

particular (nterestq

-1.-A thunder-cloud.

DURING the recent spell.of hot
weather many listeners-in have
had their attention drawn in no
uncertain manner to the electrical disturbances in the atmosphere which invariably. accompany a thunderstorm.
Thé persistent crackling noises which
have been of late so prevalent in the
telephones of wireless receiving sets
hae been undoubtedly caused by
those discharges of electricity which
we see as lightning and hear as

thunder.
Lightning flashes are usually
divided intc' three classes forked,
sheet, and globe. Forked lightning,
which takes a curiously zigzag path
across the sky, is only different in
point of size from the spark which
can be obtained from an induction
coil. As with most natural phenomena, forked lightning takes the line
of least resistance-electrical reistance in this case. The structure of
the atmosphere is so very varied that
th. line of least electrical resistance

A2

is

M1

Staff

-

straight. Hence it is that a
lightning flash travelling along the
line of least resistance takes such a
noticeably zigzag path.
Photographs of forked lightning
taken with a moving camera often
show that two or three or even more
flashes of lightning take the same
path. It is easy to understand how
that happens.
The first flash increases the conductivity of the air so
much all along its path that subsequent flashes tending to follow the
line of least electrical resistance take
the path of increased conductivity
made by the firstflash. A point of
great interest to the wireless scientist
is that photographs of lightning
flashes taken with a moving camera
appear to show that the lightning discharge is of an oscillatory nature
travelling backwards and forwards
between cloud and earth or between
cloud and cloud.
Sheet lightning is usually the reflection of distant forked lightning,
is never

Fig. 3.-A hitherló unpublished photograjlk
Sept., 1901, the lightning being Iwo miles di
Brennan, Esq., and is riproduced by kinip
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ICITY OF

.ING
D.Sc.,

4

F.R.Me1.Soc.,'

the peculiarities

of

lightning,

(uing these summer months.

Fie. 2.-The approach of a thunderstorm. The photographs in Figures
i and 2 are by G. A. Clarke Esq..
of Aberdeen Observatory.

and is
thunder.

-

upheavals of- air near the cloud.
These ascending currents of air break.
Globe lightning is the mystery
up any raindrops which happen to be
amongst lightning discharges. The
falling and so gie those raindrops
evidence with respect to globe light- a positive charge and the air a nega
ning is of a very conflicting nature.
tive charge .just as in the laboratory
Some observers claim that they have experiment referred to. During thç
seen globe lightning as a ball of fire
process of formation of a thundermoving slowly through the air, and storm the ascending air currents bethat the ball has finally exploded.
come so strong that no raindrops can
The explanation of the manner in fall through those air currents to the
which the air can be brought into ground. Instead, the strong ascend- i.
such an electrical state as to make a
ing air currents break up the waterdischarge of lightning possible lies in drops and carry them upwards. At
a simple experiment which may be some height or other the upward aif
performed in a scientific laboratory. currents begin to spread out horizonThe experiment referred to is one by tally, and when the raindrops eventu.
which it can be shown that, when ally get out of the sphere of influence
falling drops of water are broken up of the ascending air currents they fall
by a jet of air, the drops acquire a
to the ground as the heavy rain of the
positive charge, and the air acquires thunderstorm.
Before they fall to
a negative charge, of electricity.
the ground, however, thcy may hase
Thunderstorms are always associated repeatedly fallen hundreds of feet in
with strong ascending currents of air.
the air, only to be broken up and
Photographs of thunderclouds invari- whirled upwards again by the acend.
ably show that there must be gigantic. ing currents.
seldom

accompanied

by

.

discharge talcen in Jamaica
The photograph 'as taken by j. F.
ission of tue Royal Meteorological Society.
a liglilnin

nl.

1

.
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This breaking up of raindrops
which goes on so rapidly in a
thunderstorm gives rise to a great'
difference in electric potential.
When this difference of potential
reaches a value of tens of thousands of volts per centimetre, the
electrical resistance of the air,
great as it is, breaks down, and
we get a discharge of electricity
which constitutes a lightning flash.
It has been calculated that, in
order to produce a lightning flash,
a charge density of eight electrostatic Units per square centimetre
must be established. It has also
been calculated that if one raindrop were to be broken up into
tvo smaller drops over each quare
centimetre per second a lightning
discharge would take place after.
26 minutes 40 seconds.
Other
calculations of the same nature
show that it is easily possible for
raindrops to be broken up so
rapidly that a lightning flash becomes possible,every seven or eight
minutes.
Perhaps it is interesting enough
to note that as long ago as 1749
Benjamin Franklin came to the
conclusion that lightning was an
electrical phenomenon and that
lightning conductors first devised
by Franklin have been used for
the protection of buildings from
damage by lightning ever since
1752.

Franklin's famous outdoor experiment was to raise a kite with
a conducting string close under a
thunder-cloud.
From the lower
end of the string Franklin took
sparks and even charged a Leyden
jar. \Vhat happened, however,
in this experiment was not quite
what Franklin thought. The positive charge on the thunder-cloud
induced a negative charge on the
kite and caused an equal positive.
charge to appear at the lower end
of the conducting string.
If
Franklin had obtained a direct
discharge of lightning he would
not have survived his experiment.
The voltages of electricity associated with the discharge of lightfling are so great as to make at-.
tempts to experiment with lightfling a very dangerous proceeding.

August

During a thunderstorm erson'al
danger from lightning is much
greater in the open country than
Buildings, especiin the town.
ally those with lightning conductors, telephone w'ires, and power
lines, all help to make the town
safer than the country.
There is scarcely, any room to
doubt that lightning shows a decided preference for certain trees
-the oak, for example. An oak
tree is fifty times more dangerous
to be near than a beech tree during
a thunderstorm.
One solitary
tree, whether it be an oak or not,
is much more dangerous than a
tree situated in the middle of a
wood

When caught out in the open in
a thunderstorm the safest thing to
do, although rather undignified
perhaps, is to lie in a ditch or,
failing a ditch, to lie on -the
ground. A line of overhead wires
makes a fairly safe area under-

neath.
One of the most difficult modern
problems with regard to lightning
i
the protection of aeroplanes
and airships when in the air. It
is an extremely dangerous thing
indeed for an aeroplane or an airship to be in the air anywhere in
the vicinity of a thunderstorm or
even a thundercloud.

Lightning Conductors
Before considering, the, actual
part an outside aerial may play
during a thunderstorm, it is necessary to get some idea as to the
way in which a lightning conductor is supposed to afford proteCtidn.
,A .lightning conductor Consists

of one or more pointed metal rods
projectiñg vertically upwards at
prominent points of the building to
be protected, the lower ends of
the rods, being connectedto earth.
Th space between a thundercloud
and the earth below it is one of
great electrical stress, and it is
rather curious to note that the
sharp metal points of a lightning
conductor tend' to increase' that
stress. This increase in intensity
of electrical stress, however,
causes silent brush discharges to
take place from the points of the

i,

!923

lightning condúctox. The 'electrical stress is in this way reduced
to a value at which a discharge of
lightning becomes impossible.
Brush discharges of this kind
actually occur in nature.
They
are occasionally seen taking place
from the masts and yards of a
ship during squally weather at
sea, the phenomenon being known
to the sailor as St. Elrno's Fire.
The same type of brush discharge.
has been seen to take place from
an ice-axe on a high snow-covered
mountain. An experimental imitation may he made by bringing
a needle gradually up to a charged
Leyden jar.
Should a lightning discharge
actually occur near a lightning'
conductor it is supposed that the
discharge would show a decided
preference for the metallic points
of the lightning conductor and
allow itself to he conducted harmlessly to earth via the conductor.
Clearly, then, the efficiency of.
a lightning conductor depends
primarily on the number of metallic points from which brush discharges can take place and to
which a discharge of lightning
would pass should a discharge
occur in the neighbourhood of the
conductor. Modern ideas on the
subject of protection from lightning demand that a building
should be provided with a pointed
conductor at every salient point
and that all these pointed conductors should be connected up and
the system earthed at numerous
points.
'

4.

'

The Aerial and Lightning
From what has been said on the
subject of lightning conductors, it
will be clear that an outside
aerial, since it does not possess
sharp projecting nieta lic points,
cannot be looked upon as an efficient type of lightning conductor.
Moreover, ordinary aerial wire has
nothing like the thickness of
lightning conductor rods. Again,
iron rods are better than copper
rods for lightning protectors, and
when in position the rods of a
lightning conductor should not be
insulated from the walls of a
.bujlding as an aerial wire is.
I

124
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Granted that an aerial cannot
be looked upon as a good type of
lightning conductor, are we to look
upon an aerial as a source of

This
danger from lightning?
question is perhaps best answered
Do
by asking another question.
ve look upon the gutters and rainpipes of a house as a source of
danger from lightning? Such a
mass of metal is not usually
earthed; it is actually on the
house, and it presents a far
greater target for a lightning discharge than a small aerial.
As a precaution against damage
by lightning, it is considered good
practice to connect all pipe and
wire systems inside a house to
earth and to connect all large
masses of metal to earth. In the
same way it is good practice to
connect an aerial to earth when a
thunderstorm is imminnt.
The possible effect of a discharge of lightning on scientific
instruments may be judged from
the following authentic account of
the damage done inside an observatory which \vas struck by lightning. During the afternoon of
July 21St, 1909, the tower of
Manila Observatory, in the Phillipine Islands, was struck by
lightning. The discharge missed
the lightning conductor which projected upwards from a mast on
the top of the tover and struck

: -.

the metal shaft of' an anemometer. A telegraph line running
from the tower was broken, the
self-recording meteorological instrumehts in the tower had their
electric circuits burned out, and a
mercury contact had its mercury
scattered. Some of these instruments w&e connected to external
points of the building, others were
not.
As to what may happen when
lightning scores a direct hit on an
aerial, we may refer to the article
" Struck by Lightning " which

appeared

-4--+--+--4- -4.---+- -4.-

WHAT A

in

Ti ireless

TVeekly,

No. 7, page 438. The writer,
Mr. S. G. Rattee, vas actually
present on the occasion described.
After reading such an account as
this, it is impossible to come to
any other conclusion than that
lightning may strike an aerial,
bat, since the incident described
by Mr. Rattee is unique, the
chances that any particular aerial
vill be hïtduring a thunderstorm
are exceedingly remote.
On the occasion of the thunderstorm in the early hours of July
xoth, a large elm tree near the
writer's house vas struck by lightning.
A deep slashing cut was
made down the lower part of the
tree trunk, and the noise of the
discharge was deafening. There
were not less than four aerials in
the vicinity of the tree that was
4..4..- 4- 4.--4.- -..--.+-

.4.4.

one being immediately
across the road from the tree. In
view of this and many other such
cases, we can safely conclude that
an aerial does not attract lightning, using the word "attract " in
the popular rather than in the
scientific sense.
From the account given of the
damage done to the scientific instruments in Manila Observatory
when the tower of the Obsercatory as struck by lightning, and
also from Mr. Rattee's account of
the damage done to the wireless
installation at Cape d'Aguilar,
Hong-Kong, when the aerial there
was hit by lightning, it would

struck,

appear that, during a thunder-

storm, no wireless receiving set
should be connected to the aerial
or earth lead-ins. Wise as it may
be to connect an aerial to earth,
it seems even wiser to disconnect
a receiving set from any external
point of the building in which the
set is located.
No matter what we do to protect ourselves and our wireless sets
from lightning, our greatest protection lies in the fact that, in our
islands, thunderstorms are of rare
occurrence and that, when they do
occur, they are seldom of the
severity experienced in other parts
of the world, which, to say the
least, is a fact with which we may
be justly pleased.
-...-

-.---

SOCIETY CAN DO IN SUMMER

Tue following report, received from the Paddingion Wireless and Scientific
Society, will be of interest to other societies who contemplate outdoor activities.

of the London amateurs on a Brown loud-speaker,
using his three-valve set, which comprised detector
and 2 L.F. valves. Mr. Turton received amateur
telephony and British and Continental air stations,
using both the kite and L aerials. Mr. Beak operated the Bellini-Tosi D.F. equipment and received
ignals from several well-known I.ondon amateurs,
the " directions " being checked by means of a
compass and map.
Mr. Bland Flagg (hon. secretary) received
amateur telephony on a loud-speaker, using his
portable set mounted on a sidecar. Much valuable
experience vas gained, especially by juniors, in the
operation of multi-valve receivers, and the day was
voted a coraplete success, and is likely to arouse a

to Stanmore
and erected their apparatus before lunch.
An " inverted-i. " aerial was supported between
3oft. portable masts, and a 200ft. aerial vas attached to a 6ft. kite. A 3t. portable frame aerial
and a set comprising 2 H.F., detector, and 2 L.F.
valves were mounted on a motor cycle and sidecar,
whilst for Ô.F. work a Bellini-Tosi aerial and
radio-gonionieter vere erected.
In addition to the above receiver, members provided sets comprising detector and 2 L. F. valves,
2 HF., detector, and ï L.F., also units for, demonstration to junior members. Lunch and tea were
provided at The Vine, Stanmore, and this part of
the programme proved very popular. After lunch
Mr. Beak was able to receive telephòny from many

THE members recently proceeded

desire for a repetition.
125
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THE BRITISH WIRELESS RELAY
',
LEAGUE'
'

The following letter is in reply lo our Editorial appearing in Vol. 2, No. 1.

TO THE

EDITOR,

T'Viïeless

Weekly.

League, as far as trans-ocean testi were
concerned, would be a non-participant, and
therefore it was decided to refer the whole
matter to the Radio Society of Great Britain.
This our Hon. Secretary had already done
before your article was published, and I have
intimated that if it is preferable for the traffic
manager to be situate in London I am quite
willing to stand down and leave the organisation entirely in the hands of the amateur
transmitters of this country, who should
have the support of the Radio Society of
Great Britain, with possibly Mr. Phillip
Coursey as President.
I consider that the criticism of the parent
society is grossly unfair, and due consideration lias not been given to the immense difliculties they have been up against, both in
government and broadcasting circles, which,
as a late member o the Committee, you
must admit have been very great.
I have a great respect for your publications, but I would suggest that both sides of
the question be considered in all cases, and
not attempt to picture the future of wireless
a being composed pf a separate society for
crystal users, two-valve people, etc., etc.
The natural tendency of ail experimenters in
this còuntry is opposed to this view, and
although the Radio Society of Great Biifaín
is, in your opinion, lacking in energy and
initiative; a glance through its list of officials precludes the idea of any number of
movements shàki ng its solidarity.
I shall be pleased to hear your views either
privately or through your valuable columns,
but would impress upon you that I am in no
way disregarding the principles underlying
your very candid expressions, and to that
end I shall always he pleased to further the
interests of the
vell knowing that
you have these interests at heart.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) Y. W. P. EVANS,
A. M .1 n st. R. E.
(Traffic Manager, B.\V.R.L.)

-

DEAR SIR,-I have read your Editorial in

Vol.

2, No. i, of Wiieless Weekly, and as I
am unfortunate enough to be the organiser
of the League in question, I beg leave to
answer the criticism which you have given at

length.
You vill readily agree that in wireless as
in all things we must " walk before we
attempt to run," and wishing to bring the
transmission section of the amateurs into
closer touch with one another, I attempted
the task of forming a League much the same
as the American Radio Relay. League.
It was quite obvious from the beginning
that merely to relay messages up and down
the country ìn the Morse code would lead to
nothing more than a lot of wireless "gossip,"
and certainly the idea of such work was not
intended as the primary object.
A few messages of such a nature were
necessary in order to get the League in
motion, but the more serious side wbuld eventually be evolved as the membership increased, and although the available mileage
n this country is comparatively small compared with the United States, there is plenty
of space, and room to spare, for low-power
transmissions of telephony considered from
the point of view of loop transmissions and
incidentally of directional work.
The possibility of an International Relay
League was also in my mind at the sanie
time, and I am still confident that this will
eventually materialise, but such undertakings
require capital and publicity, which I liad
hoped would have been forthcoming, only to
find that the movement was not received so
favourably as might have been expected.
The co-Operation of the Wireless 1I'orld
and Radio I? eview was assured, hut this was
of little use without the active assistance of
the gentlemen who carried out the l3ritisli
arrangements of the trans-Atlantic tests, aRd
this I could not get, and the suggestion was
made that the bulk of the officials should
have been in London instead of Manchester.
This immediately gave me the impression
that unless J carried out this suggestion the

amateure

[This letter is commented upon
Editorial.-EDIT0R.]

in

our
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HOME-MADE

POTENTIOMETER
of those who conduct

serious experimental
jOST
with crystal detectors

work
swear

______

L

battery B round the circuit Consisting of 'phones, tuning inductance
and detector. If the slider is at the
opposite end of the potentiometer
the flow of currept will be from
battery C in the reverse direction.
The voltage will be decreased in
either case by moving the slider
to ards the middle of its travel ; at

volts the Current flowing
's milliamperes, which
should mean a fairly long life for
them, provided that the switch is
R. W. H.
used.

series is

9

will be only

A CONDENSER

TIP

by carborundum for general use on
Though
account of its stability.
this crystal will give respectable

results when used with a carbon
applied
any
without
contact
E.M.F., it is at its best when a
steel contact is used and a steady
voltage of from
to 3 volts is
applied.
For detector work there is
nothing to beat the centre connected

THE true experfmenter

J

Fig.

1-A

simple polentirimekr
circuit.

battery and potentiometer circuit
For this two
shown in Fig. i.
flashlamp batteries may be used
joined in series, the connection
being made by soldering a lead
to the long strip of one battery,
hich is bent back and soldered to
the short strip ot the other.
As current flows from the negaill be
tive pole to the positie it
seen that when the slider is moved
to the right-hand end of the resistvolts will be
ance an E.M.F. of
applied to the crystal, current flowing in a clockwise direction from

Fig.

2.-The finished

potentiometer..

this point it v ill be zero, since the
batteries are now in opposition.
A potentiometer to be suitable for
use with flashlamp batteries must
have a very high resistance, of the
order of, say, oo to fioo ohms,
otherwise they will not last long if
much work is done with the set.
Fig. 2 shows how such a
A
l)OtentiOmeter may be made.
hard wood cylinder 2 inches in
diameter is mounted by means of
screws between two 3-inch square
ebonite end pieces each tin. thick.
On to the wooden roller we wind
ounces of No. 32 enaiielled
resistance 'ire, the ends of which
are passed through very small holes
drilled in the ebonite.
A slider
moving on a square rod is fitted as
shown and provided with a terminal.
The instrument is now mounted
on a polished wood base on which
are two terminals to which the
ends of the vindings are secured.
A small cut-out switch should be
fitted between one terminal and the
lead running to it so that when the
set is not in use the battery current
may be switched off.
This potentiometer has a resistance of about óoo ohms, and as the
E.M.F. of the two batteries in

is con-

stantly needing fixed condensers of various values, but
does not need a large collection.
An excellent semi-permanent fixed
condenser can be made up between
two brass plates drilled at the four
corners with holes to take tightening screws. (The top holes should
be bushed with ebonite.) The tinfoil or copper tabs can then be bent
under the top plate at one end and
the bottom plate at the other, and
the whole tightened up. Positive
connection is then l)OSSible to the
ti'o plates without soldering; the
capacity is constant and the value
can be changed rapidly without
\'asting foil or mica. P. W. H.

DOUBLE
-TERMINALS

f

experimenters would
make use of double terminals
if they were acquainted with
their advantages. When two or
more wires have to be taken to one
terminal, the changing of one wire
MANY

is generally awkward, as all the
vires di-op off. Double terminals

haing two milled

nuts are readily
obtainable, and enable the permanent vires to be held fast when
the others are changed:
P. W. H.
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of spring brass, of the same width
as the ebonite coil plug, are drilled.
and bent to the shape indicated in
5, and attached to the sides
of a standard coil plug by means
of the two screws which make contact with the metal plug and
socket, as shown in Fig. 4. The
holes in the top portion of the
strips should be just large enough
to accommodate the pointed metal
ends of the resistance, and these
should be slightly countersunk on
the insides, to ensure a perfectly
clean contact. The exact length
of the brass strips, vill, of course,
depend on the length of the resistance.
O. J. R.

ADAPTERFig.

'CRYSTAL CUP

IT

is surprising that so little
thought has been given by the
makers of wireless apparatus to
the crystal cup, when one considers how unsuitable the usual
pattern is. Crystal cups are generally far too shallow, with the resuit that when the crystal is placed
in position and the clamping screw
tightened up the crystal is either
forced out of the cup or the
crystal is broken. Another fault
is that only the top of the crystal
can be utilised.
A glance at Fig. 3 (which is
self-explanatory) shows that the

THE popular tuned-anode
coupling, shunted with a
small variable condenser, is
extremely efficint on all wave-

FIBRE FOR
INSULATION
only there was something

I

i

just
good as ebonite,
IFmuchascheaper " Most ofbut
us
!

Fig. 4.-Method of mounting anode
resistances.

Fig. 3.-Details

of

II
the

tr,.

-

crystal has a flat surface to butt
against and is held in position by
a substantial screw. Another point
that will be noticed is that two
sides of the cup have been cut
away exposing s large an area as
possible to the contact wire. The
cup Can be readily made by
placing a short length of gin.
square brass rod in the vice, then
cut to the shape shown in Fig.
3, a hack-saw being used for the
purpose. A Coarse file of square
section with one smooth side
should he used to remove the metal
in the centre.
This cup has been a great
success, and I think it is unfortunate that no manufacturer has
placed a Crystal CUp of this type
on the market.
A. A. M.

lengths,
lengths
coupling
sistance,
usually

but for higher wavethe resistance-capacity
is preferable.
The rewhich is non-inductive,
has a value of about
70,000
ohms, and this little
component can he easily adapted

o

O
-.
r

-

-

- -

-

-

-

O
Fig.

-

..

5.-Showing how

.

to

Q

bend the

clips.

to the existing coil socket, in the
manner shown in Fig. 4, so that it
is not necessary to alter the internal
wiring of the receiver. Two strips

-

have said this at one time or
another when we were making up
apparatus and found that the cost
of the panels needed ran into quite
unexpected figures.
Except for
lakelite and the coal-tar product.
often used for making the bases of
rheostats, there is nothing so good
as an insulator for wireless pur-.
Presspahn is excellent for
Pose
making inductance tubes, but as
usually only the thin sheets are
sold, the thick sheets being somewhat difficult to obtain from the
average wireless dealer, it is of little
tise for panels. Some constructors
have tried siate, which has many
advantages : it is cheap, it can be
drilled and sawn in the ordinary
way, and it takes a good-looking
linish.
Slate, however, has one
serious drawback
it frequently
contains metallic veins, and if they
are present it is absolutely useless.
1f you intend to use this material,.
have it tested with a Megger be/ore
you start to work it, for nothing is
more annoying than to find, after
a panel has been finished tip, that
it cannot be used on account of its
poor insulating qualities.
Tite only remaining substitute
.
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for ebonite is fibre, which has become rather discredited by wireless
men. Fibre consists of practically
pure cellulose. It is made by a
special process from a Cotton or
flax basis. During manufacture it
is enormously condensed, so that
quite a small sheet represents a
large amount of the original
material. The one great drawback
in the use of fibre as an insulator
is its hygroscopic nature: Oils will
not sink into it, but it readily absorbs water up to 5 per cent. or
more of its own weight. When it
is damp the insulation that it provides is so poor as to be quite useless for high-frequency work.
Though fibre is not recommended for use as the material of
entire panels which have to deal
even with the less rapid oscillations of speech frequencies, it can
be employed in various parts of
the set if it is properly treated, and
its use will result in a certain saying, for it is a good deal less expensive than ebonite.
Fibre will do quite well for the
bases of rheostats, for the formers
of potentiometers, for extension
handles to inductances or cony
densers, and for mounting battery
switches. There are also various
other places where high insulation
is not required in which it can be
used without detracting from the
set's efficiency.
The best method of counteracting its hygroscopic tendencies is to
dry it for five or six hours in an
oven whose temperature is not
allowed to rise above boiling point
and then to give it two or three
coats of thin shellac varnish.
s
it is apt to shrink when dried, it
is advisable to give it a preliminary
cooking " before it is trimmed
and drilled, and then to give it a
final spell in the oven.
It can be drilled, tapped, sawn,
or turned in the lathe, but as it is
apt to heat up whilst being worked,
oil should be used as a lubricant.
For lathe work, diamond-pointed
tools are to be recommended.
Owing to the way in which it
shrinks and swells it cannot be finished with extreme accuracy. Thus
a 2m, disc suitable for the base of

a rheostat might measjre a little
later from 2.01 to 1.99 in., according to the dampness and dryness

The Cups are screwed on and can
easily he removed to allow other
cups to be replaced. Cup i is
supported by a plain angle piece
to which two terminal nuts are
soldered as shown. The terminal
is screwed through these nuts and
into the cup, a further nut being
used to tighten the Cup.
Cup 2 is supported by an ordinary type of ball-socket standard,
the end of the adjusting arm
being screwed into the cup as before. Between the standard and
the cup a spring is placed. On
the other side of the standard arm
a nut is forced so that the position
may he altered if desired. The
adjusting arm should he a sliding
fit in the ball-socket. To adjust,
cup i is screwed forward to a
suitable position, while cup 2 is
Cup 2 is thén
pulled back.
allowed to come forward by means
of the spring until it sits on cup
i. If the tension is too great,
cup I is simply SCrew'eU DCK a
turn. The adjustment is quite
permanent when obtained.
H: B.

of the air. Most of the parts,
however, for which it is suitable
(lo riot call for even such accuracy
as this.
If fibre is used for potentiometers, care should be taken to
Lelect resistance wire of a gauge
stout enough to ensure that excesdive overheating shall not take
place. Fibre is unaffected by temperatures up to 1000 C. ; but if
subjected to a heat of i5o°C. for
prolonged periods it loses strength.
At 2oo° C. it begins to break up,
at 250° C. it smokes, and at rather
less than 300° C. it catches fire.
R. \V. H.

CONVERTING
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
readers possessing
cat-whisker detectors have
discovered the advantages
of a Perikon detector. A highly
efficient detector of this latter type
can be made from old or existing
parts of the former type. A detector built on the lines described
herein has been used by the writer
MANY

TFRM/N.41

-

NUTS SOLDERéD.

/1

TO

JTRLDAPD.SPA/MI

-

.,

Fig.

-

6.-The

converted Perikon
detector.

with very satisfactory results. The
diagram, Fig. 6, shows how it is
built up. It will be seen that
from its variety of movements it
has many advantages over the
existing types now on the market,
which have practically only one
Cup i has a
radial movement.
complete circular and a backward
and forward movement, whilst cu
2 has a similar movement with the
addition of a ball-joint movement.

i

SECURING LEAD-IN
WIRES

lead-in insulators
are fitted at the outer end
MOST
with a nut to secure the
wires, and frequently its size is
really too small satisfactorily to
hold a pair of. thick aerial wires
In such
of a two-wire aerial.
cases, it will be found very convenient to cut a strip of brass
about 4m, wide and kin. long, of
such a thickness as will not easily
bend. In this drill three holesthe centre one of such a size as
will slip over the end of the brass
rod in the insulator. The other
two holes are intended to hold
two terminals of the type with a
central hole. The shanks of these
terminals are passed through the
holes and secured by nuts. The
two aerial wires can then be secured firmly and easily, and if
necessary adjusted for length.
P. W. H.

-

-

-
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THE

is
beginner
often
puzzled as to the respective
merits of high- and low-reIs it
sistance telephones.
better," he asks, " to use the L.R.
type in conjunction with a telephone transformer, 01 does one get
better results with the HR.

type? "
High-resistance telephones have
a very large number of turns of
-

vire crowded into a very small
space, and the wire is so' tine that
it does not require a great current
to burn out the windings or to develop a fault in their insulation,

I

i

I

A1

1

C.
'

1923

The steady
this disadvantage.
plate Current flows through the
i
A VARIABLE HIGH
primary of the telephone transRESISTANCE
former, and the telephone windings are relieved from this strain.
Nevertheless, the very fact of
IN experimental work a variusing an extra transformer tends
able resistance of high value
to introduce more distortion and
which
ill pass a few milliof
always causes some weakening
High-resistance amperes is frequently required.
signal strength.
Such resistances are requireu in
telephones are, therefore, greatly
experimenting with grid-leaks,
to he preferred if they can be
freed from their disadvantages, anode resistances for resistance
amplifiers, and, so forth. Many
and this can be done quite simply.
Fig.. shows the way in which simple ways of making fixed gridleaks for reception purposes have
the telephones are usually arranged in the plate circuit of the been described, but most of them
are not adapted to variable adjustlast valve, shunted by a blocking
ment or else will not pass a current
condenser A if this should be the
detector valve. The improvement
is' shown on the right. In place of
the telephones a large iron-cored
7Z18E
choke coil, D, is inserted into the LEAD OR TIN
Circuit. The secondary of a dis- ru«î W/RE
TR0L?E*5.
used Ford ignition coil is ideal
for the purpose, and these coils
may be picked up at almost any
large garage
A is the blocking
condener, as before, having a
value of about 0.002 tF, whilst
O7rLE
TC is a 2 tF Mansbridge Con-

denser..

f

I,

The action of the device is as
follows The steady plate Current
passes freely through the choke
coil D and is quite unable to pass
through the telephones because of
the large condenser C. Radio f requency inipulses that may be
present pass through A, but are
prevented by the high inductance
of D and B from taking any
other path. Audio-frequency impulses which are to record the
signals find that A and D have a
very high impedance for their frequency and therefore take the
easier path through B and C. If
C is made large enough, no difference will be found between the
signal strength of the arrangements shown on the right and on
the left of Fig. 7.
A further advantage of the de
vice is that in many cases it improves the quality of the reproThis
duction of strong signals.
is especially noticeable in the case
of high-resistance loud-speakers
which are heavily loaded,
L. A. S.

=

:

Fig. 7.-Showing the shunt device,

for it must be remembered that the
whole plate current of the last
amplifying valve flows through
Crystal receivers, of
them.
course, are not subject to this disadvantage, and HR. telephones
are always to be recommended for
During the var a very
them.
large number of telephones were
wound with so many turns of fine
wire that their resistance was 8,000
ohms, and they have since come
upon the market through the Disposals Board. Although they are
certainly the most sensitive telephones obtainable, these telephones have the annoying and expensive habit of burning out if
carelessly used.
Low-resistance telephones, on
the other hand, are quite free from

¿

I

-----,

?
Fig.

8.-The

,

completed resistancc.

greater than a fraction of a muliampere without becoming noisy or
erratic.
The simple resistance
here described was evolved by the
riter when in need of an adjustable grid-leak for a to watt transmitter. Leaks of the pencil line
type were first tried, but were
found to be unsatisfactory, as they
sparked along the graphite surface
and were very irregular in their
action.
The accompanying diagram,
Fig. 8, is almost seif-explanatory. A bottle is filled with water
aiìd a glass tube is introduced
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which should be long enough to
reach the bottom and project about
an inch out of the neck. Two
wires are introduced so as to make
contct with the water, the other
passing through the neck of the
bottle outside the tube and passing into the tube itself. As most
of the resistance lies in the narrow
column of water within the glass
tube the diameter of this tube is of
some importance; the bore should
not be too small, as bubbles of gas
produced by electrolysis of the
water tend to accumulate and increase the resistance unduly. For
the same reason the wire should
not fit tightly in the tube. A tube
of 2 or 3 millimetres bore is con'enient. If ordinary tap water
is used the wires may be of
copper, hut it is much better
to use lead or tin fuse wire which
shovs much less tendency to form
soluble salts with impurities in
the water. Rough adjustment of
resistance may he obtained by
pushing the wire up or down in.
its tube, while small final variations may be effected by altering
the depth of the wire outside the
tube.
Ordinary tap vater gives about
the right range of resistances for
many purposes, hut if necessary
the resistance may be reduced by
adding a few drops of sulphuric
acid or a small quantity of
common salt, copper sulphate, or
any other. metallic salt that happens to be handy. If, on the other
hand, the resistance of the tap
water is too low in the first place
it may be increased by mixing
In this
with methylated spirit.
way a resistance of anything from
a few thousand ohms to several
megohms may be obtained in a
few moments at an outlay of

practically nothing.
The uses of such simply made
variable high resistances are so
numerous that their construction is
strongly recommended to the serious experimenter.
As variable gridleaks used in
conjunction with similar anode resistances they open up a field of
research otherwise closed to the
experimenter of limited means.
E.

H. R.

condenser is rolled up press it with
a hot iron.
This re-melts the
paraffin wax on the paper and

BLOCKING
CONDENSERS

8.

THE usual method of constructing a blocking condenser is rather a fiddling
job when making a condenser of
fairly large capacity. An easier.

A.
A.
Fig. 11.-Condenser after pressing.

hinds the whole together as at B
ii).
The condenser should
then lie put between two iin.
ebonite sheets, turning the copper
foil connecting strips up the side
of the ebonite as at A, Fig. io. A
piece of ebonite should be let in at
each end to take up the space between the sheets of ebonite as at C.
Make two clips of thin sheet brass
and bolt thAm to each end, firmly

(Fig.

WAKED PAPER
Fie.

9.-The assembly

of the

foils.

and quicker method is to cut the
tinfoil into two long strips the
size required, and rolling them up
together, using as the dielectric
good quality paper previously
soaked in paraffin wax. The strips
of paper should l)e sin. larger
all round than the sheets of foil:
Before rolling the strips of tinfoil
and paper together lay a strip of
Fig.

12.-An interchangeable

inoun!-

ing for the condensers.

Ftg. 10.-Finished condenser.

copper foil lin. wide on each piece
of tinfoil for connecting purposes,
as thown at A, Fig. 9. When the

clamping the copper foil strips beneath them as shown at D. Melted
paraffin wax poured round the
edges of the condenser will make
it damp proof.
A convenient holder for this
condenser is shown at E, Fig. 2.
The clips F are made from thin
sheet brass, and the base is of
gin. ebonite.
condenser and
Tuìis type of
holder is ideal for the experimenter.

A.

W.

B.
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B rda dcasFin Nèws
By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS

ONDON.-The B.B.C. reL ceive
many strange communications, and of late they have had
some pathetic letters from poor
neurotic women who imagine that
they are human wireless sets. One
lady wrote a few days ago that
she had been hearing voices for
the last six months, and she
naturally believed it to be wireless or Marconi."
Note the
subtle distinction.

o

o

o

The good wishes of many
readers of this journal will go
with Major Anderson.
He has
not figured in the public eye as
much as many of the other officials of the B.B.C. must neces
sarily do, but he has had a great
deal to do with setting the Broad-

0
0
0
There are some of us, howeverthough not neurotic women-who
have had 'our ears so much on the
ground listening for that longdelayed report of the Parliamentary Committee that we dream
about wireless voices. However,
by the time these words are read
the report may be common property, and then the fat will be in
the fire. Whatever the report, it
is pretty certain to rekindle the
interest in wireless, and perhaps
set the industry on its fee agai'i.
-

o

o

Major P. F. Anderson, the
Secretary of the B.B.C., lias resigned his position in order to take
up business on hiso*n account.
He has had an extremely arduous
task, as he was almost the first
official of the Company to be appointed. Major Anderson's health
has not been very good of late,
and he is anxious to be relieved

Captain Eckersley has
:en
hammering away at the topic since
March last, and it has been on
the tapis ever since the inception
of broadcasting.
Amongst the
towns which are mentioned as possible relay stations are Liverpool,
Sheffield, Leeds,. Bristol, Hull,
Bradford, Nottingham, Ports.
mouth, Leicester, Plymouth, and
Edinburgh.

o

o

The poor lady ovas reassured s
much as possible, but the probability is that she will still go on
hearing wireless or Marconi voices.
It is to be hoped that they will
whisper messages of comfort to
her.

o

from the very heavy burdens of
his office.

o

o

the present time about
30,000,000 of the population are
within thirty miles of the broadcasting stations which are contemplated or in existence. The relay
stations would rope 'in another
five millions of the people, so that
practically 75 per cent. of the
population of the country would
be in a position to listen-in if they
were anxious to and had access to
At
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BIRMINGRAM,....,,,,.,,. 8.15..

8.38
8.0

8.15
9.10
8.11
8.45

casting Company on its, foundations.
c»

o

c»

The announcement by Lord
Gamnford, the Chairman of the
B.B.C., to the effect that the company is most anxious fo go ahead.
with the erection of relay stations,
provided Post Office sanction is
obtained and the wave band al-,
loted, is interesting, but it is not
altogether news to the readers of
this journal, as the subject has
often been referred to in these
columns:

sets.

0
0
0
It- is in a place like Shetland
that broadcasting is really appreciated to the full. Sometimes in
the winter the islanders are without news of the outer world for
weeks, and during this last winter
the news bulletins of the broadcasting stations were tremendously
appreciated.

-

Forthcomng Events

AUGUST.
ist (WED.).-7.15 p.m., Mr. G. A.
Atkinson on "Cinema CritiCism."
9 p.m., Professor Ireland: "English History."
2nd (TLluRs.).-6.4o p.m., Lady
Baden-Powell to the Girl Guides.
7.r5 p.m., Mr. Percy Scholes on
Musical Criticism."
9 p.m.,
Mjor Harry Barnes on "Modern
London Buildings."
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3rd (FRI.).-6.45 p.m., Mr. Ernest
Esdaile on "Elocution." 7.15,
p.m., Sir A. K. lapp dn the
Y.M.C.A. 9 p.m., Mr. Ceíl
Hallett on the "Babylonian and
Assyrian Collections in.the British

Museum."

(SAT.).-7.13 p.m., open at
present. 9 p.m., Mr. Allen S.
\Valker on the Gulidhall.
I\lr. Burrows is endeavouring
to- get the Earl
Ypres and/or
Mr. Asquith .ìo. speak on the
anniversary of the outbreak of
the Great War.
6th (M0N.).-7.15 p.m., Major
W. L. Meade on "Persia "
(humorous). 9 poi., Mr. E. Kay
Robinson on "Nature Ques-

4th

ttons."

p.m., an appeal
on behalf of the Charing Cross
Hospital. 9 p.m., Sir John

7th

(TuEs.).-7.15

Russell on "What Science is
Doing for Farming."

p.m., "Topical
Empire Chat," by Mr. Edward
Salmon. 7.15 p.m., Mr. Archibald
Haddon on
Dramatic Criti-cism." 7.45 p.m., Mr. Colin J.
Campbell on "August Shooting
Stars " (topical).
p.m., Mr.
W. S. Crawford on "His Imoressions of Business in America."

8th

(\VED.).-6.45

o

o

L FA S T.-\\ hen
the
Northern Ireland' broadcasting
station comes into operation it will
have the advantage of several
vocalists of some wireless experience. Among these is the pleasing
Belfast tenor, Mr. R. M. Kent,
5c made his radio début at Glas-

BE

I--

gow some months ago. Moreover,
with such success, too, that he has
been engaged by the B.B.C. for

several of their stations. Many
Belfast listeners-in vere charmed
luring a recent afternoon to hear
their talented townsman's voice inHere in the Quiet Hills " at
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mr. Kent is;
apart from the concert platform,
associated
with
the
worldrenowned shipbuilders, Harland &
\Vol if.

o

c

o

BR1'Gh11_Mr
Lewis, the new

Joseph
musical
director of 51T, has already
donned harness, so to speak, and
it is fairly safe to say that his
appointment will combfne with

the installation of the new studio,
to make a new era in broadcasting in-the Midlands. Mr. Lewis
has some interesting .things in
store, and if present indications
count for anything he will certainly, make his programmes as
lively and as full of variety as
possible.
-

o

o
feature 'of

'O
A
51T's ¿rogrammes which has been paricularly pleasing of late is
General interest " talks.

o
It

o

the

o.

is understood that when the

new transmitting plant at Summer
Lane is working, the power will
be increased and a bigger aerial
used, two high Chimney stacks

supporting the spreaders.

Forthcoming Events
AUGUST.
Ist (\VED.).-Mr. Moses Bonitz 'ill
lecture on Tannhäuser, illustrated
by selections from the opera.

o

o

o

- The British
G LASGOTV.
National Opera Company from
Covent Garden will visit
is expected, at the end of
The vocalists include
Michael, Doris Lemon,
Anderson,
Frederick
Beatrice Miranda, and

hyde.

C.,o

5SC, it
August.
\Villiam
\Villiam

Parker,
Walter

'

Mr. Carruthers, the station
director, has made arrangements
with a well-known local producer
for the broadcasting of Shakespearean plays.

o

o

c

The series of " one-composer
iiights has been so successful that
a further list has been compfled.
The Tschaïkowsky night is to be
repeated, and will be followed by
others devoted to Mozart, SaintSaëns and Gouiiod. A developirent of the present system of
talks is also taking place. Many
prominent men in Scotland have
been invited to deliver addresses
from Glasgow on a wide variety
of subjects.

Forthcoming

Events

--

AUGUST.
ist (WED.).-All Mozart night. . -,
4th (SAT.).-Alt Scotch night
(Gaeliè songs, by Miss Phemie
Marquis).

'o

o

o

TIiIANCHESTER.-2ZY's first
Shakespeare-an evening wás
very successful, but the actors
did not always speak loud
enough.
This fault was especially noticeable in the scene
where Malvolio opens and reads
the letter. The second fault was
that the music which was played
during the prologues was played
far too softly-so softly, in fact,
that at times it was almost inaudible.
Of course these are very
small matters which cari easily be
put right in the next play broadcast, and which did not, to any
great extent, spoil the enjoyment
of one of Shakespeare's best
1

-

comedies.

-

o

o

o

It is ith conflicting feelings
that we have said good-bye to Mr.
\Vright, and whilst offering him
our best wishes and congratulations on his new appointment at
the London station, we would like,
or behalf of 2ZY's vast unseen
audience, to tender to him our
thanks for his wholehearted efforts
on behalf of broadcasting from
this city.

o

o

o

To his successor, Mr. Dan
Godfrey, jun., we extend a very
hearty welcome.
Musicians all
over England regard the name of
Dan Godfrey as a household word
in matters musical, and we are
thref ore anticipating good things
emanating from the new studio.

o

o

o

Regarding the new station, work
has been proceeding quietly but
steadily, and the opening night is
dcínitely fixed for Aug. 3rd, and
as a grand finale at the old station
a " stunt " programme is to he
arranged. The exact nature of
.

'' stunts,''

beyond the fact
that they will he reminiscent of the
earlier clays of 2ZY, has not at the
time of writing been formulated,

the

'33
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but we know 2ZY well enough to
expect something good.
Forthcoming Events

AUUST.

Ist \Vt.).-This night will not be
the opening night for the new
studio as originally announced.
Doris Kloet and John Proctor,
vocalists. The Radio Orchestra.
2nd (THU!s.) -The last programme
broadcast from the old studio,
and from 6.45 to 7.15 transmission remi'niscent of the early 2ZY
days, when the cheery staff did so
much to liven the programme,
will be given. The studio ghost
will enter the deserted studio at
ii p.m. Joseph Shore, Joseph
Lingard, and Pat Ryan, pianist,
flautist and clarinettist respectively, also Hugh Spencer, who
vill sing Somervell's " Maud
cycle.
3rd (FRI.).-The opening night at
the new station. Band of the
Irish Guards. Speeches by Lord
Gainfoid and Mr. J. C. \V. Reith.
Individual artistes this night are
Florence
Holding
and
Lee
Tliistlethwaite
and
Victor
Sniythe.
4th (S.vr.).-The afternoon trans
mission vi11 be given by
Revilo Syncopated Orchestra.
The evening progrmme viil be
by the Radio Orchestra and the
popular Me'ody Four.
5th (SUN.).-Gladys Hulse, contratto; Fred Brough and Daisy
Shorrôcis, violinists ; Arnold
Petrv, pianist; and Harold'
-

Brown, baritone.

-.

-

o

o

A TEWC.4STLE-ON-TYNE. I V Mr. R. E. Richardson, of
Gateshead, Chairman of the Newcastle and District Beekeepers'
Association, during the course of

o

land' I1ands next morirg. say-

.0

the Radio Orchestra;

o

o

00
-

1,

!923

and army blankets, and here an
electric piano and electric gramophone took first turns, until there
came a spate of volunteers to
figure before the microphone.
There is no lack of speakers and
performers up to the present, with
the result that already the listeners
are getting good pianoforte and
orchestral music, breezy chats and
informative addresses.

o

o

O-

There is great jubilation abroad
iii Sheffield and district, for the
crystal set users are listening to
broadcast programmes that improve with every transmission.
Transmissions take place on Monclays and Thursdays from 8 p.m.
for an hour and a half, and on
other evenings experimental transmissions may be heard.

o

o

o

Success is practically assured
even with this temporary expedient of direct broadcasting, for
letters have poured in from large
numbers of crystal set users all
the district congratulating the
experts on the fine transmissions.
These have now been altered to a
wavelength of 350 metres, to avoid
interference with clirec listeningin to Paris and other places.
An enthusiastic letter caine from
four miles beyond Chesterfield,
fourteen miles from the transmitting station, saying that Sheffield
vas being received beautifully on
a seven and sixpenny crystal set.

o

o

o

The

several
L.) reasons, aerial difficulties being
one, the Sheffield station has had
This it has
to seek a new home.
found at the house of Mr. H.
Lloyd, the local society president,
and there it will stay until the
B.B.C. locate a permanent site in
a few weeks' time.

correspondence received
shows that without doubt the innovation has increased the popularity of wireless enormously in
Sheffield and district, and there
are apparently hundreds of recent
converts anxious to pay their congratulations for such instant
success.

The house in Veritnor Placeit is perhaps unique in broad-

The relay experiments are proceeding satisfactorily, and there
is a confidence at headquarters
that not many weeks will see the
crowning of the experts' patient
efforts with success. Every local
experimenter is looking forward
with anxiety and expectation.

ç'HEFFlELD.

th (TuEs:).-A special rnpdern pro
gramme, during which Max
Reger 's beautiful composition for,,
iolin, flute, and piano will be'
playèd by Messrs. Hirsch, Lingard and Widdop; Mr. Stans
held and MissEmily Seddon are
-the artistes, and the entire programme will Consist of modern

works.
8th (\VED.).-The Radio OrChestra.

o

Later Mr. Simpson gave the
notes of the bees as 'identified by
Mr. W. A. Crosse, conductor of.
the Newcastle Wireless Orchestra,
and asked for 'reports as to the
reception of the bées' humming.
He had not long to wait, fo a
telegram arrived from the Shet-

" Last night's Richardson's talk
perfect reception. Bees like aeroplane drone overhead."

-

-

one of his recent lectures made an
interesting experiment.
He baci
brought with him a number of
bees, and these were released and
allowed to settle on the gauze of
the microphone in order to test
wbether their hum would be transmitted satisfactorily.
For the
benefit of the listeners-in the lecturer translated the hum of the
bees as follows
" Unhand me, you rough biped.
If you had brains in proportion to
your bulk you would not let tdns
of ungathered honey waste on the
countryside when millions of
willing workers oniy ask houseroom for gathering it. But you
cannot solve the problem of housing men, so no wonder hives for
bees are beyond you.
Take my
advice, sir; make things bum, and
don't leave foreigners and colonials to supply the most delicious
and perfect food Nature bas provided. Come, get a move on, and
let us buzz off."
-.

ing

6th (M0N.).-Tenpyson's bithday.
Mr. J. Phythian, MA., .iII give
a chat on the famous poet. Mr.
A1bet Etchells, the blind' pianist,
and George- Harris, -the Newcastle tenor, are the artistes, with

-

August

-

o

that

o

For

o

programme
a
private
drawing-room-ha& been turned
The
almost "upside clown."
drawing-room has become a
studio draped with horse-cloths

casting
should

issue

the
from

-

o

o

o
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t

of attention. Here again there
is no need for telegraphists,
THE BRENTWOOD RECEIVING STATION
owing to an automatic linking
device, and the duty of the
This article gives a brief description of a high-speed wireless
telegraph receiving sta/ion.
attendant in charge Of each set
is merely to adjust and mainfai n it i n such condition that
11E receiving station at Brentwood is
clear signals of maximum strength are passed
less imposing in appearance than the
to the land lines for operating the recorders
Ongar transnìitting station because it is
installed at the central cotrol office in
possible to carry on reception with much
London.
The receivers are very conipacily constructed on a unit
system.
They make use of
directional selectivity on the
1\larconi-Bellini system, and ihe

I

-

tninc_A tln tic racai-uarc

cciv

anni-i

tuned toadifferent transmitting

ViThe

$

-

-

IV

land-line
circuits connecIin Brent-

with

wood

Radio House
and the Ongar
station.

V

r

-

-

-

-

/-

a
trans-Atlantic
aerial system.

The

!'

'1-V:

lt

I

smaller aerials than
are required for
transmisefficient
sion.
The circuits are
so
arranged that
simultaneous reception can be carried

1
V

-

V

V

-

-

V

V

IV.

011
;VV.

110111

LOUt

COII

O 000
O

-

-

The six transAtlaniic
receivers
used
on six separate cfrcuits

i

V

-

-o
V

-

tinental stations and
from one
from
six
transarzal system.
atlantic stations.
The latest devices
out
for filtering
atmospherics are in
sucéessful operation in a new type of receiving
apparatus.
Special attention has been paid in the
design of the apparatus to its operation under
adverse atmospheric conditions, and to the
maintenance of adjtjstrnent with the minimum

station, are operated simultaneously from one
aerial system. Seven underground telegraph
circuits and seven underground telephone
circuits connect Brentwood and Radio I-louse,
and there are extensions to the transmitting
centre at Origar.
f35
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Our weekly causerie written by the Editor.

one, is a low-frequency amplifier, and is
coupled to the fifth valve by means of the
resistance R3 andthe condenser C6, both of
In the
which have the same values as before.
grid circuit of this last valve ve have a grid
battery B3, having a maximuni value of about
20 volts, and tapped at, say, every 4 volts.
In the anode circuit of the last valve we hase
the loud-speaker LS shunted by a condenser
C7, having a capacity of about 0.005 1F.
in the anode circuit is also an additional
high-tension battery, B4, which acts in series

Low-Frequency Resistance-Coupled
Amplifiers
',EIOSE 'ho are anxious to ol)tain distortionless amplification will find resistance-coupled low-frequency amplifiers

T

very effective.
Fig. ¡ shows a fi'je-valve circuit which is
suitable for giving demonstrations vitlì a
loud-speaker. The ST34 circuit is used on
the first two valves, and the step-up intervalve transformeì T1 T, serves to separate
the high-frequency side from the low-fre-

=-.

C2

V/

icI

Fig. 1.-Resislance coupling in the L.F. circuits of a 5valve receiver.

The secondary
quency side of the circuit.
12 is connected across the grid arid filament
r the third valve, in the anode circuit of
which is an anode resistance R2 having a
value of about 50,OCO to 70,000 ohms. The
anode of the third vahe is connected through
the grid condense C5 to the grid of the fourth
valve, the, condenser C5 having a capacity of
about o.003 iF; the gridleaks R4 and R5
have a value of about 2 megohms.
The low -frequency current variations
through R2 Set U j)OtentialS across it, these
being then communicated to the grid of the
fourth valve. This valve, like the preceding

with the high-tension battery B2 which supplies the other valves. The last valve, V5,
is preferably a loud-speaker valve, such as
the Mullard P.A. or the Marconi valve of
similar size.
It will he seen that a tapping is taken off
the battery B3 to work the grid of the fourth
valve at a negative potential.
V

V

Point in Connection with Resistance
Amplifiers
Many experimenters are under the inipression that leaky grid condensers are bound
up with rectification, and that whenever a
A
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grid condenser and gridleak aré provided
in a circuit, rectification is bound to take
place. This, of course, is not so.
A leaky grid condenser is certainly used to
enable .a valve to rectify, but although. the
condenser and resistance max appear in
similar positions, they do not always act in
the same capacity. Fig. i is an excellen.t
example of leaky grid condensers acting in
entirely different ways. Attention should be
directed to the second and fourth valves in
Fig. i. Grid condensers and gridleaks are,
in both cases, shown. In the latter case, the
grid condenser has a capacity of 0.005 zF,
while, in the case of the valve V2, the grid
condenser C3 has a capacity of 0.0003 uF.
The large capacity. is required later on in theCircuit to enable the low-frequency pulses to
be comniunicated through it.
If we examine the function of the condenser C, in Fig. i, we will see that it really
senes a double purpose. Its chief purpose
is to insulate the grid of V, from the hightension battery.
The positive terminal of
the high-tension battery would otherwise he
coniieed through thé' tuned anode Circuit
to the grid, and give it a high positive potential. The condenser C. is, therefore, inserted betveen the two. This Condenser
still allows the high-frequency potentials to
l)e communicated to the grid. The leak R1
is connected across grid and filament be-

As the second valve is intended to act as a
detector, -the condenser C, also serves as a
grid condenser, the surplus of electrons
which accumulate on the grid leaking away
to the filament through the resistance R1.
It does not matter where the leak is con
nected as long as the electrons can leak
away.
\Vhen we come to the grid circuit of the
fourth valve, the condenser C, now acts, as
before, as a blocking condenser, to prevent
the high-tension vo1age from being com
municated to the grid of the fourth valve.
The resistance R4 is now not used for the
purpose of allowing electrons to leak off the
grid, hut is a means of impressing -on the
grid of the fourth valve a suitable negative
potential, supplied by the battery B,. As
there is no grid current, à negative potential
is impressed on the grid even through the
very high resistance R4. This resistance.
needs to be very high, as otherwise it would
short-circuit the how-frequency potentials
across R,.
As the grid of the fourth valve is at a
negative potential, there will never, be any
grid current even when large potential
variations are applied tothe grid.
As there are never any grid currents,
there can be no question of any rectification
effect taking place in the fourth valve, and it
is therefore clear that the action of the grid
condenser and gridleak is, in this case,
entirely different from its action in the case
of the second valve.

-..- -..- -..-

(TmJRs.).-Hackney

..--...-

'

,

-4..- -.4---4.-..-

---+---+--- -+---.

4,

and

District Radio Society. Mr.
Wall will lecture on
Accuinulators and Care of Same
at the Y.M.C.A., Mare
Street, Hackney.
jrd (FRI.).-HuIl and District
Wireless Society. At 7.30
pía. this Society will hold

-

-

4

AUG lIST.
2nd

-.4.-

-

.

cause, if it were con iiected across C3, a portion of the high-tension voltage would be
communicated to the grid through the
resistance.

.:.

-

-

Battersea
and
District
Radio Society. Mr. A. J.
Thompson will lecture on
Amplification "
in
the
Board Room of the Latchmere Road Baths.
4th (SAT.).-Ipswich and District
Radio Society. Field day
-

FORTHCOMING
EVENTS

''

-

Questions and Answers "
and a Buzzer Practice at the
Co-operative Social Institute,
Jarratt Street.

\\ ireless
Felixstow'e
with
Club, Levington Bridge.
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5N0
TO THE EDITOR, TVireess Weekly.

SIR,-I

wish to inform you of
the great success of TVireless
Weekly in. this district, and I am
fully convinced that if you keep
it to the same standard as at present you will undoubtedly head
the list as '' the best wireless
weekly paper." I see there is a
little controversy over the broad-

casting programmes, and already
three letters have appeared in
I
your weekly on the subject.
may state that I can only share
part of my views with Mr. Tucker
whose letter is published in your
No. 6.
Being only about 8o miles from
Newcastle and with a reliable,
home-made, 2-valve set, I receive
5N0 very clearly, but the music
transmitted is terrible,, and the

singers ditto. The announcer trying to speak like a foreigner does
not help matters.
With skill and care, 5N0
could be made an excellent station. \\That did most critics say
about Mr. Crosse's orchestra,
which commenced playing immediately after the Eastbourne
transmitted
been
Band had
recently from the 'town Hall?
That is what I term " bad management " or "bad arrangement of
programme."
My idea of a well-arranged programme is as follows
(i) Orchestra-light music.
(2) Song Or quartet.
() Violin or 'cello.
Entertainment, jokes, etc.
Orchestra-lively music.

:-

()
()
(6)

August

Pianoforte solo.
and so on.
Lastly, why not try some
Gilbert & Sullivan light operas,

" The Mikado,"
Patience," " Tom Jones," and

others.
Wishing you every success with
Wireless ll eckly, I am, etc.,
A WOULD-BE HELPER."
]3rotton, near Saltburn.

ST100
To

EDITOR, llTireless TVeekly.
Si,-Having read TVi,eless
TI-LE

Weekly,

and having assembled an

STioo set, I have made a few
brief experiments, and find it well
up to my expectations.
I have, to-night, been using a
35ft. aerial about 35ft. above
ground level but only about 6 feet
from the roof, and I was able to
tune in the Dutch concert quite
well. I think that is quite good
for an inland town. I am, .etc.,

1,

i

ful progress made by the amateur
transmitters who regularly carry
out experiments after the evening
concerts have terminated.
Such experimenters as 20M,
2QQ, 5VD, and 61M, are among
the powerful stations, so far as my
reception can determine, but there
is another station, 5VR, which
has been operating recently, and
appears to be the most powerful
and makes perhaps the most interesting muical and other tests;
yet you do not appear to publish
any correspondence regarding this
station, and I cannot find any
mention of it in the lists from
time to time.
Perhaps some of your readers
will be,ahle to enlighten me.
I am, etc.,
S.W.12.

C. F. OTTLEY.

H. WISTGARTH TAYLOR.

Leicester.

ST100 AGAIN

CRYSTAL RECEPTION
To

THE EDITOR, TVireless TVeekly.
SIR,-I think I might offeran

explanation to Mr. Jersey, of
Battersea, with regard to reception of 2L0 without any crystal
in the cup of his detector. When
the crystal is removed, minute
particles are left in the cup.
These come into contact with the
cat's-whisker, and thereby rectify
the signals in the usual way.
I am, etc.,
D. E.
Leigh-on-Sea.

Os.

EXPERIMENTAL TRANS
MITTERS
To

THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
SIR,-I have been interested
for some time past in the wonder-

To THE

EDITOR,

Wireless Weekly

SIR,-The following facts may

be of interest to your readers with
regard to STioo.
Situated in Wèst Somerset and

badly screened by North Hill,
s,000ft. high, I get all the British
stations using a coil of 6o turns
on the A.T.I., and 75 on the reaction.
Cardiff is, of course, very loud
Manchester, Birmingham, London, and Newcastle are quite loud
enough on 'phones; Glasgow is
difficult, and not loud; Eiffel
Touer concerts as loud as Cardiff
Ofl 300 and 500 coils or on two
3oo's; Radiola on 250 and 3oo;
Posts and Telegraphs on 6o and
75; the Hague fairly loud on ¡50
and 200; Croydon talking to aircraft. loud and clear on zoo and
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CONGRATULATIONS

150.
Condenser C1 in series, I
find this much better than in parallel. I use 6 volts on -the grid battery, L.T. volts, HT. 6o volts,
Ora valves. The circuit I use is
Fig. 4, page 427, July issue f
JWodcrn Tl7ireless, with this alteration, I reverse the leads of
the low-tension battery and double

the strength of signals.
I also use a vernier condenser
My aerial
in parallel with C1.
is a double one, two wires 7ft.
spread pointing 8° north of London, and two wires oft. spread
pointing to Newcastle, each 98ft.
long and about 36ft. high, pn
Two earths,
sloping ground.
water-pipe, and a large galvanised
tank in ground. Marconite crystal
with Tordinodium Wire.
I am, etc.,

J. ACLAND.
Lynch Mead, Allerford,
Somerset.

DRILLING EBONITE
ro THE EDITOR, TVireless Weekly

F

SIR,-Some readers may not
care to spend jos. on a breast
drill. The chuck of an ordinary
carpenter's brace may be taken off,
and, if the jaws inside are substituted by a pair of crocodile
jaws, which can be had at any tool
shop for is., they will take any
twist drill from ÓB.A. clearance
to the largest size necessary for
switch arms. If a small piece of
emery-cloth is placed round the
drill, it stops the jaws marking,
and keeps size mark-s clear. Peisonally, I prefer to take a hin.
twist drill through the hole, as it
stops any chance of choking.
This I use in a Hobbies archimedian drill. If ebonite is placed
on a board and another thin strip
of wood nailed each side of the
panel it will not swing, and the
face of the drill going in the
wooden base keeps a clear hole.
With thanks for much knowledge
obtained in TVireless Weekly..
I am, etc.,
\V.

J.

RAWLINSON.

Teddington, Middlesex.

To

THE EDITOR, Wireless ll'eekly.
SIR,-I have received one ¿f
the first copies of TVireless

-

lVeekly, and feel that I must congratulate you upon producing such
a paper.
Out here in Australia, where
-material is so expensive, ve appreciate any paper that suggests
to us a cheaper' way of making
our sets, and the numerous
Hook-ups'' published in Vol. 1.,
No. 2 iSSUe, are quite a boon
to us.

doubtless crry out their
duties most efficiently.
Rather was it the purpose of
the paragraph (as Mr. Aird may
note if he re-reads it) to suggest
that the remedy lies in the securing of increased selectivity.
I am, etc.,
E. J. \\TJLLIAMS.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
P.S.-Surely at South Shields
Mr. Aird should not need three
note magnifiers to get 5N0 on a
small loud-speaker.
Why not
I roo r
who

,

Wishing you every success in
the future with such a grand
paper.
I am, etc.,
T. D. ATHEY.

W. Aústralia.

DUAL AMPLIFICATION
To THE EDIToR, Wireless TI eekly.

SIR,-With the circuit as described in No. 5, Modern TVi,eless, page 329, but adding reaction in the plate circuit, it might
interest you to know that I heard
Koenigwusterhausen
LP quite
distinctly on July ist, at 12.30,
audibility about equal to 2L0 on
a crystal.
I must acid that the block condenser between the 'phone and
H.T. was much larger than indicated on the circuit shown.
I

Ealing, W.5.

am, etc.
G.

J. P.

RESULTS!
To THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
SIR,-As an experimenter for a
number of years I have tried many
circuits, but have never come across
one to touch STioo. With two
Igranic transformers and one Marconi-Osram, one Mullard valve,
and Hertzite detector I can get
alL British broadcasting stations;
also FL, Ecole Superieure des
Postes, Telegraphes et Telephones de Paris, London amateurs
and LiverDool amateurs. Bar lightship, the Hague, ölT, 2ZY, LO
loud-speaker results. 5N0, 5WA,
5SC can be heard with 'phones
on table. T am using three Igranic
coils, No. 75 as reactance, Nos. 35
and 50 as coupler.
I am, etc.,
H.. E.
B urton-on-Trent.

PLANT.

FUSIBLE METAL
INTERFERENCE
To THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
To TRE EDITOR, 1Virel,ss 1Veekly
SIR,-It has been stated that
SIR,-May I, as the writer of the paragraphs on Cullercoats, an improvement can be obtained in
trespass on your valuable space to crystal and valve crystal sets by
.

reply to the letter you published
from Mr. D. Aird.
The two
hours' unceasing operation of this
station \\ras observed by myself,
and however far-fetched " Mr.
Aird may think it, it is perfectly
true.
No sensible person would maintain that commercial and official
messages should be shelved for
the benefit of broadcasting, and
there was nothing in the paragraph to suggest such a contention; neither was any reflection
cast upon the Cullercoats staff,

'39

mounting the crystal in a cup filled
with mercury, which I find to be
the case, but the mercury has a
nasty habit of getting spilt.
To obviate this, a paste metal,
equally efficient, can be made by
amalgämating the mercury with a
quantity of lead foil. This I did
by gradually adding the foil until
the right consistency was obtained.
I can now reverse the crystal without the filling coming out of the
I am, etc.,
cup.
H. E. \VHEELER.
Forest Gate, E.7.
A4()
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Conducted by A. D.

The. "Roofaffix" Aerial
MANY would-he listeners-in
find the erection of an effective aerial one cf the
hardest problems, especially in
congested areas. One solution of
the difficulty is offered by the
" Roofaffix " aerial made by
Messrs. B. Byron & Co., which
has been submitted to us for
practical test.
This aerial Consists of three
quite substantial brackets with a
T-shaped top provided with insu-

The " Roofaffix"

aerial.

lators, one bracket being arranged
to fit on the ridge andthe other two
to be placed at the edge of the
slanting roof, in such a manner as
to provide support for a double
aerial, the wire for which is sup
plied with the set.
Means of fixing these brackets
are designed so as to avoid serious interference with or damage
to the roof. The device proved to
be impressively sturdy, and, when
once installed, unlikely to be disturbed by anything short of a
hurricane, while the work of fix-

COWPER..

B.Sc. (London),

ing the brackets is simple enough.
Although the electrical capacity
of such an arrangement is bound to
be fairly high, with the aerial wire
so close to the roof, this device
offers a solution of the aerial problem in many difficult places, and
certainly gives the maximum elevation possible.

Variable Gridleak
Messrs. Watmel Wireless Co.
have submitted for test a variable
gridleak, for panel mounting, in
which the resistance of the leak is
continuously variable over the required range. A fine screw plunger
acts through an intermediary
spring plunger on a column of
several carbon pellets 1%-in. diameter enclosed in an ebonite tube,
the variation of resistance being
obtairred by varying the pressure
on this column by a few turns of
the plunger knob. A single in.
hole is required for mounting the
instrument in the panel, with two
small fixing screws through the
flange, and the depth below the
flange is 4m., so that it is de:
cidedly convenient in this respect,
taking up little room.
On practical trial it was fund
to be exceedingly handy, giving a
useful range of resistances to suit
various types of valves and condi:
tions, and perfectly silent in use,
even while adjusting the value
of the resistance. Extremely critical regulation of different detector
valves became possible; on single
- valve reception, in high-frequency
reactance capacity couplings, etc.,
it left nothing to be desired, while
in the STioo circuit, as an anti-

jll.Sc.

satisfactory, enabling one to obtain the maximum amplifléation
combin.ed with perfect steadiness.
This little fitting is neat in appearance,
vell
finished and
.

4-'

T5(I

A

howling device it proved to be most

1923

i,

The .Watmel

gridleak.

mechanically sound, although th
price is extremely moderate, and
can be thoroughly recommended
both for generi] experimental
ork and 'for incorporation in more
permanent sets.
Panelite

Messrs. Clar-O-Phon Radio Co.
have submitted for examination
and test samples of " Panelite,"
an insulating material of the ebonite type. This is made in two
degrees of hardness, i and IA.
The samples had a handsome appearance, with a uniforth, dull
matt black surface. The electrical
resistance, both from face to face
of a panel and across a narrow
strip of one surface, vas too high
to measure. \Ve were particularly
impressed by the physical properties displayed.
Holes could
be drilled right through without
any of that chipping at the back
edges, which has spoilt many a
panel ; with saw, file, tap and
drill,. etc., it was a pleasure to
works and a neat finish was readily
obtained. '. Wood screvs could be
used to fix small fittings without
either tapping the hole first or alternatively wringing the neck of
the screw.
.
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J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.InsLP., assisted

by A.' L. M. DOUGLAS.

In this section will appear only selected replies to queries of general interest or arising from articles in " Wireless
Weekly," "Modern Wireless" or from any Radio Press Handbook.
All queries will be replied to by post, as promptly as possible, providing the following conditions are complied with.
i. A Postal Order to the value of is. for each question must be enclosed, together with the Coupon from the
current issue, and a stamped addressed envelope.
2. Not more than three questions will be answered at once.
3. Queries should he forwarded in an envelope marked "Query" in the top left-hand corner and addressed
lo Information Dept., Radio Press, Limited, Devereux Court, Strand, London. W.C.2.
-

J. C. (BURLEIGH) asks for a diagram
showing the switching of a L.F. amplifier.

for large panels, but for small pieces, such as
terminal strips, they are quise suitable.
The
material can be easily cut by means of a hot knife,
and may be drilled in the ordinary way. (2) We
think that you would find the use of a ariable
grid leak of a good make a distinct advantage in
your Armstrong receiver.

A diagram of a suitable method of switching is

given on this page.

F. R. H. (STAMFORD HILL) asks (1)
whether old gramophone records are a
satisfactory substitute for ebonite. (2)
Questions about an Armstrong regenerative
circuit.

E. W. (WALLINGTON) asks whether a
tapped honeycomb coil might be used instead
of the cylindrical inductances for the 200 to
5,000 metre set described in "MODERN
WIRELESS" No. 3.

(i) Gramophone records have quite good insulating
properties and have a considerable range of usefulness for wireless purposes. Being rather thin
and consequently fragile, they must not be used

\Ve think tapped honeycomb coils would be fairly
satisfactory, but ve should warn you that '' dead-

r
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is

to t megohms. Only requires a in. hole in
panel for fitting. Suitable for use in any
circuit, and improves the svorkingof any valve
detector. (50,000 to loo,00a ohms foc the
S.T. loo Circuit. Price 3/6.)
4

Watmel Wireless Co.,

t.onsghtflouse.1aEdesereRo,d.MarbleAce. w.
Tel. 4075 Paddargton.

i

end " effects are much more liable to occur in
honeycomb coils than in the single layer type when
The coils should he wound
tappings are used.
with a similar number of turns to those specified
in the article and with the heaviest gauge of wire
which is possible under the circumstances-that is
to say, within reasonable limits of space.

WATMELVAHAB1VE
GRID
LEA K (l'afcet applied
The Resistance steadily Variable betweci

i,

i

.4,,

2/6 each.
The best Variable Grd
Leak made.
Pnce

A. F. B. (MANCHESTER) has madé a 2valve receiver which he uses with a small
frame but only obtains weak results from
2ZY, and no signals from the other Stations.
He asks whether we can help him.
Since you are using only two valves, and of these
one is a rectifier and the secQnd a low-frequency
amplifier, ve are not surprised that you only receive the local station, since to obtain distant
stations with a frame aerial it is necessary to use
\Ve should
at least two high-frequency valves.
Practical
recommend you to try circuit ST4o
\Vireless Valve Circuits," Radio Press, Ltd

IF!1I

4i

('

-I

B. L. S. (LEEDS) asks for a diagram of
a single-valve transmitter.
\Ve give below a suitable circuit employing grid
control and using the components which you

mention.

Easy to understand.
inderstanies Wireless s easy to
you get the rght book. SIMPLI FIEL)
I4IRLLESS, by John Scott.Taggarr,
F.lnst.P. (Edtor ol - Wireh'ss Weskly(
will gise you an excellent groundwork
so all the most difficult points n WÊrw
u-ss.
Get a copy to-day and begin to
undeistand how your Set works. When
:you bave read it and understood some
o1
its elemeutary principles, you wI
taise quite a new interest in Wireless
J

Sold by all Newsagerts

auj

-:
I
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H. F. H. (BRADFORD) asks what is a dull

emitter .valve.
E
E
E

E

/_

E

E

A(1PePareandProrwi.

E

SCHEFF

PUBLICITY

125, PaIl Mall, London, S W.l

ORGANISATION, LTD.,
Phone-Regent 2440(2 lines).

=
E

52

Dull emitter valves are a fairly recently introduced
type, having a filament which is often coated
with certain metallic oxides which enable th fila
ment to give the required electron emission at quite
a low temperature, commonly a dull red. A great
economy of filament current is thereby effected,
and there are valves upon the market which work
with as little as o. IS of an ampere filament
Current.

III III

A
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A. W. B. (CATFORD) has constructed a
tuned anode coil of which he submits particulars, but does not get satisfactory results.
He asks our advice.

"ON THE S.T.

'.

We think that you have far too many turns of wire
on the former that you mention. For broadcasting
purposes the coil might be wound upon a sin. diameter tube with eighty turns, tapped at sixty and
seventy turns. This in conjunction with a variable
condenser of 0.0003 tF will cover the broadcast
wavelength easily. A suitable wire for vinditig
this coil would be No. 22 double cotton covered.

p

Extract from test report by Mr. A. D. Cowper, il.Sc. (Lond.). in
"Wireless Wee/dy," July 25, regarding the EEC "Xtrudwn" Valve,

ECONOMIC
IHead Office: lO, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.l.

(BLACKBURN) asks for a
3-valve circuit with a switch to, cut out the
H.F. valve.
H.

I

loo IT GAVE
ROAR WITH. 2LÓ's
DANCE MUSIC AUDIBLE AT
THE END OF A LARGE
SUBURBAN GARDEN."

A FINE

w.

Ecii1C.

Shoa'roo,ns:
303. EUSTON RD., N.W.l.

Bya,wh Showroo;ns:

TWICKENHAM.

See the accompanying figure.

Are yóu a
Beginner?

G. A. D. (ESSEX) asks how many con-.
denser vanes having a radius of 1in. and
spaced hin. apart will be necessary to construct a variable condenser having a capacity
of 0.0002 ¿zF.
Thirteen valles will be required-seven fixed and

Then take the first opportuotty or learning
some of the more important Ieatures of
Radio. "WIRELESSFORALL has
ong been regarded as the first stepping
stone to greater Radio knowledge. If you
know Jittle of Wireless then you must
certainly read this book by John Scott
Taggart, F Insl.P.. Editor of " Wireless
Weekly."

six moving.

A. B. (DUNDEE) submits a specimen piece
of fibre and asks whether it is suitable for
constructing panels upon which to mount

wireless receiving apparatus.

Front all Booksdlle, and

!,

The fibre which you submit is not a very gooi
quality, and ve should not recommend its use for
wireless purposes.
Fibre in general is extremely
liable to give trouble in wireless instruments on
account of its propensity for absorbing moisture
and becoming of very poor insulation.

Nesvsagents, or ' . post
free from PublishersRADIO PRESS LTD..
Devereux Court, STRAND

J. F. (WELLINGBOROUGH) has made a
power amplifier and gets extremely unsatisfactory results, being very much troubled
with "howling "and other unpleasant effects.
He asks the reason and mentions that he. is
using a soft Dutch valve.
Soft salves are quite unsuitable for this purpose,
and their use entirely accounts for the trouble
which you have been experiencing. You should use
the hardest possible receiving valves and apply to
them a voltage of about 20Q on the plate, and a

We are always pleased to receive interesting artic:es for our
various publications, and those accepted will be purchased at
good rates. Articles can be eubmitted with or without diagrams
or photographs. Where constructional articles are submitted.
evidence of the actual working of the apparatus described must
be forwarded i! required.

=

..

-=

RADIO PRESS,

Ltd.
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F. E. C. (PLUMSTEAD) has a receiver
which he has built from circuit ST44 of
Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," and
asks what sizes of coils should be used in
various positions to cover the British Broadcasting band of wavelengths.

THE CONSTRUCTION
WIRELESS RECEIVING
APPARATUS
PAUL D YVERS

ir

-

might have thirty-five, fifty, or seventy-five
turns, depending upon the size of the aejial with
which it is used; coils
and L3 may he of fifty
If you are winding these
or seventy-five turns.
coils yourself you would probably obtain bettei
of ninety turns. With
results by making L, and
careful adjustment and under favourable circumstances we think you should be able to hear aU
the British broadcasting, stations with this reCoil

I7 2

or

-if6

1923

negative bias of up to minus io volts- upon their
grid. You may be interested to hear that a constructional article giving useful details for making
a good power amplifier appears in the -August.
number of Modern TVi,eless.

-

\l,.

1,

Post Free -.
-

L1

L9

L3

:1

ceiver.
(

yy

I

V

l4

1

The use of an inductively coupled tuner will effect
considerable improvement in the matter of selec-.
tivity. We recommend you to construct a tuner
along the lines of that described in VIRELESS
crystal
VEEKLY, No.
, omitting, of course; the
detector. The secondary coil of the inductively
coupled tuner would then take the place of the first
Ve are pleased to
variometer in your present set.
learn that yoü are obtaining good results sofar.

HERE. for the first time, is a collection et
constructive articles giving full details for
making almost every piece of apparatus required
in the building up of a complete Receiving Set.

Essentially practical, well written, and illustrated
with working diagrams, this s a book which
every experimenter must have-whether he
does much constructional work or little
Get a copy to-day-you will certainly save its
Cost on the very first piece of apparatus you make

I

G. H. H. (STOCKPORT) has constructed a
two-valve variometer set as described in
No. i of "MODERN WIRELESS," and
obtaiñs excellent results. He wishes to know
whether the selectivity of the set can be
improved.

M.J. B. (RUTLAND) has constructed a set
which provides tor dual amplification but
finds that self oscillation occurs. He enquis-es
as to the best means of preventing this.
The addition of a potentiometer in the manner
suggested would, no doubt, have the desired effect,
hut a more economical method is to introduce a fixed
high resistance, value about soo,000 ohms, between
the grid of the first valve and the positive side of
its filament. A variable resistance, specially suitable for this prpose, is now on the market. lt
is made by the \Vatmel \Vireless Company, and its
price is.3s. 6d.

The construction of
Wireless Receiving Apparatus
By Paul D.Tyers
how

budd ............
to
apparatus
the following

Shows,
j

i
i

i

i

Anode and Cid Resistances, Filament
Potentiometers,
Basket
Rheostats,
Coils, Slab Coils, Solenoid Coils, Loose
Couplers, }loneyccmb Coils. Duo
lateral Coils,}1.T. Eatteries,Condensers,
Crystal Detectors, L.F. I ransformers,
HF. Transformers.

PUBLISI1RSOFAUTHORJTATIV

W. T. (LOUGHTON) has installed a wireless receiving set and is requested by his
landlord 'to install an external lightning
arrester together with a two-way earthing
switch. He asks our opinion on the matter.

From all Bookselle:s
and Newsagents

i

.

'

ip

post tree.

\Ve consider the request quite reasonable and compliance with it mutually advantageous to you and the
landlord. The inclusion of the arrester and su itch
will not detract from the efficiency of your apparatus
and will afford protection in the event of a thunderstorm.

WIR1LS5 LITRATURt

DVERLUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.2.
A54

-
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REDUCED

PRICE OF

M U L LA R D

"R" VALVES

15/-

ROBLEMS arise in every
phase of life, and the power

of concentration does not
always solve them, but when the
problem is one of valves you can
see The Thinker straightening his
heavy back and

smiling

because

there is only one solution-

Mullar

Obtainable from the Leading Electricians, Wireless Dealers, etc.
Advt. of the Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S 1

12
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CONDENSERS

=

PRICES.

When you buy a Vanicon,
you pay slightly more, hut
when you consider the improvement which it will

Extra for
Capacity

Price

Ebonite Cover

7/6
7/6.

.0003

17/6

.0005

El 0 0

.0007

,E1 2 6

10/-

thousands of other users of

.001

£1 5 0

12/6

Dubilier Condensers, that
it is WORTH IT.

Each Condenser can be supplied with a
calibration chart at an extra charge of to/6.

make to the results from
your set, you agree with

THE VANICON.

Write to us to -day for our trade Terms
and Descriptive Leaflets,

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921) LTD.,
DEPT. G.
Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, L 0 N D 0 N. W.12.
Telegrams: "Hivoltcon, Phone, London."
Telephone: Hammersmith 5084.

P

To ensure the best results from your
Wireless Set, see that your batteries
bear these Trade Marks.
P

These Trade Marks on
Low Tension or High
Tension Batteries

%WI D

Pyramid High Tension Batteries
are the result of forty Years' experience in
the manufacture of Dry Batteries.
PRICES:
I5 volts (variable. Tapped each 3 volts
and two winder plugs) 36 volts (variable. Tapped each 3 volts
and two wander plugs) 66 volts (variable. Tapped each 3 volts.,
and two wander plugs) -

mean long life, reliability, and the steady
and constant flow of
current through your
valves, so

necessary

for Perfect Reception.
3/6
7/6
12,6

Your Local Dealer will supply,
or
send
direct
to
the
Manufacturers.

" Ideal " Valve Accumulators

are stputly made of. the finest materials, with

a thick glass case." Numerous letters have
been received giving remarkable evidence of
long life and reliability

Send for lists of our complet2

PRICES : complete in
wooden
case
with
leather strap handle.

Wireless Sets (Crystal or
false) and all component parts.

4ArOft 50 amp. 24/ -

WATES

6 volt 50 amp. 35/...

BROS.,

13-14, Great Queen Street,

-

(Carriage 2/-).
(Carruige 3/-).
Prices

of

other

size

batteries on application

London, W.C.2.

'Phone: Gerrard 575-6
'Grams: Zywateseng,
Westcent.

A2

Follow the CROWD and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(Reduced rates, p. 112.)
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iii.

S FOR ITSELF
AMPL ION RECEIVERS are designed and
produced by the world's original and largest
manufacturers of Loud -speaking Telephones.
First demonstrated in 1887, commercially introduced in 1893, adopted by the British Admiralty
in 1894, and by Foreign Governments and the leading

Steamship Lines in the following years, no less than
12,000 vessels were fitted with Graham's instruments
by the end of the year 1919, besides installations in

numerous power stations and for other purposes.
To -day the number of Graham.Loud-speakers in use
exceeds that of all other makes combined.

More Loud -speakers than ever are now produced
in the Graham Factories or under licence, and in the
Wireless field the Graham Amplion represents the
utmost technical efficiency and unequalled commercial
value.

Ask for Folder " W.W."

Demonstrations at our Showroom :
THE ALGRAPHONE SALON,
25-26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.1.
'Phone: Regent 1075,

ALFRED GRAHAM &

CO.,

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4
'Phone: Sydenham 2820-1-2.
'Grams : " Navalhada, Catgreen, London."
SCOTLAND- Mr. F. M. Milligan, 25. Renfrew Street, Glasgow.
IRELAND- Mr. Alex. R. Monday, 91, Chichester Street, Belfast.
CANADA-Messrs. Burndept of Canada Ltd., 172, King Street West Toronto.

a

Follow the CROWD and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(Reanced rates,
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itat lune ?
EVENTUALLY you will need a Set which will
permit you to use as many Valves. as you wisha Set which will enable you to_ ..spare Crystal rectification with Valve --a Set so selective as to cut out
your local B.B.C. station and receive. all Other stations.

Each one of these requirements

is

fulfilled

by the

Peto-Scott System.

August 10%

Bonus Scheme.
Owing to the immediate success of
our first 10% Sale (now ended) we
have decided to institute a xo°,'.

Bonus Scheme during the month of
August.

All -orders will carry a ro% Bonus-

an order for fir, for instance,

will

permit you to order further goods to

the ,value of 2/- without any extra
chafe: Prices are still the lowest in

Crystal Detector
Unit No. 6.
Designed to unable anyone tobegin
the Peto - Scott System without
incurring. the cost. of., Valves and
Batteries. Many experimenters, on

the other hand-, prefer to use a
Crystal Detector permanently for
greater purity of speech. This
Unit can be used in conjunction
with H.F. Amplifier (No. 3) and
Note Magnifier (No. 5) for Loud
Speaker use. Use it with Units
for a complete 3 -Unit
2
t and

Crystal . Receiver _of superior
efficiency capable of _w_orking over
unusually long distances.
Lounge :

99. High Holborn. W Cl..

London, therefore take advantage of
this unique offer. Postage extra, but
paid on orders of £2 and over.

Buy now-build later.
PRICE LIST OF UNITS FOR
HOME CONSTRUCTION.

Tuner Unit ..
No. 2y Condenser Unit

..
..
No. 3. High Frequency Amplifying Unit ..
..
No. 1.

27 3
42 -

No. 4.
No. 5.

Valve Detector Unit .. 17.6
Low Frequency Am-

Full instructions are supplied in e\ery
box.

PETO-SCOTT Co., UP.
Head Office :

FEATHERSTONE HOUSE,

Holborn,

Reaction to be used.

six -way switch gives

the following circuits without changing a

single connection :i
Re -action on Aerial Circuit (not to be used
for Broadcast Reception).
2. Reaction as above but reversed.
3. Reaction short-circuited.
.

13.-6

plifying Unit ..
33'8
No. 6. Crystal Detector Unit 15'6
No. 7. Reactode Unit
28
Cabinets for I, 3, 4, 5, 6 ancl'7 3'8
Or No. 1
..
.. 7 Peto Coils (set of 4)
17 6

64, High

Reactode Unit No. 7.

Permits tuned Anode Circuit with' tuned

W.C.1.

"

4. Simultaneous Reaction on Aerial and
Anode Coil.
5. Reaction on Anode Coil.
6. Reversed Reaction on Anode Coil.

No. 4 in particular opens up an interesting
field and is well worth attention from the
experimenter. This Unit can be added to
all existing Peto-Scott Sets. Use this Reactode Unit, its greatly improved circuits will
enable you to cut-out your local Stations and
receive 'telephony over very long distances.

Branch :

3, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.2

ilber
Folloiv /tic CROTi'D and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(Reduced rates, p.
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V.

THE NEW CONDENSER
ni

New Type Variable Condenser.
Special Features.

I. Aluminium plates top and bottom instead of
Ebonite, thus giving strength and perfect
rigidity.

2. Centre Vanes. mounted on split pivot, thus

and [-liars all you need
know -because .EDISWAN
means the best valve
The Demonstrator at the

ensuring positive contact.

3. Perfectly smooth working of Vanes, ensuring
accurate tuning.
4. Vanes fixed with minimum air space, making

the Condenser more compact for a given
capacity.

5. Perfect workmanship in every particular.
Neat and attractive appearance.
Price List.
Capacity.

00I
'00075
'0005

Price.

39

10/6
9/6
8/6

19

-"no question about EDISWAN
VALVE taking premier position"
Type "AR"
vp Type "R "

15

sOkc'ov-

Capacity.

Plates

1'1'11

t

.0003

13

7/6

0002

7
3

7/-

Vernier

15 I.

COMPACT
ECONOMICAL
REI. I ABLE

All Goods Post Free.

Plates.

31

LEEDS Wireless Club said

5/ -

Ebonite Knob at d Dial, 1/- extra.

SENSITIVE
SILENT
ROBUST

We have had unique experience in the development and manufacture
of the Thermionic Valve. The first experiments in connection with
the investigation of the " Edison Effect " on which the working of a

valve depends were carried out at our Ponders End Works, by
Prof. J. A. Fleming, who was the Company's Scientific Adviser.
We also manufacture complete Re, ro romp Sets, Accessories, and H.T. and L.T. Batteries.

Dealers should write at once for particulars and terms. Ask for descriptive leaflets.
If your Dealer cannot supply, send P.0 with his name and address. We'll see that you
het what you want.

FREE ON REQUEST.

Illustrated Booklet sodded

The Therm:anis, Valce-Its Drips, and Development.''

THE REGENT RADIOPHONE CO.

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co. Ltd

Manufacturers of Complete Installations and
Component Parts,

Coniraciors to 11.11. Adinirally, War ()fire, Royal /lsr Force

59, Hound's

Gate, Nottingham.

and Reduced.

123/5. Qt143eart Victoria St., E.C.4,
and

71, Victoria.
Street, S.W.1.
PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
WORKS:

Branches In all

Principal Towns

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE
TRADE ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

3
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You require to use the valves
that will enable you to obtain
perfect reception of vocal and
instrumental items.
Your choice of valve will
make all the difference to
the efficiency of your outfit.

RCANI

VALVE

are used in the
world's largestWirelessTrans-

nutting Stations where the
selection of a valve is the result

of the most exhaustive
Use the

same

valves

for

your own Receiving Sets.

MARCONI
--VALVES
CMADE AT THE 0 RAm LAMP WORKg,
are the outcome of prolonged research and manufacturing experience, and have
achieved a reputation second to none. Uniformity of quality is their special characteristic.

Ensure the best broadcasting results by using them always.

Made to Last.

Sold by all leading Electrical Contractor!, Wireless Dealers, etc.

(Wholesale Only)
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Ltd.. Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.
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Talks to the
Wireless
Advertiser

No. 4.

Advertiser : Go away --there is no business about and what
is the use of advertising my goods in an
empty market place ?

W.W.tt

If everyone thought that, my paper would

'' W.W.I!

that all these firms are simply wasting ,their
money because they are advertising now.
Advertiser : Yes, you certainly have a representative lot of

clients but they are able to afford publicity

have no advertisements.

Advertiser :

44 W.W.

suppose
every day ?
I

you are

losing clients

On the contrary.

Advertiser : What-do

suggest that your advertise-

ments are increasing?

(4 W.W."

II do, and what is more they will continue to
do so.

Advertiser : But we have a dull part of the season still to
get through.

" W.W." :

That may be, but the wisest wireless advertiser
is looking well beyond August and September.

The Broadcast Committee's decision will
clear the air before then and the prospects
before September are good.

Advertiser : Then you are suggesting that I am like one

W.W.tt

of the fOolish virgins?

Of course I mustn't be too blunt, but if you
are merely guided by the present state of the
wireless market you are failing to provide for

future business.
Advertiser (turns over business pages of " Wireless Weekly").

continuing) : Now surely you cannot suggest

during dull times.

W.W.

9)

That is one good reason why you should

make -the effort to keep your name before the
wireless industry. Remember advertising has
accumulative effects.
Advertiser : I am certainly surprised at the relative
volume of business you are carrying.
\iv W.
That is the result of merit in my proposition.
" Wireless Weekly " is now the best seller
and has the cheapest advertisement rates.
Advertiser : The cheapest rates?

" W.W. "

Yes, certainly, and during August and September the Publishers are continuing the
reduced summer tariff for space.
They
realise that the Industry must be helped
through the Doldrums.
Advertiser : I am much obliged for this information. I
was so obsessed with the falling off in
business that I had quite failed to take the
long view.
CC W.W. IP

Your best plan is to book up space and make
the utmost use of it.
Advertiser : That shall certainly be done.

All enquiries for Advertising space in "Wireless Weekly" should be addressed to

Scheff Publicity Organisation, Limited,

:-

125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
'Phone-Regent 2440 (2 lines).
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,7Ae Dark Horse
avnes lo the lore
24/ -

"POLAR"
DYNAPHONE
ENTIRELY BRITISH MADE.

A triumph of inventive genius.

The only receiver that will reproduce music and speech exactly.

Dynaphone. It is constructed cn
the electro-dynamic coupled -magnetic principle, and is the only receiver made which can exactly reproduce music and speech.
Dynaphone is efficient, small, light, impervious to variations in temperature and comfortable to wear.
The
Polar
The wire used in the coils is much larger in diameter and more robust than in the ordinary phones, and the insulation
is much better owing to sufficient space being allowed to impregnate the whole coil thoroughly.

All the faults of the ordinary magnetic type receivers have been eliminated in the " Polar

Eddy Currents are made use of because the whole phone functions as a transformer, the windings being the primary, and the
Further, the induced currents in the diaphragm follow exactly the variations of current in the
diaphragm itself the secondary.

winding, not being affected by any direct current component or by the iron of the magnetic circuit, as this is not a dosed
core. The diaphragm current, reacting with the permanent magnetic flux, produces a vibration of the diaphragm, which is
perfect.

Dynaphone are practically eliminated by radial slots which prevent their flow.
and a large cross-sectional area, is about four times the efficiency of the
ordinary phone. There is a magnetic effect as in the
ordinary phones, coupled with the electro-dynamic
effect ; the result is a much more perfect reproduction
Diaphragm Permanent
Ebonite
Magnet
than can be secured with magnetic action alone. The pull
Earpiece Cap

The eddy current losses in the

Polar

The magnetic circuit, having a short, mean path

on the diaphragm is over a circle about one-third

of

the diameter of the diaphragm, thus obviating distortion
created by distorted pull on the diaphragm.

Both sides of the diaphragm are equally damped, an
area at the centre of the back of the diaphragm equal to
the area of the opening in the ear cap is free to the air.
This acoustical arrangement results in the fulness of
tone as compared with the shallow tone produced by the
ordinary phone. Music of any kind reproduced by the
" Polar Dynaphone is faithfully reproduced, the quality
of the notes and timbre being clearly discernible.
Photograph showing component parts of the Dynaphone Earpiece
in their order of assembly.

PRICE 24/- Postage direct 6d.

"POLAR" DYNAPHONE is obtainable from all "Polar" Stockists or direct

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD., 34/35, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.2.
Telegrams: " Radiocomco-Estrand, London."

Telephone: Central 8480 (3 lines;.

Where you see the

Polar' sign you can buy -Polar.' Accessories.

FLEET. AD.

Ai6
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Wiere you seefEe

IAA?

SIGN

gou can .6zzy
D

ACCESSORIES
The " Polar" sign Iftbstrated here is now ,displayed in
the windows of " Polar " stockists throughout the Kingdom -the most effective answer -we can possibly think
of to the hundreds of wise wireless enthusiasts whose
urgent enquiry is "Where can 1 buY Polar Accessories?"

The following is a brief advanced list of " Polar " Stockists -watch it grow :
ARRROATFL-Ponsford & McHardy, r65, High St.
W. Shearer,
Station Rd.

EGI1AM (Surrey). -Radio Supply Stores, 117, High St.
(Cumberland).-Egreinont Radio Stores,
Market PI.

EX:REMO:4T

BARNSLEY. -Swart Lawson, Imperial Buildings. Peel Sq.

BARROW-IN-FURNESS.-J. Dall, 76-78, Dalton Rd. Corria &

Ranks. 25, Cavendish St.
BARRY DOCK. -Lewis & Mayer, Leebway Rd.
BECCLES.-G.F.M. Engineering Co, 5, Stnallgate.
BELFAST. --Phoenix Radio Co., 5, Donegal Sq. East. Electrical Installation & Repairing Co., 40', Berry St.
BonwicR7oN-TwEgo.-King Bros., 25, Bridge St.
BIRKENIIEAD.-E. Preston & Co., 42, Grange Rd. West.
Roscoe Motor Co., Ltd., x8, Chester St. Hughes & Nyatts,
Ltd.

B1RMINGHANL-Midland Counties Electric Engineering Co.,
Ltd., 136, Sandon Rd. A. E. Parsons, 142, Park Rd., Aston.
BOLTON. -A. Franks, Ltd., 90, Bradshawgate.
BRADFORD. -The Gramophone Stores, 15o, Bowling Old Lane.

31,

FERRYHILL VILLAGE. -J. F. H. Banner, The Chemist.

FoLKEsrosE.-T. C. Gilbert, 26, Guildhall St.

Ballanlyne, 1031, St. Vincent St.
Hunter's Wireless Depot, 73, West Nile St. Archibald Low
& Sons, Ltd..28a, Renfield St. Milligan's Wireless Co., Ltd.,
23-25, Renfrew St. R. McAughtry & Sons, 423, Govan Rd.
GRANTHAAL-White & Sentance, St. Peter's Hill.
GREENOC11.-J. A. Kinnaird & Co., Ltd., 26, Cathcart St.
GLASGOw.-Robert

IIALIFAX.-Electrical Supply Stores. 1 r, Fountain St.

Chris, Pratt & Sons, .1,td., North Parade.
BRANDON, surror.K.-Thos. A. Green, High St.
BRISTOL. -The Colston Electric CO., 9, Denmark St.

ifanttocaTE.-Popham Bros., 26. Oxford St.
IIELENsavacit.-Veudall & Sprott, West Princes St.
HOLLAND.-Gooische Fotohandel, Eerkstraat. to6, Hilversum.
HUDDERSFIELD. -J. H. Taylor & Co., Macauley St.
lita,r.,:--City Electrical Co., 24, Porter St. Clarke & Graham,
73, Prospect St. E. M. Parsons, 38a, Brook St. J C.

Ituay.-Manchester District Wireless Co., 21, Agur St.

avoort (Essex).-Cranbrook Sports Co., 91, Cranbrook Rd.

CAMBRIDGE.-Negus Electrical . Co., 22, Regent St.

KETTERING.-Paul Taylor, 147, Stamford Rd., Montague St.
EILIIARNOCK.-Aird, Walker & Ralston, Hill Lane.

Scarborough, 21, George St.

BROUGHTY FERRY.-Ponsford & McHardy, 58. Grey St.
BRYNMAWR. -South Wales Radio & Scientific Co.

Grundy & Barrett,

Bailey.

St. Mary's Passage.
CANIPBELTOWN ARGYLL. -A. P. MacGory, 16-18, Main St.
CARDIFF. -R. W. Brassington, 33, Morgan Parade. Cardiff
Electric Wireless Supply Co., Ltd., 43, Bute St. J. Howell
& Co., Ltd. South Wales Wireless Installation, Ltd., 18,
West Bute St.
2,

CARLISLE. -James Hodgson, 42, Lowther St.
CHESTERFIELD.-CheSterfielg Engineering Co., 35, West Bars

and Park Rd. Cavendish Motors, Ltd., Cavendish St.
CUELTEMDANI.-Pound Bros., 4, St. Armes Row, Albion St.
C1RENCESTER.-A. H. Buncombe & Co., 169a, Cricklade St.

COLWYN Bar -Ellis Hands & Dean, 1,td., Abergele Rd.
COVENTRY. -Reid Radio Co.. I. Chester St A. Salmon,
Drinkwater Arcade.
DARLINGTON. -E. Sutton & Co., Northgate.

DARAVEN.-W. V. Fairhurst, Wellington Fold, Market St.
DUMER1ES.-The Magneto Accumulator & Elcctro Plating
Co., 72, Brooms Rd.
DUNDEE.-Ponsonby & McHardy, 32, Reform St.'
DUNFERMLINE.-JaMeS Scott & CO., Inglis St.
DURHAM. -Devereaux Moodie & Co., 23. fleet Bridge.
EDINBURGH. -D. G. Watson, 126, Bruntslield Place. Spensers

(Scotland) Ltd., 129, George St.

LEEDS. A. C. Dixon, 3, East Parade.

1,EVEN11U,1,1%1E.-J. moldings, Central Station.
LIVERPOOL. -John Banks .&. Sons, 14-18, Duke- St.

The

British Radio Mfg. Co:, 9, South Castle St. Pulford Bros.,
Ltd., ro6-r ro Whitechapel. C..A. Sutton & Co., rro, Dale
St. Taylor Bros., 46, Tithebarti St.' Western Wireless Telephones, Ltd., 15, Cheapside, off Dale St. I,ewis's, Ltd.,
Ranleagh St
Lt.axou,r.-H. S. Lloyd, Garage House, Prospect Place.
LONDON.-Brompton Engineering Co., 169, Fulham Rd.
H. S. Timpson, 29-3o, Iligh St., Ealing, W. Metron Electrical Co., 141-143, High St.. Collier's Wood, S.W. Grafton
Electric Co., Ltd., 54, Grafton St. Cranley Garages, I,td., 161, Closter Rd., .S.W.7. H. ' Tafforty,

3o8, Kings Rd., S.W.8. H. J. Sitcom, Ltd., 3o, High St.,
Putney. Penrose Cycle Co., 16, Borough High St., S.E.I.
Freeman's Filling Station & Motor Stores, 92-94. Colkober.
well Rd. Radio Appliances, Ltcl., 185, High Rd., Streatham.
Griffin Wireless Supplies Co.. 66, Newington Causeway,
s.u. Bonds (Euston Rd.) Ltd., 245, Easton Rd. Pugh
Bros., 'or, Holloway Rd. Shove, Porter & Co., 56 Mortimer
St., W. Ruby Wireless & Electric, Ltd., 86 Hoe St.,
.

Walthamstow.

Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.
LoNnox.-Nelson Arnold, 5, Ranelagh Gardens, Barnes.
L. Ball & Co., 287, Upper St.,Islington. Benetfink & Co.,
. Ltd., Cheapside.
E. W.
hamberlain,- 196, King St.,
Hammersmith. Fittings Co., 66, Barbican, E.C.I. CunA. W.
ningham, Ltd., 169-171, Edgware Rd., W.2,
Gamage, Ltd., Holborn,
Keen Wireless Co., 2, Dean
Rd., West Ealing. London Radio College, 82/3, High .St.,
Brentford. Mann, Egerton & Co., Ltd., 175-177, Cleveland
St.. W.I. Richard Melhuish, Ltd.,- 84, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOK
ON
-WIRELESS VACUUM TUBES

T. Poore & Sons, 232, High St., Acton. Jones & Noyes,
H.
164a, Railway Approach, Shepherd's Bush, Vi'.14.
Auto
C)sman & Co., Ltd., 165-6, Aldersgate St., E.C.

Sundries, Ltd., zoa, Lower Grosvenor Place, S.W.'.
LA1.1AM.-Frank Kay & Co., 40, Clifton St.
Ltd., 95-97, Deansgate.
A.
MANCHESTER. -A. Franks,
Franks, Ltd., 12, Victoria St;- A. Franks, Ltd.,73, Oxford
St. A. Franks, Ltd., 44, Market St. Trojan Electrical Co..
141, Upper Moss Lane, Alexander Rd.
The Universal
Electric Supply Co., 4, Brown St.
P. F.
MIDDLESBROUG11.-Baker Bros., Corporation Rd.
Perry & Co., Ltd., 26a, Newport Rd:
MINEHEAD (Som.).-Margaret Edgar Studios, Ltd., Park St.
MONTROSE.-James A. Mamie, 107, High St.
A1ORPETH.-J. H. Woodhead, 22, Newgatc St.
NEWBIGGIN-BY-THE-SEA.-E. Watson k Son, 23. Gibson St.
NEW BRIGHTON (Cher.). -Jenson & McNicol, Wireless Corner,

149a, Seabank Rd.

JOIN SCOTT-:TAGGART

NEWCASTLE-or4-TYNE.-Chase Motors
43, Great
Market. Jas Coxon & Co., Ltd., Market St. M. C. Joni,
Co., Ltd.,

& Co., Ltd., 239, Westgate Rd. The Masco Patents Bi

Co., 56, Grey St. Payne & Hornsby. 6, -St. Andrew's Buildings, Gallowgate. Walker's Wireless Supply Co.; 31, Westgate Rd. Wilson & Ridley, 161, Northumberland St. John
Mills & Sons; Northumberland Rd.
NEWPORT (Mon.). -South Wales Wireless Installation, Ltil.,
Cambridge Rd.
NORTH SHIELDS. -Electrical Equipment Co. Kennedy &
Scott, 78, Rudyard St.
OXFORD.-OXfOrd Wireless Telephony Co.,Ltd., 22, Queen St.
OXTON BIRKENHEAD.-HUgI1S & Watts, Ltd., Woodchurch Rd.

PARKESTONE (Dorset) .-E. T. Chapman, Newtown.

PENARTH (Glam.).-C. W. Davis, 98, Glebe St.
PERTH. -W. B. McCallum, 8, Scott St.

PRESTON. -A. Lotus, 2, Millbank, Church St. Richard Marsdon
& Sons, Ltd., 115, Church St. G. Wilkinson, 152, Church St.

REDRUTH.-A. G. Tonkin. Barncoose Terrace.
ROCHDALE. -R. W. Aerstall & Co., 98, Yorkshire St.
SCARBOROUGH. -F. Greathead, 9, Hunters Row.

not tite ezt

cacieve
WHETHER you are taking up

SEDBURGH (Yorks.). -J. W. Shepherd. Bainbridge Rd.
SHAFTESBURY (Dorset). -W. Holder, 65, High St.
SHEPErst.n.-Thos. A. Ashton, Ltd., Norfolk St. Wallace
Heaton, Ltd., 17-27, Change Alley.

Radio for a

SOUTHAMPTON. -Smethurst & Sons, Ltd., 16, Bernard St. &

92, Shirley Rd.
SOUTHSEA.-Wadham Bros.,89, Palmerston Rd.

SOUTH SHIELDS. -Law &

livelihood or

only as a hobby, you must
have this standard Book on th e
Thermionic

arns, Dean St.

Valve.

Beautifully

STIRLING. -W. T. Marshall, 12, Upper Craigs.
STOCKPORT. -Henry Hollingdrake S Son, Ltd., 65, Princes St.

bound in full cloth, this 250 -page

Svouanntnos.-Saunders & Bowkley, Ltd., 41, High St.

patient research work by a recog-

ST. MARGARETS-ON-THAMES.-W. F. Sansom, 4, The Broadway.

nised authority on

STOCKTON-ON-TEES.-T. B. Watson & Son, Ltd., Central Bldgs.
STOKE -ON -TRENT. -T. .A. D. Lawton, Brown Edge.

book

STRANRAER.-T. W. Macteady, 39, George St

ST. MARY CRAY (Kent). -Radio & Electric Supply Co., Reynolds Cross.
SoNnEnzANn.-H. Binns, Sons & CO., Ltd., 38. Fawcett St.

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO. LTD.
34-35, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.0 2.

from Publishers.
Post free

1 0/ 7

to ho rrez s, ltd

PUSLISHERSOIAUTHORITArivE WiRtiESS 1.0ERATtIkE

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.Z.

Wireless

VacuurnTubes
ByJohn Scott-TaggartfinstP

Telephone: Central 8480 (3 lines).
Telegrams: Radiocomco, Estrand, London.

A58

subject.

are certain to make rapid
progress.
From all Booksellers or direct

& Co. (Chemists), Ltd., 62, ButtermarketSt.

If therc.2 is a " Polar " stockist near you, make a friend
of him. With our assistance he can git'e you any
advice or technical information you require gratis.

of

you

Brantingh am Bros. , Hol rneside. Thos. Hudson, 314, High St. W.

11 icklegate.

the

years

Master the theory of Wireless and

SWANSEA. -Dan Morgan, 218, Oxford St.
TAMWORTH.-F. H. Lawrence, Aldergate.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS. -B. PoWell, Ltd., 41, High St.
tiLVERSTON (Lancs.).-J. J. Downward, M.P.S., 5, Market St.
WALTON-ON-THAMES.-N. y. Webber. Walton House.
WARRINGTON.-Bconomic Electric Co., 64. Sankey St. Hill
WELLINGTON (Salop). -E. W. Jones & Co., Market St.
WEST HARTLEPOOL. -P. F. Perry & Co., Ltd., u, Church St.
WHITLEY BAY. -G. T. Robson, 182-184. Whitley Rd.
WORTHING, (Sussex). -Oates, 77, Rowlands Rd.
YORK. -Smiths, 172, Walmsgate. H. 1'. Jackson, 70,

represents many
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Wireless Weekly
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.
PREPAID Advertisements are accepted under this heading for Wireless Apparatus and Parts WANTED or FOR SALE, etc. at the rate of
Is. 6d. per line, MINIMUM THREE LINES.
Advertisements should reach Scheff Publicity Organisation, 125, Pall
Mall, London, S.W. 1, LATEST by first post FRIDAY preceding date
of publication.

The publishers are not responsible for clerical or printer's errors.
but every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
CHEAP wire!!! For lead in, for aerials, instrument wires and for
earth wires, etc., 500 feet for 616 carriage paid. Get list 200 tool
bargains in Government surplus today!!! Green's Stores, 349,
Seymour Road, Lytham.

EBONITE bushes, for mounting terminals on wood, etc., as shown in
" Wireless Weekly," July 4th, 1;6 doz. post free. Crisp Lucy,
Wollaston, Wellingboro'.
FOUR -valve experimental set, with valves, potentiometer, plug in
transformers, etc., in oak case £12. Seen any evening, Crabbe,
10, Norland Square, Holland Park, W.11.
HOME assembly crystal set 7,6. They're good value. Complete in pol
mahogany case. Write to :-Picketts, Victoria St., Bexleyheath.
IS your crystal as good as it was? No? Then try Bay -Brooke
sensitizer, 1/- per bottle, post free. Bay -Brooke Co. Ltd., Dept. 25,
Harborne, Birmingham.

.

1,6 only, a miniature wireless vest pocket receiving set.

-1-J00K!
Tested and guaranteed to receive broadcasting concerts within a

radius of 20 miles. Full instructions with each set. Money returned it
not satisfied. Post free. Send P.O. 1,6 to T.E.P. Gibbs -21a, Northwold
Road, Stoke Newington, London, N.16.
RADIO silver compound for fixing crystals, no heat required, louder
signals, 6d. per box, post free 8d. L. Elliot, 12,;Rosebery Avenue,
Sout hShields.

9IOWNSEND wavemeters, ex disposal. A limited number, carefully calibrated, in new condition. Wavelength 300/4000 metres.
These Instruments are absolutely necessary to manufacturers and
experimenters. Only a few left, cannot repeat. Price E4 -15-0d. each,
post free. Omega Lampworks Ltd., 83, Merton Road, S.W. 19.

T0 operate a Loud Speaker,

it is

necessary to use one or two (or even

more) Low Frequency Amplifiers.
And here is often the reason for much of
the distortion for which Loud Speakers
are blamed.

The cause may be in your

Set and not in the Loud Speaker.

See that your Transformers are spaced
well apart, with the cores at right angles
to prevent interaction - and preferably
earthed.
Then note whether you are
using the right type of Valve.
The COSSOR, for instance, with its hood -

Sold by all
Dealers in
Wireless
ponents.

Com-

15/ Manufactured

by Cossor
Valve Co.,

Ltd., High bury

Grove,
N.5.

shaped Grid and Anode, is proved to be
ideal for Loud Speaker use.
This is because its arched filament, glowing
within the Anode and almost totally
enclosed by it, enables practically the

whole of the electron stream to be used.
And the robust Grid, with every turn of wire
anchored in three places, is a positive guarantee against microphonic and other noises.

If you are not satisfied with the working of
your present Set, insert COSSOR ValveSthe vast'y improved results will surprise you.
.."-

a/M.10412.45 keYkiii4/A4

14.02XX.4-4.124

4.

.....
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,,- SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
FORM

-r. -_-

.

_= RADIO PRESS, LTD.,

=
-=
=
Devereux Court, Strand
=
London, W .0 .2
1923 =
=
:7:
=
= Dear Sirs,
.-Please enter me as a Subscriber to" Wireless Weekly" =
=
= for 1, 3, 6 or 12 months, my Subscription to commence =
=
=
= from Number
issue.
=
=
=
Enclosed
is
remittance
for
=
=
=
=
1' ours f 4illz I uity.
E=
.=
=
-_-_--_

=_-

=
=.
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
_

Name

=
=
=
=
_
_
=
=
_
=
=
=

Full A ddress

Please waste clearly.!

SUBSCRIPTION
12 months
6 months
3 months
I month
N.B.

RATES
32/o,
1613

8/2

ti6

All back numbers, .rom the Orst issue, are to stock
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Just issued-

Wireless Map:
of Great Britain
THIS new map has been prepared under

expert supervision, and gives the

a

following useful information:All places with transmitting apparatus are
shown in black. Call signs applying to
these in red. Broadcasting, Commercial,
Aviation, and Amateur and Experimental
Transmitting Stations are all indicated by
special symbols, also in red. Admiralty,

a
a
a

U

Naval and Trinity House Stations specially
shown in blue. A Complete Index to all
Amateurs and Experimental Stations
appears on the map, the origin of a call -sign

being at once located by means of num.
bercd squares. Diagrams with Cornpas;
bearings show the direction of important
Overseas Stations in relation to different
portions of the map. London and District.
to r in.) clearly shows the stations within
this area.

2/6
We arc only

PRICES
Oil Taper folded in Cover
2/6 net, postage 211
Mounted on cloth folded in Case
5/6 net, postage 411
Mounted on Cloth and Varnished,

a

with Rollers....7/6 net, postage gd.

um RADIO PRESS, Ltd.,

Is'eTiMuti, v7).C.r1

MINIM

a IveUrcui ts
By

accepting
direct orders

reless

Practica I

An inset map on an enlarged scale (I t miles

U1

John Scott -Taggart, F. Inst. P., Editor of
Modern Wireless.

IF you are thinking of building
your own Set, or of improving

Wickens' Wireless
Message Recorder

your present one, then you must
have a copy of this new book.

A new Book for the Experimenter. It con

tains a large number of blank leaves with such
printed headings as :-Inven tory of Receiving
Set, Wireless Library, Inventory of Workshop,
Material and parts in stock, Memo of Circuits,
etc., Wireless Message. Records, Technical
classified pages for press cuttings, etc., together
with a copy of the Morse Code on fold -over
sheet.
An exceedingly useful Book for any
Wireless enthusiast.

RADIO PRESS, Ltd.,
Devereux Court, STRAND, W.C.2

Postage
3d. extra.

/(,
Direct orders
Only accepted

Start with a good Circuit-a practicable
will save perhaps hours of

one-and you

unnecessary labour.

A description of every Circuit is given,
together with typical Condenser and Resistance Values. Remember that every Circuit
has been actually tested and its efficiency
guaranteed.
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Contents
Crystal

Detector Circuits, Single Valve Circuits, Two -Valve Circuits,

Three -Valve Circuits, Four -Valve
Circuits, and Five -Valve Circuits,
Local Oscillators for Heterodyne
reception of C.W. Valve Transmitter and Radiophone Circuits.

2/6
from all
Booksellers

or 2/8 post
free direct.

'hlaOto Press
PUBLISHERS OF AUTHORITATIVE WIREI F -SS LITERATURE,

DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.C. 2.
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RADCOM POTENTIOMETER
Radcom
Coils.

Traniformers
Rheostats.

An instrument of quality and efficiency, designed

to meet a long felt want, occupying little space

Radcom
Batteries.

INCREASE YOUR RANGE

Tuners.

and suitable for panel mounting.
300 ohms Resistance.
Panel Mounting.
Increased Signal strength.
Low Price.

Ra dio

COMPONENTS. LT.?

Adjustable Contacts.
RADCOM Quality.

Variometers

PRICE 7 -

19, RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.1
Telephone
MUSEUM 3485.

Telegrams:
Radponents, Westeent, London.

B °Pi:NEES BRITAIN'SBEST

Marvellous

Away
Don't Throw
Your
Broken
Burnt Out or

Ffficiency.
it#

Marvellous Price.

1616

per pair, plus t /extra for postage
0

Manufactured entirely in our
works, Goswell Road and City
Road, under mass production

Wireles, Valves

hence the quality and price.
Guarantee.-We agree to return cash
its foil if not satisfied, and return to

FOR 7/6 EACH

Its undamaged within 7 days.

SPECIFICATION
Case.-Best hard Aluminium, solid drawn an

necurately,finished.
Magnets.-Lati at type horseshoe pattern of fines

Tungsten Steel, resulting in strong and per-

maneot magnets.
Coub,pieees.-Finest quality of special soft iron.
-tvith fibre insulating cheeks.
Wire.-Each earpiece is wound with best English
high conductivity copper wire to 2,005 ohms
by special machines.

Diaphragms.-Made from selected iron. perfectly
Nat to ensure perfect tone.
Spacing Washers, --Special thin hard brass to
obtain correct distance for perfect results.
Ear Caps.-Solid ebonite of ample slats, beat
knish and correctly proportioned.
Insulation.-This is a particular feature and
receives careful attention. finest materials only
being used.

You can have them renewed

equal to new-of the best.

Regular and prompt.

We are experts in the production of Magnets of all

deliveries *guaranteed. -

shapes and from Tungsten or
Chrome steels.

B.

D. &

The Original House for this Service.

Co.

(Edward A. Boynton),

,

Read Bands.-Made from best quality Spring
Steel, copper plated, oxydined, and relieved
giving beautiful finish.
Testing.-Every earpiece is tested thoroughly

during and after assembly.
Finish and Workmanship. -01 the hest possible
throughout.
Assembly.-By skilled labour Tinder sxper`
supervision.

We specialize in the manufac-

ture of Precision Tools,
stamped and turned parts, in
large quantities. Send us
your enquiries.

ADMIRALTY and WAR OFFICE

G. W. I. LTD

CONTRACTORS.

?
IMPERIAL WORKS, SHANKLIN ROAD,

Works : 167-173. Goswell Road, E.0 I.
1-9, Goswell Place, E.G. I.

361-363, City Road, E.C. I.

LONDON, N.8.

Telephone: Hornsey 3065.

Olives
173. Goswell Road, E.C. I
Telephone
Clerkenwell 6231

-11b,,110,41n,11

Specify "IGRANIC " VARIOMETERS.
Type " H.R." Variometer.

Stator and rotor of hard
Wave lengths from approximately
t5o to 600 metres when used in secondary circuit:
Type " H " Variometer, for use with Crystal Receiving
Sets. Stator and rotor windingS, are self-supporting and
moulded insulation.

impregnated solid. Wave length range of approximatelv
150 to boo metres when used with P.M.G. aerial.
Diagram shows simple circuit with crystal detector
and potentiometer for correct voltage __adjustment.
11',11e for Leaflet Y4.

-

.

'

149, Oueelino:Irct)oNria Street;

IGRANic

ELECTRIC Co., Ltd. Ire;

s

I:011°7c, the CROTT'D and advertise in WIRELESS \\ EEKLY.

BEDFORD.

(Reduced rates,..

1 12 .)
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-is it as good as you

can possibly make it ?
THE importance of a good Aerial cannot be
over -rated. Certainly it is often worth at
least the addition of another Valve to your Set.
Height, length of lead -in, -direction. single wire or

twin-all these are of great importance to the
man wh9 looks after the details which count
towards greater efficiency. Remember you cannot hope to pick up American Broadcasting, for
instance,, with an unsuitable Aerial.

This Radio Press Book has been written by an

expert on Aerials to help you-get your copy
new and benefit by his experience.
is

One shilling

little enough to pay for the vastly superior

results you are certain to obtain

res g, Ttct
PUBLISHERS CI Alin/MUTATIVE WIRELESS UTERATUR3

DEVEREUX COURT. STRAND. W.C.2.,

Radio Press

From all Book-

Series No. 4

sellers and newsagents or T/i I

Post Free.

how to erect your

Wireless Aerial
By B. Mittel!, A.M.I.E.E.

t..1.EAJt AU.

A

Follow the CROlVD and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(Reduced Yates, p. 142.)
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GRIFFIN'S

Components & Sets

GREAT

For Experimenters

SUMMER SALE

With the tuning panel illustrated

it is

possible for it to be used as a tuned anode
arrangement as well as an,'ordinary aerial
and secondary circuit tuner. This panel is

SETS, COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES.

particularly suitable in d Sign for use in
conjunction with our M.H. 2, i3 and 4. Valve
Panel consists of our usual M.11. Type
coil holder and variable condenser, which is

BARGAIN PRICES.

Sgts.

It is
mounted in polished mahogany cabinet with
polished ebonite panel and lacquered brass
Price 23 3s.
fittings. -

arranged to tune the moving coil.

80, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, S.E.1
Hop. itio6.

xv.

(near Elephant & Castle).

The importance

and advantages of
coil holders with

ELBE COIL HOLDERS

long handles for adjustments are

USE SINGLE COIL HOLDERS FOR MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY.

well

known by all experimenters. The 2 -way
duolateral coil holder for panel mounting

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

Ebonite Basket Coil Mounts to plu; m above

Illustrated Catalogue
of Sets and Pamphlets

2/- each.
Ask sour Dealer for them.
LEIGH BROS.,
Tel: Mum. 4547
37 Sidmouth Street & la Prospect Terrace,

Price 1/9 each.
6/.. Set of three.

Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C. I.

of Accessories sent you
app cation
rem
on

Post
Free.

as illustrated embodies the latest prin-

ciples and design. Superior finish, highly
polished.
Price as illustrated - 12 Three -coil holders "with two handl
similar design and finish 15 -

VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOWROOMS

" RADIO CORNER "

179, STRAND (Corner Norfolk St.), LONDON, W.C.2

L. MCMICHAEL, LTD.
,)/p-

luck please address all correspondence)

Hastings House, Norfolk St., Strand, W.C.2.

9t
you are at all keen
and enthusiastic you

will continually find little
queries which will puzzle
you. Exactly what is Re-

action ?
How does a
Valve oscillate ? What
is Tuning ?
These are the sort of
question answered in

Radio Press
Library
No. 9.

1A71-111 so many different

" types of Circuits avail-

this' new Book by the

Editor of Modern Wireless.
Get a copy to -day -

Contents
De CY'team."
fiT,A(Arenas,

master its contents and
RADIO PRESS
Wireless Library
No. 10 .

you will begin to make

Single

real progress at once

Circuits, Three

From all Booksellers

Valve Circuits, Four
Valve Circuits and

or 2.13 post free.

112a0t0

Valve

Circuits, Two Valve

File Valve Circuits:
Local Oscillators for

11.0.

Devereux Court.

Heterodyne
reception of C.W. Valve

W.C.2

Radiophone ..Circuits.

Strand,

Wireless Valves simply explained
By John Scott -Tagqa r t F

I nst.P.

Transmitter and

able, the man who is building
his own Set possibly finds it
difticult to make a choice,'
This new Book by the Editor
ofillodem Wireless will help
himodt of hi4 difficulty. Not
only doei it give full desci iplions of no fesi,er than 67 tested
circuits, but it also gives all necesskArtaTa for resist/WI and con-

denser values. Get a copy to -day.

From all Booksellers or Bill post
free direct.

RADIO PRESS LTD.
Devereux Court, St rand, W.0

Practical Wireless
Valve
Circuits
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P

Follow the CROWD and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.
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Getting good results?
-remember, increased knowledge will
double the efficiency of

your

Set.

T0 make real progress in Wireless, you must know
To obtain that
how your Receiving Set works.
requisite amount of knowledge to attain this proficiency, you should read 112a0to Press Books. In order to
assist those who wish to take a more intelligent interest in
Wireless, we have recently published several new books
(see our advertisement columns), and these are now incorporated in our Series. Remember that 112a0to Vress Books
are the only Wireless Books which are published in a
properly connected manner. Each-although complete in
itself-is part of a definite series and does not overlap any
other Book Commencing with No. 1, a Book for the
complete novice, the reader is taken by easy and economical
stageS to No. 11, which shows him how to obtain an
Experimenter's Licence. In short, they form a complete
Radio Library-and every enthusiast needs the complete
series on his bookshelf for handy reference. A full list
will be sent on request.

illtabto PrefiE3

/AO.

Publishers of Modern Wireless
and
Wireless Weekly...

Devereux Court STRAND W C.2.

411
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clear instructions
enable anyqne to build.
1th excellent 4-Unit Set
i

.

.

:

.

.

i
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NE special leature 01 this new Book is that it does
not presume any knowledge of Wireless at all on
the part of the purchaser.
Cnstructional articles in " Wireless Weekly " and
" Modern Wireless " necessarily anticipate that the
reader has some knowledge of Wireless-if only of the
most elementary kind.
..
Even if you don't know one end ol the Receiving Set
,irom the other, and have never even " listened in, you
can buy this -Book confident that you can build your own
Set-one which will give you particularly good results
over long distances.
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The Receiving Set described in this Book is quite difierent from
any yet placed on the market. It is particularly neat and
efficient, and as an economical Set it is certainly without parallel.
For, at an original outlay of a few shillings, it is possible to
cànstruct the Detector Unit (which uses a crystal) and to enjoy
the pleasures of "-listening in" right from the very beginning.
Later on-and at your convenience-you can add valves which
will enable you-to pick up Broadcasting stations further away.
or to usea Loud Speaker instead of head-phones.
..- The whole Instrument has been carefully designed and tested
or reception Over long distances
Get a copy Now-and start Wireless economicatt y

-

..,

-

-

lRabto 11rc

-

Itb., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2

E-Iowtomäkea"Unit"

f.

Wireless Receiver
by E.

REDPATH

(Assistant Editor

of

26!

'Wireless U'eeklg.")

or
i

2/8 post
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it is impossible to appreciate
the character of quality behind the namé
Radio Instruments engraved on all Rl.
products. The complete set of cornponents. required to build the famous
S.T.zoo circuit can be supplied ready
for mounting.
Write for illusfrated catalogue now.
Sent post free on application.
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Wavelength-the type of circuit to operate
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Wireless

AI

John Scott,

,

Loud Speaker using onIy an indoor Aerial
-Crystal or Valve rectification in a multi=
Set? These are a few of the questions
which confront the amateur constructor.

-/6 -/7}

Taggrt, F.InstP.

a
.

Slmplied Wireless. ¡I- ¡/i
John ScottTaggart. F.Inst.P.

2.

.
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J
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HOW to Make Your
1f6 x/7
Broadcast Receiver
J oh n S c O t t FJns
t.?.
Taggart
4. ROSV tO Erect Your
WLretessAerial .... '/- i/it
3.

'

to

Make

WireiessVaives
Simply Explained

..

John ScottTaggart. F,lnst.P.

Wireless
io. Practical
Valve Circuits.,.,,.

John ScottF.lnst.P.
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Those printed in heavy type bave been
published recently,,.

The concentrated experience of some of the
best known Wireless engineers and experi=
menters is available for all readers of Radio
You cannot do better than
Press Books.
purchase the complete Library-one Book
at a time. Each Book covers a different
phae of Wireless and noneT -ove'rlap. Get
one or two to=day and keep them by you
for ready refer'ence-they are sure to. save their
From all Booksellerí; -:
cost many times over.
.
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The Construction of
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Apparatus
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How
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Some will find out the correct answers by
expensive experiment-others, more wisely,
will benefit by the experience. of those
who have trodden the thorny paths of Radio
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Have No Report

almost years, 'of this sort of thing have
hardened us; not only are our own consciences failing to show their usual agility,
but we have 'almost got to the stage when
every rumour and every suggestion that the
report will he pUl)lished is treated with scorn.
Nevertheless, we know that the Comniittec

EVER

has there been such exasperaabout a forthcoming decision as in
the case of the Broadcasting Committee's eport. The country is more than

disgusted at the continual procrastination of
a decision regarding licences for those who
vis1ì to experiment Or make their own
listening-in sets; Any decision would he
better than none. Most of the trouble is that
no one knows whère he stands; not only are
would-be listeiers-in perplexed, but the industry as a whole is wondering how things
will work out.
Now, at last, the Broadcasting Committee
have completed thei report. True, they have
done it leisurely; but this is hardly twexpected, because three-quarters of the Coniiììittee probably did not know the difference
between a gramophone and a wireless set, and
did not care very much what happened so long
as they got out a nice long report covering
.every phase of the subject and every possible
eventuality. No doubt the report, when we
see it, will be pages and pages long.
The wireless members of the Cmmittee
and the Post Office endeavoured to get an
interim report issued, but their anxiety to
settle the licence problem vas effectively
calmed by. the decision of the other members
of the Committee to deal with everything at

once and keep everyone waiting.
By the time this appears the report may
he published, hut we doubt it. Months, and

-

-

has actually arrived at their conclusion. Let
us assure our readers at once that provisions
ill be made for the home constructor; also
that the licence fee will be ¡os. The procedure is for the Committee's report to be
handed to the Postmaster-General, who, in
view of the .extraordinary dilly-dallying
about the licence position, should publish it
forthwith. On enquiry of the Intelligence
Officer of the General Post Office we are
informed that it is quite possible that the
Postmaster-General will not publish the
report, and that in any case it will become
a sort of Blue Book issued by the Stationery
Office. We hope that" Worthy " will live
up to his name, and not only make public
the important document in his hands, but
issue licences forthwith. Ninety-nine per
cent. of the Broadcasting Committee's report
may be held over, but the licence position
must be decided.
Meanwhile, our readers. may rest assured
that the right to make their own sets vill be
established; This decision will give new
confidence and hope to both the public and
the industry.
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NQTES ON TELEPHONY CÓNTRÚL
CIRCUITS
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By

P. P.

ECKERSLEY.

..'---

An explanatory article dealing with the theory of control.

BEFORE entering into

a discussion of
telephony control Circuits it would be as
well to repeat the essential theory of wireless telephony, though to some it may he as
"tedious as a twice-told tale." To others it
may fill a long-felt want-basic knowledge.
\Vhen an aerial is made to oscillate an

SS

/

?-

-

-

-

:

.

at a frequency of a million a second (300
metres, about), and by some means or other
(by using, in fact, a telephone modulating
system, perhaps the choke control arrangement shown in Vol. 2, No. 2, " Methods of
Telephony Control ") a frequency of i,000
a second is superimposed' on top of the
million a second. Now let us plot the resonance curve. What do
find? Two little
extra peaks appear, and the frequency of the
top of one peak is ,coo,000 - 1,000=999,000
cycles per second, and the frequency of the
other is i,00i,coo. The height of the small
peaks compared vitlì the height of the main
peak is determined by the depth of rnodilaion.
The more the modulation the greater
the height of the peak. Now it is the
beating together and heterodyning of the two
frequencies that allows us io hear the thousand
note that we are applying at the transmitting

1

Ii

t

Fig.

1.-showing the

effect of

aerial resistance on an

station.

-

4'

imposed H.F. current.

alternating current is set up in it, and

L

II.

F

e have
created a ave motion in the ether. The
waveleîigth ançi the frequency are connected
by nA=c; n being the freqte9cy of the alternating current in the aerial, A the wavelength,
and c a constant. (In the case of wireless c
is the velocity of light, and equals 3 X 1O
metres per second.)
Now if we create this alternating current in
an aerial and erect a .receiving aerial somewhere in the vicinity, and if we gradually.
alter the natural time period or tune of this
receiving aerial we get a curve something like
that shown in Fig. i, where the natural frequencyof the receiving aerial is plotted against
the current set up in it. The shape of the
curs e is influenced by thè resistance of the receiving aerial. The greater the resistance of
the aerial the flatter the curve.
Now suppose that -the aerial is oscillating

00000

899,000
c'co

Fie. 2.-What happens when a steady low frequerwy is
imposed on a H.F. current.
-

'1

If we talk on the transmitters there are
hundreds of small peaks, each one of them
representing the various low frequencies of
the voice.
,
-

.
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conventionat-diagram is-shown
Fig. 3 to give, a mental picture of what
telephony really means.
Tune the receiving aerial to the pure
carrier wave- and then the picture is as in
Fig. a. Now modulae àt the transmitting
end and thousands (l've 'only drawn.a few)
of small peaks appear (Fig. 3b) on either
side of the carrier wave and produce sounds
similar to those applied to the carrier wave.
The small undulations are produced by
the piccolo in the 2L0 orchestra, the tall
ones close to the carrier wave represent the
grunts of the double bass or the thump of
-.the drums. The smallest undulations are the
.higher harmonics of violins.
Thus we can arrive at some fundamental
conclusions. I have heard people say, "Oh!
the's got such a badly tuned ransmitter; his
transmission is so broad." (This refers to his
tuning as received, not his remarks.) This
is nonsense; it 6imply means that he is using
a good deal of power or that his microphone
is taking in the higher harmonics of his voice,
orchestra, or whatever he is broadcasting.
Note, again, to get theoretically good
quality a flatly-tuned receiver is essential, and
the application of reaction to a receiving circuit is liad if the receiver is being built for
quality. Why? Because reaction tends to
accentuate the drum, the bass
iol, the
bassoon, and leaves the piccolo, the consonant
sounds of spoken voices and higher harmonics
A rather

¡o ampères at a distance of ioo miles when it
can produceexactly the same effect at i-iooth
of an ampère at a few inches.
To understand this effect the reader must
follow a somewhat complicated mathematical
analysis, but if anyone is interested may I
refer them to a paper by the author on
Duplex Telephony," read before the Insti-.
tUtion of Electrical Engineers (March 17th,

in

1920).

-

-

ATO

---.---

:-

148
-.

--

(b)

can be eliminated.' Thus our further
economy is to eliminate one of them by means
of certain filter circuits.
Once this isdone, from the point of view
of speech, a very economical method of telephony is achieved-economy of energy';
a narrow wave band, less jamming: The
reader may indignantly ask, " Then why
don't you use it for broadcasting and introduce heterodynes at the receiving end?"
Unfortunately, it is impossible to give faith
f ul reproduction of muic by this means, and
so this also rules it out of court.
For Transatlantic telephony for commekial
services the method will come in more and
piore. It would make an interesting line of
research for an amateur to tackle.

....

,.
-

.

(a)
-

:

-

MODULATED

Fig. 3.-The form of emitted H.F. waves when speech ls
applied.
-

-

,

-

'

UNMODUL ATEO
-

out, in the cold.
There is not enough bass, however, in
most broadcasts, so perhaps the fault is not so
heinous as first appears, but don't do it too
much, please
Now having to the best of my ability tried
to show you what wireless telephony really
means, it may he interesting to show what
developments are possible.
Firstly, non-carrier \vave 'transmission.
Why should we expend energy in creating
a carrier wave which is only there for the
small waves to heterodyne with when we
might jìist send these, introducing them to a
heterodyne at the receiver? Of course, after
the small a'es have been sent a hundred
miles they are much weakèr, andtherefore the
carrier wave can be much weaker; in fact, the
whole object of the method is to do away with
the wasteful method of making the carrier wave
-

i

To receive non-carrier wave transmissions
a heterodyne or really homodyne must be
introduced at the receiving end to replace the
missing carrier wave. Another economy can
be effected. In Fig. 3b it will be seen that the
carrier wave häs smaller waves on each side
of it. In an age of standardisation and
economy this is unnecessary, because each
small wave on the right corresponds to one
on the left, and therefore one or the other

-

.
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Resistance-coupled Receiver

A Two Valve

H:

---

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Variable inductance.
L1
Variable condenser of 0.0005
C1
F or 0.001 F capacity.
A high non-inductive resistR5
ance of about 70,000 ohms.
Fixed grid condenser of
C-2
capacity.
0.0003
Gridleak of 2 megohms resistance.

-

B1

:

:

:

.

High - resistance telephone
receivers.
6-volt accumulator.
B2: iOO-volt high-tension battery.
Small variable condenser,
G1
preferably. a vernier con-

T

-

.

:

denser.

GENERAL REMARKS.
I'his is a resistance coupled receiving circuit with reaction from the

-. I

anode circuit of the second valve to
the grid circuit of the first. This
circuit may be used for the reception
of signals having a wavelength over
1,000 metres, but lt is not particularly
good for the reception of continuous
waves, although the latter may be
received by increasing the capacity of
the coupling- condenser, C3. The
telephones, T, should not be shunted
by o condenser.
-

..

E
-
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Questions &Answers
on the Valve
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COMPLETE COURSE ON

THERMIONIC VALVES,

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.InsLP., Member LR.E., Author of
Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony," "Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," "Wireless Valves Simply
Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," etc., etc.

-

PART XV
(Contihued from Vol.

V

What is meant by Apèriodic Transformer Coupling?
Aperiodic transformer coupling is the
method sometimes adopted for transferring the
high-frequency oscillations of one valve to the
grid circuit of a subsequent öne. When a tuned
transformer is used, it is .usual to be able to
vary the coupling between the two inductances,

Fig. 1.-Two valves

coupled by

No.

2

-

an aperiodic transformer.

but when an aperiodic transformer is used, the
inductances are not shunted by variable condensers, nor are they usually movable relatively to each other.
Fig. i shows a theoretical arrangement for
aperiodic transformer coupling, the first valve
acting as a high-frequency amplifier, and the
second acting as a detector.
---'
In Fig. 2 we have a practical form of the
Fig. i circuit.

'I

,.

3,

page 106.)

:

.

range of wave1engths never do so in actual
practice, and it will be found that the best
results are obtained on a certain given wavelength, and that results on other wavelengths,
although fair, do iot come up to the maximum
point. Except on a specified wavelength, or
near to it, aperiodictransformers are not very
efficient and do not compare with the tuned
anode method of coupling. Their design, moreover, is a very difficult matter, and the experimenter will usually find that aperiodic transformer coupling does not give such good results
as other methods.
The great advantage of this method of
coupling is that adjustments are considerably
simplified, and no tuning of the transformer
complicates the operation of the receiver.
Sometimes, however, the intervalve high-f requency transformer has tappings on one, or
both, windings, in which case the transformer
will be found more efficient if the right tapping
is employed.
.

-.

-1

-.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of
Aperiodic Transformer Coupling?
The chief disadvantage is that the transformers are not equally efficient för all wavelengths. When the transformers have tuned
windings it is, of course, possible to tune exactly to the incoming waves, but in the case of
an aperiodic transformer the windings, although
they are intended to act effectively over a wide

iAl2
I

Fig.

2.-The

praclical

form of 'ig. 1.

Is it necessary to tune both

windings of an
Intervalve High-frequency Transformer?
No. Although for many purposes it is desirable to have the coupling betieen the two
windings variable and to tune each of these
wiuclings, yet, if the coupling is fairly tight,
'So
x8
I

-

-'

-I
-
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-
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good results may be obtained by tuning either
the primary or the secondary. The most usual
arrangement is to tune the coil in the anode
circuit of the first valve, as shown in Fig. .
This Is a practical circuit, and it was thought
unnecessary to show the theoretical afange-

nent.

-

.

Fig.

-

This method of coupling is certainly no better
than the tuned anode method, and in general
is less simple and effective. The coupling between the two transformer windings is almost
invariably fixed.
The method, however, is
frequently employed where more than f w
valves are used as high-frequency amplifiers.

3-A tuned transformer coupling.

Fit

.

4.-Transformer with aFlunl secondary (compare willi

I

-

C.

-

Adjustment is made, by carefully tuninthe
primary L2 of the intervalve transformer
L2 L, by means of the variablè condenser
C2. Tappii'igs are frequently provided, on' the
primary of the transformer,' in order to enable
the latter to cover aswide a range as-possible.

'

Draw, a 'Circuit in which the Sçcondary of the
Intervalve High-frequency Transformer is Tuned.'
Fig. 4 shows such a circuit. It will be seen
that the winding L3 of the transformer L2 L3
has tappings and is shunted b.y the variable
'

conenser

'

-

C3.

1

.4-. .4...

.

.

-

causes çf atmospherics
are many and various,
THE
and a great variety of ingenious theories have been put
forward in explanation.
In thediscussion recently of a paper on
The Study of Radio-Teler
graphic Atmospherics in Relation
to Meteorology," by C. J. P.
Cave and R. A. W. Watt, the
latter author was asked whether he
could explain the origin of certain
peculiar atmospherics which vere
experienced at Eskdalemuir on
the telephone which was connected to an overhead wire across
a lonely valley. In addition to
the ordinary clicks, there was a
" swishing " sound, and the fre-

4-

-- -4--+- ..4-

.4.. -4-

.4. .4...,.-

..-...- ...- .+. .........-....

........................................................................

ATMOSPHERICS
A short note dealing with the theory
of atmospherical inl.erfcrence
i

.
.

quency of the vibrations diminished as the sound vent on, the
sound resembling that of a shell
passing. high overhead.
It was
suggested by Mr. L. F. Richardson, who made the inquiry, that
this swishing sound might be produced by a meteorite. In a letter
to Nature, Mr. R. M. Deeley
states that he has heard many
atmospherics of this character,
and he considers the theory that

*

.

.

-

they are due to small meteorites is quite a possible one.
In the higher atmosphere there
may be a considerable electrical
potential gradient, and if a
meteorite entered this region and
ionised a path through it, it is
quite possible that this ionised
path might open the way, as it
were, for an electric discharge
sufficiently strong to cause wireless
disturbances. This theory is supported by the fact (or at any .rate
by the belief, for which there is a
good deal of evidence) that the
direction from which the atmosphcrics come is influenced by
variations in the sun's- position.
-

.
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A VARIOMETER CRYSTAL RECEIVER
ByA K JACKSON
Full instructions for making

a neaL and effective

utili

set.

TillS simple little set was conMructedöuter part or stator of variometer, one piece
of sin. cardboard tube, 2m, long, for the
primarily for the use of the writer's
inner part or rotor; two short pieces of
children for the Broadcast Children's
2BA rod and five 2BA nuts; one ebonite
Hour from 2L0, but so good were the results
knob; two small brass bushes, the purpose of
obtained at a distance of about 12 miles from
which will be described later; 20z. 22 double
the London station, on a standard P.II.G.
cotton covered wire for windings; one 0.002
aerial, that it was thought the simple conF fixed condenser; four terminals; one destruction of the set might interest that section
tector,
hich may be bought
complete; a piece of hardwood

for the base, 7m, by 4m.; wire
and systofiex insulating sleeving
for wiring up.
The first part to be taken in
hand is the inner sin. tube or
rotor of the variometer: this
should have two holes made in
the sides, exactly opposite to each
other and midway between top
and bottom in height. On eathside of the tube, inside and out,
a 2BA nut should secure the
short pieces of 2BA rod inserted

-

in these holes.

The rotor may now bewound:
start by making three small holes
at one edge in which to secure
the wire at start of winding,
leaving an end inside the tube,
which is to be bared and soldered
to one of the nuts or secured
between two nuts; wind iç turns
*
of the 22 double cotton covered
wire above, then cross over and
wind 15 turns below the screwed
rod spindles securing the end of the winding
in three holes as before, leaving the end inside
and finishing by soldering to the nut on the
opposite side to the start.
The outer in. cardboard tube is to have
two holes exactly opposite bored in it 2m.
down from the top and then formed into slots
with a penknife, to enable the rotor to be
dropped into place; before doing this a short
brass wire spriiig and a flat washer should be

Photograph of the completed receiver.

of the wireless community who delight in
making up their own apparatus.
It will be seen from the photograph and
':drawing that tuning is effected by means of
a variorneter and rectification by a simple
detector fitted with either a crystal and catwhisker or two crystals, as desired.
The materials required for making the
set are as follows :-Orie piece of cardboard
tube, in. in diameter by in. long, for the

i

152
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slipped oli each end of the spindles to
centralise the rotor.
Two short pieces of wooden roller are now
prepared by drilling a hole through endwise.
in which are secured the brass bushespreviously mentioned and marked A.. in the
photograph, and which should just slip com
fortably over the screwed rod spindles. The
whole unit is then put on each spindle and
secured to the cardboard tube with glue or
when set these hushes form the
bearings to. the spindles, and the finishing
end of the vindig at B of the large tube is
to be soldered to the brass bush, so forming.
an efficient electrical connection between the
outer and inner windings.
The connection C is soldered to the other
bush and carried down through the baseboard and connected t the earth terminal.
The large cardboard tube can now be
ound, starting at a hole un. down from the
top, leas ing ali end about 6m, long for connecting. \Vind on io turns of 22 double
cotton covered ire above the spindle, then
cross over to below and wind on another io
turns, securing in a hole in the cardboard
tube and leas ing an end, which is the one
marked B, to be soldered to the brass bush
as previously mentioned. The whole of the
wtndings and the cardboard tubes should be
given a good coat of sJìeltac varnish after
winding. The ebonite knob and lock-nut can
now be put on one of the spindles, so corn-S
pleting the variometer.
Next prepare the baseboard, drilling for
the terminals and the connections to the
variometer, etc., and fix the crystal detector,
drilling as required for wiring to the crystal
cup and detector arm. Having prepared the

baseboard, which should have two small
fillets of wood nailed or screwed at each end
to raise it off the table, the variometer may
be fixed in place: this is easily done by glueing two small hloòks of wood on to: the baseboard and screwing or glueing the variometer
in place.
The condenser is secured underneath the
baseboard with screws.
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Fig. 1.-Underside of baseboar4 showing wiring.
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The wiring up which isdone on the underside of the baseboard, is a very simple job
and will be best explained by Fig. i. The
tdinary copper bell wire
..wire ued was
sleeved in systqflex, and wherever possibk
connections are soldered.
-
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and îi.o p.m. weekdays, and 11.30 a.m. and
experimental station 2WQ, Briérley
Transmissions, which will
i p.m. Sundays.
Hill, Staffordshire, will he commencing
-be on 440 metres, vill beof about five minutes'
abut August 15th a series of.experiduratio. Reports -will be gratefully received
mental telephony transmissions, ón powers '.
by C. H. Gardner, Brierley Hill, Stafford12.30.
between
.ranging.froni 20 to 30 watts,
..
.
shire. -.
and
'11
-.
and
-p.m.,
p.m.
p.ni.,
4.30
and i
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ing of holidays. Those like
you and me who labour hard
for eleven months out of the twelve
are filled with that noble and uplifting feeling that work well done
has earned a rest. Strong in our
-sense of virtue, we feel a pitying
contempt for such despicable creatures as Snaggsby and %Vogglesworth, the fellows who live in big
houses just up the road and never
do a hand's turn. J-10w rotten it
must be, say we, to be a mere cumberer of the earth and never to
feel that your honest toil has
merited a week or two of repose.
Yet when we meet the aforesaid
Snaggsby and \Vogglesworth we
find that they have both succeeded
in persuading themselves that they
are suffering from some obscur

.

-

S.,,

-

-S

That Overworked Feeling.
BY this time we are all think-

.-

_i

form of overwork, and that their
reed for a complete change is even
more urgent than our own.
The truth is that, whether you
habitually catch the 8.io, joining
during the last hundred yards to
the station in a kind of frenzied
Marathon and cursing the railway
company for its disgusting punctuality, or breakfast in bed at so
o'clock and later journey in your
Rolls-Royce to a palatial office,
where you dictate a couple of
letters and then go off to lunch
feeling that you have had a busy
morning, whichever be your lot,
you are firmly convinced that you
are the hardest-worked man in the
world.

Virtue Rewarded..

And so all of us are busy with
time-tables and maps whilst- our
better halves conduct a voluminous

S-.

.

correspondence with landfadies
and hotel-keepers on the subject
of rooms. We are determined, of
course, that our holiday, at amy
tate, shall be a complete change.
No 'busman's holidays for us.
\Ve will do none of the things that.
we (lid during the rest of the year.
Fresh interests, new surroundings,
the outdoor life-that is what.we,
at any rate, are going to have.
\Ve spend our spare time during
the last two or three days before
we depart in putting away our
wireless gear. This in itself is no
mean task, since the den (I speak
-for my own anyhow-is it also
true oLyours?) has probably not
been tidied up since this time last.
year. All kinds of old and almost
forgotten friends are brought to
light; I, for example, have just
unearthed from beneath a pile of
misellaneous gear a variometer in
vain search for which the whole
house was turned upside down a
couple of months ago. Things are
sorted out and placed neatly upon
shelves and in cupboards. The
aerial is slackened off or lowered
altogether. The accumulators are
boarded out with some faithful
friend who can be relied upon to
look after them and not to let their
health suffer.
No more wireless for a month.
Really, we admit to ourselves, the
thing does become an obsession if
you are not careful. There's a lot
of truth iii what those fellows, who
try to be funny in print, say, when
they talk about radiomania and
condenseritis. We're going to have
an entire change, a real ìest; we
won't talk of wireless or touch a
control knob until we come back
again. A noble resolve,

but-

August

-
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i

- The Thin End of the Wedge.

.

,

-

At last the great day comes. \Ve
are fairly off. When we go to the
bookstall to buy C1iortle and
Leonaid Lion's TVeekly for trie
kids and The Perfect Lady for the
missis, we determine that our ovn
reading in the train shall confine
itself to the pages of the Daily
Megaphone
an
perhaps the
Sporting Chimes.
But somehow
when the train is started we are
aghast to find that a thing with an
orange and blue cover has slipped
in amongst the rest.
May as well look at it since it's
here. Aha a brand new circuit.
Well, now, that's something really
novel. I wonder why he's got a
condenser. across those two leads?
Let's try and see what it's there
for. Where's my pencil? Don't
quite see how he gets the wavelength with that inductance. C=
i,885/C.L. . Square root of
0.0003 is

'I

i
-

.

.

S

Excuse me," says a voice, " i
see you're interested in this new
circuit." You look up and find

another fellow armed, like your-.
self, with TVireless TVeekly. In a
moment the ice is broken; you begin to exchange ideas; ere the
train has fairly left the town behind, the atmosphere of your com
partment is thick with smoke and
wireless shop.
Fresh Resolutions.

That, you decide, as the train
pulls up at Slopston-almost-on-theSea, was a jolly chat, but it was
nearly a breach of your excellent
reolutions. Nearly, but not quite,
for a holiday cannot be said to
have bcgun until one reaches one's
destination. No, that was merely
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working
period: Anyhow, you're not likely
to have further opportunities of
the kind. The rest of your holiday shall be entirely blameless,
and you will fell to earth anyone
who so much as mentiofis an anode
in your hearing. You won't look
at an aerial or criticIse it even
mentally. You won't even glance
at the lroadasting programmes; if
you see a heading- in the paper
with any reference to wireless your
eyes shill hastily pass on to sme
thing quite innocuous.
a hang over from

the

Temptation.
All is îell for a day or two.
Then as you bask upon ',our back
on the beach your eyes are sudilenly arrested by the sight of
towering masts with gracefully
curving wires suspended between
them. '' Why, good heavens, that
must be GNF (or GLD as the
case may be) himself.'' To think
ti'at you have so often listened
k' him pinging away iii your own
home, and there he is right in front
f you. Never thought of that
when you chose Slopston. "Now,
by Jove, this really is interesting.
You pull yourself up with a jerk
arid hastil' roll over so that those
disgusting masts shall not catch
sour eye and tempt you to break
good resolutions. Voti see a sailing boat skimming along in the
offing and follow her swift progress, turning round so as to keep
her in the line of vision.
Presently you're gazing at that
aerial again and speculating about
its height and length. You are
vaguely discontented. Something
is not quite right about this holiday.
.

.

The

Lure.
Next day when you fare forth
in quest of pipe fuel you discover
that the only decent baccy shop is
next door to one whose windows

-

Gadgets

Then as yoti take your evening
stroll along the promenade you are
suddenly whacked between the
hou Ider blades. Turning round
with a naughty word half uttered,
who
you behold the fellow
He
travelled down with you.
lives, it appears, at Slopston, and
nothing will satisfy him but that
you should adjourn to his house
for a smoke. Thinking no evil,
you go. As the door of his den
opens you realise that all is lost,
for there before your eyes is
the most interesting, the most
engaging. the most fascinating
mass of wireless gear that
Gone
have ever beheld.
you
now are all, your noble resolves. To have a proper holiclay, you argue hastily, you must
do all the things that you want to
do, and the thing that you now
desire to do above all others is to
examine one by one the bits and
pieces that are lying about. You
-

4.4-4...4-..4- .4- -4

4.4.

.

s

-

are filled with a display of v*lv*s,
c*nd*ns*rs, t*l*ph*n*s, rh**st*ts,
and other things, whose names
must not pass your lips. Averting
your eye you pass on, proudly
conscious that you have admínistered a naty knock to the evil one
and put him very properly in his
place behind you.
He bobs up again, however, at
lunch time, disguised as little
Tommy, your eldest young hopeful.
'' Oh, Dad,'' he cries,
don 't you wish we had the set
here? There's such a topping
programme on to-night." Hastily
ou quell the lad's indecent
exuberance by suggesting a sail
during the afternoon. But the
seeds are sown. Deep down in
your soul you are conscious of a
yearning to twiddle knobs and to
feel the clinging caress of the
phones abouf your ears. Being
the strong man that you are you
fight it down.

.,.

get home to your digs at two
o'clock iii the morning explaining
shamefacedly to your spouse that
you had to go, in common kindness, to help a.man in difficulties
with his set. She hears. She sighs.
She understands.
Pace

ai

-

Last.

Next morning you speed after
breakfast to the wireless shop,
where you buy sufficient parts to
:ig up a small set. For the rest
of your holiday you are thoroughly
and blissfully, happy, and you
kick yourself soundly for having
been such an unmitigated ass as to
renounce wireless just when you
had all the time you could want
for trying out a whole heap of
things that you had never been
ou spend
able to manage before.
half your time in the wireless shbp,
you are introduced as a temporary
member of the local wireless club,
and when you return home you
take with you a large packing case
full of new gadgets bought,
borrowed."
begged,
Anyhow you are a new man, for
you have had a teal holiday for
once

or-er--"

4.

J

:1

.1

The Limit.

The height of folly was displayed by a few idiots who cntinued to listen-in to 2L0 one
evening though a storm was in full
swing within a few miles of their
aerials. Many of them had their
inductances burnt out by the enormous voltages brought in, and one
or two received shocks through the
'phones or had their hands burnt.
1f there are storms about play
billiards, bridge, or spillikins;
read a book, or retire to the coal
cellar if you are of a nervous disposition; but don't try to work
your wireless et. That is the one

rime when the best of all hobbies
must be abandoned for a brief
season in favour of other pursuits.

J

I
.1
i'
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A TWO-VALVE CABINET RECEIVER
By PERCY W. HARRIS,

-

The co,clusion

-

-g--

-

i-

of

an article dealing with the construction
b

N last week's Wireless lVcekly

IT'
-

r

I,

.

-

.Siaff

I gave a list of the component
parts reqnired to build this
receiver, and the initial steps in
building the set were outlined.
The actual wiring of the instrunient-the most difficult part-is
best carried out w'ith the aid of
the wiring diagram accompanying
this article.
Whenever switches are introduced in. a wireless set, we must
pay the price in greater complication of wiring.
In this cast
there
are
two
anti-capacity
switches in circuit and the wiring
has some appearance of difficulty.
This seeming complication is due
to a cross over of several wires
from one side of the set to the
other in order that there may be
a change over from the closed to
the open Circuit.
The general
appearance of the wiring can be
gathered from the photograph
published in the last issue, but this
week there is included a large
scale drawing of the wiring,
which, being taken-not only to the
panel itself, but also to the sides
of the case, needs a special
method of illustration. To make
everything clear the drawing has
been made as if the top and two
sides of the cabinet had been
opened out. A very clear indica.
tion of the actual direction of the
winding is obtainable by cutting
out this wiring diagram and folding the sides and top to form
the shape of cabinet i'lustrated
:
the photograph last week.
The method I adopt in wiring
up such receivers s perhaps a
little extravagant in the use of
wire, but is certainly economical
in time. It consists of s'ldering
a vire about a loot long on to
each screw and terminal which has

.(.

.4

.>

.

Editor.

of

.4

-

a tuned anode reaction receiver.
..

.-

.

4.

.4

4,.

,.t,.

4'.

be included in the circuit.
can be clipped off with a pair of
These 'ires should be soldered
wire-cutting pliers.
on to all the points on the panel
Now take the earth terminal
before the latter is screwed in and connections to it, and simiplace. Four wires to each of the larly wire up after slipping in
two two-coil holders can be simiplace the necessary tubing. Stage
larly connected before these are by stage the instrument can be
attached to the cabinet. A num- connected up and as we make
ber of wires vill also need to be
progress so the space is cleared
taken from the valve legs and and the job becomes easier. It is
shanks of the terminals which
a good plan to mark off with ink
are placed on thè ebonite panel or coloured enci1 on the wiring
which screws to the top of the diagram those connections which
cabinet.
have already been made. In this
The vire used should be about
way there will be far less confu20 or 22 gauge tinned copper.
sion and risk of roñg connection.
When all the wires have been conCare should be taken that suffinected the front panel, top panel,
cient lengths of insulating tubing
and two two-coil holders can are used in every case to obviate
next be secured in place, the loose
the chance of two wires touching
wires being pulled out of the
one another .Also, in arranging
back of the cabinet.
the wiring, it should be so bent
Before
commencing the wiring we should that the arious leads are kept well
have at hand the soldering iron
a part.
suitably tinnel, a small- qantity
As soon as the set is wired it
of sddering flux, and 6 or S yards can be connected for the prelimiof insulating tubing.
nary test. First of all connect up
Now with the diagram before us the low-tension battery, being care(the full-sized blue print of this
ful before the wires are condiagram is obtainable from the nected to turn the filament resistoffices of 1l'irelcss Weekly, price
ances to the " off " position. Now
¡s. bd., post free), we vill start
try each valve to see that the filafirst of all with the aerial circuit.
ment lights properly, and is suitlt will be seen on inspection of ably varied in brilliance by the
the diagram that there are two or
rheostat knob. You will not find
three connections here The vires that the vernier adjustment makes
from the paints, tQ' be connected
any apparent difference to the
should now be taken in one
brightness, for a complete revoluhand ivith the remaining wires of tion of the vernier knob is only
the -set pushed out of the way. the equivalent of - a very slight
By a fw trials the shortest path
movement of the main knob. If
for these ivires will he found,
the valves light properly we can
and when this has been ascernow connect the high-tenson battained the, necessary lengths of
tery, aerial, earth and telephones.
insulating tubing should he cut
Looking at the front of the
and slipped over the wires.
A
instrument, the switch on the
touch of solder on the peint
left-hand side 'hen turned to the
where the vires connect.
left will place the aerial-tuning
secure them, arid the surplus ends
condenser in parallel, and in
to

-

-
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series when turned to the right.
The right-hand switch connects the
first va1ve to the aerial or the
closed circuit. Jefore attempting
to tune with the closed circuit, the
switch should be placed on the
aerial side and a station picked up
in this way.
.
Colts

-'

Four coils are needed with this
set for any particular wavelength
range. Firstly, we must have an
aerial coil, secondly, a coil in the
closed circuit, thirdly. one in the
aríòde circuit, and fourthly, a
suitable reaction coil. The coils
in secondary and anode circuit
should always he of the same
value, while the aerial circuit vill
need to be somewhat smaller than
that used in closed and anòde cirCuits.
The size of the reaction
coil is dependent upon the particular valve used, but usually vill be
one size larger than that in the
anode circuit. Fo broadcast reception, a gooc1 combination is a
25 or 3'5 in the aerial, one 50 in

the closed Circuit, another 50 coil
in the anode cirçuit, and a 75 coil
-in the reaction socket. If Burndept coils are used you will need
No. 2 in the aerial, No. 4 in boti
closed and anode circuits and,
say, 75 in the reaction. It is assumed that the condenser is being
worked in parallel for this. If
the condenser is used in series,
then it will be necessary to have.
say, a 7ç coil in th aerial circuit:
Gambrell coils would be A, B, B
and C respectively from aerial to
anode. It is not possible to indicate to the reader what he will
need in aerial adjustments, for this
will differ with each aerial used.
However, some indication is possible for the secondary and anode
circuit, and the table on next page
gives the actual settings of the
writer's instruments when used to
receive all the British broadcasting stations.
-

Operating the Set
For longer wavelengths it will
be found that the closed and

Wireless Weekly

anode circuit coils will need to be
of the same value whilst the aerial
coil can be one number lower. The
reaction coil should geaerally lie
one number higher than the anode
or the closed-circuit coil. The
chart published in the July issue
of Modern Wireless " gives the
values of. honeycomb coils for
various wavelengths, and by reference to this and the notes below
the chart, it is quite a simple matter to find a suitable coil to use
for any wavelength.
First of all, ignore the closed
circuit and work with the switch
on the aerial circuit side.
When facility has been gained
in handling the circuit in this way,
the switch should be placed on the
closed circuit side (the right) and
experiments should he carried out
with loose coupling.
At first, the beginner will find
it exceedingly difficult to handle a
loose-coupled, circuit with tuned
anode for the whole set seems to
burst into oscillation at the
slightest provocation.
Actually,
-

-

Wiring diagram of the cabinet set For clearness the sides and top of the cabinet have been drawn as if
they were opened Oui. The leiters "B" and
by the labs of the anti-capacity switches indicale "back"
and "front" respectively. One terminal of the central variable condenser happens' to. come immediately
beneath the gridleak. Where wires join, the tubing is cut away io allow soldering.

"F"
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however, the oscillation will geherally ston when all the circuits are
pro erly in tune, and if the coupling is not too loose. The correct
value of the anode. tuning condenser can be found when working
on the aerial side of the switch,
as this tuning dcs not alter when
we change over to the closed circuit side. The aerial position will
he ppToximately the saine as that
to which it was set on the previous
adjustment, and the setting of the
closed circuit condenser will -not
greatly differ from that of the
anode condenser. First of all, the
coupling should be made fairly
tight between the closed and aerial
circuit and the three condensers
adjusted until the best signals are
Then the coupling
obtained
should be slightly loosened and the
condensers reset. When the coupling is loosened it will be found
in nearly every case, that the
secondary circuit vill burst into
oscillation, on cit/icr side of the
correct point, and frequently the
aerial and anode circuits will do
the same if they are slightly detuned from their proper positions.
Far less reaction coupling is necessary on loose coupling. Tuning
with a loose coupler and reaction
on the anode is better carried out
by experiments than by reading,
and the reader will soon gain experience in handling the apparatus
in this fashion.
It should be
pointed Out in passing that in the
wiring of the set it has been
deliberately arranged that a posi
tive bias is placed upon the first
grid to damp down the tendency
to self-oscillation, hut even with
this the set will slip into oscillation very readily when on the
loosely-coupled side of the adjustment. This oscillation does not
get back into the aerial, so the
user need not worry about interference.
The tuning will be
found to be very much more sharp
on the closed-circuit side of the
switch, and although it is more
difficult to handle in this way, the
results will repay the trouble.

Eliminating Interference by the
"Acceptor" Circuit Method
Under the heading of " Ranin
last
dom Technicalities,"

reduced in strength to practically
a negligible value without any
effective reduction of the strength
of the distant broadcasting station.
The coupling must not be too loose
in this experiment or the absorption of the interfering station will
not be sufficient.
On the evening of Saturday,
July 28th (to' give an actual date
when conditions were normal), I
listened to every one of the
British Broadcasting Company's
stations on this set with an
outdoor aerial and succeeded by
this method in completely eliminating London when receiving the
provincial 'tations-even in the
case of Cardiff and Manchester. lt
took some little time to adjust the
set to eliminate Londdn when receiving these latter two stations,

-

week's issue, I described a
method I have found of eliminating a great deal of interference
received during broadcast reception. This receiver is particularly
suitable for experiments of this
type, and it will be found quite
a simple matter to reduce, if not
to eliminate entirely, the jamming
from the local ,broadcasting station, when it is desired to receive
a more distant one. The method
of carrying out this elimination is
as follows
First of all, the best possible
setting is found on the aerial circuit side of the switch with both
aerial tuning condenser, anode
-

1

/

Aerial Tuning
Condenser.
(Parallel)
Cardiff
London
Manchester
Newcastle
Glasgow
Birmingham
.

.

Anode Tuning
Condenser.

12

17

23

.

.

31

.

32

-

.

34

.

.

Closed Circuit
Tuning Condensen

14
17

tuning condenser,, and reaction.
The distant signals should be made
as loud as possible by very accurate and delicate adjustment of the
reaction. Then, when all is set to
best advantage in this way, the
closed circuit coil (we mùst remain
on the aerial circuit side of the
switch during these experiments) is
brought up against the aerial coil
and its condenser moved sowly
until the strength of the local
broadcasting or other- interference
is certainly greatly reduced.
If
the condenser is turned still further, interference may decrease and
after a certain point it will in-j
crease again. The setting of the
coupling of this coil to the aerial
coil and also the condenser setting
should now he varied once more
until a point is found where the
local broadcasting station can be

-+- -4--4--4--4-

I
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.

14
19
22
24
25

21

22

24
28
31

.

but it vas a very simple matter to
cut out London when receiving
Birmingham, Glasgow and Newcastle. It is absolutely essential
that the reaction on the ano.'e
should be brought almost up to thé
oscillation point or interference
will still come through.
In conclusion, it should be said
that this set is particularly suitable for head-phone reception of
distant broadcasting stations. The
strength of signals from the local
broadcasting station is barely sufficient to operate a loud-speaker, but
for distant stations it is far better
than many sets which give much
louder signals from the local station. The writer has designed a
two-valve nòte magnifying set in
a similar cabinet to work with the
present set, and hopes to describe
it shortly in this paper.
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NOTES ON THE VALVE

4.
-

By
-

'4>

4>

1'' 4>

J.

H. T.

4>4>

'4>'4>.
d':'

there a Positive Emission from
the Filament P
WHEN a filament is fresh,
it may yield a coisiderable 'poeitive émission, at
comparatively low tempe ratures.
This is due, as mentioned
above, to the presence of traces
of impurities in the surface
layers, and .to the absorbed gas
in the wire.
After prolonged
heating of the filament, however,
particularly if during the heating
the filament is raised, by means of
a battery, to a high positive potential with respect 'to its surround-

F.Inst.P., Staff Editor (Physics).

.'

.4>

4>,

4'.

'..-.

4>

steady 'state referred to above,
when the emission does not vary
with time, provided the conditions
are kept constant.
Thus with
sodium it vas found that at a
temperature of 217 deg. Cent. an
i'8 x io°
emission-current of
amperes was obtained, whilst at
427 deg. Cent. the emission-current had increased tQ 14 X i0
amperes. Thus a rise of temperature of about 200 deg. Cent. increased the emission-current by a
factor of about Io1.

-

'

ings, the positive emission may be
reduced to a negligible amount.
If tile filament is then made
negative with respect to its surroundings, only negative ions can
flow f ronì the filament. The negative emission, unlike the positive,
persists indefinitely, and after a
sufficiently prolonged heating of
the - filament, the negative emission becomes and remains quite
steady. The amount of the negative emission is characteristic of
the emittine substance and of the
temperature.

4>

4,.

4>

4>

4,.

4>

4

4

space' charge is negatively electrifled, it sets up an opposing
electric field, which tends to retard the emi'sion of further sup
plies of electrons from the filament.
If the space charge is
allowed to become sufficiently
great, the
Iectronic emission
from the filament may be entirely
inhibited.
This is analogous to the state
of affairs above the surface of a
liquid which is in quilibrium
with its own vapour.
Suppose
water is evaporating freely, so that
the vapour is continuously removed, then the number of molecules which escape through the
surface of the water per second
depends, amongst other things,
upon the temperature of the water.

If, however, the space above the

FF0

VOL VAGL

Fig. 1.-Showing maximum emission
(saturation current) for various ternperalares of filament (Langrnuir).

How does the Emission depend
on the Temperature?
The relation between the temperature of a filament and the total
thermionic emission has been the
subject of an immense amount of
research work, and it has been

J,

What is meant by the Evaporation
of Electrons ?
The temperature-variation of
the electronic emission from a hot
l)Ody - may usefully he studied
from the point of view of therrnodynamics. If there is no adjacent
electrode into which the emitted
electrons may escape, the electrons
accumulate in the region of the hot
wire and constitute what is known
as a " space charge.'' Since this

found that at a certain temperature
the emission' begins to increase,
and thereafter increases with
enormous rapidity as the temperature is still further raised. It is
assumed here that the heated substance has been brought to the

-'
IT

D:sc.,

Some further inlerestin explanatins of the physical and
electrical actions taking place in thermionic valves.

Is

'

ROBERTS,

159

water surface is enclosed, the
molecules will accumulate in this
space and some of them will return to the liquid. Eventually a
condition will be reached when thc
number of molecuie returning to
the liquid per second is equal to
the number escaping from the
liquid per second. Under these
circumstances the pressure of the
vapour is-said to be the " saturation pressure " for that particular
If, however, the
temperature.
temperature be raised, the saturation pressure will be correpondingly increased.
The similarity between the
escaping vapour from the liquid
and the emission of thermions
from a hot body has led to the
application of thermodynamic
principles to the latter phenomenon, and many useful theoretical results have been obtained.
-

.

j

.

j
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What is Meant by Saturation

Current?

If' a. filament be suitably
mounted so thát it can be
heated by the passage through
it of an electric currênt, and an
electrode be arranged in the
neighbourhood of the filament,
this electrode will in general receive some of the charge thermionically emitted from the filament. The amount of the charge
which it receives per second (that
is, the current which flows into
the electrode) will depend, however, upon the intensity of the
electric field between the filament
and the electrode, shich is driving the thermions across to the
electrode. It is obvious that, no
matter how intense thìs electric
field may be, the maximum charge
second which can be received
by the electrode is equal to the
charge thermionicaily emitted per
second by the filament. Consequently, 1f the strength of the
electric field between the filament
and the electrode be incréased, it
will be found that, beyond a certain point, increase in the strength
of the field causes no furtherincrease in the emission current.
This means that all the ions
which are being emitted by the
filament are reaching the electrode.
The emission current which is
flowing into the electrode under
these circumstances, and which is
evidently the maximum emission
current which can possibly flow
for that particular temperature of
the filament, is called the " saturation" current.
When we speak of the emission
from a wire at a given temperaturé we generally mean the toral
emission, that is the ethission pèr
second, which would be measured
by the saturation current.
As the temperature of the wird
is gradually raised from cOld no
emission is noticed until the wire
attains a dull-red heat. At this
temperature the emission current
begins to be appreciable. As the
temperature is still further raised,
the current increases rapidly, and
in the case of tungsten, which is
commonly used for the filaments
of wireless valves, the emission

I'

I,

1'

I-

-

i

may reach a value of about i
amperes per square centimetre of
surface at a temperature above
2,500 degrees Çentigrade.
It is
not found expedient to run the
filament much beyond this temperature in practice; in fact, a

-

-
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Metals such as sodium are
found to attain the point at which
the rapid increase in th eplission
takes place at a much lower
temperature. Fig. 2, shows the
relation between the temperature
and the emission current f roui
sodium.

/

What Happens if there is Gas in

the

t

TcnFERAr4JRe

(ant)

Fig. 2.-Showing the rapid increase
in the emission from sodium with rise
of temperature (Richardson).
-

safe working temperature is about
deg. Cent.
is shown the relation
between the température of the
filament and the emission current,
and it will be noticed that as the
temperature approaches a red heat
the emission increases rapidly.
2,000

In Fig. i

URUUUU1UL
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uu.gi.U,
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Fig. 3.-Relatio!z between anodecurrenl and applied voltage, when
filament is cold and current is
carried by Ionisai ión of residual
gas

Does
-

ÏIIé'

only.

tnissjOfl

Depend upon

the Substance?

Generally

speaking,

which are convenient for

USC

metals
in the

form of filaments and which
are capable of being raised
to a high temperature, behave in
a manner similar to that described
above for tungsten, that is, the
emission is comparatively small at
a dull-red heat and increases
rapidly when the temperature is
raised to a white heat.

L''..

A22

-

-

Tube?

If we have a simple arrangement of an electrically heated filament and an adjacent electrode
enclosed in a glass vessel, the
thermionic emission conditions are
profoundly affected by the presence or absence of gas in the
vessel.
Let us assume, first of all, that
the pressure of the gas is not
more than about 2 or 3 millimetres of mercury, and that the
filament is cold. Then if a potential difference be established between the filament and the
electrode it will be found that a
minute current will flow, which
is practically proportional to the
applied potential-difference.
As
the PD is increâsed, this current
will reach a saturation value as
indicated in Fig. 3 OAB, and
when the PD is raised toPa much
higher value, a jiew phenomenon
will set in hich will cause the
current through the gas to be
enormously increased. The first
part represented by OA in Fig.
3 is when an increasing number
of ions present in the gas are
heing draw-n over by the electric
field to the adjacent electrode.
The second part AB represents
saturation, that is to say, all the
available ions in the gas are
being utilised in carrying tl-e
After the point B is
current.
passed, the ions acquire such a
velocity under the electric field
that' during their collisions with
the molecules of the gas they
knock out electrons from the
molecules and so cause further
supplies of ions ; this process is
obviously a cumulative one, with
the resúlt that the supply of ions
increases with great rapidity.
The production of ions in this
way is known as ' ionisation by
collision," and when the latten

-
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phenomenon sets in, a " spark
" discharge '' is said tobe passing between the electrodes, that
is, in the present case, between
the filament and the adjacent
plate. If. the pressure of the air
is considerable, sa', atmospheric
pressure, the electric field necessary to cause ionisation by collision to set in is of the order of
o,000 volts perj centimetre, whilst
at a pressure of about i milli
metre of mercury, the electromotive
force may be of the order of 30
or 40 volts per centimetre. The
discharge which takes place under
these circumstances varies in its
character according to the pressure of the gas;. at atmospheric
pressure the discharge vill take
the form of a spark, whilst at a
low pressure it will take the form
of a glow discharge.
Theabove remarks are based on
the assumption that the ions which
are initially responsible for the
transmission of the current are
those ions which are normally piesent in the gas. These are comparatively few, but the number
preseflt may he increased by
various means known as " ionising
agencies." if the gas is exposed
to X-rays, or various other kinds
of rays, or if it is considerably
heated, the number of ions present
in it and therefore its conductivity on the part OAB of the curve
in Fig. 3 may he considerably
increased.
In particular, if he filament be
now heated by passing an electric
current through it, the gas surrounding the filament is heated
and also (if the temperature of the
\vire be raised sufficiently high)
thermions are emitted from the
vire. Thus the conditions become
much more complicated than those
in the case which we have been
considering above. The gas provides an extra vehicle, as it were,
-

If the filament be heated to
incandescence, however, it emits
negative ions or electrons, and if
it be made negative with respect
to the plate, a current will pass
through the valve. If the polarity
he reversed, the filament being
made positive with respect to the
plate, the direction, of the electric
field between the filament and the
plate is such as to prevent the
escape of electrons from the fila
ment; as there is no other available supply of carriers for the
current, this means that when the
filament is positive with respect
to the plate (provided the PD is
sufficient) no current will flow
through the valve.
In practice it is impossible' to
produce (Or maintain) a per fece
vacuum, and 'hence no valve is
absolutely hard.
Consequently
no valve can be said to produce
ahsolutely complete rectification of
current, hut in a good hard valve
the " reverse " current (that is the
current in the " wrong " direction) can be made exceedingly
small in comparison with the
thermionic emission current.

and consequently the amount of
current which can pass from the
filament to the plate is increásed.

or

What

is

A wireless

a " Soft" Valve?

valve

in

which a

trace of residual gas is present
approximates to the conditions
which tve bave just been discussing. 'libe gas becomes ionised by
the heat of the filament and the
conduction takes place partly by
the negative thermionic emission
f ròm' the filament and partly by
the ionisation in the gas.
A
valve containing a small amount
of residual gas is known as a
soft " valve.
Since the gas
when ionised provides a supply of
bòth positive and negative ions, a
soft valve has not (under some
special circumstances) the rectifying power of a " hard " valve, for
a certain amount of current will be
carried from the filament to the
plate even when the filament is
positive with respect to the plate.
What is a "Hard" Valve?
now the evacuation of the
valve be carried to the highest
possible limit, so that the remaining traces of gas are entirely
negligible, practically no collisions take place between the gas
molecules and the ions, and consequently we are no longer concerned with ionisation by collision,
or " gaseous conduction."
A
vahe of this kind is known-as a
hard " valve and has a very
definite rectifying property. For
if the filament is cold there is no
available supply of ions for the
carrying of current between the
filament and thé plate, and consequently no current can he passed
through the valve in either direction, no matter how high an
electromotive
force
may
he
applied.

If

HAVE YOU READ THE

For what Purpose are "Hard"
and "Soft" Valves Used?
A soft valve is in many cases
suitable for Use as a rectifier, in
spite of the reverse current, which
may in some cases he considerable,
the rectifying action being more
involved. Such a valve may sometimes be used for amp1ifyiig purposes, which will be described in
more detail later on in these
notes.

I

A liard valve is likewise suitable for rectification, and may
also, by proper adjustment of the
anode voltage (that is, the applied potential difference between
the filament and the plate), he
used as an amplifier.
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Bermondsey Board of
Guardians have applied to
THE
the Ministry of Health for
permission to erect a wireless

in-

stallation at their Ladywell Institution. Reasonable expenditure on
an object that will add to the
comfort and welÍar of the in-

mates " has been santioned. lt
is expected that' the, 'wireless set
will cost the Guardians about

-

lt

would seem that Sir John
Denison-Pender is coninced that
in future the two means of communication vill o more or less
hand in hand.

'I'he 1'elefunken Co. has recently carried out a series of trial
trips from Kiel with the surveying
vessel " Panther " using a new
radio compass. Little infoi-mation
is available as to the details of thè
new invention, but it would appear that the trials were extremely
successful, and the ship was navigated with considerable accuracy
up to distances of about 30 miles
even in dense fog.

'rhe uses of wireless undeground, which were pointed ou't in
an article in this journal some time
ago, seem to be meeting with a
considerable amount of recognition. We hear that experiments
designed to maintain direct communication with iescue parties in
times of emergency are meeting
with considerable success in the
Ashington Colliery, Northumberland.

-

At Hexham recehtly, tile cali:
tain of the British steamship
Charles
Mahia,''
Herbert
Elford, was charged with having
failed to keep a continuous watch

-

on his ship on a voyage

from
Liverpool to New Zealand, fom
New Zealand to South America,
and from Las Palmas to the
United Kingdom, contrary to the
Board of Trade rules. The Board
of Trade conducted the prosecution and explained that the complaint against the captain was that
when the ship was on the way to
Colon, at the east end of the
Panama Canal, the wireless
watchers were taken from the MarConi room and put on deck duty.
In consequence, for about i6
hours a day for three days there
vas no continuous wireless service
on the ship.
-

-

-

I

I

-

The ¿aptain, in his defence,
said that so long as he was on the
trade routes and in call of wireless stations he maintained a continuous watch, and it was 9nly
when he got away from the trade
routes that he put the wireless
watchers on to deck work. He
pleaded ignorance of the regulations.
The fine and costs

amounted'to £43.

lt i stated that the B.B.C. has
agreed to pay royalties to the
Performing Rights Society, which
represents composers, authors and
publishers, for copyright songs
and music w.hich are broadcst.
Payment vill be retrospective and
a settlement will place the Broadcasting Company very much in a
position of a great thèatre, paying
the Society an annual sum for all
its copyright fees.,
O.

'

a recent

162
-
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The wireless craze was blamed
at \Vhitchurch (Cardiff) Police
Court recently when two defendants were. charged with stealiig a
larch tree from a wood belonging
to Lord Tredegar. Thçy admitted
that théy had taken the tree in
òrder to use it as a pole for their
wireless
and the solicitor
prosecuting stated that a good deal
of damage had been done to young
trees in the wood by wireless enthusiasts on the look-Out for useful
timber.

meeting of the
Eastern Telegraph Company, Sir
John Denison-Pender made some
interesting obsertions in regard
to cable companies and their outlook in competition with the vireless systems. He referred to thé
expenditure UOfl
considerabl
cables pre'alent in Italy, America,
Germany and various other countri'es and expressèd his certainty
that " the sagacity of America,
the comnercial instincts of Gerthany, the national aspirations of
Italy, and the prudence of British
and Colonial Governments would
not allow them to risk respectively
the expenditure of vast sums of
capital in cable enterprise unless
they vere confident that cable
systems of communication all over
the civilised world must continue.''
At

-

aerials

An experimenter of Br.ynmawr
reports that he does not consider
that South \Vales is by any means
blind spot '' as recent
such a
complaints would make it appear
tobe. He states that he receives
excellent transmissions from Cardiff, 25 miles away, on a homemade crystal set, and that London
can generally be tuned in after the
Cardiff station closes down. In
fact, he claims that he has heard
four British broadcasting stations
with his receiver, and expresses the
-

21
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opinion that pbor crystals and bad
workmanship are usually the cause
in the case of home-made sets of
South Wales being labelled a
blind spot."
This experimenter's results would certainly
seem to be remarkably good.

-

A contract has been signed between the 'Western Union Telegraph Co. and the Italian Sub-

marine Cable Co. , untier which the
latter company undertakes to lay
a cable between Rome and the
Azores, and the former to lay one
between New Vork and the Azores,
where it will be connected with the

Italian line.
The Premier of Japan announced recently that the Governnient lias decided to permit private
companies to ¿rect and operate

!

:
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under specilied conditions international radio stations, and to subsidisè them as-occasion demands.
.

It

stated that the construction
of the new Warsaw station, which
will he one of the most powerful
of its kind in Europe, will be cornpletedabout August i5th. lt is
being constructed under the clirection of the American Radio
is

'height of about

ince
OO feet,
they were not used to this kind of
work, but th fear proved groundless. and it \vas found unnecessary
to -import foreign workmen. The
station 'ilJ work direct with New
Vork and other of the world's
high-power stations.

-

\Ve learn that scholar have
installed a wireless receiving

equipment at the Cathedral day
of iifr. Ian
Oliphant, the Asisiant Director
of the Manche.ster Station.
A recen!

portrait

school, Sheffield.
At Barry Police Court recently
Greek shipmaster wa fined £5o
and 20 guineas costs for wilfúl
disobedience of Board of Trade
wireless
regulations regarding
apparatus. He was instructed to
have his apparatus put right, but
he put to sea without complying
yith the requirements.
a

Corporation, all the actual work,
hòwever, being done by Polish
labour. The American engineers
'vere at first doubtful whether the
Polish workmen would be able to
work on the steel towers at a
163
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AN ATTACHE CASE ARMSTRONG.
SUPER-RECEIVER
-.

'

's,

By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Edilor.

.5

's'

The following wlicle describes in detail a compact, portable Armstrong receiver,
the construction of which is within the scope oJ every experimenter.
r

4>

4,

4,

4,

4,

4>

4>

4,

4>

4>

4>

WITH the advent of the out-of-doors
season, the interest of the radio en-

4

4

4

4,

4>

4>

4-

4,

4>

been removed in an extremely simple manner,
there is no reason why hundreds should not
a ail themselves of the supçr-regenerative
recei er.
The photographs show an exaniple of such
a set arranged in an ordinary attaché case,
with batteries complete, and with frame aerial
in the lid. The apparatus eiglìs complete

tlìusiast natujally turns from the
elaborate permanent set to the possibilities of
the ultra-portable receiver, which can he take;ì
anywhere on the holidays, whether on the
beach, in the sidecar, or in the canoe. For
such purposes the great range and power of

-

i

-.

-

-

'

-

''S.

_S'

¡

J

S

f

.

--..

i

-

--

-

S.

-

:-

Fig. 1.-Showing, on the left,
the receiver ready for ,zse; and,
on the right, a nearer view wit/i
the case

opened to expose the
inferior.

I

'

-

-.

the single-valve Armstrong or flivver rcuit,
in its later stabilised version, offers great
attractions: the modest demands on the lowtension supply of the one valve, the excellent
results obtainable on a tiny enclosed aerial,
and the inherent stability 'and simplicity of
tuning when properly designed and adjusted,
all point to the Armstrong as an ideal portable
short-wave receiver, and now that the last
drawback of the circuit-the continuous
whistle of the quenching oscillation-has

--

about 15 lbs., the heaviest item being the 20
flash-lamp batteries which pro\'ide the H.T.
Two small ebonite-cased accumulators of
about io ampere-hour actual capacity provide
the L.T. by the use of a dull-emitter valve
the total weight could be much reduced.
A. Devar switch on the side of the case
ss'. itches On the 1-LT. and L.T. simultaneously
without opening the case; with' powerful
transmissions within its range good signals
are easily obtained on rough tuning by simply
:

w
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turning the reation knob fairly cautiously.

circuit: an anode resistance of a nominal
70,000 ohms being used here. The construc-

Directional effects are fairly marked on weak
signals and at long range;. body-capacity
effects are practicallyabsent, the tuning knobs
being shielded inside by tinfoil groupded to
the L.T. positie.
The Circuit iS practically identical with
that of the Modern 11'ireless receiver, except
¡hat for compactnéss a ball-type variometer
is used for tuning between the three tappingpoints on the aerial (covering from i8o to 390
metres wavelength), and a ball reactance,.

tion could he very much simplified by rearranging everythirg at the back of a panel,
instead oL having the ¿omponents distributed
casually in odd corner, as happened in the
develòpment of this receiver. The materials
cost about £3, including salve, 'phone and
batteries; and any hard valve may 13e used,
as also may a D.E.R. with a pocket flashlamp accumulator. On poverful transmissions on the longer waves this set gives loud

-
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the portable reeelver.

.

signals at a dozen miles with "capacity"
aerial only, i.e., with the frame aerial out of
business, and 'phones-on-the-table strength
with two pairs of 'phones using the enclosed
aerial and 8o volts I-LT. On short waves it
reàlly shouts with this H.T.; with only four
flash-lamp batteries as high-tension signal3
are quite readable, and with o volts H.I'.
signals between 200 and oo metres could he
read whilst walking in the open carrying the
receiver by the handle with a single 4,000
ohm re-wound ex-Government 'phone in the

wound with No. 28 on the ordinary wooden
ball rotor, in the same stator-tube, a small
'sliding mica variable condenser being used
across this in the upper ranges. As it was
primarily intended for a short-wave receiver,
the quenching frequency is set at a higher
figure than in the former receiver, oniy 800
turns being used on the lattice-wound Armstrong inductance, k certain mushiness on
loud sibilant sounds in telephony is largely
eliminated by adding the high-resistance leak
across the transformer choke which is so prominent and successful a feature of the S.T.ioo

-

t

coat pocket.
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'RßNDOM TECHNICALITIES
.

4
-

By

-

PERCY W. HARRIS, Staff Editor.

More about acceptor circuits-ST100 and Ike Ducon-Nolses on the wiresTroubles with reflex circuits-A novelty in crvstals-A solder-saving idea.

4

-

.

.

+

4>

_4>

-

4>

.4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>.

INCE writing these notes last week I
have carried out some further experiments,
on the lines mentioned in my last article,
with the method of elithinating jamming by
coupling an "acceptor" circuit to the aerial.
Using the two-valve cabinet set described
elsewherein this issue, I have succeeded in
listening to all the broadcasting stations in
this country, one after another, without any
interference from London. The adjustment
has admittedly been rather tricky, but by
finding a suitable coupling for the acceptor
circuit the elimination has been complete.
Considering that these experiments are carned Out Only six miles froni'2L0, I think it
will be agreed that the results are unusual.
Much seems to depend upon a very critical
setting of the reaction on the anode coil. This
requires a careful selection of the reaction
coil, and at the same time very careful adjustment for coupling of the acceptor circuit.
This coupling must be fairly tight, and a
slight readjustment of the tuning ,f the acceptor circuit seems necessary whenever we
change from one station to ançther. I can
heartily recommend the method to any experimenters who have either a cirçuit similar
to that described in my article on another
page, or a pair of two-coil holders which
they can similarly wire up. Readers who
succeed in eliminating their jamming by this
method are invited to communicate with the
writer, care of this magazine.

i

*

*

*

The invasion of my little home by house
decorators has necessitated the temporary removal of my receiving apparatus from its
usual position, which means, in effect, that I
cannot at the moment use my outside aerial.
I always keep a Ducon handy for such
emergencies, and for the last day or two the
broadcasting has been enjoyed by my family
2S

4>

.4>

4>

4>

4>

4>.

4_,

.-

i

4

.

.

4>

.4>

4>

.4>

4>

.4>

4

on the STioo and a Ducon attachment.
Contrary to my expectations, this circuit
works exceedingly well from the electric light
mains, in spite of the fact that an audio
frequency valve is connected in the aerial
circuit. The best arrangement was not discovered on first trial, for the way round in
the socket and which side of the Ducon. is
attached to the apparatus both seem of vital
importance in this case-far more inportant
than with an ordinary receiving- set. One

-

cannot give accurate data for tuning with
Ducons, as the wiring in eery house is
different, and no two receivers need similar
adjustment. In my own case, I find that in
the aerial circuit a No. S2 I3urndept concert
coil, with the aerial tuning condenser in
parallel, and practically at zero, is the best
adjustment. In the anode circuit I -have a
No. S4.of the same series of cils, the co:Jdenser reading (0.0005 F variable) being 25.
No reaction whatever is needed, and therefore
the arm is thrown at right angles.
-

The setting of tlìe crystal detector is perhaps a little more critical than usual, and it
is interesting to note that when the catwhisker is off the crystal nothing whatever
can be heard on the set. This is rather contrarv to usual practice with the STzoo, for
usually, on an outside aerial, something, at
least, can be heard when the cat-whisker is
not in contact. In this case not a sound is
audible.
When properly adjusted the
strength is certainly too great on a loudspeaker for an ordinary room, and it has to be
detuned slightly before the sound is comfort.
able. I ha'.e not been able to hear any other
stat ions than London. Thè audio-frequency
howl seems much more difficult to produce
than with
outdoor aerial.. For the plates I
have been Usilig !40 volts in these experi-
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ments, with two Cossor' valves, the first
being ohe of the red-tipped ELF. variety. The
crystal is a picked piece of hertzite with a
gold wire cat-whisker. A negative bias on
the grid of-thè second vafte is ohtaiiiêd by a
4f-vOlt flashlight, battery.
*'

*

.*

having tried altering nearly everything, had
practically given up hope. I vent over the
set very carefully arid found everything was
appa.rently in.'order, the component parts used
being in practically every case those detailed
in my article.

-

In the end the fault was found to rest with
the pins of the valve, which, when opened up
by the aid of a pocket-knife so as to make
good firm contact with the socket, cured the
whole trouble.

*

There is only one slight inconenience
with this arrangement. Every time a. light is
switched on there is a pronounced and annoying click in the loud-speaker. Similarly
any other electrical disturbances in the lighting mains make a noise, and at times we hear
rather peculiar rumblings, scratchings and
grunts. -Indeed, on starting my dictaphone
in another room for the purpose of compiling
this article the noise set tip by the slight
sparking of the motor was sufficient to create
a violent roar in the loud-speaker. As a
consequence the preparatioñ of these notes had
to be postponed until broadcasting was over!

*

*

*"

*

see that an American manufacturer iS
advertising what he calls " reflex "-crystals.
These are stated to he specially made fot use
in reflex circuits, as it is claimed that they
stand up well to the very high voltages used.
I have not seen or tried the crystal, but as
far as those used in England are concerned,
practically all of the galena variety seem
quite good enough. However, those who
have the tithe may care to investigáte this
aspect of crystal reception to find whether
certain crystals work better in reflex circuits.
It may he found that crystals seeming relatively insensitive hen used in the ordinary
way, turn out to he much more satisfactory
in circuits of this type.
Another interesting novelty advertised in
an American radio jnagazine is a vario
coupler in which the tappings, insXead of
being brought out to soldering tabs, are each
connected to lengths of wire, the wires themselves being fitted with spade terminals.
This enables the purchaser to make rapid
connection to stud s\vitches without the
hicli
necessity of soldering-a good idea
might he adopted by British manufacturers
who sell tapped inductances. Any arrangethent whih reduces the amount of soldering
needed siould find a warm welcome with
I

-

have recently seen a number of STioo
receivers.made up on the lines of my article
in Modern Wireless. Some of these haves
worked satisfactorily and others have not. A
great deal seems to depend on the kind of
transformer used, and the fact that the transformers work well in oilier circuits is nO indication whatever of their suitability in a
reflex circuit. In the case of one set which
was brought to my house, nothing could be.
heard hut a violent howling. By substituting
another make of transformer ali went well,
and the user was delighted with the results
obtained. The kind of crystal used and the
delicacy of adjustment of the cat-'hisker are
also important points, for unless the crystal
is well set the results are indifferent.
-.
Another set brought to my notice had been
carefully checked as to wiring, and the owner,
I

I!.,
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INVENTED THE. FLEWELLING CIRCUIT

...
By

E. T. Flewelling

In next week's issue of Wireless Weekly will appear a contribution by
E. T. Flewelling dealing wtth the developments of his well-known circuit.
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WORTH TRYING

CIRCUITS
I

EJ

N exc& lent circuit for the reception of

shortwave telephony and C.\V. is the
form of Reinartz receiver illustrated
below. It Consists of the standard Reinartz
circuit with a stage of L.F. amplification
added for the purpose of compensating for
the lack of strength characteristiç of the
Reinartz when used for telephony.

i
i-

-

-

" vernier " type for fine adjustments hiving
about five turns on stator and rotor.
This is followed by a stage of L.F. of
normal type, and then a stage employing the
pull-push" method of amplification. This
consists of two valves in parallel, whose gridi
are affected by the variations of potential
from the ends of the secondary of a trans-

On the right, the Reinartz circuit
with a stage of low-frequency
The adampli)icatton added.

ditional HT. battery is desirable,
If used, U
but not essential.
may be of about 36 volts.
L._11111111

i

1

- Iill,]luIl]iIII

On the lejt, a ctrcuü employing
the
"pull-push" method of
timplification.
The filament

circuits are arranged for dull-eniWer valves.
The resistance
across the transformer primary is
for thepurpose of adjusting the
output to the desired volume.
I

-.

Our second circuit .is. one which has a
the.. United $taçs for
the loud-speaker reception. of broadcasting.
It consists of a rectifying valve whièh employs \ariometer regèneration for th amplificatiön Óf rnisignls. (note the variometer.
in The plate circuit), and tli aedaiçiruit is
tuned by a main variometer and second

coniderable vogiie
I,

iti

former which has a centre tapping. This
arrangement produces a differential effect in
their anode currents, which pass in opposite
directions through the split primary winding
of the output transformer. Thé sum total of
the variations consequently appears as output current in the secondary of this transformer.

-
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A COMMERCIAL RECEIVER
This article describes in brief the features of the Ma,yni "Marine Type" receiver.

enables the aerial tuning condenser
to be used in series or parallel.
Variable coupling between the two
circuits is controlled b' a circular
sv itch which taps the requisite
number of turns on a special coil.
Accidental interaction is provided
against by shielding the fi'.e elements from each other by copper
casing.
The Amplifier
This cohsists of the Marconi
Four-electrode Valve so connected
with a series of inter-valve transformers that good high and lo f requency can be obtained over the full
range of \va es carried by th tuner.
The " limiting " qualities of the
combination are very well marked

LE Marconi standard receiver
fitted to large passenger vessels
is known as Marine Receiver
No. r, and consists of three essential
portions the "tuner,' the '' amTI

Fig. 1.-Circuit of the local

oscillator.

plifier," and the " local oscillator.
l'hese three instruments, taken together, can be adjusted for the receptiqn of signals on any wavelength between 200 and about 25,000
metres.
The Tuner
This is of the two circuit type
direct coupled. The inductance in
each circuit is made up of-a number of independent coils, each con-

J

Fig: 2.-Diagram of the circuit
rangements of the amplifier.

aT-

trolled by a separate key switch.
Under normal conditions of working, one coil only is connected in
each circuit, and release devices are
provided which, when a key is depressed, automitically return all
other keys in the circuit to the
off " position, and so disconnect
all but the required coil. If neces-sary, coils may be put in series
by the operation of
keys at
the same time. A two-way switch

to

of a coupling coil incorporated ir

instrument.-

the
This receiver is extensively used
in the mercantile marine, and on
the large liners where the wireless
telegraph services are almost as
busy as that of a Transatlantic
coast station, this receiver may be
seen doing useful work.
In such

r- - -

I

__i

indeed.
.

.

Local Oscillator
This instrument is .-t.generator of
high-frequency cont nuous oscillations for reception by the ' beat "
method. A large wavelength range
has been obtained by the provision
of two interchangeable sets of coils
coupled. with a switch hereby the
variable condenser can be connected
across the grid coil only or both
coils in series. The strength of the
local signals can be varied by means
-

Fig. 4.-Showing heion,'
plete receiver. The tunermay be seen al the top
with the amplifier on the
left below.
The oscillqior.1î
may be seen to the right.

Fig. 3.-Diagram of the tuner showing one of the Inductances in .each
circuit.

large vessels as the " Majestic,'' for
instance, the receiving side of a
wireless service must be particulailv efficient, in order that press
news and other long-distance services over a variety-of wavelengths
may be carried out without interruption.
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The Mullard 0/250 transmitting
valve.

1:

WERE a scientist with no
previous knowledge of the
modern wireless valve to be
asked to identify the metals inside
the bulb of a valve, he would be
given an unusual and very interesting
piece of chemical analysis to perform. No doubt he would quickly
identify the nickel of the anode, but
the three rare metals molybdenum,
tungsten, and platinum, which are
used in the construction of the
electrodes and their supports, would
call for considerable skill in their
identification.
Nickel, the metal of which the
anode of a valve is usually made,
appears to have been known to the
Chinese in very early times. It was
not discovered in Europe until 1751,
when the metal was obtained from
an ore which was called by the
German miners false-copper, since it
possessed the general appearance of
a copper ore, yet gave no copper
when treated by the process then in
use for the extraction of that metal
from its mineral ores.

I,

mh,,-'k
Tk
nickel is obtained include niccolite
(the German false-copper), mil/ente,
nickel-glance and cobalt speiss. Of
these, mil/ente, a brittle, metallic,
brass-yellow ore with streaks of
greenish-black, is found in Glamorganshire.
The chief source from
which nickel is now obtained is the
great deposits of nickel ore in Ontarjo, Canada. The importance of the
nickel mining industry of the Sudbury
district of Ontario can be judged
f rom the fact that in 1919 Canada
exported £2,000,000 worth of
This great demand for
nickel.
nickel was due to the war, and when
the war ceased, the world's nickel
Consemarkets were overstocked.
niipntiv th verlv niitniit nf nioipi
from the Canadian mines is not
likely to exceed the figure of 1919,
but there is no doubt that Canada
has become of first importance in the
production of nickel.
The question may be asked as to
what such a large amount of nickel
The answer is that
is wanted for.
nickel is used in several important
alloys, for example, German silver
and nickel-steel. Then again, some
countries, particularly Canada and
the United States, have a nickel coinage. In addition, because of its
silvery appearance and because it
does not easily tarnish in air, nickel
is used 'for " nickel plating " other
metals.
Pure nickel is a white, ductile and
malleable metal just about as heavy
as copper. It is freely magnetic and
does not rust in damp air.
Coming now to the rarer metals
inside the valve, molybdenum of
which the grid is usually made, is an
exceedingly hard metal which, when
fused, has a silvery-white lustre.
Molybdenite and wulfenite are the
two principal ores of molybdenum.
Up to the middle of the eighteenth
century molybdenite was supposed to
be the same thing as graphite, but in
1790 molybdenum vas isolated as a
metallic powder and was recognised
.
as a new element.
Wulfenite, which contains lead as
vell as molybdenum, is a red mineral

.b
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The
streaked with white.
crystals of wulfenite found in
Arizona are square plates with
bevelled edges, their colour being a
ore

-

Showing

the derivation

of

..............

brilliant red. Wulfenite found in
Austria is of a pale yellow colour.
Molybdenum steel, that is, steel
with a small percentage of molybdenum in it, is extremely hard, and
is therefore used for making rifle
barrels, propeller shafts and highspeed tools. Unlike ordinary " carbon steels," molybdenum sterl has
the useful property of retaining its

1
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aie woifrarnete, found in (,JornwaL
and Saxony, and sc/ieelite also found
in Saxony.
Wolframite, a black mineral ore
with streaks f dark reddish-brown,
is fairly common in Cornwall. It is
of commercial importance as a source
of tungsten for use in the manufacture of tungsten steel, vhich is very
similar to molybdenum steel and has

1NSIDE THE.

NE
F.1.

Mel. Soc. (Staff Editor).

-

whence come the several
the valve.

mufactnre 'of

s'

4,

<1>

4,

4>

4-

4-

4,

4>

temper " when heated to a high
temperature. It is thus possible to
work " molybdenum steel at a dull
red heat without impairing its

i,'

-

he metal

,
'

path

of

..

a valve.

quality.
The hardening effect of
molybdenum on steel makes it understandable how lasting is the molybden%lm grid of a wireless valve.
Tungsten, of which the filament of
a valve is often made, is a rare metal
belonging to the same group of
-metals as molybdenum. The metal
tungsten is never found free in
nature. Its principal mineral ores
J

Wireless Weekly

-

4>

4,.
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the same uses
Up to the middle of the eighteenth
century wolframite and scheelite
were supposed to be ores of tin, but
in 1783, tungsten was isolated and
recognised as a new element just as
molybdenum was seven years later.
One of the most interesting uses of'
tungsten is in the manufacture of,
non-inflammable articles of clothing.,
Fabrics which have been soaked in
a solution of sodium tunstate. a
compound of sodium, tungsten, and
oxygen do not burst into flame when
fire gets at them, but smoulder away
slowly, and are therefore much less
dangerous where there is risk of fire.
The use of the metal platinum in
a modern wireless valve is an excellent illustration of one of the most
aluable properties of that expensive
metal. Platinum when heated, expands at almost the same rate as
glass. Hence, when it is desired to
fasten a piece of vire into a glass
tube so that the vire will neither become loose nor crack the glass,
platinum wire is the best choice.
When heated, copper expands at
twice the rate of glass. Putting it
another way, copper, when cooling,
contracts at twice the rate at which
glass contracts. Hence, if a copper
wire were fused into the glass stem
of a wireless valve, when the glass
and the wire had cooled after the
fusing, the copper wire would .
considerably smaller than the hole in
the. glass, so something further would
have to be done in order to make the
glass bulb air-tight.
Platinum, or as its name originally
signified, li/ile silver, was first
brought to Europe in r735. Unlike
the other metals in -the bulb of a
wireless valve, platinum is found in
the metallic state. A hundred years

A broke'z Marconi transmitiing valve,
showing the arrangement of the
electrodes.

ago, most of the platinum used commercially came from South America,
but before the war, Russia held first
place in the production and export
of this valuable metal, the supplies
coming from the Urals.
Platinum is a good conductor of
electricity. Apart from its uses in
the manufacture of wireless valves,
it is used extensively in the making
òf ordinary electric lamps.
The only mineral ore of platinum
is called sperrylite.
This ore is
found in the rich mining area round
Sudbury, Ontario.
How young a science wireless is
when compared with chemistry may
be seen from a comparison of the
(lates of discovery of the metals inside the valve with the dates which
stand out as important in connection
with the invention of that valve. Of
the valve's metals platinum was discovered in 1735, nickel in 1751,
tungsten in 1783, and molybdenum in
¡790. The first Fleming valves were
made in 1Q04, and in joo de Forest
commenced his experiments which led
to the invention of the grid.
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A ROLLER-BLIND FRAME AERIAL

No matter how portable'you
make- the set itself, which.
you intend for holiday use,
to take to picnics, or to rig up in

'

after
at C.

boat on the river, you are always
faced by the aerial prdblem.
Makeshift aerials contrived by
slinging a vire from a branch of
a handy tree, may or may not be
satisfactory; usually they are not,
since one cannot carry about a
whole outfit of insulators. There
is always the earth problem, too.
It is easy enough to solve if one is on the water, but on dry land
it presents difficulties, unless an

at the inside mark
.

The flex is stitched on along
these lines, care being taken thatthe- +in. spacing is maintained between turns. \Vire with an inner
sheathing of rubber should be
used; the needle and thread can
then be passed through the outer
silk or cotton covering. An alternatiye to flex is the paper mounted

-

spread it is rather a bulky piece
of gear to fit in with all the rest
of one's paraphernalia. A device
that solves all problems is the
" roller blind " frame aerial,
w'hich when packed up dccupis

a

9- turns

no more space than a sunshade,

and requirs, of course, neither
insulators nor earth.
The materials required are
simple, and their cost should not
run to more than a few shillings.
Here is the list
27 yards of single " flex."
i piece of holland, 36i. by
:

-

4oin.
i blind roller, 38m, by sin.
diameter.
i slat, 38m, by sin, by lin.
2 terminals.
2 ebonite blocks,
sin, by lin.
-.

by

..ff"J

.

/9APAR/r5
i

i

-

The top and bottom edges of theO
holland should be hemmed. In
the measurements given above it.
has been taken that the others will
be selvedge edges; but if they
are not, the material must he 21h.
wider and hems must be- made.
Fix the blind to the table and
rule lightly with the pencil thetwo straight lines 'A.B and CD,
each of which is 34m, in length.
At the ends A, C,..and D make ten
pencil marks -each, lin. apart.
Make nine similar marks at B.
Guide lines for the wires m?ynov
'be ruled between the marks. Th
outside mark of D will he joined
to the -outside mark of. C, and so
on to B. From B the. line runs
to the second mark ofD, finishing

-'
.

lin.

f8

14--- 36'--i

-

Fig. 1.-Dimensions, of ¡he holland
foundation.

L:.-

-

.

irn
V

spike like the. arlly telephone
earth pin is carried
The ordinary frame aerial does

.........

not weigh much, but owing to its

Fi. 2.-The frame ready

for use.

wire sold by the General Electric
Company for use in household bell
circuits. It consists of parallel
copper wires lying between two
paper strips, and can be stitched
on to the holland.
The top of the " blind " is
-tacked to an ordinary roller, obtamable from any.hardware shop,
lin, in diameter and 38m. long
To either end of this is fastened
a . piece of cord- provided with a
hood. To the lower edge of tbe
holland is tacked a wooden slat,

-

-

-

'

.

.

-

-

'

.
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-
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also 38m, long.
To it are
attached two lengths of cord, as
shown in Fig. 2,' each of which
is provided with a metal or hard
wood pin.
For use out of doors the hooks
of the roller can be slipped over a
branch which points roughly in the
direction of the station whose
transmissions it is desired to pick
up.
The proper alignment is
fòiind by turning the frame slowly
from side to side when the receiving
apparatus
has
been
attached and switched on. Wh&n
the point at which-signals are at
their maximum strength is discovered, the blind is fixed by pushng the pins attached to the slat

Ç

EBO,WrE

SAT
?HOLE

Fig. 3.-Method of mounting
terminals.

ri

-

the

into the ground. To enable their
cords to be drawn tight cleats like
those used on tent ropes may be
prozided.
When used in the house the
frame can be fastened to the top
of a room or cupboard door by
meáns of its hooks, and the proper
alignment is obtained by swinging
the door.
There are two ways of attaching
the '' blind frame '' to the set.
One is to bring the two ends of
the spiral down to the slat, where
they are anchored by means of
staples, prevented from cutting the
insulation by having little rubber
pads inserted between their Cross
pieces and the wire. About 3ft.
of each wire is left below the slat.
The other method which makes
a better looking job, is to provide
the slat with terminals as seen in
Fig. 2. These cannot be mounted
directly on to the wood, which
would not provide sufficiently
good insulation for high-frequency
currents. Fig. 3 shows how the
desired end can be accomplished.
Two half-inch holes are made in
the slat. Over each is, fixed by
screws, a block of 1jn ebonite un,
square, provided with a 4B.A. ter-

minal.
The holes enable the
shanks of the terminals and their
nuts to clear the wood.
The frame described will tune
with a o.00j itF condenser in
parallel from about 350 to 500
metres. It must, however, be remembered that not all variable
condensers.soLd as o.00x iF really
have that maximum capacity or
anything like it, whilst in some
them the minimum capacity is tomparatively high.
Hence, with a
particular condenser, the upper
and lower limits of tuning may
differ considerably from those
given. The best way is to put on
io turns at first, tacking on the
last two quite loosely. If one of
the longer wave broadcasting
stations is found to come in when
the condenser is at, say; i
degrees, you know that you have
too much wire. Strip off a little
at a time until yôu get 2L0 with
the condenser at the 20 degreé
setting or a little under. The
frame will then cover all broadcasting wavelengths comfortably.
Should you desire to make a similar frame for receiving greater
wavelengths, it is quite easy to do
so by reference to recent tables in
this Journal.
R. W. H.

screw over its hole and hold it
there until it has been fairly
started in thç threads by the screwdriver. Once it has obtained à
grip the paper is torn away a.d
the screw is turned home.
Even screws of larger size,
such 'as 6 or 8B.A., are sometimes
'difficult to start 'in rather inaccessible positions. There-are severál
little tips.that make this an-easier
task. One is to enlarge the mouth
of the hole very slightly by using
a drill a size or two larger and
givingit two or three turns in the
breast drill. Another consists in
bevelling off the end of the screw

be

no

-fi

Î

I..

Fig. 4.-Dimensions of the screwholder.

a little with a fine file. Either
of these make it much easier to
get the screw to remain upright
until the screwdriver has made it
take the threads.
A still better method, is to make'
a little tool such as that shown
in the drawings. It is made of a
strip of sheet brass about 3m.
long and tin. wide. A hole to fit
the size of screw for which the de-'
vice is intended is drilled lin, or
so from the end, and a slot is
then filed from the end into the
hole. The slot should be a fairly
tight fit round the shank of the

'SCREWS
more

exasperating business at
times than that of starting
a short, fine screw in the hole
that has been drilled and tapped
for it. It is too short to hold
with the fingers; even the finest
pliers do not help, and, try as
one will, it slips -time after time
as soon as the screwdriver is
turned,
There is a very simple way out
of the difficulty. Take a strip of
stiff paper about lin, wide and
2111.
or sin. long, and push the
screw through it quite close to one
end.
The paper strip is held in
the left hand, and with it it is
quite easy to place the point of the

-'i

"I

STARTING SMALL

THERE can

-

screw.

If guides of this type are made
for the smaller B.A. sizes and
kept in the tap box they will be
found to save a good deal of time
and to enable one to tackle even
the screw that would usually prove
most refractory with, unruffled
temper.
It is sometimes found that when
tightened screws are.desired to be
loosened, they havé become stiff
and immovable. The best method
by which the screw may be made
to turn is to give a half twist in a
tightening direction before attempting to loosen. R. W. H.
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Fig.

6

\ «ROL/ND 5RA$5

5.-The finished

scriber

be reground; or the point may be
broken off altogether through carelessness.
With
the
needle
scriber " one can afford to laugh
at blunt or broken points, for it
is the work of a few moments to
insert a new one.
To make the scriber, cut off a
6-inch length of lin, round brass
rod and trim its ends flat with a
file. In the centre of one of them
make a punch mark, and drill a
hole in. deep, just large enough
to receive the butt end of a gramophone needle. In the side of the
in. from its end, drill
rod and
and tap a 6B.A. hole. Insert the
needle, fix it in place with a set
screw, and the scriber is ready for
use. The second tool, shown in
Fig. 6, is a beam compass, most
useful for marking out large circular holes when they have to be cut
out of the panels.
Another 6-in, length of lin.
tt

t

q.

I-.

-

-

-

4ß.A..5CRW
I.
,

-

i
I

NFIDE
-

Fig.

I.

-

r

OI2%Ø áR.453

CD

4,.6 5A.SCqf w

6.- Scriber

for
circles.

marking oui

round brass rod forms its arm.
A needle is fixed to one end as
before, but in this case needle and
screw change places, the former
being secured at right angles to
the rod. The slider is made of a.
i-inch length of tin. round rod.;

in. hole is drilled right
through it so that it will slide on
the arm. A needle, which should
be Cut off short so that the arm
A

will be level, is fixed to its lower
end by means of a set screw. In
the upper end is a 4B.A.. setscrew, which fixes the slider at
any point of its travel on the arm.
On the arm are made file cuts
at each quarter of an inch. These
will serve as guides for rough
work, but when the compass is to
be used for fine marking the two
points are placed on the edge of
a rule and the slider is adjusted
until the distance between them
is exactly right. When using the
tool make a punch mark,, or,
better still, drill a small hole, for
the centre point to rest in.

L_J-
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RESISTANCE HOLDER
L ..................................................................... i

IT

understand why it
not possible to standardise
complete receiving units, but
why the bulk of the various components should not be standardised remains a mystery. If, for
instance, -a standard size of gridleak or anode resistance was introduced, it would naturally
create a demand for a standard
holder, and so benefit the manufacturer, as well as making life
worth living for the enthusiast.
At the present time the length of
a resistance varies according to the
artistic temperament of the designer. The matter concerning the
dimensions of the resistance element is no excuse for this, since
a very wide range of values could
be conveniently arranged in a casing, say, 2ifl. long.
However, we are here chiefly
concerned with what is, having no
is easy to

is

-

B

Fie. 7.-Details of the clips.

R.W.H;

-

1923

other choice in the.. matter but to
adapt ourselves (and our holders)
to the existing conditions.
The adjustable holder to be described will accommodate most of
the commercial grid or anode resistances ranging from lin, to 3in.
in length, and comprises two.

NEW USE FOR GRAMOPHONE NEEDLES

very handy little tools
for marking out ebonite or
TWO
-.
brass can be made up with
the aid of gramophone needles.
The point of an ordinary scriber
becomes blunt after a certain
amount of tise and the tdol must

8,

.

spring, brass strips, two small
spacer washers, two termiraIs, a
strip of sheet ebonite, and two
small wooden blocks. The brass
'strips are im, long by in. wide,
shaped and drilled as shown in
Fjg. , and bent to right angles
at the dotted line. A small spacer
washer, as used for assembling
variable condensers, is soldered to
the top portion of each, in the
approximate position shown, and
the underside of the terminal
collars are soldered over the holes
in the lower portion. A strip of
in. sheet ebonite, about in. long
by gin, wide, is slotted to take
one of the terminal shanks, as
shown in Fig. 8, and a hole is
drilled near the other end and in
a direct line with the slot, to accommodate the other terminal
shank. Small holes are drilled
in each corner for the purpose of
attaching the strip to the two
wooden supports bymeans of
small screws.
Fig. io shows a side view and
general arrangement of the as-

¡o

Io
Fig.

-

8.-The

base of the resistance
holder.

sembled instrument. The spring
brass strip on the left is permanently fixed to the ebonite base by.
means of one of the terminaIs.
The other terminal nut is provided

-

-
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with two small

-

wings, which

may

consist of oval pieces of sheet
brass carefully soldered one to
each side. This permits a quick
adjustment when changing over
:

-

-

Fig.
-

S

9.-Plan
-

oJ the resistance
holder.
-

from one size of resistance to
another.
It will be seen that thesè adjustments may be made without i
terfering with the top nut and
connecting \vires in any way, the
terminal collars and shanks bing
integral with the brass strips.

Fig. 10.-The resistance In position.
A top view of the device is also
shown in Fig. 9.
0. J. R.
r

A VARIABLE

GRIDLEAK.

AVARiABLE gridleak recently made by the writer,
consists of a rubber heelpad and a Meccano part.
The
pad was screwed on to a piece of
ebonite and a brass rod passed
centrally through, the pad, being
held in position by nuts below the
ebonite and above the pad. The
Meccano part, a flat piece of
metal with a cylindrical portion at
right angles at one end, was
mounted on the ron so that the
cylinder rubbed round the rim of
the pad.
The high resistance leak was
made by putting on the rim of
.the pad a thin coating of a paste
made of powdered graphite and
Indian ink. A fixed contact was
made at one end of the leak, the
other contact being taken off the
moving Meccano part.

E.H.C.

S

.

VARIABLE CONDENSER CONNECTIONS
-

HE majority of experimenters have, at some time
or other, had need to pause
and consider the best method of
making connection to the moving
vanes of a variable condenser
assembled from sets of parts now
on the market.
There is a variety of different
methods, but none, in the writer s
opinion, that can equal the follow
ing practical suggestion.
Materials required consist of a
strip of copper foil about 4m, or
sin. long by 3-32m, wide, and
one valve pin, the latter preferably one sold fos making plug-in
HF. transformers, having a
shoulder, nut, and washer.
Reference to Fig. ii will show
that the idea consists of a copper
spring, A, securely soldered to the
moving spindle B, and, after
rotating the condenser knob (from
the all out position) one revolution, the other end of the spring
issoldered in the slot of the valve
pin C, cut to length and fitted in
the bottom plate of the condenser
at a convenient distance from the
spindle.
No further instructions are
needed, as Fig. 12 is self-explanatory, but it should he noted that
the copper foil should be cut with
the grain of the metal running
longitudinally along the spring, or
else, after being in use for a short
time, the foi[ will hreak-the experitnenter may test this for himself by cutting two strips of foil,
one piece being cut at right angles
to the other, and then each strip
in turn being bent back-ward and
forward between the thumb and
finger. 'The strip Cut across the
grain will break' at the third or
fourth bend, whilst the other will
stand a fair amount of such treatment.
If the dial' pointer mo'es between a pair of stops all fear of
overwinding " the spring and
breaking the connection will be
avoided. One further note may

be added; a connecting lead can
be attached by means of a connect-

ing tag bolted under the valve pin
nut, or the wire can be soldered
-

.

-

_________________________________

-u;J--

-

Fig. 11.-Elevation of the connection
posWon.

in

direct to the screw tip and taken
to one of the condenser terminals,
the fixed plate connection being an
easy matter by utilising the clamp-

BA
Fig. 12.-Plan of the condenser
connections.

ing nuts on one of the support

spindles.
This method of making connection to a moving spindle has a.
great many most useful applicationS
for example, the average
home-made variometer with its
rubbing contacts making connecti9n
to the rotor is often very unsatisfactory in use, for it gives rise to
all sorts of crackling and 'rustling
noises when the knob ii turned.
The fitting of strip-contacts will
cut out all these noises, and will
often improve signals.
The advantages of the method
are especially noticeable when the
receiver is operated in an oscillating condition for the reception
of continuous waves.
R. B.

'75
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POTENTIOMETER

A ROTARY

.

'-,

i

ROTARY potentiometer is a
handy little instrument to
use, for it can be provided
with a degree scale, which makes
it easy to note the exact setting
required for controlling the grid
of any particular
lt is also much easier than the
potential

'':

8,

1923

from either end f the vindings,
and from the pillars oí the copper
be t

spi,ou
side

f

'the ebonite.

-

the
R. \V. H.

................

prepared for it; this is done by
keeping the windings close together
at the top and putting on a few
turns at a slight angle. The former
will hold oo turns of w ire (there is
no need to count them as they are

TWO LEADS FROM
AN AERIAL.

valve.menter

-

knob and the scale need appear on
the upper side of the panel.
The former is a piece of ln.
libre 8m, long and in. ide. Care
must be taken to get its edges perfectly true, otherwise the action of
the potentiometer will not be satisfactory, ince the arm will make a
varying contact as it moves round
the strip when'it has been bent into
a circle.
Two 4B.A. holes are drilled and
tapped at the ends of the strip to
take the screws retaining the ends
of the \\'ire, and three others are

t.

.

L.

4

Fig.

-

-.
-

/1OE5

13.-Illustrating arrangement
of

-

8A TAPPED

the resistance element.

drilled in the top edges,. as shown
in Fig. 13.
The windings onsi4t of No. 2
enamelled resistance \vire, which
must be put on with the turns as
close and as tight as possible. At
the middle hole in the edge, a gap
is left at the top just large enough
to allow the screws from the panel
to pass into the hole in the former
-

-

-

.....................................................................

T often happens that the experiwishes to keep one set
solely for broadcast reception

cx NUT

-

sehm

wok.

íX-

atter
Tb
ornamental and has generally to
he brought down from a spare
room or workshop where it has
been put' together. Obviously it

NUT

N/T
-

Fig. 14.-Sectional view of
poleniL omet er.

wound), which will give a total resistance of about 300 ohms. Threequarters of an ounce of wire will
just suffice for them.
On the underside of the panel
mark a sin. circle with the scriber
and drill 4B.Â. clearance holes to
correspond with those in the former.
Bend the former into a horseshoe
shape and fasten it with countersunk scre" s. At the centre of the
circle drill a in. hole to take a
standard brass bush obtainable
from advertisers in this journal.
length of
The spindle is a
screwed rod (or such other
2B.
size as is a good fit for the bush).
lt is mounted as shown in the sectional view of the finished instrunient in Fig. 14. The arm is a piece
of stiftish but springy sheet brass
about hin. vide at the point, and
punchmarked from below so that
it shall make contact with any one
or two turns at
time.
As a brushing contact between
t.

I.

'

spindle and busl; would not be
found satisfactory, the form shown
in Fig. 11 is recommended. This
consists of a spiral of thin sheet
copper, whose inner end is soldered
to the spindle, the outer being
similarly attached to a short lengtl
of 4B.A. threaded rod screwed into
the panel and provided with a pair
of nuts, to which a lead may be
attached.
1f the potentiometer is mounted
'ill
on the set itself, connections
be made below the panel. But if it
is to be a separate instrument with a
small case of its own, connections

-

would be convenient to have a
senaiate aerial in the workroom
so that the connections of the
broadcast set need not be interfered with, hut this, of course, is
impossible. If the two rooms are
both on the side of the house
where the aerial is led in it is
quite practical f take two leads,
one to. each room, separate earth
connections being made to each set.
The present writer is using such
an arrangement cuite successfully,
merely disconnecting the set not
in use. The strength of signals
received upstairs is not so great as
on the ground floor, but it is
amply sufficient for general test
purposes. In this way sets can be
tested on the bench as made, with
the soldering iron quite handy.

PW.H.

A CORRECTION

-

lt

regretted thai last week's
diagram illustating " \ Homemade Potentiometer " contained
an error, in that the aerial circuit
vas not tunable. \\'e reproduce a
corrected circuit diagram herewith.
is

176
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have been received of a
microphone, based upon an entirely
new principle, which lias been developed in the Westinghouse Research Laboratory, Pittsburg, by Dr. Phillip Thomas.
This microphone depends upon the direct
action of the sound-waves in the air upòn a
minute electric spark.
It is well known that one of the principal
objections to the carbon granule microphone
and, in fact, to most of the existing forms of
microphone, is that th.ey rely upon the \ibrations of a diaphragm which is actuated by
the sound-waves in the atmosphere. A diaphragm, like any other mechanical vibratory system, has a natural period of ibration; in fact, under the conditions in which
a diaphragm is placed in a transmitting
microphone it usually. ha not one but
several natural periodi. This means that it
selects certain frequencies in the incident
sound-waxes and responds more vigorously
to these frequencies than to others. The
net result of this and other defects is that
distortion occurs in the resulting reproduced

<5'

4,.

4-.

4,.

4.

.4.

4.

4,.

4-.

4.

4,.

4

This is: the part which flr: Thomás has
found to he most sensitive to the passage of
sound-waves. Accordingly one of the electrodes is shielded to such an extent as just
to expose the Faraday-space to the sound-

-

wa es.

As the \\raves cause minute to-andfro motions of the ionised gas through
which the discharge is passing between the
electrodes, they have a characteristic influence upon the current in the spark and electrical variations are set up in the spark circuit corresponding to the wa\e-forrn of the

.1

'-

-

5PVQ4.
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'I8R477O

4MO

'

r

I.
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SPA4 044
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524

sound.
A ery large amount of research work lias
beendevoted to the reduction of this distortion, ith some success, but it may be said
that no system depending upon the tise of
a diaphragm can e-er be entirely free from

selectivity.
The general principle of the ne
"glow
transmitter " is seen f rom the accompanying illustration. A high-tension discharge
takes place between two eletrodes arranged
opposite to a hole. in the centre of a metal
sheet.
It is well knon that in a hightension discharge there are
various light and
dark regions, one of the dark portions being
known as the " Faraday dark space.'-'

illustrating the essentials of the new microphone.

-

soûnd-waves. This new device is said to
have no natural period, and to reproduce
sounds of frequencies, from 50 to io,000 with
perfect faithfulness.
Further information aS to the practical
trialS of this instrument are aaited with
considerable interest, for there is no doubt
that a really aperiodic microphone of sufficient sensitiveness would he a most valuable
adjunct to the broadcasting of speech and
music.
As soon as further information is
available, it will- be reported in -this joiirnal.

'I

J. 11. T; R.
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By OUR

OVDON.-The

new competithe B.B.C. announce ought to make a general
appeal.
There are to be prizes
for the most interesting, original
and amusing photographs, sketches
and/or written descriptions of
listening-in experiences.
At first
the idea was to have only photographs, but when it was pointed
out to the B.B.C. officials that
this would eliminate large sectiolu
of the public from entering the
competition they readily agreed to
widen the scope of the competition.

Then, too, we haze had the delightful description in West Country tälk of an pratorio,
orchestéria," etc., etc. Certain it is that
this quiet style of entertainment is
ideal for the microphone and
makes good hearing, and one can
only hope that the B.B.C. will
maintain the standard of their
programmes and sedulously avoid,
as hitherto, anything approaching
trash or noisy, jerky stuff, totally
unsuitable both from a moral and
mechanical (broadcásting) point
of iew,

Why not classify comedians and
entertainers according to the
seasons? For instance, there is a
style of wit and mirth that is refreshing and cooling that is the
summer kind. Then we have the
nerve-racking, exciting " patter,"
being strings of words fired off at
an alarming rate, with more or
less elocution and diction that is
.what one might term '' winter pastime," in which, also, one might
include the boisterous, laughterproducing sort.

The writer is not a '' Pussyfoot '' ; hut would it not be better
if the '' Uncles " at Savoy Hill
eschewed all references to drink
in the '' Children's Hour '' ? The
tiny tots listening-in vill learn all
about lithi soon enough. -.

ion

I

R

SPECiAL CORRESPONDENTS.

which

o

o

o

:

:

o

o

o

\Vith summer here at hst, how
welcome is the quiet, clean humour
at present being broadcast from
2L0 by their \Vest Country' and
North Country entertainers.
-

.0

0

When, on a hot, sultry night
recently, the writer heard, '' John
Henry calhng,'' he forgot that his
liead-'phones were unpleasantly
warm, and there came to hing a
vision of a quiet hostelry in Durham, the impression becoming
almost realistic when
' John
Henry " started to tell us about
a hit trouble with his spouse.''

o

o

o

o

-

o

Request night '' was excellent, and we look forward to
many more.
C>
C>
O
The only conclusion of the
Broadcasting Committee which
Mr j. C. W. Reith, the general
manager of the B.B.C., has so far
is
that the
divulged
term
" listener-in " is to be abandoned,
and the term '' listener '' employed
instead.
Technically
speaking, people do not "listenin.'' Such an expression is
meant to mean the interception of
messages between
two
other
parties.

O

l'hc

n.

.-

<-.

B.c. annuutcements with

regard to relay stations have
created enormous interest in the
localit.ies which might he served
by such statia1s. Sorne are afraid

that if people can listen-in on
crystal sets there won't be the same
demand for valve sets. Nothing
could be further from the mind of
the B.B.C. than such a supposi
tion.
Their, idea is that people
who cannot make or purchase valve
sets may have the pleasures of
broadcasting brought to them by
means of crystals.

o

o

I

o

One of the most interesting talks
of late from 2L0 vas that on
postal publicity by Mr. G. Woolston. lt is to be hoped that the
writer of the notorious '' Worthy ''
puffs \vas listening-ui.
Then he
would have an idea of the legitimate uses of publicity.

o

lt

o

I

o

is rather interesting that the

PM.G. has established a listeningfor his own private enjoymeut.
Perhaps he lmnds it very
soothing after the rather stormy
passage he has had of late.
in set

o

o

-

o

Major Harry Barnes, F.S.I.,
Vice-President cf the Royal Institute of British Architects, is
broadcasting two more talks from
2L0 on Modern London Buildings. On Saturday, 25th August,
lie will speak on " Bush House
and .Kingsway," and 17th September on The New Regent Street.
O'
O
O
Mr. Allen S. Walker had an
amusing experience after broadcasting his talk on the Southvark
Cathedral.
He casually invited
any who rere interested to meet
him at the Cathedral one Monclay about ii am.
He is accustomed to make invitations of
this sort in his ordinary lectures
and perhaps half adozeiì enthu-.
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siasts turn up ; on this occasion,
however, abo.ut 600 arrived.

vice Men's Festival at Bellevue
the Marconi receptions drew

Forthcoming. Events

bumper audiences.
0
0

AUGUSt

8th (Wao.).-6.45 pm., "Topical
Empire Chat" by Mr. Edward
Salmon. 7.15 p.m., Mr. \rchibald Haddon on " Dramatic
Criticism." 7.45 p.m., Mr. Colin
J, CathpbelT on "August.' Shooting Stars" (Topical). 9 p.m.,
Mr. W. S. Crawford on "My
Impressions
of
Business in

America."

9th (TlIuRs.).-7.15 p.m., Mr. Percy
Scholes on "Musical Criticism."
9 p.m., Mr. Cecil Hallett on
The Egyptian Collections ".in
the British Museum.
ioth (FRI.).-7.15 p.m., Mr. G. A.
Atkinson on " Cinema Criticism."
Mark Allerton on
9 p.m., Mr.
Serial Stories."
xith (SAT.).-7.15 p.m., Open. 9
p.m., Lt.-Col. E. Gold on

I

0-0

The proposal to form a statioñ
choir and repertoire company is
being devekped, and an appeal to
musical aspirants has brought a
very gratifying response.
The
task of selecting artistes with the
likeliest '' wireless '' voices will..
occupy the attention of Mr. Lewis
for some little time to come.
After that the necessary rehears-

TRANSMISSIONS
w,nn

.ez-st,

........
........
....

NEWCASTLE......

5WA.. .353
ILO
2ZY
SNO

metro,
.363 -.

..

.

.383

.405

........ 580
.413
and Albert Museum."GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM .... 51T
.420
Victoria
i4th
(TUEs.)..-7.13 p.m., Captain
TIMES OF WORKING.
Weekday
....3.3Oto
4.38
p.m. aad 5.30
Lawrence im "Reassess11.0 p.m. BOT.
ment of Property."
p.m., Prof.
Ladoo 11.30 n.m.
12.30 Iatoad
3.30
4.30 p.m.
Lefroy on '' Insects, and the
.8.30 10.30 p.m. B.S.T.
2L0
3.Op.rn.1o5.Op.m.olso.
World's
Stanley Cloth."
SILENT PERIODS.
CARDIFF ................ 8.0
8.30
o5th (\VED.)._-7.15 p.m., Mr. ArchiLONDON .................. 7.30.,
bald Haddon on " Dramatic
MANCHESTER ............ 7.45., 8.15

-

.

i

to

to

to

8.0

.............. .,
................
,,
............. 6.0
8.15,,

NEWCASTLE
GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM

O

.

all accounts
boarding-houses in Port
rush, the Irish Brighton, which
have installed wireless receiving
sets are earning the preference in
jatronage. However, the general
complaint is that the duration of
each dance item is altogether too
brief. In fact, it is just when
the swing of the dance is reached
that disappointment comes in the
voice of the announcer declaiming
the next item.

9.0

o

o

-

regards wireless concerts,
Mr. \V. J. Gilmore, the Belfast
fepresentative for the Marconi
Company, finds the demand for
the services of the Marconi twovalve set with a two-valve amplifier and Amplion loud-speaker
much more than he can meet.
This week, at the Ulster ex-Ser-

o

8.16

8.49

ing will be tackled, and by the
arrival of autumn 51T may well
be proud of its choir, and qualified to make something like a stir
in the broadcasting world.
.

o

o

o.

The furnishing of the new premises in New Street is being done
as quickly as possible, and no
pains are being spared to sec'ire
the desirable acoustic effects in the
artistes' studio.

o

o

o

Birmingham is fortunate n
having in its midst men whose
authority on matters both scientific and artistic has earned them
national repute, and the number
of letters received by the station
director is eloquent of the success

'79
-

o

o

BOURNEM0UTH.
Bournemouth station

-

The

,will

be

opened about the middle of September. A site has been secured
near the North Cemetery for the
transmitting station; and the
studio will be in Holdenhurst
Road.

o
o
oThe transmitting station will

/

be -

erected in an open space, whilst
the studio will be the largest of
any or tile provincia! stations.
0
0
0
happy
ending
CARDF'F_A
has been reached to an incident which robbed the " Cornradios " of the Cardiff station for
a time of the popular chats given

I

orn an essay-made by " Mr.
Everyrnan " during a recent chat
upon Henley Regatta and the
spirit of carnival in this country
as compared with the Continent,
gave offence to the susceptibilities
of ote listener-in to such an extent
that lie addressed- a -strongly
worded letter of complaint to the
general manager Mf the British
Broadcasting Company..

-

f

9.30

BEFAST.Fro
those

As

new Studio.
Band of the Royal Air Force.
of

tor, Major A. Corbett Smith:
O
O
O
it appears that a chance remark
-which was in fact a qyotation

of

to

Criticism."
0

iith.-Opening

by " Mr. Everyrnan," who, it is
ai-. open secret, is the station direc-

to

-

'j

AUGUST.

on that day the new studio will
be opened.

CARDIFF
'LONDON
MANCHESTER

this

Forthoming Events

.

i

Weather Forecasting."
i3th (M0N.).-7.15 p.m., open. 9
p.m., Mr. B. Rackham on "The

to

their contributions
section of broadcasting.

ith
BJRM1NGHAM.-August
will mark the beginning of a
new chapter in 51T's history, for

"

È

of

-n

:

.

o
" Mr.

o

o

-1

Everyman" caused a

formal apology to be broadcast,
and it was intimated that as
his position at the station had
been seriously jeopardised by
the incident and that there was no
guarantee that another innocent
remark might not lead to similar
trouble, it had been decided to
discontinue the chats.
O
O
O
This announcement led to quite
a storm of protest from " Cornradios" who had found the.íeature

1

- -

.--
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a very interesting one, and the
gagging of "Mr. Everyman
was the subject of an amusing cartoon in the leading Welsh daily
newspaper.
The upshot of the
affair is that the majority of
opiniol has von the day, and
Mr. Everyman's '' looks at the
world have been restored to the
progranime of the Cardiff station.

I

o

o

ifANCHESTER.-The

o

o

Glasuow this year was dealt
with ata confereilce in the city
betwees Mr. E. G. Dunn of the
Radio General Publicity Co.,
Manchester, and members of the
Glasgow wireless trade. The project 'was fully discusséd, and it
vas eventually agreed to hold a
meeting to further the scheme.
in

L

o

o

o

Carruthers, the popular
station director, has just received
a letter from a little girl of 12
living in the far-away Isle of lona
on the \\ est Coast, mentioning that
lier father has made for her the
first wireless installation on the
island. The most wonderful thing

sh i re.

Forthcoming Events
AUGUST.'
th

i

o

9th

o

o

).-Popular orchestral pro-

(TnuRs.).-Jo Lamb, the Man-

chester violinist; Lee Thistlethwaite, vocalist
ioth (FiI.)..-6.3o p.m., King's
Own Scottish Pipers. Dance programme by Garner Schofield
Orchestra.
iith (SA'r.).-Agnes Clarke, soprano.
Harold Derbyshire, baritone..
The Radio Orchestra.
12th
(SuN.).-Annie Chadwick,
soprano. Further arrangements
not yet announced.
i3th (i\loN.).-Popular programme.
Winifred Fisher, soprano; I.yell
Johnson, baritone; L. T. \Vhipp,
Lancashire dialect reciter.
14th (l'IJES.).-I3eatriCe Mirenda
and Mr. W. Anderson ilI give
extracts from " Faust," "Lohengrin," etc
i3th (\VED.).-Orciestra,

-

o

\Ve hear on every hand very
great appreciation of the operatic
nights, and respectfully suggest
that more of this class of music
Ve also
would be welcomed.
hear constant enquiries as to
whether any preparation is -being
made for broadcasting the performances of the operas during the
visit of the British National Opera
Company.

The

(\VED.

gramme.

she heard come over the seas, she
adds, was the resounding battlecry in the stirring clan song,

o

o

o.

o

Clyd

turbine steamer
Queen Alexandra has now been
equipped for the season with a
first-class receiving set which vill
operate about half a dozen loudspeakers in the saloon and on
deck. Several tests have already
been made, and these proved so
successful that broadcasting from
5SC has been decided upon as a
regular feature of the- cruises.

o

TTEIVCASTLE

o

ON - TYNE;
V -The
educational possibilities of broadcasting have received official recognition from the
Newcastle Education Committee.
Local teachersare to be invited to
give lectures of educational value.
These are to be broadcast on five
evenings weekly. Those children
who, through poverty or for other
-

.1

¡So

A42
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reasons, have no facilities for
listening-in, nìay do so at the
schools after the beginning of September on two evenings weekly.
C,

C.

C'

Mr. Herman Darevski, the wellknown compoer, provided an
extra turn in the 5N0 programme on July 25th.
He gave
an entertaining account of his early
experiences in the ¡nusical world,
together with hints on the writing
of. lyrics, illustrating on the

piano phrases that have popularised songs.'

o

:

Mr.

I'Gregor's Gathering.''

o

Why does the B.B.C. keep on
supplying us with '' millibars ' in
the weather forecasts? We find
the barometer readings in inches
more than enough. It isn't as if
they were of use to the average
man
this is where they differ
from the ''cotton futures," which
are of great value to business men;
in fact, we have it on very good
authority that in a good many
cases the cotton futures have been
the principal inducement to huy a
set. This is not very surprising
when one remembers that
ZY
serves the cotton area of Lanca-

GsG0_T1 question of
holding a wireless exhibition
-

news

that Mr. \Vright is thortly
to resign the (lirectorship of the
Manchester station has come as a
great blow, especially to those who
have known the station ever since
the now familiar " 2ZY calling " was first heard.

8,

o

o

Mr. \V. A. Crosse, conductor of
thè NewastIe \\ ireless Orchestra,
had the honour of being complirnented by H.R.H. the Prince of
\Vales on the music provided by
his orchestra at the civic banquet
on the occasion of the Prince's i'ecent visit to the city..
-

«o

o

SRD1'1

o

temporary
broadcasting station at the
home of Mr. F. Lloyd, in Ventnor
Place, Sharrow, is already giving
considerable satisfaction to many
hundreds of new listeners-in.

o.

o

o

One lesson emerging from this
first effort to broadcast in Sheffield
is a matter of compent among
amateurs. \Vhy go to the trouble,
it is asked, of pr)viding the relay
station when it lias been proved
that we can broadcast direct without great trouble? Sheffield lacks
nothing in the matter of musical,
elocutionary and dramatic art, and
progress so far has shown that
there are a good number of volunteers to face the microphone.
That is a state of affairs which
might not last, of course, but the
extra expense of a local broadcasting station over that of a relay
station when installed, should compensate for the lack of quality that
might ensue from relay until perfection is reached. Up to now it
has been shown that the main
power at present used, zoo watts,.
is sufficient to transnit with quality
oier a wide radius to sets of
modest range. Th arrangements
for the station are progressing.
and negotiations are in progress
for a permanent site.
J
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AERIAL RIGGING ANI) MAST BUILDING
By F. H. PHILPOTT.

I

io

further article dealing wit/i mast erection of special Interest
ihóse readers who pre not familiar with this class of work.
(Continued from Vol.

1,

No.

13,

page 753.)

.1

-

-

mately 9in.x4in.x3in., but they
vary, and rather than rely upon
these dimensions you can do better
by actually measuring the proper
number of bricks on the ground
floor, including the courses of the
mortar, which are usually iin.
A house is generally built with
the same size of brick throughout,
so that those in the chimney will
be the same size as those on the
ground floor.
1leasure off the required length
of wire, allowing the I2ft. spare.
It is required to make the wire
up into a three-strand cable, so lay
the vire out on the ground in three
equal lengths.
The cable can be best made with
the aid of a hand-drill, or an ordinary carpenter's brace. Secure the
ends of the three wires (it is not
necessary to cut them) to some
fixed object, such as the spike of an
iron fence, but first make a loop at
each end just large enough to slip

WHERE there is a converiient building and permission
¿an be obtained, the writer
advocates attaching a pole to a
chimney as being perhaps rather
simpler and cheaper than erecting
a mast
writer adopts the following
method, and provided the erector

The

I:
F:-'
Fig.

15.-The

eye-oli and a wire loop.

has a friend who has a tolerably
good head for heights, it is not
necessary to call in a skilled man.
In addition to the pole (say
i6ft.), pulley, etc., the materials
required for one chimney are
A sufficient length of, say, 12
gauge galvanised wire t go
round your chimney six times,
with about I2ft. to spare.
'l'wo galvanised eye-bolts (Fig..
15A)
lin. X 6m, or 8m, long,
threaded "all the way." (These
should be obtainable for 6d. each
at any ironmongers.)
Two iron washers about lin.
to un. diam., with a lin. "clearance " hole for the eyebolt.
Temporarily required
Hammer, pliers or chiseL
Ladder to enable you to get'on
Builder's "crawlthe roof.

:-

To ascertain the length of wire
required, which of course varies
with the width of the chimney, it is
not necessary to climb on the roof
to measure it. Count the number
of bricks in the width of the valls
of your chimney, and get the
measurement by multiplication,
An average brick measures approxi-

A

-

L

Fig. 17.-Showing arranzgeinenl of
cable.
,1

Û,ç'Ecr,O
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A
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board" or "cat-ladder:"

securely by the chuck. Now, keep-.
ing as heavy a strain as possible on
the wire, you can wind anexcellent
cable with a good "spliced " eye at
each end by simply turning the
brace. When winding the cable,
care should be taken to avoid accidentally releasing the handle of the

/1/PRLD

-

Fig.

16.-Method

R/CI(

of fixing pole.

easily over the thread of the eyebolt (Fig. 15A).
Now fix the other end of your
wires to the brace, either by actually
gripping them in the chuck, or,
better, by attaching them to a vire
hook which would be held more

brace, as the cable vilI spring and
unwind itself for a few turns, and
the handle of the brace will fly
This will, of course, round.
happen when you release it
after having wound the cable
sufficiently, and you must be prepared for it.
To make the two belts required
for the chimney, the cable must be
cut in the middle, one strand at a
time. If your pliers are poor and
you have no chisel, the cable may
be laid over a corner of an iron
fence and struck a few blows with
a hammer. lt can then be easily
broken by bending, it backwards
and forwards.
You are now ready for the roof.
A crawl-board usually consists of an
ordinary plank with slats nailed'
across, and a block of wood at the
upper end for hooking over the
ridge of the roof, and it is used to
enable one to walk safely up the
sloping roof. When placing the

a

-
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cawl-board it should be "'.riggled " up the roof (working from
the ladder, of course), and special
care must be taken not to dislodge.
hich are easily
the ridge tiles,
knocked off.
The crawl-board
should be placed as close to the
chimney as possible, and at the side
on which ou propose to put your
pole.
Most chimneys have some sort of
coping round the top, as in Fig. ¡6,
so that when the pole is fixed it
vill have a slight slope.
The pole should be placed on the
side of the chimney farthest away
from the direction of the aerial,
when the slight slope vill not be
detrimental to the appearance.
To fix the pole, first fit the top
belt to the chimney as follows
Thread the eye-bolt through the
loop of the belt, and replace washer
and nut, screwing the nut on two
or three threads.
Then pass the
- cable round the chimney and attach
it to the eye of the eye-bolt. The
cable should be drawn a tight as
possible by hand (it will still be very
loose) with the eye-bolt at one
corner of the chimney (Fig. 17A).
The eve-bolt should preferably be
along the side of tIte chimney
against which the noIe is to be
fixed, and not as shon in Fig. i6.
lt is undesirable to allow the vire
to lie iii the course of the mortar,
and to avoid this a chip should be
knocked out qf each cornet- brick

r

I-

I.

Fig.
-

18-Using

chimney ledge as
anchorage for aerial.

with the hammer,

that

hen the

cable is in position, it is impossible
for it to slip.
Having got the cable into position, it should be hammered at each
Corner to make it lie close to the

-

brickwork. Then slide the pole
between the cable and the chimney,
and place it in position. Hammer
the cable on each side of the pole
so that it forms kinks as close to
the pol' as possible (Fig. 17B).
These kinks should he as pronounced as possible, as they must
prevent the pole from slipping sideways after tightening up.
Novpass a binding wire (preferably something thinner than your
12 gauge). three times behind the
pole as shown in Fig. 17B, and get
them just as tight as you can.
Xow by screwing up the nut on the
eve-bolt the vire
ill be strained
tight, and as it will to some extent
straighten out the kinks it will
tighten up your binding at the same
time.

AFig.

fi8

19.-M el hod

of

lifting

loòp

over chimney.

The same operation is performed
with the lower belt, and it will be
found a perfectly satisfactory way
of rigidly and safely fixing the pole.
The ledge on a factory chimney
was once utilised by the writer to
hold the aerial, and the method of
getting it up is shown in Fig. iS.Two clothes-props lashed together
ere used to lift the wire belt on to
the ledge. Fairly stift wire was
used, so that when it finally bent to
the shape of the chimney stack it
stayed

so

-

-

'

'

-
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the crawl-board over the ridge. Thè
ladder was reared against the end
wall of the house, but, being some
I2ft. or so shoi-t, the method
adopted vas as follows
A hoop of stiff wire (about
8 gauge) was made, about 4ft. in

Fig.

I

20.-Showing

the loop in
position.

diameter and with a tail ' bent in
such a way that the hoop could be
held horizontally in the fork of a
clothes-prop (Fig. 19). A porcelain bobbin insulator was attached
to the hoop for use as a pulley for
the halyard.
(A porcelain insulator makes an excellent pulley
if a wire is bnt across it to
prevent the rope from jumping the
groove.) The pulley must be hung
from the hoop so that it is free to
swing or turn, as the hoop when
may take some position that
UI)
vas not expected, and if the pulley
rigidly fixed it may be found to
be at such an angle that the halyard vil1 not run through it. The
writer has made this mistake.
Two clothes-props tied together
gave the necessary height.
By mounting the ladder and
crooking one knee through and
round a rung, both hands vere left
free.
The hoop with halyard
attached was hoisted to just above
the chimney-pot, then twisted
round (shown dotted, Fig. 1911) ann
lowered over the pot; and th&
corner of the chimney-stack (Fig.
20).
The props vere then lowered,
i

,and

-

The other end of this particular
aerial as fixed to a housè chimney
that vas very difficult to get at.
The chimney was at one end of a
house which had some fancy ridge
tiles, making it impossible to hook

used to poke and prod the
hoop and pulley into position. It
may be mentioned that it was
found very much easier to put the
hoop over the chimney than it was
to get it down again to readjust
the pulley.

-
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WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTiSERS you III be doing us a favour by commencing
your letter with the words "Referring to your. announcement in 'Wireless Weekly.' "
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T SUPPOSE

amongst the numer-

ous readers of Wireless Weekly
there are many who have
taken part in the programmes sent
out by the British Broadcasting
Company from the London station,
and, on the othèr hand, there are
many more who have not. As,

Î:

i':.

until the other night, I was numbered amongst the latter, perhaps
a few impressions of my début as
a broadcaster may be of some interest to fellow-broadcatchers. (1
wonder who coined the horrible
expression I)
Before you can achieve the distinction of being accepted as a performer by the Director of Programmes you must have something
either to say, sing, or symphonise;
that has a very important influence
upon your being accepted, whilst it
is obviously an advantage to have a
voice unless you can supply the
deficiency with a musical instrument.
Mv own effort consisted of a
spoken contribution to the "Men's
Hour "; and, between ourselves, I
felt justa wee bit nervy about addressing the "invisible audience,"
as listeners-in are described by the
average broadcaster. \Vhen my
"dope" had been written outalthough, of course, I tried to disguise it, when speaking, as an extemporaneous effort-my words
were addressed to a milk-jug disguised as a microphone in order to
familiarise myself to the sound of
my own voice, because I don't
happen to be a bookmaker by profession. Here, as I found later, I
went wrong; the milk-jug should
have been substitut;d by a meatsafe mounted on a pedestal, whicn
a closer resemblance to the
actual microphone cabinet.
Arriving at Savoy Hill in the

bears

-

SPEAKING FROM 2L0.
A wireless amateur's impressions on broadcasting from the London station.

momentous evening, I entered the
lift and said "Studio" to the
hoister in as brazen a manner as
my highly strung nerves would
permit, and
as ushered to the
threshold of the torture chamber,
where my feelings underwent a
complete change.
First of all, the member of the
Veterans' Corps who ushered me in
wore the Mons ribbon, which made
me feel I had found a friend, and
the tastefully decorated lobby where
awaited my turn almost charmed
away all symptoms of the anxiety
which had held me for days. There
was a comfortable settee, and the
cool breeze from the river wafted
the scent from a 'ase of. flowers
in my directin ; and what with
that and the muffled strains of a
singer's voice proceeding from the
closed door beyond, I really began
to feel quite comfortable.
As far as I could gather, the
Director of Programmes and the
chef d'orchestre vere very important persons, but the boss of the
show seemed to be an Irishmanfor repeated references were made
to l\like Rofone-of whom everybody stood in awe. Here again,
however, I was wrong, for the
whispered respects vere meant
for that onderfut instrument so
soon to be faced,
liicli, though
not actually the boss at 2LO
yet holds a high position in
the organisation. The new microphone is so sensitive that one
has to be very
areful not
to think too, loudly when standI

.--.-.-.--.--.---- .+--..-

ing near it, or else all one's innermost sentiments will become public
property.
The Director of Prçgrammes received me into the actual studio,
where he and the other Uncles have
so much fun over the Children's
Hour, and I came into the presence
of the microphone. 1\Iere artists
are not told what the cabinet contains, which makes some of the
more imaginative feel they are
before some potent pantheistic personality; but before being announted I
as allowed a preliminary canter by addressing it
privately. A few remarks from my
cicerone made me quite at ease,
when, to everyone's horror, it vas
found the switch vas on, so that
listeners-in had all the benefit of
the parade to the starting-post.
Once given a start by the kindness
of all the B.B.C. folk I had met,
things went off without further incident, and I must say the "inisible audience ' behaved quite
well-at least, they gave no indication of disapproval; and as my
fiancée was good enough to say
afterwards, "Oh! it wasn't so bad
for you," I imagine the actual.
speech must at least have been
tolerable. As far as one can see,
the B.B.C. will have no difficulty
whatever in attracting all the talent
they require to amuse and instruct
the wireless public when (heir arrangements are so thoughtfully and
efficiently prepared for those who
participate in the broadcasting

entertainments.

f

I

R. T.

-.----.--.-:
!

.. .................................................................... L .....................................................................................................

THE MULLARD "LOW FILAMENT". VALVES.

'I

are informed that the price of the Mullard- low-temperature valves is
being reduced. These valves, are known as the L.F. Ora B and L.F. Ora C, and
their nev price is 27s. 6d.
We
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Varying the Grid Potential
IL ERE are many cases where a varying
grid potential is desired, whether this
potential is positive or negative. A particular case which I call to mind is that where
the grid of a valve has to be given a varying negative potential which enables the

usually accompanies this application of a
negative potential.
The use of potentiometers is objectionable
because they cause the grid battery to run
down. To avoid this, a variable grid hattery may be used, and this may be tapped in
sections. Such a battery will last almost

V

V
V

V
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V

V
V

V

9VC7S
Fig.

1.-A method of obtaining exact adjustment of grid potential.

vahe to act as a kw-frequency amplifier

indefinitely, as no current is taken from it.
A careful adjustment, however, is not possible, and therefore I usually prefer, myself,
to use the arrangement shown in Fig. i,
which is not óften used by the experimenter.
In .Fig. i a three-valve ciruit is shôwn,
the first valve acting. -as a kigîJrequency
amplifier, followe'd by ñ crystal detector and
t'o note magnifiers.. To obtain the full
degree of amplification and to. avoid distor-

with a minimum of distortion.
Grid currents are, of course, the great
-hugbear of low-frequency amplification,
and therefore sRould be eliminated by applying a negative potential to the grid of the
amplifying valve, this negative potential
being at least equal to the maximum amplitude of the lo-freqúency E.M.F.'s applied
to the grid. An increase of anode voltage
.
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tion, a variable negative potential is applied
to the grids of the two valves V2 and V3.
A grid battery, B3, is employed,, but instead
of connécting the positive terminal of this
battery to the negative terminal of the filament acêumulator B1, it is connected to the
slider on a resistance connected across Bi.
This resistance and slider constitute a potentiometer, the résistance being of any con\renient .value. A value of anything above
o ohms vill do perfectly well. In any case,
the current taken by this potentiometer will
be negligible compared with the current.
taken from the accumulator by the valve
filaments.
Let us suppose that the battery B3 has an
E.M.F. of 9 volts. When the slider is at
the bottom end of the resistance-that is,
at the negative terminal of the filament accumulator-the potential on the grids of the
two valves i
volts. If, however, we mové

9

:

-

Wireless Weekly

the slider to the top, we add another
grid potentials. These
potentials' will, therefore, be - volts +6
volts," which equals -3 volts. By moving
the slider to different points along the resistance, it is possible-to obtain any grid potential between - volts and - 3 volts.
If the battery B3 had an E.M.F. of 6 volts3
the grid potentials could be varied between
-6 volts and -6 volts +6 volts. hich
equals zero volts. It would, therefore, be
possible to give the grid potential of anything from zero to
volts.
By using this method, it is always possible to vary by 6 volts any battery included
in the grid Circuit, whether this battery is
connected in such a direction as to make the grid positive or negative.
The position of the filament rheostat will
modify the normal grid potential, and this
must be allowed for.
6 volts positive to- the

6

----
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WIRELESS FOR. THE. BLÌND
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The monotony of hospital life at the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital will tn future be relieved to some extent by the
introduction of wireless into gis wurd. Our photograph shows patients and nurses listening-in with apparatus presented
by the i1Iarconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.
185
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THE PALLOPHOTOPHONE
To

THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.

SIR,-The description of the

r

-

I

.

-

.

TVireless
Pallophotophone
in
lVeekly for June 6th and 13th,
1923, and the article by Mr. C. F.
Eiwell,
'' Wireless and the
Film '' in lTTiieless TVeekly, July
4th, 1923, fulfil in almost every
detail the prediction I made at the
conclusion of a lecture delivered
by me to the Wireless Society of
London at the Royal Society of
Arts on June 29th, 1920. The
following is a précis of what
then said. (See the Proceedings
of the Wireless Society of London
for that date.)
May we not confidently look
forward in the near future to a
much wider use of wireless telephony? I see no reason why
photographic records could not be
taken of public speeches, important lectures, etc., by making use
of a Ruhmer Photographophone,
invented in 1900. In this connection I should not omit to mention Dr. Rankine, who has been,
and I believe still is, carrying out
similar
exoeriments
in
this
Country.
All public platforms could be
fitted vith a number of microphones, much as they now are for
the electrophones. These microphones would be used to control a
speaking arc or manometric flame,
the light from which is focussed
upon a moving strip of photographic fìlm.
When developed
this film. could be of uneven density, corresponding accurately to
the variations in the intensity of
the light from the arc as contrlled
by the voice. The film could then
he sent to the wireless transmitting
stations, where it would be passed

-

August
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in front of a steady source of
light, and the variations of light
intensity produced by it would he
focussed upon a selenium cell.
The corresponding current variations passing through this cell
could then be amplified from the
aerial of a fransmitting station.
So that not only would pople
hear the news, but they would
hear the actual speeches delivered.
word fOr word in the voicer of the
original speakers. -.

It may, however, be stated that
official objection is taken to an
application for the registration of
a Trade Mark for wireless apparatus if a similar Mark is already
on the official records for sound-

I foresee a time when a room

SIR,-A few weeks ago you

apart where photographonic
of important lectures
which have been delivered during
the week in all parts of the world,
are re-delivered, either by wireless
from transmitting stations, or by
reproduction directly from the film
by using a selenium cell, amplifier, and loud-speaking telephone,
etc., in the lec'lure room. This,
together with a cinematographic
reproduction of experiments given
at the lecture, synchronised with
is set

records

111m, should give a most
life-like representation.
The synchronisation of the
photographonic film with the cinematographlc turns opens up great
possibiliti2s to film producers.
I am. etc.,

the speech

G. G. BLAKE, M.I.E.E.

Richmond, Surrey.

TRADE MARKS
To THE EDITOR, l.T7ireless TVeekly.
SIR,-Tn view of the fact that
many owners of Trade Marks for
sound-reproducing instruments are
now dealing in wireless apparatus,
it may be useful to learn that
further application for registration in respect of wireless apparatus is necessary if protection is
wanted.

re)roduCing instruments.
Yours faithfully,
H. T. P. GEE.

51-52, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

THE NEW LANGUAGE.
To

THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.

published a letter from a correspondent complaining of the
looseness with which the word
Vernier " is used. There appears to be a growing tendency in
the realms of wireless towards the
use of. bizarre words, even to the
extent of coining absurdities.
In the issue of Tl'ireless .lVéekly
for
ith uit., one advertiser
states that. if a certain loudspeaker is used " rendition of
speech and music will be found
so true and distortless
Now, I will agree that the English
language holds the word " rendition,'' hut it is almost obsolete,
and its meaning is " surrender of
a place or person "; " rendition '' in the sense of " rendering " is an Americanism foi- which
there is no need, but what on earth
does '' distortless '' mean?
I always read the advertisements in TVirele.cs H cckly before
I go on to the letterpress, and was
dis
much relieved to find the
tortless " was omitted from the.
firm's advertisement in the issue
of 8th uit. I have, however,
not yet recovered from the shock
of reading another advertisement
in that issue, in which itis claimed
that a certain other loud-speaker
ï

.

.
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is free from

distortation. I dread
IVireless
TVeekly of
August 8th in case I should, read
that "the X loud-speaker is free
opening

from resonation."
I am; etc.,
H. W. FULLER.

S.E.i.

V*estminster Bridge,

-

-.

SYMBOLS

To

THE EDITOR, 1! i,eless TVeckiy.
SIR,-Re your note at the' end
of W. E. Bennett's letter on
" Valve Combinations " in No.
12.

ou ask for suggestions for distinguishing a valve used in a dual
capacity when using Mr. Bennett's

notation for classifying salve
combinations.
Might I suggest that an index
be added to the figure which would
represent the valve under ordinary
circumstances, and that the index
be a letter denoting the second
function of the valve.
For instance, STioo would

be:-

Il-C---'

the index " '' denoting L.F.
amplification.
Whether a set employed reaction
or not would, I am afraid, need
to be stated separately, as complications would arise in denoting
(by symbols) between which of
the circuits reaction was employed.
Wishing your very excellent
papers every success.
I am, etc.,
-

A

f, ROUSE

THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.

SIR,-I read

your paper every
week, also all the others. I like
-

6.W.I.,
-

C.H.S.

Wolverhampton.

C. HUME-HENDERSON.

Perthshire, N.B.

To

yours the best, but I want you to
have a little more consideration
for unfortunate experimenters like
myself. My trouble is this.
When I started wireless I was
happy with one valve. This soon
increased, contentment at the same
time varying inversely as the
square of the number of valves in
use.
Of course, as a reader of
American radio papers I became
convinced that the Armstrong
Super was the only circuit worth
hooking up. This, when my auditory apparatus was convalescent,
was followed by the Flewellingthen a friend (?) told me of the
one and only " circuit.
At this stage it as still possible to look on the bright side of
things and some mental stability
remained, though naturally my
bank balance had long become a
negative quantity. Then, Sir, in
an evil moment you published the
STioo-an excellent circuit had
I never heard of it, and now you
announce " An Improved Flewelling Circuit "
It is more than
human brain can stand.
Please give us more theory.
This is quite harmless. I regard
the B.B.C. as my only benefactor.
I used to have the worry of a
transmitter.
Thank goodness
amateur transmitting is washed
out.
I am, etc:,

Ltd.

-

[\Vhat do our readers think?
Why not adopt my constant recommendation to use separate cornponents w hich may be wired up to
any circuit you like in ten
minutes P-ED.]

:.-4---.--4---.--.--.--4..

4-----..--..--.-

THE NEW FLEWELLING
CIRCUIT
TO THE

lVireless Weekly.
was most interested in

EDIToR,

SIR,.-I

the new Flewelling super circuit
described in No. 2 issue of I Vireless IVeekly, and have pleasure in
being able to report that excellent
results were obtained by one of
ou most prominent experimenters
Mr. Bateman, of Cadnam, Hants,
at a meeting of our Society held
on June .12th, where he described
and demonstrated the circuit now
published, the only difference
being that the variable gridleak
was connected between the grid
and the positive end of the filament.
At the meeting, Cardiff
vas received on an i8in. frame
aerial.
The variAble gridleak
used was a home-made affair consisting of a test tube full of
alcohol, a copper wire being immersed at different depths giving
the variations required, and the
one used was continuously variable between o and iS megohms.
The use of thé circuit as a
super, and as an ordinary re-.
generative circuit, was described
by Mr. Bateman, who stated -that
as a super ìt should most certainly
not be used on an ordinary aerial
(as previous accounts said it could
be) owing to the annoyance that it
would
undoubtedly cause to
others.
.
'I'he object of this letter is to
testify to the efficiency of the new
circuit and to call attention to the
fact of its being not quite so new
to our Society as it will be to
some, thanks to the efforts of Mr.
I am, etc.,
Bateman.

'-1

.

I

-

PERCIVAL SAwYER.

Southampton and District Radio
Society, Southampton.
-----

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
Experimenters

will be pleased to note that this
flim undertakes the repair of
broken valves, new filaments
being fitted, after which the

The
bulbs are .rc-exhausted.
price for renewals is 7S. od.,
with an extra charge of is. for

glass replacements where necessary. A fair time is required
for this, process, but it is
claimed that in many çases renewed valves are better than the
originals.
Radio Equipment Co., Ltd.We have received from this

187.

.

.

Company an illustrated catalogue of complete sets and cornponents at very reasonable
prices.
The two-valve set is
complete in itself with the exception of the accumulator,
provision being made for the
HT. batiery.

-

-

-

-
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=-B.B.C. Crystal Set
MESSRS. C. F. Elvell,
Ltd., hase submitted for
test a broadcast crystal
receiver outfit.
The instrumeni
tested tuned from 355 to 900
metres on a twin aerial of
approximately P.M.G.. stanlard
dimensions, and was provided, with
terminals for loading coils to
reach the higher wavelengths. It
is a handsome little set, of the
panel-topped box type, very finely
finished, and of irreproachable
workmanship.
The tuning device is of the most
efficient type-low-resistance variometer of reasonably thick and wellspaced wire-with moulded ehonite rotor and loading coil tapped
'at three points to cover a large
range of wavelengths and to cope
with various types of aerials. The
only criticism we can suggest is
that for listeners situated in the
Cardiff area the minimum inductance is a little high if a large
double aerial be used, or a long,
poorly isolated lead-in, so that a
series condenser would have to be
interposed. A thoughtful add iton
on the selector-switch is a " safe "
off position, which earths the aerial
when the set is not in üse. Both
telephone jack and terminals are
provided. The crystal is apparently a tellurium-zincite combination, " Taute," which, in the experience of the writer, is an exceedingly sensitive and at the sanie
time enduring combination. The
detector at first appears to be
somewhat clumsy to set, but on
test it was found admirably suited
to this particular combination of
A

'

-

i
-

-

-

¡

crystals and held a ensitive setting for a whole evenings transmission. A very good point, which
other makers might vell. copy, is
ihe provision of a rapid and easy.
means of replacing the crystal ; not
content with this, Messrs. E]veil;
Ltd., actually provide a spare
It
zincite crystal ready mounted
is this idea of " service," of maintaining their products in efficient
operation long after the first sale
is effected, which will go' a long
way towards establishing a per-

'

-

-

-

crystal

se!;

manent interest in radio and a lasting market for, the miinufactures.
- As might be expected from' the'
design, the. signal strength on
practica trial (on a good suburban'
aerial sorhe thirteen miles from

21.0) was very good indeed-as
good, in fact, as on any B.B.C.
set that has corne to our notice. It
can be gauged from the fact that
the seven o'clock transmission was
plainly audible across a small room
(not particularly isolated nor quiet)
on an efficient loud-speaker, every
word being readable at a distance
of several feet. The tuning was
sharp, -and the crystal setting
found immediately.
.

stood

up

vell

carrier wave.

-

to
-

:
-

2L0's

,

-

-

-

fierce

-

-

j

-

-

j

'-

-

The Eiwell

open the specimens, the
bright crystalline faces showed
most excellent rectifying properties practically over the whole surface. Accordingly the ordinary
cat's-whisker could he laid aside,
as the makers suggest, and the side
of a No. 22 gauge copper wire
bent into a modérately springy
loop substituted for the more customary fine point, greatly simplifying the setting of the crystal.
In extended practical tests in
reception,
signal
actual
the
strength compared very favourably under identical conditionsfair aerial arid low-resistance tuner
-both with a very reliable perikon
standard, and with other synthetic.
galenas, on local broadcasting and
ship stations. In the STxoo circuit, extremely noisy loud-speaking was obtained-at 12 miles from
2L0; with a double two-stage simultaneous circuit, giving two stages
H.F. amplification before the
crystal-an extremely severe test
of
stability df- a crystal-it
ing

-

-.

Crystal
Messrs. Harrington Bros., Ltd.,
have submitted for tests a sample
of a new crystal, of the synthetic
galena type '' Granulite." The
crystal specimens have a dull exterior, but an interior of brilliaflt
crystalline appearance familiar
with galenas; in those subrnittei
ve could not substantiate the
claims of the makers that the dull
exterior gave good rectifying
points, as these were few and far
between (in fact, at fractures in
the surface only); but, on breakA New

-

-

.

-
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T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.InsLP., assisted by A. L. M. DOUGLAS.

In this section will appear only selected replies to queries of general interest or arising from articles in " Wireless.
Weekly," " Modern Wireless" or from any Radio Press Handbook.
- All queries will be replied to by post, as promptly as possible, providing the following conditions are complied with.
1. A Postal Order to the value of Is. for each question must be enclosed,' higet her with the Coupon, from
the current issue, and a stamped bddressed envelope.
.
2. Not more than three questions will be answered al once.
3. Queries should be forwarded in an envelope marked "Query" in the top left-hand corner and addressed
.
to Information 'Dept., Radio Press, Limited, Devereux Cour!, Strand, London, W.C.2.

London.

-

Ve reproduce herewith a circuit which will give the

The sizes

-.

.

LESS," No. 4, and asks whether the zigzag
spacing ¡ayer is counted in the number of
turns in the case of lattice coils.

L. N."(LEWISHAM) asks for a suitable
circuit for working a large loud-speaker
in his garden situated 10 miles from

desired results with minimum distortion.

..

.

The number of zigzag turns is usually so small
compared with the total number ofturns in the coil
that it is safe to neglect it. For greater accuracy,

-

-

.

f-

-

i

ODQ5'
s

--

I.

for Igranic and Burndept coils are shown in the
figure, together with condenser, battery, and resist.
ance values. The battery B3 may be variable up to

however, it would be as well to make some. allowance -for these turns.

C. E. C. (PUTNEY) submits a circuit diagram of his receiver, from which he does not
obtain good results. He asks if we can help..
him.

volts.

E. H. F.L. (ABINGDON) refers to the article
on multi-layer coils, "MODERN WIREiSQ

-
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'TMELVARIABLE

-

'

to megoluns. Only requires a in. hole in
panel for fitting. Suitable for use in any
drcuit and improves the svorkingof any valve
ohms for the
Conaagibt House,

ii Cdgsr&re Read, Marble AroS
i7i Paddlogto.

Toi.

w
-

-

-

.

-

I.

c
:iiî-

t'

(r) One end of each viinding

\
\

-

2-

Radio Press
Library
No. 9.

.?

_-%

u

Circuit., Two Valve

Three
:u Circuits,
Volvo CIrcuito, Four

Circuits and
Free Valve Circuits.

Local Ouciliatoro
recepHeterods-ve
tisse si C.W. Volve
u

Tranemitter

iladlopleone Circuit..

Pra c tica

j

and

i

is

-

.

i

I

able, the man echo is building
his own Set possibly finds i.
difficult to make a choice.
Tisis new Book by the Edilor
of Moderes Wireless will help
bimoutof his difficulty. Not
only does it give full descripliess of no leere than 67 lo,ted
cIrcuit, but lt also gives all neceebury data for reslotance and eon.

Contents"
De.
teetor Clevults.
C RYSTAL
Singlo Vulve

J

seoth

so many different
types of Circuits avail

.

-

-

-W'

-

-

free in both primary
and secondary coils, the connections being made to
the other end 'and the moving contact. (2) There
are approximately 22 turns of vire between each
tapping on the secondary winding. (3) Insulated
flexible wire, such as electric light cable, might be
g the various components of this

\
\

I.

-

refers to the loose
coupled crystal receiver described in
"MODERN WIRELESS," No. 3, and asks
(1) What happens to the ends of the windings
of the primary and secondary coils.. (2)
How many turns of wire are there between
each of the tappings of the secondary tube.
(3) What kind of wire should be used for
connecting the component parts of this
receiver.

.

z

J

S

W. G. L. (DULWICH)

-

-

-

.

.

The beat Variable Gnd
Leak made.

.

.

the low-tension negative.
eaçb.-

i

-

We lind that your circuit diagram contains an error
which fully explains the poor results which you have
obtained. The error lies in the connection of the
etTd of the secondary winding of the low-frequency
transformer to the low-tension positive, instead of
-

2/6

Watmel Wireless Co.

.5

ÇJI

JJ

I/IS'

¡923

u

denser value.. Get a copy to. day.
Frea all Bookeellees or 2/8 pOas

:

tree deceet.

RADIO PRESS LTD.

u

Devereux Court, Strand, W

-:

C.

/ireless

.

Valve
Circuits
By John Scolt-Taggart.

J. G. (WATFORD) asks for the correct
connections of a series-parallel switch.

F.InsLP

r

See the accompanying ¿liagram.

I

Iii
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I

I

I

i

i

I

11111

11111111
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I

liii

i

i
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i

i

i

i

ii

i

111111

i

iii

ii

iii

R. F. (SOUTH NORWOOD) has constructed
a crystal set for broadcast reception from
which he obtains excellent results and he
now wishes to add aloading coil to receive

iii

FReduced Advertísement Rates
03

E

NEXT MATTER (In columns only).
insertions consecutive.20
t nserons consecutive £20
nsertions consecutive £20 plus ro'!.
i n

z
z
z

03

ORDINARY POSITIONS.
t inseroons consecutive £15
insertions consecutive LIS
j to insèrtions consecutive £15 plus I0°/.

E

We should advise you to Construct a large sliding
inductance for this purpose, since you vill find such
z

5/

-

AU
E
E

Paris time signals.

SCHEFF

-

E

PIUS

z

5/',,

z

per page and pro rata

A52

z

ORGANISATION, LTD.,

PUBLICITY

125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I

Phone-Regent
-

2440(2 ines>.

an instrument very useful for general experimental
work. It may be 12m, long by in. in 'diameter
wound with No. 24 enamelled svire..

C. B. (FORT HOUSE) asks (1) Whether a
certain gauge of wire, of which he submits a
specimez, is suitable for winding an in
ductively coupled tuner for a crystal set.
(2) '.2'hethei a cylindiical fornier t11nr be used

>90
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in place of a rotor to produce reaction effects.
(3) Whether there is any detector which is
more efficient than a crystal.
(t) The
re submitted is No. 36 standard wire

-

"ON THE S.T.

IT GAVE
A FINE ROAR WITH 2L0's
DANCE MUSIC AUDIBLE AT
THE 'END OF A LAGE
SUBURBAN GARDEN."

-

gaugé double cotton covered; and is decidedly too
fine for winding the inductance suggested. Nothing
finer than No. 28 should be. used for this purpose.
(2) A cylindrical former is quite satisfactory, if
arranged to slide along the axis of the coil into
which reaction is desired.
There is little to
choose in sensitiveness between a good crystal and
a three-electrode valve so long as reaction is not
introduced in the circuit of the latter.

h

loo

tese report by Mr. A. D. Cowper, BSc. (Lond.) i,,
Wireless WeekLy," July 2, regarding She EEC "Xtraudum" Valoe.

Exiract from

()

Teiephoie
pace

15e.

ECONOMIC

Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, WI.

J.

H. O.' (KILMACANNOGUE) asks 'for
diagram showing how to wind basket
coils on a metal spider.

ELEcTRICMUSEUM
1055.

Showrooms:
303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1.

Bra,vh Showrooms
TWICKENHAM.

a

\Ve reproduce herewith the desired diagram.

that the spidermust have an

od

Note

APOLOGY

number'of pins.

to

'

DISTURBED

LISTENERS'- IN

'l

to The huge demand for the "Autoveyors" Three
Electrode Variable Condenser, it has been found
QWTNG
impossible promptly to execute all the orders that have
been received. Autoveyors Ltd., beg to apologise for the delay
and to assure their customers that special efforts are beIng
made to Increase output and to expedite du,very at once.

The tremendous popularity of

3-E.V.C..
Three Electrode Variable Copseity Bridge Coudeoser

The Only Complete

Absorber of Disturbances
to the fact that it eliminates alt the interference and
confusion that now spoils your reception-Static, Atmospheric,
Morse. or interruptions by transmitting stations other than that
to which you are tuned. In coast towns, ss-bere improperly
regulated spark transmission by ships at sea reduces the
It is
ether to chaos, the 3- E.V.C. is quite indispensable.
being demonstrated in use at Autoveyors' Showrooms daily.
is due

British Patent 17703/22
Over-all DiroeoiOns.
Price
7in.X4 in.X3 in.
30/.00c
40/7 lfl.X4 111X4 ill.
Capselty essential for luterferOnee ellminatiou.
All orders are being executed in strict rotation. To secure
eaily delivery place your order at once with any reputable
Med

.0005

-J. H. (SUNDERLAND) proposes to wind a
set of 6 basket coils on cardboard formers
having an internal diameter of lin, with No.
28 standard wire gaugç double cotton covered
wire. He asks how many turns will be
necessary on the various coils to produce a
set to cover a range of- from 100 to 1,500

dealer, or direct, with remittance, with

AUTO VEYORS Ltd.
(3- E. V. C. Dept.)

Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.x
Write for Generai Catalogue-the most comprehensive

metres.

list in the Wireless

A suitable set of coils will be as follows
No.
30 tUrns.
No. 2 ...
50
.1

No.3
No.
No.

5

No.6

..

Trade-3d, posi free.

-

...

75

...

ioo

...

150

...

200

-

F. W. F. (CATFORD) wishes to construct a
tubular inductance covering a wavelength
range of 300 to 2,600 metres and, asks for
dimensions.

Wickens' Wireless
Message Recorder
A new Book toe the Experimenter. (toentains a largenumberof blank leaves with such-

printed headings

-Inventory of

Receiving
inventory of Workshop,
stock,
Memo ot Circuits,
Material and parts in
etc., Wireless Message Records, Technical
classified pages for press cuttirsgs, etc., together
ssith a copy ol the Morse Code on told-over
sheet.
An exceedingly useful i3ook for any
Wireless enthusiast.
as

Po s tage
3d. extra.

Set, Wireless Library.

cardboard tube din. in diameter and iin. long
should be wound full of No. 26 standard wire
gauge double cotton covered 'wire, and tappings
should be taken at about every sin. along the coil.
This coil, in conjunction with a variable condenser
_of o.00i tF, together with.a series-parallel switch,
will cover the wavelength range easily.
A

-

:-

-

-

-

RADIO PRESS, Ltd.,
Devereux Court STRAND. WC.2

(cl

Direct order,'
only accepted..

-

-
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isolation-i.e.,
(2) length, (3) insulation,
absence of screening-and, lastly, make sure
that you have a good low resistance earth connection.
R. \\'. J. (SHEFFIELD).-YOU are not legally entitled to erect an aerial until permission
conduct experiments s actually given in writing.
\V. H. T (WHLTBY).-Leeds i amongst the towns
which are mentioned as possible relay stations.
i'-'i'. (MANCHESTER).-\Ve think you will find the
blue print diagram, obtainable from this office,
price Is. od., of consideab1e assistance.

-

.:

-

1-

J

-

.

-

FULLY
BY

OF

ENDORSED
EDITOR

THE

WIRELESS

-.

WEEKLY"

I

\
\
\

H

your requirements.
J. (CHISLEHURST).-\Ve advise you to write
to our advertisers and obtain their list of
components.
D. T. J: (EDINBURIJ).-A variable condenser for
use in series in the aerial circuit 'should have
a capacity of about 000i tF. For use in
parallel one of 0.0005 sF is qUite large enough.

\\

L.

ABOLISHED

OUR HIGH GRADE RUBBER COVERED TELEPHONE CABLE
GIVES WONDERFUL RFSULTS AS AN AERIAL INDOORS AND OUT
The ether wave penetrates the insulated covering and provides
the clarity of reproduction which expert. have been seeking
month,.
There
are
other
great
advantages,
as
insulation
for
the
protects th, aerial against storms and b0d weather,
-

The simplicity in erection
beyond the dreams of al'
wireless enthusiasts, as the
troublesome insulators are
unnecessary
absolutely
Suspend this wire where
you will, .ead in, and your
result is there.
is

It, is a s.mple matter to
nake a portable aerial from
this wire or to run a leadin from the house to the
garden, whether it is a few
yards or half a mile.
-

Ideal for telephone work
ait over th world.

SPECIAL OFFER.

iolt.

I/B
st paid.

aerial, for only ¡/8.

-

Suppiied

n

(Thin for light work)

rt
I-

-

Special term, t,, SI,ippe,s.

3 Thicknes-'es.

Class O
Class i
Class 2

(medium for most

jobs)

Ifhickeat for heavier work)

-

5/
35/_JCarriae
forward.
70/i

Per drum

Orders for 6 miles assorted (if required) carriage paid.
Smaller Quantities of Class i (medium) sent carriase paid,
500 feet
1,000 feet 10/3
3C0 feet
Carriags

i

4/3

NEW

I--

LONDON
65,

-

Teleohouc

Et

id

6/3

ELECTRON

WORKS

LTD.,

REGENT'S DOCK, LIMEHOUSE,
1821.

Teletramo

E.14.
Stauaum, Step. Loado,,."

-

S. \V. (LIvERP00L).---Vour 6o volt H.T. battery
should be quite suitable to use with Ora valves.
If you should later desire to use them for lowfrequency amplification, as you suggest, 'it
would be desirable to add about another 30
volts to this battery to obtain the maximum of

WIRELESS MASTS ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY

introductory offer to our readers we will seni
ioo feet of this wire, sufficient to make the finest

-

V. G.

IN SU LAT..O R.S

As an

-

\V. F. O. (TOTTENIIAM).-The apparatus described
in Radio Press Handbook No, 7 should meet

\

-

BRIEF REPLIES

T. F. D. (DURHAM).-We advise you to pay par.
ticu lar attention to your aerial :ystem,

.

l'ta

.

1923

amplification, and at the same time to apply a
negative bias of from 2 to 6 volts to the valve
grid.
" ENQUIRER " (BÁRR0w).-Of two aerials of equal
length, the higher one vill usually pick up
slightly stronger signals, but much increased
interference from atmospherics and undesired
signals. So long, therefore, as an aerial is
reasonably clear of screening it is not a very
great advantage for it to be of great height for
receiving purposes.
H.
T. (CARNARVON).-We should strongly advise
J.
/ you not to attempt to use mQre than two highfrequency valves, especially as you are cornparatively inexperienced. To use more than
this number, especially in amateur constructed
apparatus, makes it necessary to use some
damping dece, such as a potentiometer, by
means of which deliberate losses are introduced to prevent self-oscillation. The efficiency lost in this matter is often so great
that it' would be just as well to reduce the
number of high-frequency valves, and work
them more efficiently.
B. F. C. (SOuTIIAMPTON).-The plate pin of a
valve is the .one which stands out at a-distance:
from the others. The opposite pin is the grid,
and the other two are, of course, the filament
pins.

.

.

-

1.

-

J

I.
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Law Officers of the Crown, and
I have jus! received the
Attorneythe
of
p&uions
General and the Solicitor-
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Licence:..

NDOUBTEDLY. a:.very large number of wireless
enthusiasts are. contravening the present regu'ations
regarding licences. Some through ignorance, others
wilfully because their applications for Experirnental Licences
have been turned down

..

.

1923..

well worth having.

is
This

AugusLSth,

If you are a genuine Experimenter

prepared to take up

Wireless as a serious hobby and not merely as a means
of passing a pléasant hour in listening to broadcast Concerts,
then you are entitled to an Experimenter's Licence.

s

Central.

These are that I am not only
,'nI.itled, bot compelled by law
io issue an Experimen/er's

Licence to those applicants in
regard to whom I am honeslltt
satisfied thai they are genuine

Many applications for Licences have been turned down
by the authorities because the applicants were not fully
aware of the necessary requirements which had to be fulfilled.

ecperineniers.
This being so, while ii would
be wrong i" issue an Experi,nenler's Lwence to the snaIn
who s obviously merely a
broadcaSl listene,'-in, ii -would
be equally wrong to decline io
issue such licences on a wholesate scale."

This little book by E. Redpath (assistant Editor ot Wireless
Weekly) has been written to explain exactly what an
Experimenter should know and how he should set about
obtaining his Licence.

To a LepresentatIve
'of the Press.

Remember this important point-even 'if a Constructor's
Licence is issued, it is practically certain to contain special
restrictions regarding the use of Receiving Sets and Circuits.
With an Experimenter's Licence your work is practically
unhampered. Why not get a copy of tilis book to-day and
legalise your position atonce and for always?
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.

VALVE 'AND CRYStAL RECEIVING SET

j

RECEPTION RANGE: APPROXIMATELY loo MILES ON STANDARD
P.M.G. 'AERIAL. WAVE RANGE: 280 to 2,800 METRES.

-

I

OMBINES c,ystal rectification with dual valve
amplification, using a tow temperature valve
requiring only 1.8 volts, the necessary dry batteries
being contained in the base of the instrument.

n

r

:

The circuit is much in advance of those' usually
employed for broadcast receiving instruments, and
will appeal to all desiring a set capable of exceptionally clear reception.

.

U
U
i
N
N
u
u
u

.

PATENTED SEMI-AUTOMATIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
VARIOMETER TUNING FOR AERIAL AND DETEC1TOR CIRCUITS.

An

ideal

outdoor use.

set .for
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obta:;iabie froto ali Electrical Dealers ¿nd Stores.

STERLING TELEPHONE
&. ELECTRIC Co.,! Lt
Manufacturers
Teiepbouee and Radio Apparatus, etc..
ol

Telephone
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The New Amateur Organisation

dence and see that all the i's are dotted and
the t's crossed.
Despite everything, however, there is
every indication that the '' critical point in
the cune " is passed and that a substantial
trade revival is approaching.
Such signs
and portents as are perceptible show that
public confidence in the successful continuance of broadcasting and active interest in it
are slowly returning to normal. This, in the
present summer weather, augurs well.

basten to congratulate the Radio
Society of Great Britain, the parent
society of all British wireless experimenters, upon the action which it has
taken with a view to securing closer co-operation between the various amateur associaWE

tions.-

Elsewhere in this issue will he found full
particulars of the new scheme which should
certainly afford the provincial societies, who
previously ia e no doubt felt somewhat
neglected, an opportunity of taking a more
active part in the direction and control of
amateur acti ities.
\Ve feel sure that the move is a good one,
and loOk for some original suggestions with
regard to co-operative experiments.
It is
high time that such interesting events as
transatlantic tests were originated and organised on this side, and we hope that in the
coming autumn and winter seasOn some
interesting and instructive experimental work
vi1l be atranged for.

The

The Report
The latest news to hand as we go to press
is that, owing to certain nancial questions,
the completion of the long-awaited repórt of
the Broadcasting Committee vil1 be delayed
another two or three weeks. This isery
disheartening, especially as we bad been
assured that the report was practically cornpleted and would be issued almost ¡mmediately.
lt appears to be the same old storywhether in naval affairs, the development of
efficient aircraft, the Imperial wireless communications or the proper development of
broadcasting;
hiIst other nations forge
ahead and niake splendid progress, we are
kept ¡ii a state of enforced idleness whilst a
committee carefully sift the last page of evi-

of

the

Press

Wireless Demonstrations
One of our correspondents, whose letter
appears an another page, calls attention to
the very bad opinion of broadcasting created
in the mind of the public by inferior openair demonstrations of wirless telephny.
It behoves everyone who has anything to do
with this class of demonstration to use every
care in order to produce really satisfactory
results, and any firm who entrusts this type
of publicity to representatives who have not
proper technical knowledge are making a
mistake which injures not only themselves,
but broadcasting generally.
I

134

Power

In our Editorial of May 9th last we
alluded to the disastrous effect upôn the wireless industry which resulted from the general
indecision regarding the future progress of
broadcasting, and particularly from the
attack of the daily Press.
It is not suggested for a .momenf that the
Press could foresee the unfortunate state of
affairs that would result, hut this is certainly
a splendid opportunity for them to lend their
valuable support in this extremely urgent
matter of obtaining an official pronouncement
upòn the broadcasting position, particularly
as it affects the issue of licences, at the earliest
possible moment.

94
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WtilLE a very great amount of interest
lias been shown in the Flewellíng
Circuit and its action, it has not exceded that of the writer in watching the use
and popularity of the circuit spread all over

the world.

The

writer's personal iiil,
as a result of queries
about the circuit, at
last reached s u c h
vol u me that it became
a physical impossibility to answer each
of the very kind letters
that received. Magazines and newspapers
throughout the U.S.
besieged me for information and articles on
the subject until -'over
J

words have been
written covering the
a nd
construction
operation of the receiver. Interest seemed
to centre upon how the
circuit vas inventd,
as to what action took
place in the circuit,
and how the best resúlts are to be obtained. It is the purpose of this article to
outline
briefly
the
ansers to these ques25,000

-

Mr E T.

liOflS.

The Flewelling circuit is a true. superregenerator, depending for its action upon the
net resistances of a iolently regenerative
receier, but exercises this control by means
of condenser discharge ripples acting upon
the grid of the valve.
We are all familiar
with the rapid increase
in audibility of the
incoming signal as re-generation, or retroaction, is increased.
We are also familiar
with the limiting point
at wliich the receiver
spills over or goes into
oscillation. No doubt
thousands of f o I k s
have wished; as th
writer did, for sorne
means of going beyond
the spill-over point, so
as to secure further
advantage from the
rapid increase of signal
strength. The vriter
was familiar with the
negative
resistance
control ideas of Turner
and Bolitho, vit1i the
buzzing C.\V. wavemeter of Armstrong
and 1-lazeltine, and the
methods of secu ring
super-regeneration of
Logwood and ArmF14 we1ling, tue inventor.
strong. Taken as a
whole, these ideas really constitute working
a separately tuned oscillating circuit in some
way or manner, with the regenerator. in tise.
To the writer's mind this constittUeci a very
undesirable additional complication to a

Because the theory
of so-called super-regeneration is so coniplicated, and would not corne within the scope
of this article, I will endeavour to limit the
discussion of the theory of this circuit to a

-

general outline of its internal action.
1954

-
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receiver, due to the additional large inductances, wiring, etc., called for.
In attacking the problem it \vas thought
that some method thight be used whereby the
windings of the 'phones might be employed
in connection with suitably large condensers,
and it was at first thought that the solutiii
of the case was arrived at in this manner.
Study of the circuit, however, disclosed the
fact that an çntirely different action was
going oli.
fundaFor,those wh6 may wish to study
mental idea of the Flewellin circuit, I can do
no better than to call to their minds the action
of a condenser periodically charged and discharged, remind them Of the resulting ripple,
and suggest that such ripple be applied to the
grid of a regenerative or retroactive circuit
at the proper time, and go further by referring
them to page 346 of Scott-Taggart's "Thermionic Tubes," where, under the heading of
"A Buzzing C.\V. \Vavemeter," Mr. ScottTaggart describes, one of the fundamentals of
the Flewelling circuit. To quote from the
reference " \Vhen a valve possessing a leaky
grid condenser commences to oscillate, a
negative charge is built up on the grid by the
usual valve action. The grid potential will
gradually decrease until: the operating point
approaches the lower hend of the abode
Under these
current characteristic curve.
conditions the valve ceases to oscillate. The
negative charge now gradually leaks off the
grid and the operating point on the anode
curve rises until it reaches a position where
self-oscillation recommences. The grid potential now drops again and the process is repeated." This 'action taken with the large
value condenser in the filament lead, for in-.
stance,' of the tuning inductance, il1 result
in condenser ripples acting upon the grid
of the 'valve and varying in speed from one
per second, or less, up to probably io,000 or
\Vhat really hap15,000 times per second.
pens in the circuit is that regeneration is advanced to the point of "spill over," and as
the action goes beyond this point the tube is
blocked, started again, the condensers charge
and discharge, and the resulting condenser
ripple is used to control the receiver at a
point of maximum regeneration. This point
is considerably beyond that obtained in a
plain regenerator, due to the fact that we now
have a positive contrOl ove( the positie or
negative resistance condition of. the circuit.

1923

We have, tnen, an entirely new and different
method of securing super-regeneration, in
that ve do not depend upon the maintenance
df a separate tuned oscillating circuit. The
circuit may he used with any type of energy
collector, such as an open or closed antennt,
on the ground, without any other collector,
frame antennae or large conducting bodies
(such, for itistance, as automobile frames,
stoves, or even the human body), and has
given surprising results when using no other
energy collector than the wiring of the set
itself. By this last method, in exceptional
cases, distances up toi,000 miles have been
covered. Reception is, of course, dependent
upon receiving conditions to an extent, but
it is of much greater volume, and Can be
relied upon for greater distances than is
usual with a one-valve circuit. No tests lìa
beén possible, due to lack of time, etc., as to
radiatioñ, but if the extent 'of this were such

te

:

15,

37w,,
L2
-

73 rL/mv DL COIL

The

circuit referred to by

Mr. F1eweUin.

as to make use of the circuit inadvisable, it is
suggested that high-frequency amplification
would be the cure.
In putting the circuit into operation there
are several points that should be considered
if one is to secure proper results. As usual,
one must have a suitable tuning arrangement
which would be represented by the coil
L1, the o.0005 1F condenser in the diagram,
and a feed back from the anode circuit
which may be in the form of the tickler, or be
through the elements of the tube in conjunction with the usual tuned anode circuit. The
various constants for the usual arrangements
of the circuit are shown with the diagram.
As a rule the anode coil will have approximately 25 per cent. more inductance than.
that ordinarily used in a plain regenerator.
496
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One riust hase a hard valve and such Rariable
gridleaks or high resistances as w ill enable
oneto sebure propér control of the grid of the
valve ànd thus properly time the blocking
action. It will he found that this actIon is
audible in the 'phones, and results in the
shrill, high-pitched whistle that is characteristic of the super-regenerative recei\er.
The adjùstment -of the receiver should be
such that, as the incoming signal is tuned in,
thepith.of the v.histle rises until, at the point
of maximum signalstrength, the pitch is so
high asto be almost inaudible;
Care sh:ould he taken that none hut the
better types of apparatus is used.
The
o.coó ,uF condensers are not critical in value,
and may run from 0.005 1uF to 0.01
with
no serious effects. Any type of hai-d tube
may he used, and the anode voltage will he
in. accordance with the tube used, generally
being between 45 and ioo volts. Filament

control is not criticaj beyond the fact that the
tube, génerahly spéaking, gives its maximum
Tesults at maxirnuni filament. It will he
found that the lower variable resistance
maybe set at the most convenient point, and
all further adjustments made with the gridleak, there being no flne balancing point,
provided that the salue of the former is such
that the bjocking action may take place.
The cicuit calls for no more than the
usual caie, and, judging frpm reports received, constitutes a .vçry successful form of
supér-sensitive receiver, especially adapted
for long-distance reception on short wavelengths. Amplification is Obtained even
greater than theory gives, which is to ihe
effect that ampI tication increases inversely
äs the square of the incoming waelength,
and the riter is watchfully awaiting reports
of the acton of the receiver in the range of
101025 metres.
-
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Nearly 40,000 public school boys ha'e thi. snmner been spendin their holidays in camp near Alderthot.
Our pholoraph shows troops out oit a roule march, passin Marlborough College cadets at wireless
practice;
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Three-valve Tuned-anode Receiver
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.: COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

I

....

(:

variable inductance
A variable inductance.
Variable condensers of 0.0005
or 0.001 MF capacity.
A fixed condenser of 0.0003

R4:

A

frs

L.2:

C1

C2

C

:

T1

T2

j

gridleak of

2

megohms re-

sistance.
Fixed condenser of 0.002 aF.
Step-up intervalve trans-

former.

T

High

:

B.,: HI
B1

.

-

resistance

telephone

fou battery of about

60 volts.
Six-volt accumu at o r
i

GENERAL sOTE 5
In this circuit the first valve acts as a
high-frequency amplifier, the second
as a detector and the third as a low-

frequency ampllfter.

VALUES OF COMPONENTS.

U

boi
No. 26

double Cotton-covered wire,
tappings belng taken at the 10th,
15th, 20th, 30fb and 40fb turns. The
jnductancé L2 may be a coil wound on
a 31
tube. Fifty turns are provided,
tappings being taken at 20th, 25th,
.30th, 35th, 40th, 45th and 50th

I

t
-

U
fl

turns.

L.

.
-
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2,

What is meant by "Reactance-capacity Coupling"?
Reactance-capacity coupling is the name
usually given to the method of coupling the
anode circuit qf a high-frequency. amplifying
valve to the grid circuit of the next valve by
means of an inductance. The inductance acts
as the reactance, while the grid condenser is
the capacity which helps to effect the conpling.
Fig. i shows a theoretical circuit which will
help to explain reactance-capacity coupling. Iii
this figure it will be seen that an inductance L

2

-

No.

4,

page 151.)

sistance may be. used for coupling two valves
together.
When dealing with.high-frequency currents
we can obtain a very similar effect by using an
inductance coil, instead of a resistance; this
inductance may have á very low resistance, yet
possess a very high reactance.
If a diiet
current is flowing through ali inductance coil of
low resistance, there will be, to all intents and
purposes, no voltage produced across the coi.
If, however, we pass a vaying, or alternating,
current through the inductance, we will obtain
potential differences across the coil.
The
greater the frequency of the alternating currents, the greater will be th electromotive
forces produced across the coil.
When dealing ,with wireless frequencies,
therefore, an inductance coil included in the
anode circuit of one valve will serve as a coupling, because when the anode currents are flowing through it, potential differences will be set
up across the coil, and these are comniunicated
to the grid circuit of the second valve.
-

L_,1111111111;_J

Fig. 1.-Theo,-etical circuit iflustratin

reactance-capacity

couplint

Why is the Reactance Coil often made Variable
in Steps?,
The reactance coil is usually tapped in order
that it will work most effectively on the wavelength to be received.
The greater the wavelength the more turns of inductancc are required. It will be found that for signals of aiiy

included in the anode circUit of the val'e.
The inductance L3 is also included in the grid
circuit of the second valve which acts as a detector. To understand the action of the inductance L3, we can compare the effects of a
direct current flowing through a resistance.
When a direct current is flowing through a
resistance, EM. F.s are set, up across that resistance. In other words, the voltage across the
resistance will depend upon the current flowing
through it; the larger the current, the greater
will be the voltage across the resistance. If an.
oscillating current is passed through a resistance. oscillating potentials will he established
across it, and, as will be seen later, a high reis

*

THERMIONIC VALVES

PART XVI
(Continued from Vol.

'

I

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.InLP., Member 1.l?.E., Author of
"Thermionic Tubes in Rodio Teleraphy and Telephony," "Elementary
Text-book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," "Wireless VQlves &mply
Explained," "Practical Wireless Valve Circuilc,'.' eLc., etc.

-

-

I

particular wavelength there is a certain amouñt
of inductance necessary to couple effectively the
two valves. 1f theinductance is increased ahoye
this value;*the sigruil strength will usually fall
off, but only slowly. The tuning of a reactance
is usually not at all critical, although it may be
found that louder signals are obtained with a
definite amount of inductnce in the anode ci'.cuit of the first valve.
199
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Draw a Practical Circuit using the Reactancecapacity method of Coupling.
Fig. 2 shows such a circuit... -

¡923

15,

It will be seen that in the anode circuit of
the valve we have a resistance R1, having a
value of, say, 70,000 ohms. There is normally a steady anode current flowing from
the filament to the anode, through the resistance R1, and to the high-tension battery.
There vilI, therefore, be normally a large
drop of potential across the resistance R1, but,
owing to the fact that the gridleak
of about
2 megohms salue, is connected.directly across
the grid and filament, the grid condenser C2
effecti ely prevents the steady potential difference across R1 beingcommunicated to the
grid of the second valve. \ heil, hbvever,

L

-

Fig.

2.-A

practical application of reactance-capadlly
coupling.

What is the Difference between Tuned Anode and
Reactancecapacity Coupling.
In the case of the tune J anode Circuit, accurate tuning is essential, whereas in the eaCtance-capacity method rough tuning will usually
suffice. Greater interference is experienced with
the reaCtaflCe-CapaCit.y method.
Reactance-capacity coupling, when the in-.
cluctance is adjusted to a value which gives
the loudest signals, really becomes a form of
tuned anode coupling, the inductance being
tuned by its own self-capacity and by the
capacity of the electrodes of the valve.
How do" Tuned Anode "and" Reactance-capacity"
Methods compare with Regard to Selectivity ?
The tuned anodé method of coupling is very
much more selective than the reactance-capacity method. Moreover, the former method
lends itself to the use of a phenomenon called
"'reaction " which is explained later. The
reactance-capacity method of coupling does
not lend itself equally well to the use of reaction. 'rhe best results are always obtained
when the inductance -is tuned, either by separate
variable condensers, or in sorne other way, to
the incoming wavelength.

What is Resistance Coupling, and how does It
Work?.
Resistance coupling i not unlike reactancecapacity coupling. Instead of the inductance,
however, we have a high resistance, usually
non-inductive that is to say, the resistance
has no inductance and takes, say, the form of
a piece of blotting-paper soaked in indian ink,
a piece of carbonised cotton, or something of
the sort.
The value of the resistance is
usually about ço,000 to 70,000 ohms, and
this resistance is included in the anode
Circuit of the first valve. Fig. 3 shows the
theoretical circuit.

-

-

Fg. 3.-A

theoretical circuit explain ng -esistance
capacity coupling.

high-frequency oscillations are applied to the
grid circuit of the first valve, the current flowing through the resistance R1 will vary, and,
as has beeñ previously explained, if a varying
current passes through a resistance, it sets up
potential difference across it, and these potential differences,, in the present case, are of
high frequency and are applied across the grid
and filament of the second valve, which detects
them.

Fig.

4.-A

practical circuit illustrating resistance
capacity coupling.

:

.

BIO

Draw a Practical Two-valve Resistance-coupled
Receiving Circuit?
Fig. 4 shows a practical form of resistance-coupled receiver.
The high-frequency
potentials set up across the resistance R3 are
communicated to the grid of the second valve,
which acts as a detector, the telephones being
included in the anode Circuit of this valve.
200
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DESIGNING SIMPLE CRYSTAL
RECEIVERS
By E. REDPATH, Assistant Edior.
The following article will appeal particularly to those readers w1iÖ
contemplating Ike constiuct(on of their first receiving seL

-

ars

No doubt many beginners experience

results almost immediately, quite a number
of constructors have an anxious time before
the set finally gives satisfaction, clue in most
cases to lack of knowledge of principles and
of the necessary manipulative skill.
Even with a comparatively straightforward
hobby such as fretwork it is admittedly necessary to spoil a few pieces of wood and break
a few saw-blades before even a mojerate pro
ficiency is obtained. I would strongly advise
anyone taking up wireless telegraphy as
a hobby to commence by constructing
and experimenthg with a simple crystal
receiving set which, in view of the establish-

some difficulty in deciding what form
first receiving set shall take. The
excellent supply of wireless literature now
available, whilst invaluable to experimenters
who have sonie little knowledge and experience, often has the defect of confusing a beginner, who, attracted by the general ap-

-.their

2.

BA.

8RA5%'TN/C,Í

Fig.

1-A

-'rl

"single slide" tuning inductance.

!hu"

-

pearance of some set, together with the
claims made as to its perfdrmaiice, is tempted
to embark upon the construction of a two- or
'even a tlìree-val',e receiving set.
For a beginner to do this is really only inviting trouble, and, although the constructional details 'may he given in a perfectly

ROUNDEBL'NITE
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,-&orreo HOLE

lt
,'
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3.-A "combination"

de lector

employing

crystals; son,eli,nes called a "perikon" detector.

two

ment of additionalbroadcasting and " relay '
stations, may have quite a 'useful practical
value quite apart from the instructive and
experimental side of the question.

General Questions Affecting Design
Fie.

2.-A

1-laying decided to construct a receiving set
employing a crystal detector, the most important point to consider is the wavelength
range over which it is desired to receive
signals. If reception over the broadcast band
of wavelengths is desired, the tuning induct-

cal-whisker detector.

clear manner and all reasonable care be taken
tó illustrate the various points, I know only
too well from past experience that, although
many sets are completed and gie excellent
201
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ance, whatever type it may be, should .be
capable of adjustment between about 300 änd
about oo metres when connected to the aerial
which, for the purpose of this article, we will
consider as standard according to the regùlations of the Post Office.
1f it is desired to receive signals from
coast stations and sbiping, or from a near-by
air-station, the inductance must be large
-

-
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for about 5in 6f its length (approximately
120 to 130 turns) with No. 22 S.W.G. copper
vi re.
For an effective range ofi about 600 to
2,600 metres, a tube in. iii diameter by miii.
long should be closely voünc for 9m, of its

enough. to tune the aerial to 6co and 900
metres respectively, whilst, if reception of the
Paris tiriie igna1s is intended, an inductance
large enotih to tune to 2,600 metres must be
employed.
It should hé noted that, as the dimensïon
of the inductance or tuning coil and, the.
number of turns upon it are increased, the
efficiency upon the shorter range of wavelengths falls off considerably, owing to, (he
absorbing effects of the unused turns of wir
which, in the case of a coil capableof tuning
to 2,600 metres but actually adjusted to tune
in 2L0 on 369 metres (for instance), would.
comprise about seven-eighths of the coil.
It was this consideration, bf course, which
led to the introduction of the original ".plugL
in " coils now so extensiely used n valve
receiving sets, The use of this type of inductance in crystal receiving sets will be referred to later.
To commence with, I strongly recommend
the single layer solenoid type of inductance
coji, that is, a coil in which the turns of vir
are wound side by side in-a single layer upon

-fO/L

15,

CL/P.S.

COÌVDEftd.5ER

Fig. 4.-The arrangement of parts jor making a telephone condenser.

à cylindrical former consisting of an ebonite
or wax-impregnated cardboard tube.
Quite apart from the actual method of
tuning employed, the dimensions of the coil
aredetermined by the waelength range. For
range of 250 to 600 metres, a tube 2-ifl. in
iameter by 6m, long should be closely wound

Fi.. 5.-A simple crystal

receiver circuit.

lengtl (approximately 350 10.400 turns) with
NQ. 26 S.\\T.G. copper vire.
The vire must in all cases be insulated, hut
the nature of the. insulation (i.e., whether
enamel or double cotton coering) depends
upon the method employed for varying the
number of turns in circuit, enamel-covered
vire being used where a slider is fitted ad
cotton-covered ire where tappings are taken
to a tuning switch or switches.

Single-Slide Inductances
Fig. i shows a simple single-slide tuñer
consisting of the inductance coil complete
upon its former, rigidly fixed between twò
wooden end supports attached to a wooden
baseboard, which, if desired, may be made
vide enough to carry the crystal detector,
telephone terminals and telephone condenser.
R is a brass rod (-hin. or tin. square) carrying the slider S, the spring plunger of which
makes contact upon the turns of wire. The
rod, complete ith slider, may be purchased
qûite cheaply from any wireless dealer.
About lb. of vire will be required and one
wax-impregnated cardboard tube. Any odd
pieces of board may be used for the baseboard and the two end pieces, so that the
total cost of the complete tuning coil is very
small.
.

Winding the Inductance
The smaller inductance may readily he
wound by merely rotating the cardboard tube
in the hand and feeding the wire into place,
202
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fine adjustment thus obtainable-proving very

raking care tokeep ari even tension throughout, otherwise the turns will become dis.
placed. 1-laif an inch f rom each end of the
coil make two small holes with a drill or .a
large darning needle. Secure the commeñcing
end of the winding by threading the vire
into one hole and out of the other, leaving
several inches of wire pròjecting for subsequent connetion to the aerial terminal and to
one side of the crystal detector, as illustrated
in the circuit diagrani Fig. 5. The finishing
end of the coil is to he similarly secured,
but in this case no projecting end of vire is
neçessarv. As soon as the winding is coniplèted, ipplv two good coats of shellac
varnish, allowing jirne for the first to set
thoroughly before applying the second 3nC.
Into each end of. the cardboard tube a
wooden cross-piece' is fitted and is secured
by means of small brass screws passing
through the çardboard. The coil is then
secured in place by means of brass screws
passing through the end pieces, as howii in
Fig. i.
will he found a
For larger inçluctances
great advantage if the tube can he roiatei in
a lathe or in some simple device to facilitate
the winding operation.
Next fit the brass rod aid slider into place,
cutting small recesses in the tçp of the end
pieces as shown, or merely scre\ving the rod
on to the tipper edge. Slip a piece of fine
emery cloth beneath the nlunper and move
the latter (together with the iiery) up and
down the rod, so as to remove the insulating
enamel sufliciently to enable the brass plunger
of the slider to make reliable contact upon the
turns of wire. Avoid removing insulation
unnecessarily or adjacent turns-of wire may
possibly make contact.

adantageous;

-

For a tvo-crsial combination suitable- for
use with the detector show'n in Fig. 3,
have
never vet found anything to heat really good
specimens of zincite (in the uppér cup) and
bornite. This combination has the additional
advantage that it works quite well without
any applied potential.
The small lixed condenser connected across
the telephone receivers, as showii in Fig. 5,
is not strictly -necessary, but,'a c-isiderable
improvement is sometimes effected by its
use, one should be made up consisting of four
pieces of tinfoil orcopperfoil, each Iin. by
gin.,, separated by pieces of mica approxiniately i -500th) of an inch thick, two pieces Of
foil projecting at one end and two at the
other, the actual area of the overlap being
in. approximately. Two additional pieces.of
mica are placed above and bélow the
assembled foils, and the projecting ends are
bent ver arid secured in place by means of
twò brass strips l)ent to form clips, to which
connectirg vires are to he solderçd as shown
1

-

it

Fig.

in

-

4.

The Complete Set
lie complete circuit arrangement of the
simple receiver employing a single-slide
tuning inductance is shown in Fig. 5, in
which iE represents the aerial, A.T.l. the
tuning coil with slider S, E the earth connection,- D the crystal detector; .and T the
telephone receivers with small fixed condenser

i

shunted across them.
Th& advantage of the single-slide inductance is that there is only one tuning adjustmeat, and, as the slider is slowly moved from
one end of the coil to the other, the complete
range of wavelength is covered, and any
lransmissioi-i within, receiving distance taking
place upon a suitable wavelength should
most certainly be received. The main disadvantage is that the tuning is not sufficiently
selective: 1'his, although a distinct advantage when searching for signals, means that
if two stations are transmitting on slightly
different wavelengths, one station may interfere considerably with the other.
Other types of crystal receivers, comprising
tapped " inductance coils, varionieters and
plug-in coils, will be dealt with in szihsequent issues of this journal.-ED..

-

The Detector and Telephone Condenser
iigs. 2 and 3 show the constructionl-'dtails of a crystal detector suitable for use with
any kind of tuner. If preferred a detector
may be purchased cbmplete or built up f r,om
the sets of parts now obtainable from wireiess dealérs. Almost any of the specially
prepared crystals and "cat-vhiskes " advertised will give excellent results if properly
fitted and adjusted. In this connection t
much prefer to have the '' v hisker '' attached
to the upper arm of a detector of the type
shown in Fig. 3,the regular movement and
-

-
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Fine Fellows

Do

yOu not think
the sterner sex

not in the least want o know how
the thing functions yet she vill
invariably ask the male to tell her.
She does so, I firmly believe, for
two reasons (a) so as to give him
the opportunity of feeling a fine
fellow, a superior being, and
(b) so that she may laugh iìwardly at the knots into which he
ties himself as he flounders with

that ve of

are very
wonderful beings indeed?
To us alone is gien the great gift

:

of attaining the familiarity that
breeds almost contempt with all
that is mechanical and electrical.
\Vornan is not mechanical; she
says so herself and she ought to

er's and hum's and d'you see's.
George, dear," she says coo-

know, though if you as her lord
and master have ever tackled the
sewing machine, whose compl icated innards are as an open hook
to lier, you may feel inclined to
wonder whether in making this
statement she is not exercising her
age-old prerogative of saying one
thing and meaning another.
Personally I rather fancy that
she lets us believe that we have
the monopoly of mechanical knowledge simply because it suits her
hook to do so. If she let on, for
example, that she knew just as
much about the workings of a car
ás ve do, or think we do, then
beauty with a choked carburetter
jet would not be beauty in distress, and she might have to do
the job of unchokiiìg it hèrseif.
As it is she sits pathetically
beside her stricken cam until some
male passes by.
He stops and
goes to the rescue. She knows
that he vill love to do it, for
though lie may make his hands
dirty and cause his best trousers
to bag at the knees in the Drocess, e will feel that he is doing
a noble deed and showing her
what a splendidly capable fellow
he is.
.

Making it Plain
Jt is much the same with wirè
Tess.
The average woman does

'

'

ingly, ''this vireles is so interesting. Please tell me all about
it;. you always make things so
clear.''
'' \Vell, er,'' replies
Géorge, trying hard to assume an
easy air, " er, you see it's like
this.
This is the loud-speaker,
which is, er, attached to the
receiving set. At the other end
there's a thing just like it only
exactly the opposite, if you see
what I mean. The fellow there
sings into it and his voice goes
into a dynamo which shoots it up
a vire to the aerial. Then it goes
flying about until it hits my aerial.
It trickles down that wire there
into the set. and so, d'you see, it
comes out of the trumpet." " Oh,
how wonderful," cries the lady.
I've never been able really to
understand it before.
How
splendid it must he to he able to
explain things to people like that."
George beams and tries quite unsuccessfully to look modest. He
does not realise that' he is now the
hot iron upon, the anvil, and that
next moment she
vill strike.
Therefore he has no defence ready
when she suggests a new hat or a
little dinner followed by. a play.
In his exalted mood he agrees
heartily almost before he knows '
what is haipening. \Voman may.
not he mechanical, but she is a'
born tactician.
"
204...
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The Threat

-

of Television

Do you view with equanimity
the possibility that television, to
use the horrible name, a hybrid of
two dead tongues, that has been
given to the process of seeing by
wireless, may become an established fact before you are much
thinner on the top, or ere your
manly chest has had time to carry
much further the do nward glide
that marks the passage of years?
Do you? Frankly, I do not. To
mue music is one thing; those that
make it, especially if they are of
the male variety, quite another.
Bobbed hair may be an adornment to the gentler and more ornamental. sex, but the sight of flowing locks àbout a man's head
rouses in my otherwise peaceful
bosom a wild desire to kick the
wearer heartily. One half of my
alleged soul, fed by the ear, enjoys
the sounds that are coming from
the piano; the other, aided by the
eye, is filled vith hatred, loathing,
and all manner of savage passions.
Now with wireless as it is music
is all charm, hut if television is to
disturb the peace of our homes by
throwing on to a screen before our
eyes the workings of the flautist's
india-rubber upper lip and the
soprano's painful struggles to get
her top note, then J for one wilt
have none of it.
Musicians in
general should je heard and nòt
seen.
..

llnmasked
There are other terible possibilities, too. When Reginald Strongithbrawii, author. of a score of
tales of high adventure reads us
a, thrilling chapter from his latest
bóok, we picture him standing Six
budy feet, re seem to see the

......

.
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working of his great tiuscles beneath a silken skin. The clear
cut features, the wide-set, purposeful blue eyes, the jaw that can
close like a rat trap, when Reginald squares his chin to ineet an
emergency, yes, ve picture all of
these, and we feel that he is a
Man.
\Vhat will happen when television shows us the bald head, the
spectacled weak eyes, the receding
chin, the sloping shoulders, the
skinny wrists of the real Reginald
as he stands before the microphóne
with bony knees heating' against
one another in abject terror?
Shall ve ever sail the Southern
Seas again in his company or
thrill when he leads us to the
pirates' lair? i think not. We
shall think of those knees and
smile sadly, for television will
have called Reginald's bluff
The Sad Truth

The sad fact is that Great Men
in the flesh aie too often utterly
different from what they ought to
be.
The man, whose rollicking
humour makes you lugh until you
ache as you read his pages, may
look like an out-of-work undertaker, whilst the writer of slashing articles against the decadence
of the age may -have the outward
appearance of the most dissolute
of rakes. Your eminent -divine
may have a face that would have
made his fortune upon the musichail stage, whilst the protagonists.
of socialism might pass easily as
company promoters. Let us live
in our present paradise, even
though it he that of foolsl Television, I fear, can bring only disillusionment.
.

No.

7

Wireless Comes into its Own
Any pastime to be really
fashionable rnut have a malady
all of its own. Thus we have already tennis elbow', rider's sprain,
halfpenny shover's palm, motorist's face, maihler's knee, and foxtrotter's toe. Even bridge has its
own disease in dealer's thumb. So
far wireless has been rather left
out in the cold. It is true that
it has been hell responsible for a
general feeling of malaise by those
who claim that they are all shaken
up by these new waves, hut the
cause of this condition has been
traced by Profesor Blinkovl to the
subtle influence of evil spirits (40
up.). We therefore cannot claim
it as a genuine radio malady.
Things were, in fact, beginning to
look rather black, for though
radioniania is, of course, well
known, there seemed to be io
minor and distinctive disorder that
wireless could claim exclusively as
its own.
But we wireless men can now
hold up our heads again, thanks
to labours of Doctors Spoophem
and Blisterham, the eminent Harley Street specialists, who have
been successful after long and
painstaking research in establishing Oscillator 's T witch (1actylitis
oscillatorum) uppn the list of the
little ills to which humanity is
neir.
-

Symptoms and Treatment The victim òf this disease is
unable to keep his right hand still.
He appears to he grasping something between the finger and the
thumb, whilst the wrist makes continual jerky movements of a rota-

"MODERN

.

tory nature. In many cases tI
left hand may also be affected in
a rather curious way; the forefinger is moistened from time to
time on the tongue tnd then
brought down as though to touch
something on the same level as the
fingers of the other hand, but some
inches away.
No treatmént.could at first be
found to alleviate the disorder.
Thanks, however, to the unremitting labours of these leading lights
of the medical profession a complete cure can now he obtained in
less than six nionths. In the early
stages of the disease the patient is
allowed to assume the position that
he desires. This invariably takes
the form of kneeling on his bed
with his face to the rail at the
foot. He twiddles one knob incessantly and taps the other.
Over the bed is hung a cage
containing a screech owr \Vhn
his paroxvsms become fewer and
less violent one of the knobs is removed. Later a canary is substituted for the screech owl, and
eventually the second knob is
.

-

abstracted.
The last stage of the treatment
consists of placing him in a
straight jacket and strapping a
pair of 'phones over his ear.
These are connected to a set tuned
to a broadcasting station. During
transmitting hours a second receiving set situated in the vicinity is
made to howl, moan, and chirp
almost without intermission. After
a few weeks of this treatment the
patient is entirely cured. and after
signing a simple pledge he is
allowed to depart.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
.

WIRELESS."

Among many other articles of outstanding interest in the August
number of "Modern Wireless" are the following:
"A New Method of Amplification."
" Practical Details o1 another Dúál
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Amplification Receiver."
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FOR the moment we are considering a two-electrode valve,
that is, a valve containing only
If an
a filament and anode.
electromoti-e force be applied between the filament and the anode,
the latter being made positive,
a current will flow, the maximum
value of which depends upon the
temperature of the filament, as previously mentioned. Suppose now
ve keep the filament at a definite

q

t

t
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ÓF THE VALVE:

H. T. ROBERTS, D.SC., F.Inst.P., &aff Editor (Physics).

An interes1in

+

¡5,

VOLTAGE

Fig. 1.-Characteristic curve of 2electrode valve (or Ir jode with grid and
anode connected together).

temperature and graually increase
the potential difference between the
filament and the anode,- starting
from zero value. It will he found
that the current which flows in the
anode circuit will increase with the
increasing potential difference,
until finally it attains a maximum
or saturation value, beyond which
no further increase takes place.
But the current between the
filament and the anode does not increase uniformly as the potential
difference is increased. In fact, if
we plot on a graph the various
values given to the potential differ-

4>

cxplanation of the physical. action of the valve.
4..

4,

4.

4..

.4.

4,.

4,.

ence and the corresponding values
obtained for the current, we shall
find that the curve showing the
relation between these two quanti.
ties has the form indicated in
Fig. i. On this curve it will be
observed that the current at first
increases extremely slowly with
the applied potential difference,
then begins to increase more
rapidly, and finally increases less

rapidly as the current approaches
the saturation value.
The curve shown in Fig. i is
called a " characteristic cürve " of
the valve, and from it a great deal
of information is obtained as to
how the valve will behave under
añy particular circumstances.
It might at first be thought that
up to the point where saturation
begins the shape of the characteristic curve should he a straight
line, that is, the current in the
anode circuit should be proportional to the applied potentialdifference.
This is not so, for
several reasons. For one thing,
the presence of the cloud of
electrons in the vicinity of the
filament, known as the " space
charge," acts as an impediment to
the escape of the electrons from
the filament to the anode. After
any of the emitted electrons have
managed to get through the space
charge, however, they then have
the advantage that the space charge
is behind them and so helps them
The result is that as the
on.
potential difference is gradually increased, more and more of the
electrons begin to get through the
space charge. The electrons which
are emitted from the filament do
not all start with the.same velocity,
and consequently some are able to
get through the space charge without requiring so much assistance

.4.

-
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from the applied field as others.
\Vhen the saturation point is
reached the space charge is not
stationary but is entirely drifting
towards the anode, and although it
still has a reducing effect upon the
elocity of the emitted electrons,
this effect is not sufficient to prevent any of the emitted electrons
from reaching the anode.
Valve at its Saturation Point

Under ordinary circumstances a
valve is used in such a way that
the current in the anode circuit lies
on the part of the characteristic
curve between the points A B in
Fig. i. If the applied potential
Cí1z.w,nebc

+

arh'iljthmete,-

Fig.

2.-Simple method of determining
characteristic curve of valve

great that the
saturation current is reached, it is
obvious that the valve cannot
respond to any further increase in
the applied P D. For this reason
a valve would not be used for the
purpose of amplification or modulation in suèh a way that the
as reached.
saturation current
As a matter of fact, the " overloading " of a valve (for example,
the last low-frequeney power
amplifying valve of a wireless
receiving set employing a loudspeaker) sometimes occurs by accident, but results in the distortion
of the reproduced. waves.
difference is so

2C6
P
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Since Current cln pas through
the anode circuit when the filament
is negative with respect to the
anodeand not when the polarity is
reversed, the valve has a very
definite rectifying action.
A point which, however, frequently Causes difficulty with
amateurs and on which many
questions. are asked, is as to the
reason for employing the valve in
the condition represented by the
point A in Fig. i. The reason is
connected with the amplitude of
the potential variations which can
he applied to the valve; if this
amplitude is large, the salve may
he used in the condition represented by the origin O, but if the
potential variations are extremely
small, as in the case of wireless
reception, it is necessary to employ
the valve in a condition more
appropriate to this particular purpose, such as that represented by
point A.
This important poiit.
however, which is frequently mis.
understood, will he discussed more
fully later on.
Why a Valve Sometiñes
Becomes " Soft"
1f after use it is found that a
valve becomes sbft, this means
that a çertain amount of gas has

entered the interior of the vessel.
Gas may find its way into the
valve by leakage through the walls
at the points where the leadingin wires are sealed through the
glass, hut this is not likely to be
the cause in most cases, for if
there vere any leakage the valve
would soon l)ecome so soft as to
be useless.
The most usual cause of the
softening of the valve is the
evolution of absorbed gas from
the metal of the filament, the
grid, and the anode.
All metals have the property of
absorbing gas, the amount of such
absorbed gas depending upon the
nature, condition, area, and so on
of the metal, and also upon the
nature of the gas. Platinum, for
example, has the property of
occlusion,'' as it is called, to
a ery pronounced degree, and of
all the gases, hydrogen is the one
which, generally speaking, is most

-

J

readily occluded or absorbed.
Consequently, when the valve is
in operation, absorbed gases are
gradually evolved from .the metal
parts.
When a valve is in process of
manufacture, and whilst the glass
container is still connected to the
vacuum pumps, it is usual to maintain the filament, for a certain
lime, at a white heat, as this has
the effect of driving out most of
the occluded gas. At the same
time a strong electric field is maintained between the filament and
the anode and grid, so as to
drive the electrons from the filament against the grid and anode
with a high velocity. The impact
of the electrons against the grid
Tap

¿

Au
o,-

Vk-,,uzç

/7.a.cI,,

Fig. 3.-Illustrating the method of
employing charcoal cooled by liquid
air, for absorbing the residual gas
which cannot be removed by pump.

and anode has the effect of knocking out the molecules of occluded
gas, and of raising the temperature of the grid and anode, which
also facilitates the removal of the
absorbed gas. This latter process
is called the " bombardment " of
the valve, since the grid and anode
are bombarded with electronicprojectiles. If a valve has been
thoroughly bombarded
before
being sealed off from the vacuum
pumps, there should be very little
further evolution of gas when in
use.
In

the case of high-power
transmitting valves, this anode

may he a very
lengthy and laborious operation,
as will be understood when it is
considered that an anode with an
area of perhaps several square feet
has to be raised, by means of the
electronic bombardment, to a red
heat and maintained so for
several hours.
l)onibarclment

Wiréless WeêKly

The succesof the valve is entirely dependent upon the productìon of the necessary vacuum, and
it may be said that but for the
great improvements which have
been made in recent years in
vacuum-producing apparatus and
methods, the valve could never
have been a practical proposition.
It has already been mentioned that
in a hard valve the current consists almost entirely of' the election stream emitted from the filament. This condition, which considerably simplifies the action of
the valve, depends entirely upon
the attainment of a high degree of
evacuation.
Up to perhaps ten or fifteen
years ago, the readiest means of
obtaining high vacuum was by
means of mercury pumps, of which
the
Gaede " was the most convenient and most generally used.
During the past few years, however, a large section of the research work which has been carried out by physicists has necessitated more and more the employment of the very high vacua, and
consequently attention has been
largely concentrated on the improvenient of pumps and the introduction of new appliances and
methods for this purpose.
The
next advance, after the " Gaede "
rotary mercury pump, vas the
"Gaede" molecular pump. 'This
was a bold step in practical design, in that it consisted essentially of a drum rotating at such a
high speed that gas molecules
coming into contact with its periphery \vere literally " kicked
Out." A good number of these
pumps are stiji in use, but they
have been largely superseded by
others, and by chemical methods
of exhaustion.
A disadvantáge of the rotary
mercury pump, or in fact of any
pump 'bich depends upon the
compression of the extracted ga,
is that.it is not adapted to deal
with traces of residual vapour,
-such as water-vapour, owing to
the fact that such vapour by
continually con1ensing and reevaporating is able to evade ¿he
action of the pump. The rotary
molecular pump, however, has the
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advantage that it clears out aiiy

drifting
nately.

.

molecules

,.indiscrimi

Amongst what may be called
chemical methods of exhaustion is
the use of phosphorus, which, as
has already been mentioned, forms
a coating on the glass vaII of the
valve and cleans UI) residual gas.
Another method n-h-ich cornes
under this heading i thé use of
liquid ir and charcoal. Various
porous substances, of which charcoal is a good example,. have the
property of absorbing large 4uantities of gas, particularly if the
substance is reduced to a very low
temperature. The employment of
charcoal in this way is illustratei.l
in Fig. 3. The charcoal is broken.
up into small pieces, and is contained in a glass tube which is connected to the apparatus to be exhausted. When the l)1PS havç
produced as high vacuum as they
are able, a tap shuts off the pumps
from the apparatus, and a vessel
of liquid air is raised, so that the
charcoal tube is immersed in the
liquid air; this reduces the charcoal to a temperature of about i8o
Centigrade 'degrees below zero,'
and. at this temperature the charcoal absorbs a large percentage of
the residual gas.
Recently, however, a great im
provernent has been effected in the
production of high acua by the
invention of the " diffusion
pump or "mercury -vapour"
pump, as it is called, by Dr.
1.angmuir, of the General Electric
Company of America. This pump
is extremely simple in design; the
principle of its construction is indicated in Fig. 4. The pump is
connected to a subsidiary pump,
which may he an oil pump or a
rotary " Gaede " or other suitable
pump, which produces a vacuum
of perhaps 0.1 millimetre of mercury or less on the side of the
Langniuir pump remote from the

apparatus
hich is to be exhausted.
Thus the Langmuir

reaching the vesel which is being
exhausted. This is done by introducing a "trap " between th'e
Langrnuír pump' and 'thé vessel,
as shown in Fig. , the. trap being
cooled by means of liquid air or
solid barbon dioxide; the mercury
vapour which reaches the trap is
coñdensed and cannot pass into
the vessel. These Langmuir pumps
are now finding increasing employment in industrial manufacture of electric lamps and vireless valves.
Whilst the pumping is taking
place, the valves are heated in a
suitable oven, so as to drive out
as much as possible of the gas
which is occluded on the glass
walls.
By means such as the above,
it is now possible to produce a
vacuum in \hich the pressure of
the residual gas is as low as
o.000000x
millimetre of mermm.),
that is,
cury (o7
al)out one ten-thousand-millionth
of atmos(x/so,000,000,000)
pheric pressure. At this pressure
there are still about 3,000,000,000
molecules of gas per cubic centimetre in the valve; although this
seems a very large number, it is
extremely small compared to the
number of gas molecules per cubic
centimetre at atmospheric pressure, which is about 3 X Io'9. The
mean free path " ofa molecule
is the average distance which it
travels between successive collision rith other molecules; at the
pressure in question (io7 millimetre of merdury), the mean free
path will be about i,000 metres,
so that the chances of a molecule
colliding with another molecule
withit the small space of the valve
re exceedingly slight. Electrons
emitted from the filament will thus
travel across to the anode with
very few collisions with the gas
mQlecules, and hence gaseous ionisation can be ignored.

f,v,,

JI-..
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Fig.4.-Principle of Langmuirpump.
Mercury vapour "wiñd" blows residual .tas before il, vapour afterwards
condensing.

passes up the tube H, is-deflected
downwards by a baffle plate B,
and, in flowing down the outer
space C, it acts as a wind, and
blows the residual gas from the
This gas
apparatus before it.

Fig. 5.-Mercury trap to prevent
mercury vapour from reach in the exhausted vessel: used for production of
very high vacua.

then escapes through the side tube
T to the auxiliary pump, whilst
the mercury vapour condenses and
runs back to join the pool of merciry at the bottomof the pump.
It is essential, for the production
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of the highest possible vacuum, to
prevent the mercury vapour from

pump has only to draw residual
gas fzom the apparatus and to
deliver' it against a pi-essure Øffl less
than o. i millimetre of metcury.
Mercury isboiled by means of the
Bunsen burner, and the vapour
p
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understand from the
'Cape Times'that the City
Council is considering a
'scheme of municipal wireless
broadcasting, and that in this connection Sir David Graaff has
offered to erect at his own expense
a complete 6 kilowatt Marconi
broadcasting station, which he is
willing to present to the City on
certain, conditions, not yet 'published.

WE

c

At the motor car and cycle speed
trials which were held at Eastboume recently, an interesting
feature %vas the use of a Sterling
loud-speaker to announce the results. This added greatly to the
interest of the large number of
visitors. The apparatus was fitted
by Messrs. Caffyns, Ltd., of Eastboume, and vas operated in conjunction with a Sterling 4-button
hand, microphone.
The useful range was about oo
yards with two stages of amplification (one R valve and one LS3
valve with 120 volts on the plates):
The results were considered excellent, and it is proposed to use
the same lOud-speaker for future

trials.
\Ve learn that Burndept wiieless
manufactures will be a prominent
feature in the exhibits of Britfsh
products in charge of the British
Trade Commissioner, Mr. N. W.
Field, Toronto, at the Canadian
National Exhibition, August 25th
to September, 1923. The Trade
Commissioner is making a great
deal of this display of British products, and Burndept apparatus
will have a prominent position.
\Ve take this opportunity of reminding our readers that the

address, of Burndeptof Canada is
King Street \Vest, Toronto.
\Ve also learn from Burndept's
that the administrative and ececu'tive departments, conprising advertising and sales, have removed to
Aldine House,' i3, Bedford Street,
Strand, \V.C.2, to which address
all correspondence should be sent
'152,

\Ve have recently received from
the Wireless Developri'ient Syndicate, Ltd.,. a prospectus relative
to the issue of 20,000 preference
shares of 5s. each, carrying a
preferential dividend of ioo per
We are advised by this
cent.
Syndicate that "the wireless industry is' the biggest money-making proposition of recent years;
and is to-day only in its infancy,
so there is still an opportunity of
participating in the gigantic profits to be made by becoming inter
ested." This sounds pretty good
but we did not know that fortunes
were so easily máde.

The linking u

of the French

Colonies by wireless, which was
decided upon in 1917, has not
been forgotten, although as the
result of the war only the station
at Saigon has been completed. It
is hoped, hou ever, that the other
stations which were included in
the ¡917 programme at Bamako,
Brazzaville, Saida, and Antananarivo, will he finished next year.
.

has been tabled proposing that power stations equal to
the foregoing should he established
at Noumea, Papeete, Djibouti,
A Bill

and Martinique. It is pointed out
that nations are rapidly increasing the number of wireless stations
in the Pacific, Germany being very

active in the Dutch Colony, and
that when in 1926 the Agreemeni
between the French States and the
French Cable Comp'an5i lapses
French Colonies will only be
linked with the home country by
fnreign lines. \Vhile the establishment of a French Colonial vireless system is considered to be
necessary from the point of vi'w
of prestige, it is also regarded as a
commercial proposition, wireless
now being in a position to take
the place of cables.
\Ve learn from the

TVest,ninslcr

that

the %Vandsivorth
Borough Council gave notice to
quit to all tenants of their houses
who have installed listening-in
apparatus. Some at first refused
to remove the aerials, but as they
were unable to' find altemnati3'e
accommodation they took them
down and made good the damage.
The notices were then withdrawn.
Gazelle

It is usually characteristk of
human nature that while criticisni
is always outspoken, due apprecia.
So on all
Lion is too often silent.
leasant to record that
sides it i
Belfast listeners are very grateful
to Glasgow and Nwcastle for the
many bright and varied programmes broadcast from these
cities.
l'he cheery " just one
minute " of the genial Glasgow
Director is al'ays more pleasing
than thé approach of the customary nightly curfew hour, and in
particular one must signal out for
praise his very distinct enunciation in the îiñal ñews budget each
night.
Several conferences have been
held between the Irish Free State
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Postmaster-General and the Irish
firms interested in broadcasting
with a view to arranging an exhibitionof wireless apparatus. How
ever, no definite results have been
reached so far, since the firms are
not in unanimity regarding the
scheme outlined. It is stated that
some of thèse wish rhore preferential treatment to be given to purely
Irish concerns. In the meàntime,
genuine manufacturing firms, who
have not yet made application fo
incorporation, should do so immediately.

It had been anticipated that the
Broadcasting Committee would be
in a position to present its Report
to the Postmaster-General early in
August, but it has beeñ found
necessary to make fùrther inquiries
mb
certain financial questions
affecting the broadcasting problem,
and the Committee will in consequence be unable to make its Report as early as had been expected.

August
the concerts quite distinctly on a

loud-speaker.
:-

Field lectures have been substituted for those indoors .during the
summer months by the Cardiff and
South \Vales Wireless Society, and
have proved a popular innovation.
The last field day took place high
up on the Garth Mountain, where
tests were made on the society's
standard set and members' private
sets with many strange aerials.

Arrangements have been made
for holding a Scottish National
Radio Exhibition in Glasgow next
month. The show, which will take
place under the auspices of the
wireless trade in Glasgow, will be
held in St. Andrew's Hall, and
will be open from September 3rd
to 8th inclusive. The organisation of the exhibition is in the
hands of the Radio and General
Publicity Company, Glasgow and
Manchester,

Listeners-in may rest assured
that the time signals sent out from
the British Broadcasting Company's new stations will be of the
most accuraté nature. For some
time past the Birmingham Station
has been equipped with a system
of '.' Pulsynotic ''. Electric Impulse, Clocks made and supplied
by Messrs. Gent and Co., Ltd.,
Faraday Works, Leicester. Nöw
owing to the unqualified success of
this system it has been decided
that the new stations at Aberdeen,
Bourneniouth, and
Manchester
shall he fitted with similar clocks
for time signal announcements;
Each installation will have a
master clock, from which the time

A wireless aerial was struck by
lightning during a thunderstormat
Perth. An old ash tree on the
South Inch had been utilised by
a public entertainer to support an
aerial whch conducted the transmission to a loud-speaker instrument he had placed on a specially
erected platform. At the height
of the storm a flash of lightning
swept along the wire and down
to earth, in its passage cutting a wedge-shaped piece right
out of the side of the tree.
Fortunately, no one vas in the
neighbourhood of the tree at the
time; consequently no one was
hurt.

signal is given, and from the beat
of whose pendulum the announcer
counts the seconds. In addition,
,three secondary dials, driven by
the master clock, indicate accurate and uniform time in other
rooms in. the station.

. The British Broadcasting Cornpany sent out a message from
2L0, their London station, recently, with the object of getting
into touch with a relative of Miss
Florence Stanford, who was then
lying seriously ill in Paddington
Infirmary.
The announcement,
made twice during the evening,
stated that the young lady had
been staying at a boardinghouse in the 'Vest End, and
that the keeper of the boardinghouse. had sought the assist-

The director of the Cardiff
broadcasting .sation has received a
letter. from a " Comradio " living
at Zurich, Switzerland, stating
that he is a regular listener-in to
Cardiff, and that he is able to get

15,
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ance of the company.
Nothing
definite svas known as to the
whereabôuts of relatives of the
girl, but it svas thought that a
brother might be in Brighton, and
the cQmpany asked that, should he
receive the message, he would get
into touch with them either y
telephone or by telegraphing. The
only person of that name who
could be found in Brighton was
promptly communicated with by
the representative of a Press
agency, but he knew nothing of
Miss Stanford.
No relative liad
l)een traced when the young woman
died some few days after the message was broadcast.
\Te learn from the Ï'Vestrninster
Gazel/e that we shall soon have
the novelty of chess matches by
wireless. One of the most popular
all the year round features of
chess club activities are the
matches played through the post.
\Vhen the new use of wireless takes
place these encounters between
distant players will have a
thrill for chess enthusiasts.
Manchester will broadcast its
moves and Hastings champions
will wireless their responses.
It
will also extend the ihterest in
play, for at present, of course,
only those in receipt of the postcard or letter moves, and their
immediate friends can follow
particularly fascinating games.

.

It may interest our readers to
learn that chess matches played by
wireless have been carried out innumerable times, even in the very
early days of wireless, especially
between persons aboard two ships
at sea. Arrangements are made
by the operators, the moves transmitted in code, the rate of charge
being so much per move.
A wireless receiving set has been

installed in the private room'of
Sir Laming. Wbrthington-Evans,
at the House of Commons.
.

"Laugh and the world laughs

with you '' uas well illustrated by
the B.B.C. last Thursday after
Ix p.m., when 2L0 started the
ball rolling.
-
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TECHNICALITIES

By PERC7 W.
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4
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HARRIS (Staff Editor).,

to experiments and

4'

4'

'

apparatus of generà! interest

4'

ONE evening recently I tried, my STioo
receiver on an aerial some five miles from
London where excellent facilities existed
nót only for making a great noise without disturbing a roadful of residenis, 'blut also for
testing different kinds o valves, loudspeakers, and plate voltages. The audience
(quite the correct word in view of the volume
of sound) included several p'eople well known
1n wireless circles who liad not previously
heard this receiver in operation at full
strength. All were astounded, and the
volume of sound could only be equalled by a
well-known make of two-valve receiver to
which had been added an equally well-known
make of power amplifier using two stages of
amplification
ith high plate voltages and
power alves; The voltage used on my own
set was 104 on the plates with 4 volts negative on the grid of the second valve.
This voltage was subsequently increased
up to 300 with very little improvement in
strength, and the substitution of power valves,
although giving a little greater clarity at full
volume, did not greatly augment the volume.
Birmingham could he heard in the inters als
when 2L0 was not working, but when this
latter station was under way it was impossihIe to distinguish anything from the Midland
city. On my own aerial, which is only one
mile farther out, the strength from the London
station is not quite so great,hut Birmingham
is more than twice as loud, and with careful
adjustment of the condensers it is possible to
understand every vord spoken by the I3irmingham announcer whilst 2L0 is working..

4>

4>

4>

4,. 4-

.

to readers.

'

4'

4-

.

4-

z>.

perfect conductivity, whilst such equally important points as the rubbing contacts of
switches are entirely overlooked. l\lany filament resistances now on the market have very
unsatisfactory moving contacts, and several
wouldhe improved by the soldering of a IlexihIe lead to the moving arm to replace the contact (often far to light) òf a rather soft spring
washer which is supposed to provide the path
for the current.
*

*

i recently purchased at different shops six
or eight ebonite valve sockets of a very wellknown make. Each has been slightly differerÇt, and in no case lias it been possible to
insert the ' alve pins without more pressure
than one cares to ue with a good valve. In
other sockets I have found the holes to be
much too large, and in one STioo set-which
was brought to my notice as not working, the
trouble turned .out to be nothing but this
looseness of the valve pins iii theirsocicets.
The defect was remedied by opening out the
pins of the valves with the aid of a pocket
'knife, hut of course this as really adding a
second wrong to make a right, for the socket
should be so designed as to make a gpod
contact with any properly spaced valve pins
without the necessity of opening these latter
to a greater extent than the normal.

lt is a pity that there are so few really satisfactory moving coils stands n the market.
The extenson handles so generally fitted a!e
often made very unsatisfactorily from the
mechanical point of yew, and, what is really
worse, the exteision rod is generally brought
out so that the hand must come almost in
contact with the coil itself in arder to move
Then, again, some of the extensión
it.
handles (called by some "anti:capacity
handles ") are made of brass rod, with a thin
ebonite sheath at the end. Such a handle,

In several amateur sets I have examined
lately, it has been quite evident that the
builder has not realised the importance of
good, sound electrical connections throughout..
the receiver. I frequently find that wire connections are most carefully soldered to give
211
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denser across them is not necessary, its preno harm.
sence does
/

when securely grasped, will often give even
more hand capacity effect than would be obtained without it. PraÇtically all of the extension handles are secured to roùnd spindles
by means of small grub-screws. These
rapidly work loose, and the handle slides
round the spindle without moving it. lt
would be far more satisfactory if these.
spindles were made with square ends to prevent this slipping, and a more substantial.
screw would usually prove advantageous.
Manufacturers should take advantage of the
present rather quiet time for preparing
really sound accessories for the coming
autumn and winter boom. If they do not turn
their attention to design now, they may not
have the opportunity later on when big
business is being done.

*.

*..

*

.

*.

It is well to make a practice of knotting the
wire which is to he the pbsitive lead The
best procedure is to open Out the wires of the
twisted flex and tie a knot in one of them.
Then, with a galvanometer or any other
instrument which will give an indication of
electrical continuity, find which of the opposite ends corresponds with the knotted wire
nd knot it also. It is useful to keep several
such pairs of leads in the work roam where
they can be used at a moment's notice for
joining up high-tension or low-tension batteries. The perfect flexibility of the wires
and the fact that the insulation is always
thoroughly good makes the wires very convenient and safe to use.

*

*

Have you ever noticed mysterious and persistent noises in your telephones-noises
which cannot be put down to atmospherics?
The growing popularity of electrical equip'ment in the house is partly respoiisible for
some of these strange sounds. Electric fans
are a prolific source of noise, and having recently installed one I find that it is essential
to shut it off when I am receiving wireless
signals in any part of the house. I have two
separate leads-in for my aerial-one to the
dining room for the main set and another to
my work room where I test various sets as
they are evolved on a special test table.
When the fan is running in the dining room
it is impossible to receive distant wireless
signals in the study upstairs, so that it is quite
probable that if an electric fan is working in
the house next door it may affect your recepa
tion.

,*

*

*

Por the connections beween the aerial
lead-in and the set and between the set and..
my earth connection I use double flex with'
the two ends joined together, the wires thus
being -in parallel.
At each end I solder a'
-spade terminal, which makes for greater
facility when changing f rom one set of apparatus to another.
*

I am surprised to find that more use is not
made by the wireless experimenter of electric
lighting flex. In both the double and the
single form it has many uses, as well as
electrical advantages not generally realised.
In its double form it will serve for high- and
low-tension leads, there being no need to
tintwist it. \Vlìat capacity exists between
the two wires of the twisted flex adds to th
value of the shunting condenser across them,.
and as such a condenser is always an advan-.
tage across the high-tension terminals no de-S
trimental effect is found. So far as the lowtension leads are concerned, whilst a con-

*

Spade terminals stamped out of brass are
now obtainable at every wireless dealer's for a
very small stirn. I recently purchased a fewdozen off the stalls in Farringdon Road for
the princely price of.6d. per dozen. 'vVhenever I have a few spare moments (not often)
I heat up the soldering iron and solder a fe\
of these tags to odd lengths of flexible wire.
Then, whenever. I am trying a new circuit or
arangement I am able to connect up the
set much more rapidly than usual without
the risk of one wire shorting another. The
tags are particularly useful when several
wires have to be joined to one terminal,
usually an abominable business when two or
three bare wires have to he so joined up.
*

*

*

It is an easy matter to untwist a yard or so
of the twisted flex for the purpose of making
single leads, but when a dozen yards or more
have to be undone the job is not so simple
as it looks. Single flex can be purchased at
some shops, and if there were any general
demand for it I am sure wireless dealers would

stock it.
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THE AMATEUR ORGANISATION
A Scheme for Closer Co-operation.

FOR the purpose of ensuring
fuller representation of the

suburban societies more effective
representation in all questions
affecting the general body of amaaffiliated societies on the ComAs no solution of the
mittee of the Radio Society of teurs.
problem was reached at the last
Great Britain, a scheme has been
conference, the Committee of the
prepared whereby the country shall Radio Society
of Great Britain
be divided into four groups
have themselves formulated a pro(i)Scotland, (2) Wales and the posal which I shall be glad if you
Vest,
East,
South. Each will place before your colleagues.
group will provide, by election, a
lt is proposed to increase the
representative, who shall he a number of the Committee of the
member of the Committee of the Radio Society of Great Britain
from eight to twelve by the addiRadio Society of Great Britain,
of four memOers to represent
this Committee being increased tion
the alliliated societies, these memfrom eight to tvelve in order to hers to he elected annually
at the
accommodate these additional
conference customarily held in
representatives.
January.
As it was anticipated that the
It is suggested that for the purelection of representatives might pose of the election the affiliated
take some little while, the Com- societies be divided into four
mittee of the Radio Society have groups, thus :-(I) Scotland, (2)
temporarily appointed representa- %Vales and the \Vest, (3) East, and
South. A list of the societies
()
tives, but definite election will
in each group is enclosed, fi-orn
take place at the Annual Conferwhich it will be seen that the dividence to he held next January.
ing lines are drawn approximately
The necessity for introducing from London to Bristol and from
some such scheme as this has been
Kingsway to the Pennine Range.
realised by the Committee of the Each group vill elect its own repreRadio Society ever since the last sentative, WhO must be a member
Annual Conference, when pro- ol the Radio Society of Great
posals were made with regard to Britain either individually or by
virtue of the office he holds in ail
fuller representation of the affili- affiliated
society. Each group vill
ated Societies, hut 1)0 definite
form its own organisation for the
scheme was adopted.
l)UrPOSe of election, but until such
In order to ensure that a repre- an organisation is formed, and in
sentative of each group shalt
order that the scheme may he
attend Committee meetings regu- started without loss of time-so
larly, it is suggested that an alter- that some working experience of it
may be had before the next January
native representative, resident in
conference-we propose to make a
the Metropolitan area of each
temporary appointment of a repregroup, should also he appointed.
sentative of your group to act until
Below is published the text of a
you elect one of your own choice at
letter which has been forwarded to the January conference. ' portion
the Secretaries of all affiliated
of the Metropolis is included in
Societies, and a list of districts
each of the groups (2), (s), and (k).
where
affiliated Societies are
The Committee are anxious that
located, indicating exactly to which the affiliated societies should alavs
be vell represented on our Comgroup each belongs.
mittee. They suggest appointing
DEAR Sia,-You and your Coman alternative representative from
mittee will be aware that the Radio
the Metropolitan area of each
Society of Great Britain lias always
group. In the event of both the
desired closer co-operation with its provincial and Metropolitan repreaffiliated Societies, and has raised
sentatives being able to attend the
the question at each annual concommittee meetings, both would be
ference in the hope of finding some
welcome, but only.one would vote.
means of gi\ing the pTovincial and
To give immediate effect to this

:-

()

()

proposal, the Committee are inviting the following gentlemen to
represent the provincial affiliated
societies by attending their meetings in London during the first half
c,f the forthcoming session-i.e.,
until January conference
(West) Mr. Y. P. Evans-Manchester Radio Society. (East) Mi.
F. Llovd-Sheffiekl--Radio Society.
(South) Mr. T. 1-jesketh-Folkestone Radio Society. (Scotland)
Not yet arranged.
Although these gentlemen have
definitely undertaken to attend our
Committee meetings, we nevertheless propose to invite the,alternatice representatives from the Metropolitian societies of each group, and
a further communication to the
Metropolitan affiliated societies will
shortly be sent out.
The publication of the P.M.G.'s
Committee's report and the prob
ability of new legislation within the
next month or two may demand
strong action by the general body
of amateur experimenters.
The
Committee of the Radio Society of
Great Britain, in Lubmitting this
scheme, believe that by having
representatives of the affiliated
societies directly in touch with
them, they vill more readily obtain
the unanimous opinion of those
they represent.-\ ours faithfully,

:-

L. MCM ICIIAEL

(Hon. Secretary).

WESTERN GROUP
Berkhamsted, Birkenhead, Bir.mingham, Blackburn, Biackpool,
Bolton, l3urton-on-irent, Cardiff,
Cheltenham, Cirencester, Coventry,
Coventry (Humber), Darven, Denton (near Stockport), Eccles, Evsham, Finchley, Glevuni (Gloucester), Gloucester, Hall Green. Hendon, Hereford, High Wycombe,
Hinckley. Liverpool, M alvern, Manchester (\Vi reless Soc.), Manchester
(Radio Soc.), Merthyr Fydvil, Morecambe, Newport (Mon.), North
Middlesex, Oxford, Preston, Preston (Dick, Kerr), Powisland, Redditch, Shrewsbury, Smethwick,
Southport, Stockport, Stoke-onTreat, Stoke-on-Trent (North Staffs.
Rly.), Stratford-on-Avon, Swansea,
Wallasey,' \Vemhley, \Vest London,
\Villesden, \Volverhampton.
(Continued on jagc 226.)
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WAYE-TRÄPS AND

I

By PERCY W

HAI

In this article Mr. Harris describes and illustrates several

-

station can be considerably reduced, and even cul out, wh
The methods descrthed are applicable to both
-

*

4.

4

4-'

4.

4-

4-

4-

.

4-

4.

4-

,,z

Fig. 1.-Type A wave-filler--a simple
oscillatory circuit connected in series with
the aerial lead. When this circuit is
tuned lo 'the interfering wave, it will act
as a trap for this wave and will very
largely reduce the jamming.

lias

now

been

running for nearly a year, and most
BROADCASTING
listeners-in seem resigned to a monopoly by the local station of all the tuning,
and have given up its elimination as a bad
job.. By the use of wave-filters, however,

(Below) How to se type B filler
This
with a two-coil holder.
arrangement represents the author's
preference in trap circuits. Used
with a tuned anode sel with reaction on the anode, it enables s'LO

much of the local interference, if not all of
it, can be success{ully cut out when receiving distant stations. I have, recently been
carrying out a number f experiments in
this direction, and find that there are at
least two methods which give really successful results. The first consists of placing in
series with the aerial lead an oscillatory
circuit consisting of a capacity and an inductance (the salues vill be given later),
and the second method (in my opinion the
better) of inductiely coupling such a current to the aerial. Neither method is new,
and both have the advantage of being applicable to any B.B.C. set, but, as very few
practical details have yet been given t
amateurs, perhaps a few notes on bQth
methods will he welcome here.
The series '' wa e-trap,'' '' wave-filter,"
''acceptor circuit,'' or whatever we like to
call it, is quite simple to construct. All we
need is a variable condenser of maximum
capacity of, say, o.000 F, a plug socket,

fo he

cutout and Cardiff and
Manchester clearly received as
close as six miles to London.

40 TURMS

'11926
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Fig. 3.
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(Above) Type C fili
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induc1ie1y coupled
in shunt with
very useful am
very widely known
American writers
is the best method
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methods by which the lnterJe,ence of the local broadcaitin
en it is desired to listen to more distant transmissions.
B.B.C. sets and experimental apparatus.

J

-5T

J

40 flJRNS

ON .3'PORMEI

I
-

L

Fi. 2.-Type
of

a

B filter. This consists
stmilar oscillatory circuit coupled

inductively to a coil placed in series
In the case of
with the aerial lead.
a B.B.C. receiver this coil should
consist of a very few turns lighily
coupl&I Io the trap coil.

s

2

_____________________________________________________________
I

J

aid

a plug-in coil of 50 turns. This latter
may be any of the leading makes labelled.
or a suitable coil can he wound of
No. 26 double-cotton-covered wire on a
sin. former-40 turns being about right for
the British broadcasting band. If it is desired to use this filter to reduce jamming
from ships or a local wireless station working to ships (such as Cullercoats), about
6o turns will be required on the same sized
former, or a 75 coil if plug-in coils are
used. Any coil of the right inductance will
do, but the plug-socket method makes a
neat device in which we may \ery likely be
able to use coils already on hand.
To use this trap one terminal is con-

4og5flhQN5N926
OC.CIVÖuND OVER

(Below) How a sliding type of loose
coupler can be adapted lo the
type B filler. The coupling will
need lo be lighter than thaI
which gives best signals with
the ordinary loose coupling of
circuits. The wire on tue secondary
should not be too fine-about
No. 26 is quite fine enough.

IJ

ctvfNc

I

j

Fig.4.

k.

i

awavetrap
toa coil placed
the tuner.

A
not

ngement
in thiscountry.
claim that it

of eliminating
caused

by

sparkcotls in
vicinity.

-

---7
:

nected to the aerial lead-in and the other to
the aerial terminal of the set, as shown in
Fig. i. Everything else ìs connected in the
usual manner. It, will be found, however,
that any variation in tuning this trap will
aher the aerial tuning slightly, and we
shall need to increase either the. inductance
or else the capacity. Commercial forms of
this wave-trap are already available, and
one maker now sells his wave-meter with
terminals by which it can be made io act
as the wave-trap, with the special advan-

i.

.

.

._T1i ±.-:=--_
- _

-.

-.-

--

i

I

.

-

i

i

i
i
i

i

tage that the calibration of the wave-meter
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stands for the elimination as well. For
example, if the wave-meter tunes to LO
at 35 degrees, then by using the meter as a
wave-trap and setting the condenser at 35 we
shall he able either to reduce or entirely to cut
out tle London interference.
The theory of such a wave-trap is not very
difficult to understand. When this oscillatory
Circuit in series with the aerial is tuned to the
wave we do not want, it "accepts " for itself
any oscillations of the frequency to which it is
set, not allowing them to pass into the
ordinary receiving apparatus..
ny other
wavelength not in' tune with this circuit will
pass through it without being absorbed. Sudi
filters are most successful for the elimination
of fairly sharply tuned telephony or C.\V.
signals, and are not s successful for spark
interference, hut they nevertheless will do a
great deal in reducing even this latter.
Many readers of this paper have experimental licences and make Use of tuners using
plug-in coils. All such users are recommendéd to try the second wave-trap (Type B
in the illustrations), which, as indicated
above, Consists of a similar oscillatory circuit,
this time coupled inductively to the aerial.
If the reader is in the habit of using a
two-coil holder, one for the aerial circuit and
the other for the closed circuit, he is recommended to 'try using one of these coils as the"
'acceptor circuit in the manner described in
flast week's " Random Technicalities."
Fig. 2 shows how this inductively coupled
:wave_trap can be used with a B.B.C. set of
apparatus. Fig. 3 shows the use of a twocoil holder for this purpose, and Fig. 4 a
loose coupler used in a similar way. Obviously any method which allows of fine
adjustment of the couplings between one cirCuit and another can be applied in this connection. It will be found that the coupling
must be fairly tight if good absorption is
required.
The important point to remember in adjusting any of these wave-traps, whether
directly or inductively coupled, is that the
trap condenser should not be varied until
the signals from the Station we wish to
receive have been tuned in to the maximum
intensity.
\Vhen the Station we wish to receive
has been tuned in clearly and sharply
itil maximum strength, quite without

regard to the effect of the local.- interference, we should couple the wave-trap fairly
tightly and then slowly vary the condenser
until the local station seems to disappear.
When this has been done a slight alteration
of the tuning of the set may be necessary,
and once more a slight alteration of the wavetrap. In the case of the series wave-filter,
simultaneous adjustment of the filter and the
aerial tuning inductance and condenser' 'may
he necessary as alterations in the wave-filter
alter the aerial tuning. Whenever a good
position has been found on both wave-trap
and tuner, these should he carefully noted
for future reference.
A third form of filter which is sometimes
very useful, particularly for the elimination
of spark jamming, is that shown in Fig. 5
as "type C." In this case the wave-filter
is coupled to a coil which is placed in parailei with the receiver. This ¿oil should consist of about four or fi e turns of No. 26
double cotton-coered wire, wound oil top
of a coil of about 40 turns of the sanie wire,
the two coils being separated from one
another by a layer of Empire tape, waxed
piper, or sonic similar insulating substance.
I have not experimented to any great extent
with this last form of filter, and I am not
very well situated to do so, as there is practically no interference on my set from 600
meter spark signals. Residents in' seaport
towns who are troubled vitlì spark jamming
are recommended to try this circuit. lt is
of American origin and is stated to he extreiiiely successful in eliminating such interference as is given by amateurs using spark
coils in the immediate vicinity. lt will be
noticed that this forni of filter arrangement
can be used with B.B.C. sets, as the parallel
Coil iS merely connected across aerial and
earth.
The inductively coupled filter can
also he used with B.B.C. sets, the inductance
of which is not available for coupling, by
placing a coil of, say, 8 or io turns of wire
in series with the aerial and coupling the
wave-filter to this, as shown in Fig. 2. The
aerial coil should, as previously mentioned,
be wound directly over the ave-fi1ter coil
in order that sufficiently tight coupling may
be obtained.
There is nothing to prevent several filters
being used when interference conies from
several stations.
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HOME-MADE TUNING BUZZER

ATUNING buzzer

is required
everyone who uses a
crystal, whether for general
reception work or for occasional experiments. Its use saves a great
cleat of time, enabling adjustments
to be made quickly as vell as
making it possible to be sure that
the set is working at its maximum
efficiency before the reception of

by

. TUNOS TEN
CON TACTS.

PI.4T/NUAI

materials.
Platinum points are
comparatively expensive, but one
can sometimes rescue suitable old
ones from discarded or broken
pieces of apparatus in one's box of
odds and ends.
The core for the bobbin consists
of a piece of the best soft iron

iin.

in.

long and
in diameter. At
one end a ho1e is drilled and tapped
for a 2B.A. screw.
This hole
should be in. in depth. Over it is
slipped a bobbin made of a sin.
length of stiff paper tubing, to
hich ai-e glued two circular endlin, in diameter, cut from
stoutish cardboard.
ilie bobbin
should be 'given a good coating of
shellac both inside and out. 1f it
is placed on the core whilst still
vet, the shellac, 'hen dry, will
hold it firmly in place. 'Ihe core
projects
in. at either end.
A short piece of zB.A. screwed
rod is inserted into the hole drilled
in the core.
This enables the
bobbin to be mounted in the lathe
for winding, or if a lathe is not
available the rod can be fixed into
the chuck of a breast drill held fast
in a vice. The vindings are made
with No. 30 D.C.C. vire, the
bobbin being wound full.
The mounting frame is of brass.
1f suitable tools are available it can
be cut from the solid.
If not, cut a
Stout piece of sheet brass 1in. wide
and beat it into the L shape shown
in Fig. i. The bobbin is secured
in place by means of a 2B.A. screw.
The armature is made of a piece
of clock spring, which must be
annealed by being heated and
allowed to cool slowly, before it
can be worked; Two 6B.A. holes
are drilled at one end to take the
v

pieces

MOUNTING FRAME

Fig. 1.-The complete buzzer

signals, brought in by the aerial, is
attempted. Tuning buzzers can be
improvised in endless says-even
ith the gong
an electric bell
removed can be pressed into service-but unless a high singing note
ks produced it is somewhat difficult
to obtain a correct idea of the
degree 01 signal strength obtained
on different points of the crystal.
Many of the instruments sold as
tuning huzzers were not designed
for this purpose at all, having as
a rule a low pitched note making
them, therefore, less satisfactory
for the reason stated above.
A buzzer that works excellently
can be made with no very great
difficulty by anyone whose workshop contains only a small outfit of
tools. The cost of constructing it
is very small, and if we leave out
the question of the platinum
-

points needed, a modest amount
should cover the outlay on

secure it to the
mounting. At a point which coincides
ith the middle of the core,
a small hole is made.
Into this is
inserted a platinum rivet, which is
flattened out by very gentle hammering.
When the drilling has
been done the armature is retempered by being heated in a
bunsen flame and plunged into oil.
The contact pillar is a length of

tin.

brass rod secured to the
wooden panel by a 4B.A. screw
driven into it from below. Through
it is drilled and tapped a 4B;A.
hole the centre of which must be
in line with the platinum rivet in
the armature. Another hole, also

I-;

----s

II

Fig. 2.-Showing connections of buzzer.
tapped 4B.A., runs from the top
of the pillar into the first. The
horizontal hole takes a 48.A.
platinum pointed screw with a
milled head. That drilled vertically
is for a setscrew.
Three terminals are mounted on
the panel as shown in Fig. 2. One
end of the winding goes to B, the
other end being taken to the contact pillar.
The brass fiame is
connected to A, the contact pillar
to E. A dry battery is connected to
A and B, a lead from E being
taken to earth.
A very neat job can be made if
the panel is mounted on a shallow
polished case within which is a

pocket flashlatnp battery. A small
switch can then be provided to
throw the buzzer in or out of
action.
R. W. H.
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ONE of the many expensive
items.needed for making up
any piece of wireless apparatus is the ebonite panel upon which
the varíus parts are mounted. If,
for example, we are engaged in
constructing even a single valve
panel measuring 6m, by gin. by
iin. thick, we are faced with a
cost of about 4S. for ebonite
alone. It- is of no use to attempt
to save a little by using fibre, for
this material is so strongly hygro
scc'pic that it becomes useless as an
insulator of high-frequency currents in damp weather, since it
collects moisture from the atmosphere. Teak and mahogany are
fairly good in their way, hut, on
the whole, they are unreliable.
Some people use slate, which is
-an excellent insulator so long as it
does not contain, as it often does,
metallic veins. Nothing is more
annoying than to find after one
has made up a panel at the exFERAI/ ¿VAL

F50N/TE

-

¿VA.SHEq.,

(BQN,7E TUPE

MARC w000J
PANEL

VU7

Fig. 3.-Illustrating an ebonite bush
for wooden panels.

pense of considerable time and
trouble that it vill not work properly owing to the insulation being

faulty.

lt would seem, therefore, at first
sight that we are between the devil
of bad insulation and the deep sea
of costliness. Fortunately, however, there is a way out.
If you come to think of it,
about 95 per cent. of the ebonite
of a large panel is serving no use
ful purpose whatever. If it is tin.
thick a tiny distance is sufficient
to insulate terminal from terminal
or valve leg from valve leg. A
little ring round each lise piece of
metal that passes through the panel
is doing useful work by. providing
the necessary insulation; the re.-

inainder is electrically of no salue
whatsoever. The obvious solution
is to substitute hard wood for the
portions of the ebonite that, are
not usefully employed, and to use
the more expensive material only
in small quantities to surround
metal parts.

wcL,

--

AN IMPROVED
VARIO-COUPLER

-

Fig.
sho's one of the
simplest and most effective ways
of economising. A foot of ebonite
tube, with an internal diameter of
-hin.- and an external of tin, is
bought for 3d. This will make,
allowing for vaste in cutting, at
least 40 bushes iin. long.. The
panel is ¡nade of hard wood. At
each point where a terminal is to
he inserted a tin. hole is drilled
and an ebonite bush forced
If ebonite washers kin. in diameter
Cannot be bought they can be made
very easily from tubing of iin.
outside diameter., which costs 8d.
per foot. One of these is placed
above the hush and one below.
The terminal is then inserted and
fixed in place. No part of it comes
into contact with the panel.
Rheostats, condensers,
and
variometers may he mounted in
the same way.
Here we shall
need tubing in. in diameter to
take their bushes-this costs 9cl.
per foot-and the washers must

i:

lin, across.

Quartets of valve legs can he
mounted on a small ebonite block

/dZf%

5.-Showin how telephone terF.
minals may be filled upon
ebonite
an

lrip.

iin.

square.
sin, hole
wooden panel
nuts, and the
a

Beneath its.centre
made in the
to- clear legs and
block is fastened
is

1923

hit.R.
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down by four small screws driven
in one at each corner.
A very similar system may be
applied to the rows of terminals
which line the edges of the panel.
One mounts theni on ebonite strips
¡in. wide and of length suitable to
the number of terminals that they
support. Beneath each terminal a
half-inch hole is bored in the wood
with a
\V. H.
,

Fig. 4.-Arrangement of valve legs
on wooden panels.

be
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THE matter concerning the
connections from the inner
coil of a vario-coupler or
variometer often presents a difficulty.
The usual method is to
solder short flexible leads to the
ends of the winding and run these
out over the top of the larger coil
to the terminals on the baseboard.
The result is a more or less clumsy
joint, o say nothing of the un-

Fig. 6.-Suggestion for inner coil
connec.tions of a vario-coupler.

sightly appearance of the flexible
leads themselves. The weight of
these, too, vill often pull the inner
coil out of adjustment at an inopportune moment.
This difficulty may he easily
overcome by providing a hollow
shaft, preferably of ebonite
tubing, as shown in the accompanying illustration, and running the
ends of the coil winding through
it to the terminals or direct to the
circuit. If a metal tube is used
it will he advisable to cover each
end of the coil winding with insulating sleeving over that portion
which passes through the tube.
O

JR.
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H.F. TRANSFQRMERS

THERE

I

that,
stage of
HF. amplification is used
for short-wave reception, there is
nothing to hold a candle to the
method
of
reactance-capacity
coupling, which gives longer range
and greater signal strength than
any other. \Vhen, however, the
number of HF. valves is increased, the tuned-anode becomes
increasingly difficult to handle, on
account of its tendency to fall into
self-oscillation. Two stages can
be used by an expert; three make
the set so unstable that, unless
heavy damping is resorted to, it is
almost impossible to use them
without the occurrence of frequent
and violent oscillation.
efficient,
Though
less
the
copper-wound transformer has the
advantage of being- not so riable
to cause trOUl)le. If, however, two
or three tuned transformers are
used, the tendency of self-oscillation will he marked.
The simplest solution of the
difficulty is to usé transfdrmers
wound, not with copper, hut wjth
is no doubt

where only

PL LfG O

F

one

O

7Z/BE

28.A.

48A

4

J

J

Fig. 7.-Di'nensions for end pieces.

resistance wire. The introduction
of a series resistance into an oscillatory Circuit has the effect of flattening out the resonance curve; it
also reduces the efficiency of the
circuit to some extent owing to the
resistance offered to oscillations not
in resonance with it, for which in
theory there should be an absolutely free path.

WeeKly

At first sight, then, the résistance-wound transformer would
seem to entail loss of both selectivity and efficiency in amplificahowever,
'tion.
In
practice,
neither of these effects is noticeable. Neither tuned anodes nor
tuned transformers can be allowed
to display their full powers on the

internal diameter of un. Two end
pieces-are hiade from lin, ebonite;
it does not matter in the least
whether they are made as plugs to
lit into the tube, or as flanges
In either case
fixed to its ends.
each must have a central hole to
iake a 2B.A. rod, and two others
for 4B.A. screws or small terThe end
minals (see Fig. 7).
pieces are fixed, in position by
means of a couple of 4B.A.

:i:ïiiÏLz_

screws.
A sin. length of 2B.A. screwed
rod is now passed through the
central holes in the end pieces and
securei in place 1y means ot a
nut at each end.
The former cän now be mounted
If a
in the lathe for winding.
lathe is not available, fix the
breast drifl in the vice by means
of its lug-or horizontal handle, and

Fig.

8.-The

complete winding.

Selectivity is
multi-valve set.
ieduced by the necessity for detuning slightly In order to avoid
oscillation, and efficiency as regards amplification suffers owing
to the damping that must he introcluced to control them.
The resistance-wound transformer has an optimum wavelength, but as its resonance curve
is very flat, there is no marked
Ji
-" peak,'' and it will work efficiit
ently over a wide band. Since
has practically no tendency towards oscillation, hardly any
damping is necessary, so that each
Fig. 9.-CUp for mounting the
transformer can be allowed to. give
transformer.
its fullest measure of .amplifìcainsert one end of the 2B.A rod
tion. Thus for long-distance re
ception on the shorter vaveIenghs ---- into its chick.
Attach the end of the rel of
three or even four HF. valyes
wire to one of the screws on the
can he used with no great diffi
culty, potentiometer conUol being end piece and wind on 250 turnS
as closely and s evenly as posall that is needed
The writer does not know of sibe. Snip off the wire and attach it to the scre on the far endany firm from whom resistance
piece corresponding to the " in
wound transformers can be purAs this
chased ready-made, but they are end on the near one.
o extremely simple to construct winding will occupy about 2ifl.r it
that anyone can make them UI) at mìy be started bin. from the end
of the tube. To prevent the vire -.
home. l'he vire used is No. 42
HR. doul)le silk 'covered slipping, it should he gien a thin
" Eureka." The price, £2. io. coat of shallac varnish.
Next, cover the primary winding
per lb., looks at first formidable,
but as it runs something over three with a layer of fine sewing silk.
miles to the pound, and each This will provide good insulation
transformer for broadcast wave- between the ivindings. The seconlengths requires only about fifty dai'y, which has 300 turns, is
yards, a single ounce will suffice wound over the primary in the
same direction. It will begin and
for making quite a number.
The former consists of a sin. end about hin. nearer to each end.
length of ebonite tube with an ex- Its ends are attached to the two
ternal diameter of iin. and an remaining screws. To make all
-

-

-

.

-
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the windings should hé
shellac varnished and may be
woind over with ilk to ;give a
-meat flush.
The comléted. in
strument is shown in Fig. 8.
The projecting eñds of the brais
rod provide a convenient means of
mounting-the transformer on the
underside of the pânel.
A pair
of clips, as shón in Fig 9, can
he made -from sheet brass.
-, If it is desired to make transformers of various sizes vhich can
be slipped easily into place, the
spindle may be removed vhn the
winding has been ddne anda different mounting made.
Fig. io
shows thé details of this.
The windings given have an optimum wavelength of about 400
metres; they will deal quite effectively with transmissions on wavelengths from 300 to 500 metres
and may be found to cover an even

August

-

-

-

-

Turns onPrimarv
350

--

550
800
1000

-

-.

.-

-

'-

R.W.H.

ASMALL coiìdenser of the
fixed t\pe having a mica
dielectric is arranged to
function in a similar way as the
vernier variable type with air
dielectric.
Variable capacity i
obtained by means of compression
applied between the plates. Two
thin spring brass foils each 2ir1.
long and iin. vide are cut out
to the shape indicated in Fig. ti.
A gin. hole is drilled throûgh the
ceire of each, the centre being
measured between the shoulder of
the tag and the opposite edge. A.
piece of thin mica 2ifl. by Iin.,
with a gin. hole drilled through
the centre is secured to one of the
foils by means of some thick
shellac varnish. The hole should
be directly over the hole in the
foil, so that a small portion of
the mica will overlap the foil along
both sides and over the end opposite the tag. These are now placed
on the table under a moderately
heated flat-iron and left until the
il-on cools, when the mica will be
securely fixed to the foil.
An
ebonite or fibre base
long by

The following table

shows the primary vindings necessary for higher wavelengths; the
secondary will usually contain
about 20 per cent. more. The
seader may find that his particular
set requires either rather fewer or
rather more turns than those given,
for much depends upon the capacities existing in the set itself and
upon the valves used.
It is as well, therefore, to make
a few experiments when the first
transformer is being wound.
It
may contain a slightly gieate
number of turns than here stated,
and the effect of stripping off a
few may he tried until the best
arrangement is found. Once this

-

-_

-

-

-.

-

--

-

-

-

VARYING THE FIXED
CONDENSER

Fie. 10.-An alternative arranemenI
of clips.

I!

-

900
1200
1500

T,Fffl

aider band.

Wave1eigt1
600

1923

2m. wide and in. thick is drilled
through each end on a line with
the centre to take two ordinary.
terminals. In the true centre a
zB.A. tapping hole is drilled to
a depth of about sin., and this
hole is carefully threaded by means
of a 2B.A. plug tap.
A iin.
length of -2B.A. screwed rod is

has been ascertâined the table may
be used by adding or déducting the
percentage found as th result of
these experiments. It is very important that each set of transformers used simultaneously in a
multi-valve set should be identical,
otherwise they will tend to hinder
rathet than tó assist each -other'
action

Óizii,Z

15,

.'í. -ii.---fllusiraling
shape of braà;
fôils.
-

-

-

-

screwed down into this hole vry
tightly and an ebonite knob;
drilled through and tapped 2B,A.,
is made to fit easily over the other
end.
The foil with the mica
attached is slipped over the projecting r1 with the mica uppermost.
The tag is then secured
firmly in position under the
shoulder of the left-hand terminal. The other foil is bent at
the tag, as shown at Fig. 12, and
secured in the same way tinder the
shoulder of the right-hand terminal. Great care should betaken
to see that the edges of the holes
are well separted from the upright rod. 'The threaded ebonite
knob is flow screwed on, and by
adjusting this the top foil may be
brought hard dovn on the thica
to obtain the maximum capacity

IpiJIIU1
l

Fie. 12.-Arranemenl of finished

-

condenser.

of the condenser. By varying the
degree of compression the capacity
is also varied, and as the foils are
of a useful size the condenser may
be used with advantage, for a
variety of purposes.
O. J. R.

in our last issue, on page 188, ii was inadvertently stated that Messrs. C. F. Eiwell, Ltd., employ
"TaUte" as the crystal in their crystal receiver. This should have read "Tellite." Talite is a
proprietary rectifying crystal marketed by Messrs. Harding, Holland & Fry, Ltd.
220
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BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

ONDON.-\Vriting last vek

[4 one was inclined
to be

fairly

confident that the long pi-omised
report of the House of Commons
Committee would have been 0111
ere this, because one had in view
the fact that the report would possibly he presented to the House before it rose.

o

o

o

That dic not happen, however,
and now there seems no particular
reason why it should not be stil
further delayed because of the
holidays and the members of the
Committee not being anxious to remain in London any longer, Possihly, to(i, when It (loes come out
a good many people will wonder
why it should have taken anything
like the time it has.
I

o

o

o

On the occasion of his retirai
from the B.B.C. Major Anderson,
the late secretary of the company,
received a handsome presentation
f rom his colleagues, which took
the form of a solid silver inkstand,
Mr. Reith, the general
etc.
manager, in making the presentation, said that pei-haps he realised
better than anyone else the tremendous amount of work Major
Anderson had put in during exceptionally trying circumstances. Mr.
Reith remarked, with a significant
smile, that in the course of a few
weeks perhaps some of them would
he envying Major Anderson his
freedom. Major Anderson briefly
and suitably replied.

o

<;

The last Station Directors' Conference of the B.B.C. was most
interesting, and iinished up with a
pleasant little dinner. If ever the
various officials of the B.B.C. have

to turn out into the wilderness, as
perhaps they may after this tharvellous report comes out, they
could form an excellent group of
entertainers of their own.

o

o

o

Pâlmer, the director of
2L0, is an excellent singer. Mr.
Carruthers, of 5SC, is an accomplished all-runcl musician, being
especially brilliant, on the piano.
Mi. Edgar would be a serious rival
to Branshy Williams as an interpreter of Dickens.
Mr. Corhet
Smith, of Cardiff, is a veritable
one-man hand ; he is prohably
the most versatile official in
the employ of the B.B.C. Mr.
Godfrey, of Manchester, is, of
Mr.

Talking of Shaìespeare reminds
one of a serious charge against the
experimenters.
It is said that
whenever they know that a Shakespearean stunt is coming on they
arrange that night to go in for expetimental work and cut out 2L0
altogether.

o

o

.

course, a musician to his lingertips, and Mr. Fryer, of Newcastle,
is an old theatrical.

o

o

o

Everyone knovs what Captain
Eckersley can do in the entertaining line, and, of course,
there is no need to speak of
Mr. Jefferies or of Mr. Percy
Pitt.
But even in unsuspected
quarters there is ability lurking.
For instance, the engineer at
2L0, Mr. Litt, is a splendid
pianist, and u-lien he is testing the
microphone he puts over real classical stuff for his colleagues to
hear so that they may know exactly
how the music will go over.

o

There will be nothing very sensational at 2L0 during the holiday
month. Shakespeare xviII get his
holiday like his lesser brethren,
and there will be no special stunts.
The music will be light and cheerful and suitable to the summer
season. About the middle of September things will get busy again.

o

o

The London programmes have
of late been excellent. Mr. Croxted Smith's talk on '' Dogs " was
most informativefl while Major
Harry Barnes's talk on " Modern
London Buildings " was .very à
propos.

o

o

Professor Ireland's talk 'on
Episodes in the History of
England '' was full of life and
interest. Then, too, we had the
advantage of hearing Mr. Mackenzie, war correspondent, just back
from Moscow.
The writer always
thinks it is a decided advantage
to hear someone speak about stirring historic events, rather than to
Sit down and read about them,
feeling somewhat uncertain as to
the amount of censorship that has
been exercised before such news is
allowed to be published, and feeling also, perhaps, that it is often
more or less insl)ired; whereas. to
hear a war correspondent leu a.
plain, unvarnished story is much
more satisfactory and carries with
it conviction ; not that such views
are always to be taken as strictly
correct and orthodox, but, at any
rate, they are first-hand impressions.

o

o

-

o

-

The
Meum et tuum."
address by Canon Burton of the
Westminster Cathedral, was very
good indeed, and his explanation

221
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of " Prayer " must have brought
home to many that only too often
prayers are but begging petitions
and too infrequently thanksgivings.

o

o

o

Every week a great maiiy vellmeaning souls write to the B.B.C.
about a new idea, viz., that the
B.B.C. should issue its pro.
grammes in weekly form in advance. Every person who writes is
profoundly convinced that he has
hit upon something good and
original. For a time the B.B.C.
sent cut printed slips in acknowledgrnent, but they seem to have
run out of these flOw, and once
more typewritten acknowledgments
are being sent.
This is one of the things that
has been hung up owing to the
non-appearance of the report, but
whenever that is settled soniething
of the kind will he done. There
seems to be a very big demand for
a weekly detailed programme, but
even when it does appear it can
only be approximately accurate,
as so many things are apt to happen between the booking of an
item and its being broadcast.

Angust

general secretary of the Commercial Motor Users Association,
on "The Relation of Broadcasting to the Motor Industry."
i8th (S\T.).-9, Mr. Allen S.
\Valker, " St. Paul's."

between. However, Mr. Pitt is
sanguine that he will be successful. This will be an excellent
move, good for the B.B.C., the
British National Opera Company,
and the ever-increasing numbers on
the listening-in side of the busi-

20th (MoN.).-9, Dr. \V. E. 1'ullin
Director of Radiological Research
at \Voolwich, on "The \Vonders
of X-Rays."
21St (TUEs.).-9, Major G. C.
Home, F.S.A., Scotland, on

ness.

Forthcoming Events
AUGUST.
i5th (\VED.).-First performance of
the Station Repertoire Company.
Land-line transmission of the
Orchestra of the Lozells Picture
House.
i7th (FRI.).-An augmented orchestra will give an Elgar programme.
18th (SAr.).-First performance of
the Station Military Band.
20th (MON.).-Miss Doris Lemon.
soprano; Mr. \Vni. Michael, of
the British National Opera Company.
21st (Tuss.).-Dance programme.
O
O
O

"Roman Britain."

(\VID.).-.45, Mr. Ed. Salmon, Editor of the official publication of the Royal Colonial
Institute. Tonical Emnire Chat.
7.i5, Mr. Àrchibald. Haddon,

22nd

Dramatic Criticism."

,

.

Mr.

-

o

o

lt

TRANsMISSiONS

A U G U ST.

i5th (WED.)._-7.15, \ir. .rchibald
Iladdon, Dramatic Criticism."
9, Prof. A. J. Ireland, MA.,
LL.M.
i6th (TuuRs.).-7.5, Mr. Percy
Scholes, "Musical Criticism.''
i7th (FRI.).-Victoi-ia and. Albert
Museum. 7.15, Mr. G. A. Atkinson, "Cinema Criticism." g,
Mr. F.-G. Bristow, F.C.1.S.,
fl32

5WA.. . .353 metra
.363
.383
. .400
.415

. . .
.

..
.

.

-

.

.420
?IMS OF WORMING
We,kdup, . . .3.30 to 4.30 p.m. ood
.

SUfldy,.

-

.

5.30
to 11.0 p.m. OS.?.
of
3.30 to 4.30 p.m.
10.30 P.m. S.S.?.
2L0 3.0 poi, tu 5.0 P.01. olso.

LonIon 11.30 .m. to 12.38

u,tt

Forthcoming

.835to

LONDON .................. 7.30 .,
MANCHESTER ............ 7.45 ..
NEWCASTLE .............. 9.8 .,
GLASGOW ................ 6.0 ,,
BIRSIINGRA.5I ............. 8.15.,

Et,'ents

8.0
8.10

AUGUST.
15th (WED.).-Mr. Phillip Middlemiss, entertainer.
i6th (Ti-iuRs.).-Cory Silver Band.

9.30
8.15
8.40

t9t h

PiLENT PERIODS.
CARDIFF ................ 8.0 to 8.30

is rather strange that although
Mr. \Vm. Boosey has repeatedly

Forthcoming Events

........

LONDON ........ 2L0
MANCHESTER .... 2ZY
NEWCASTLE ...... ONO
GLASGOW ........ SSC
BIRMINGHAM .... SIT

o

said that artists who broadcast
will never, no, never, sing at any
of the concerts over which he has
any control, yet the printed programme of the Queen's Hall Promenade Concerts indicates that on
Friday, September 7th, Miss
Daisy Kennedy will appear. Miss
Kennedy has a long contract with
the B.B.C. It seems rather hard
lines on the artists of the British
Broadcasting National Opera Company who only broadcast indirectly that they should he
banned from the concerts.

WaveLenqL%

C',,U-Mgyn

CARDIFF

Songs by Mr. Morgan Morgan.
(SuN.).-Special Mozart programme. Songs by Miss Doris
Lemon (soprano) and Mr. William Michael (bass).
C

D.

Shipvay, L.D.S.,
Industrial Dentistry."

()

O

Holden

R.C.E.,
23rd

1923

15,

(TIluRs.).-7.

Scholes,

i,

i'd r.

Percy

Musical Criticism."

G0TT'

Forthcoming Events

o
o
o
/3JRJJINGfIAM.-Mr. Joseph

AU GUST.
i5th (\VEo.).

-

Lewis,
the
new
musical
director at Birmingham, has lost
rio time in getting to grips with his
task. He is forming a large band
of singers who vill act as a broadcast choir and give part-songs,
glees, madrigals, etc., and who
will also be the local chorus for
the British National Opera Company when it goes on tour.
This work of Mr. Lewis is of
importance to all the broadcasting
stations, and Mr. Percy Pitt hopes
to be able to find gentlemen like
Mr. Lewis in all the broadcasting
centres. Needless to say this will
be a very difficult matter, for men
like Mr. Lewis are few and far

-

-

Miss
\Vinifred
Fisher, soprano; Mr. Lvell John
ston, bass. Most of the items
this evening are to be devoted to
the works of Saint-Saëns, 'ho
'as born in Paris on October
9th, 1835.
i6th (THuRS.).- Miss
Beatrice
Miranda, soprano; Mr. \Villiam
Andersoi., bass.
,7th (FRI.).-Mr. Gcorge Cunningham, baritone; Miss Rhoda
G aham, contralto; the Barrhead
Silver Prize Band.
i8th (S.\T.).-Miss
1sie
Black,
contralto; Mr. John Morton,
bass.
i9th (SuN.).-The Rev. Archibald
Montgomery, of Dumbarton, to
dliver a shot address; Miss M.
Burden, soprano; Mr. James
Newall, tenor.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A REINARTZ
RECEIVER

S

By

STANLEY

G.

RATTEE,

-

Staff Editor.

The following anide gives full consiruclional details of a two-valve receiver embodying
-

-

-

4,

4>

.4,

4,

FOR simplicity

¡he

4,

.4,

of

4,

4>

4'

Reinanizcircuti.

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

.

constructin and opera-

tion this receiver has many attractive
features.
Though, strange to say, the Reinartz ëircuit has never risen to that state of
so familiar with other circuits, those experimenters who have used it, with few exceptions,
praise its merits.
The recei er is one of the regenerative type,
employing electro-magnetic reaction, that is to
say, reaction on to the aerial circuit.
It is particularly efficieiìt in the reception of
continuous waves, in that it oscillates freely
and'that reaction is not greatly affected by
change of wavelength.
Relatively coarse adjustments of reaction
are provided by a tapped inductance, while a
condenser in the sanie. circuit allows, of finer
adjustment for tuning.
The photograph, Fig. i, shows the complete instrument with a hinged side of the
containing box operi to show the interior. In
actual fact, the purpose of the hinged side is
'to allow of access to the valses and other parts
of the apparatus.

'

Fig. 1.-Photograph

4>

of (Fie

popularity'-

.

-

'
.

'

¼

.
Fig.

2.-'Plan of insirumeni.

Fig. 2 iS a plan of the complete instrument
showing the positions of the various switches
and valve windows. The four-point switch at
the left and on the bottOm of the panel varies
the number, of turns in the plate coil, the ténpoint switch in the middle controls the inductance of the aerial circuit, while the five-point
switch at the top and on the left of the panel
varies the number of turns in the grid circuit.
The two knobs in the centre of the panel,
with semi-circular scales, are two condensers
of 0.0005 1F; the top one being the reaction
condenser, while the lower one is used for
aerial tuning.
The other two knobs encircled by scales are
filament resistances for controlling the filaments of the detector and low-frequency
valves.
l'be two terminals on the left are for the
aerial and earth connections; the four terminaIs seen on the bottom of the panel (Fig.
are, reading from the left, for the L.1'.
2)

fr

negative, L.]'. positive, lIT, negative, and
t-I.T. positive. The two terminals on the

complete instrument.
-

...
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right-hand side of the panel are for he telephones.
The photograph, Fig. , shows a back-of-

-

-

panel view, from which will he cIealy seen
the arrangement of the various components.

August

15,

u52.3

1h. (approx.) No. 22 s.w.g. d.c.c.
copperwire for the inductances.
A supply of No. i8 or No. 20 s.w.g.

tinned copper wire for connecting up.
All these components \vere obthined from
the Crayford Radio Supplies.

Materials and Components Requiied
Exclusive of the containing box, the follow-

'11'1

V

The Inductance
Thè oniy part of this receiver which is
likely to give trouble in construction is the
tuner, and, though there are actually two inductances in the Reinartz circuit, both are
wound on the same former.
Before commencing the winding, drill twò
in. holes, in. from each end of the tube, tlìt
dimensions of which as before stated are
in diameter by 8m. long.
Secure at one end, tin. from the end of the
former, the wire with which the inductance is
to he wound, by drilling two small holes and
threading the wire through one hole and out
of the other, leaving a loose end of about 6m.
This loose end will be required subsequently
for connecting, so not less than 6m, should
remain free. At this point commence the
inding and wind for 20 tUrns, when a tap- jiing is made. Another tapping is effected
after 35 turns, and the coil ended at 50 turns.
The vire is now cut and the end secured
to the former as before, leaving about 6m, of
loose wire for connecting purposes.
The next consideration is the winding of
the second inductance. Leave a space of
about iin. on the former and commence the
next winding after securing the vire and leaving a free end of about 6m, as before.
In this section of the inductancetappings
are nade after the following number of
turns :-I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 30, 38, 52,
, ioo,'thiis making the total number of turns
on tile torrner 150.

'III

-

Fig.

3.-Back

of panel view.

Ing components and materials are required
for assembling a receiver similar to the one
described herein

One ebonite panel, i4in.xgin.xin.
thick, (. thickness of less than +in. is not
recommended in yiew of the area of the
panel).
Two variable condensers for panel
mountiig, each of 0.0005 F, or, if preferred, the separate, parts for building
such condensers, using i5fixed and 14
movable vanes.
Two standard valve-holders complete.
Three laminated switches with knobs.
Nineteen brass studs.
Two ebonite knobs for condensers,
.with dials or as in the set under description, knobs with brass pointers and
separate engraved scales.
Eight brass terminals.
Two filament resistances, complete
with engravéd scales.
One low-frequency transformer.
One cardboard or ebonite tube, meastiring -in. in diameter by 8m, long.
One, piece of ebonite 6in.x2in.xin.
One fixed condenser of 0.0003 uF.
Oiìe gridleak of 2 megohms resistance,
with clips.
-

(To be concluded.)

PLEASE NOTE'.
Readers attention is drawn to the fact that -.
whereas on page 100, Vol. 2, No. 3 issue,
Fig. 2 shows Ihe HT. battery in a reverse
manner to that of Fig. 1, the correct
arrangement is as given in the circuit
diagram, Fig. 1, pge 99.
224
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Simplifying the Flewelling Circuit
TITERE has been a great d al of interest
shown in the Flewelling circuit, and
especiall) in the recent simpliaed ciftuit
published exclusively in ll'ireless Weekly.
Only a o.00ó pF condenser is required to
change the ordinary reaction circuit into a
Flewelling, and. when we consider the principle of operation of the Fleelling Circuit it
seems not improbable that even this condenser might be eliminated. By using suitable values of grid condenserand gridleak
and increasing the reaction until the ale
buzzes in au intermittent manner, it might he

it may

Ediio:

-.

-

-

le assiinìed that

th

acui1íùlatoF

well charged:

series or rarauei

¡S

:
-

A great dal-of difference: of pidion exists
with reference to the use of a series or parallel
condenser for tuning in au aerial circuit. My
own experience is that when -a series cpndenser is connected-in the aerial circuit (and
it' should he connected on the aerial side of the
aerial inductance), its value should never be
less than 0.00025 1F for wavelengths up to
600 metres. As the avelength is increased,
a larger series condenser should he used, but
in mv oninion a series condenser should never
be ued vhen the wavelength to be received
is ôoo metres or over.
A technical point in connection with a series
condenser is thät there is only one single
oscillation circuit constituting the aerial circuit, whereas when a parallel condenser is
used there is, owing to the inductance of the
aerial, a complex circuit. This, of course,.is
perfectly true, but owing to the negligible inductance of the aerial in the average case, the
aerial may be treated as a càpacity in parallel
with the inductance, andthe whole circuit may
In any case,
he treated as a single circuit.
there do not seem to he any particulartechnical merits about having a pure single circuit
constituting the receiving aerial circuit.
\Vhen working on short wavelengths, however, especially when the capacity of the aerial
is fairly large, better results are often obtained
by using a series condenser for tuning pulposes. This enables more inductance to be

possible to get the Fleve1ling effect.
The Flewelling circuit seenis to be a sUperregeneratie receiver in w liicli the periodical
stopping and starting of the self-oscillation
phenomenon is accomplished by a charge and
discharge of the grid condenser.
Testing when Accumulators are Running
Down
A good quality of accumulator will generally hold its charge up to the end and then

temporarily
useless.
becomes
suddenly
Shaking the accumulator sorneti 111es enables
you to get a few more minutes' worth of
current from it, but in any case it is very
disconcerting to find that an accumulator has
run down during, say, a demonstration.
Even, however, though one may not he able
to tell very readily by noting the filament
brightness when an accumulator is running
down, vet a useful tip is, when two or more
valves are being used, to pull one of them
out, or to w'itch off tile current to it suddenly. If the other salve, or vahes, brighten
appreciahlv it is a sure indication that the accumulator is running down. If, howeer, it
makes very Jttle difference to the other valves
whether one is switched in or out of circuit,

connected across the detector or across the
grid and filament of the amplifying alve.
Greater potential differences are thus established across the inductance. On the other
hand, there are losses in the series condenser
which may ouweigh any advantage gained
225
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in the other direction. In circuits where a reListeners have been disgusted with the tinily
action effect is taking place, .a series condenser
reproduction often obtained with a loud-.
in the aerial circuit often enables greater respeaker, but many listeners-in are too ready
açtion to he obtained, particularly when fixed
to blame the láud-speakers when the fault is
coils are used. Thisis-because t is sometimes
usually their own. Provided the valves are.
difficult to get full reaction effects with such
capable of handling the power desired, and
coils, owing to the fact that tight coupling is
that they are being operated on the correct
not l)Ossible. Under thèse conditions, by
portion of their characteristic curves, the
using the larger grid coil the magnetic
experimenter . has taken the- principal precoupling between the anode circuit and grid
-cautions;
Much more mellow speech and -circuit may be increased, and a greater. remusic may, however, he. obtained by conaction effect obtained.
-. necting a condenser aççoss the terminals of
I think that, on the whole, if' 'sUfficient e-''he loud-speaker. The value of tlis con
action can be obtai ned, it is better to use the .
denser will depen.d-, :tQ a certain extent, on the
condenser in parallel, hut to keep. its value
impedance of the anode 'circuit of the last
'very small.
valve, but a condenser haing a capacity of
about th to of a microfarad should be tried..
Improving the Tone of Loud-speakers
niicrofarads \lanshridge con-,
A couple of
PrQbahly nothing lias done more to interdensers are always useful to have, and they
fere vitli the progress of broadcasting than
may be connected in series to give
micropoor .demonstrations with loud-speakers.
farad, or in parallel to give i microfarad.
-

-

'

'

.
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THE AMATEUR ORGANISATION
(Continued ftom page 213.)

SOUTHERN GROUP
Bath, Battersea, Bermondsey,
[3righton, Bristol', Broniley, City
and Guilds, Kensington Coli., City
of London Electric, Cowes, Croydon, Dartford, Ealing, Eastbourne,
East Sheen; Erith, Exeter, Foikestone, Fulbam, Greenwich, Guildford, Hounslow, Kensington, Kingston, Lambeth Coli., L.C.C.,
Lyons' Radio, Maidenhead, Newbury,
Paddington,
Plymouth,
Rainsgate, Reading, Redlidi, Southampton, South London, Streatham,
Sussex (Brighton), Sutton, Sydenhain, Trafalgar, \Tauxhali Metí.
Gas, \Vandsworth, \Veston-superMare, Wireless and Exp. Assn.,
Wooiwich, \\ ortliing.
-

EASTERN GROUP
(London to Luton, Northampton, Leicester, Derby to the Peak,
-

FORTHCOMING
EVENTS

-

the whole of \orkshire in

-

Eastern Group,
Northumberland also.)

Durham,

Ihe
-:

-

Aquarius, E.C.i, Barnsley, BedBirkbeck College, Bishop's
Stortford, Bradford, Cambridge,
Cambridge (Leys School), Chesterfield, Derby, Devsbury, Durham,
East London, Felixstowe, Grays
(Essex), Grimsby, Hackney, Halifax, Harrogate, H eckmondvike,
l-lertford, Highgate,
Holloway,
I-lornsey, Hudderslìeld, Hull, I iford,
llkley, Ingatestone, Ipswich, Leeds,
Leicester, Lincoln, Luton, Middlesbrough, Nevcastle-on-Tyne, Northampton, North Lincs., Norwich,
Nottingham (Boots), St. Bride's
(Fleet Street), Sheffield, Southend,
South Shields, South \Voodford
Suoderland, Sunderland (Scient.
Assn.)
Tottenham Tynemouth
\Vaketleld, \Valthamstow,
Vanstead, \Vhitby, \Vorking Men's
College, NW., York.
ford,
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17th

-

(FRI.).-Hull and District
Wireless Society.
At 7.30
p.m. Mr. G. E. Steel will
read a paper on " Magnetism " at the Co-operative

Soc

i

Street.

a

I

Institute,

Jarratt

-

r8th (SAT.).-Hornsey and District \Vireless Society. will
visit the Research Laboratories of the General Electric
Co. at \Vembley.
8th (SAT. ).-I-Ïull and Distrièt
Wireless Society will hold a
field day in the neighbourhood of Cottingham.
ißth (SAT.).-IPSWICh and District Radio Society vil1 visit
r'elixstove hy invitation from
the Felixstowe \V i r e i e s s
Society.

-
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COAST RECEPTION
To THE

EDITOR, TVireless Weekly.

SIR,-May

I be permitted a few
to reply to Mr. E. J.
\Villiams's correspondence on
Interference " in your August
ist issue?
At his suggestion I have re-read
his article, and, of course, every
amateur knows that selectivity is
at the root of the question, and my
previous letter was to show how
easily this may be obtained and
endeavour to dispel the thought
common to many about here that
GCC is rather an overpowering
proposition. His article seemed to
accentuate this rather than its
remedy.
Re the unceasing operation for
two hours, I still think he means
intermittent operation; even navigation warnings rarely extend over

lines

five minutes' sparking.
What
about the silent periods he has for
receiving ships which are working
with him? It must be remembered
he is not a duplex working station.
As to the practical advice,
surely the ordinary loose coupled
timer is a simpler method than
STroo, which is admitted to be

good.
With regard to the mild sarcasm at using three note magnifiers, I distinctly stated the word
or '' in my letter ; two is quite
enough to work even an imp rovised loud-speaker, which consists
of a single earpiece at the base of
a wooden horn; a small Amplion
is inclined to be too noisy The
c.bject of stating a third stage was
simply to show even with this
number (above which I don't
think the majority of amateurs go)
no trouble was given by the coast

station.

Wirelèss WeeKly

1923

I think Mr. Williams will agree
with me when I say that the disturbance, however small, if strong
enough to operate the detector,
will be magnified in proportion by
each stage of L.F.
I trust these remarks' have
cleared his points and will assist
in dispelling the misunderstanding.
Jam, etc.,

DAVID G. AIRD.

South Shields.

5N0
To

THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
SIR,-I am rather surprised to
see such drastic criticism of 5N0
as that offered by " A Would-Be
Helper " in your issue of August

Ist.
Like this cor.respondent, I am
about 80. miles from Newcastle
and use a home-made 2-valve
To describe the music transset
mitted from this station s ''terrible '' seems to suggest that '' A
Would-Be Helpr " is difficult
to please, and that he is anything
but a good judge. \Vhile no one
would suggest-not even its own
musical director-that 5N0's programmes are all they might be, I
venture to assert that they will
compare favourably with those of
any other British station.
Many first-rate vocalists are to
he heard from this station, and the
excerpts ve get from operas and
musical plays by Madame Grant's
party and others are really enjoyable, and a credit to the performers.
It has given lis the opportunity
of hearing such fine bands as St.
Hilda's Colliery, the Grenadier
Guards, and others, while Mr.
W. A: Crossè's instrumentalists

are all players òf merit. Mr.
Crosse himself is a brilliant perpiano' arid
former, and hi
clarinet solo are amongst the
most enjoyable items. I am uut
a lover of the noises that go to
make up jazz tunes, but I have
heard infinitely worse jazz than
that played by Mr. Crosse's
orchestra, which, in this line, tries
to'give L's the best of a bad lot.
The programme outlined by
A Would-Be Helper " is all

right, but if he
tener he will ha

regular lisalready heard

is a

many items such as he names. No
doubt ve shall get some Gilbert
and Sullivan in good time.
I have nore than oncè been
moved to congratulate 5N0 upon
the excellence of its programmes,
as no doubt have many others who,
like myself, would feel genuine
regret when they heard the
announcement that its musical
director was likely to be moved to
Bournemouth.
I am, etc.,
A. INKPEN.

Cockerniouth.

"LOUDSPEAKING OUT

OFDOORS"

To THE EDITOR, TVirelcss TVcekly.
SIR,-Your valuable journal is
constantly drawing attention to the
bad effect caused by so-called
demonstrations of broadcast reception by means of overloaded loud.
speakers, and in this connection I
should like to mention a case
which should receive immediate
attention.
At Teddington recently, while a
Regatta was in progress, a large
number of the punts and launches
or' the vater were grinding out
gramophone tunes. I remarked

227
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at the time that it was beyond comprehension how anyone could
tolerate a gramophone, even in the
open air, after having once heard
a good loud-speaker attached to
a good wireless receiving set.
Hardly had I spoken the words
than a most excruciating sôund
burst upon my ears, far worse
than any gramophone I had previously heard, and on looking
round amongst the neighbouring
punts to find the offending instrument
I
perceived that the
musiC ''. emanated from two
large loud-speakers installed on a
launch which boldly displayed a
banner bearing the word ' \Vireless." At the stern of the vessel
was a flag on which was written
the name of a well:known daily
paper.
I listened to the remarks made
by people around me, and I can
truthfully say that everybody was
disgusted with. the performance.
i know from personal experience
the great difficulties of reproducir-ig
-a large volume of undistorted
speech in the open air when only
a small aerial is available, but I
also know from my own experience that it is quite possible to
produce excellent results tinder
sucu conuitions.
in any case,
since the object of the demonstration in question was publicity;
either on behalf of th daily paper
or of broadcasting, or both, tile
promoters should be careful not to
let anything loose on an audience
of some hundreds, if not thousands, of people until they are
ure they are achieving their end
in the desired direction.
If this letter should con to the
rotice of those responsible for the
demonstration I should like to
assure them that I am expressing
not oniy my personal views, but
also those of a very large number
of people, many of whom, having
heard the painful results obtained,
have perhaps decided not to take
'' until it sounds less
ti!) wireless
like a had gramophone."
In conclusion, I strongly recommend the opeiators on board this
demonstration launch to read
¡Vireless
Tl'cckly,
thus saving

4vgust

themselves and the B.B.C. from
ridicule. A loud-speaker is a
thing of beauty when under proper
control, but otherwise it is a killjoy to everybody.
I am, etc.,
JOHN F. STANLEY,
B.Sc., A.C.G.I., F.R.A.
Highgate, No.

-

CRYSTAL RECEPTION
To

THE EDITOR, Wireless Weekly.
SIR,-I see in lVireless lVeekiy

No. 3 that Mr. Osman, of Leighon-Sea, has suggested that contact
may have been made by means of
minute portions of crystal which
remained in the cup after using
the ordinary method of crystal reception.
This had occurred to me, and
I purchased several new crystal
cups and tested the idea on them
before any crystal had been placed
near them, and obtained quite
satisfactory results.
Since my previous letter I have
had au opportunity of pursuing
the matter and ha e had success
with cat-whiskers of the following metals
Gold, silver, German silver,
copper, steel, brass, iron and
platinum, and have also had
more or less satisfactory resuits from lead out of an
ordinary H.B. pencil, and all
this oil the 'new brass crystal
cups.
Results can also be obtained
with mercury, provided fine adjustment is made on the top of the
metal.
I should be glad to hear of any
other results obtained in this line,
particularly as I recently obtained
good results from the platinum
cat-whisker, using a piece of
''lighter '' flint which vas still
rough and un\vorn.
I am, etc.,
S. JESSOP.

Battersea, S.W.r.
[The result obtained is quite independent of any crystal, and
is no doubt due to an oxidised
contact. This form, of wireless
detector was probably the first
kind ever used-ED.]

1923
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NEWCASTLE
To

TRE EDITOR, JVireless Weekly.
SIR,-! cannot allow the letter

of "A Would-Be Helper " to
pass unchallenged. Situated as I
am at a much greater distance and
capable of receiving all British
broadcasting, I must say r prefer
the Newcastle programme to any
other. I receive all its items quite
clearly and distinctly. I have already congratulated them upon the
production of " The Lily of Killarney.". I am at a loss to understand your correspondent's remarks regarding the Announcer.
He is as English to me as 2L0;
in fact, more so than our Manchester friend; and, in conclusion,
I only wish the other stations
would give us as aried- a programme as -Newcastle, and not so
much of the " dud " stuff played
by their Rdio Orchestras. 'rrusting you will lind space for this
letter.
. I am, etc.,

Nevry.

VALVE.

FUNNY!
iTo THE EDITOR, Wireless TVeekly.
SIR,-Last Sunday week, as I
expected friends to hear a broadcast concert, I went to my set at
8 o'clock to assure. myself that it
was in order.
Hearing faint music, I tightened
the coupling, and it came in fairly
-

.

-

clear, but as it was only a gramophone record I switched off again.
On going to my window I was
surprised to hear the same tune
being " gramophoned " from a
house down the road. To make
sure that I was not mistaken i
went to the set again, and sure
enough it was coming through
quite distinctly. I used reaction
and got it stronger.
Since then, on two occasions, I
have been able to tune in this oarticular house, and hear mos of
the household noises, laughing of
the children, the rattle of the teacups and even parts of conversation.
I should very much like to have
an explanation of this happening;
perhaps other readers have had a
similar experience.
I am, etc.,
Barnsbury.
J. C. LANE.
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Conducted by

J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc.,

assisted by A. L. M. DOUGLAS.

F.insl.P.,

or arising from articles in " Wireless
in this section will appear only selected replies to queries of general interest
Weekly," "Modern Wireless" or from any Radio Press Handbook.
are complied with.
All queries will be replied to by posi, usually by return, providing the following conditions
the Coupon from the
with
together
be
enclosed,
must
question
each
of
is.
for
value
t9
the
Order
1. A Postal
envelope.
addressed
stamped
and
a
issue,
current
2. Noi more than three questions will be answered at once.
the top left-hand corner and addressed
3. Qoeries should be forwarded liz an envelope marked "Query' in
to information Dept.. Radio Press, Limited, Devereux Court, Strand, London, W.C.?.

T. H. F. (SHEFFIELD) asks (1) What sort
of results might be obtained with a twovalve
set using a highfrequency and a detector
valve with an aerial 20 feet high and 15 feet
long. (2) How many turns of No. 26 gauge
enamelled copper wire would be required to
cover the broadcast wavelength if wound
on a 3m, former.

for the various components for receiving British
broadcasting might be as follows

.

T.1.-A \o.

35 or 50 Igranic cod,
No. 50 Ot 75
No. 50 or 75
,,
No. 35 or 50
-C,.o.00r zF.

L2.-A
1.,.-A

,,

14.A

,

,

C..-o.0005

F.

-

C3.-o.000z5 ttF.
C4.-o.00025 F.

(Inder these condition you should receive Manchester, and, of course, the local relay station, and
possibly Birmingham and Newcastle, although these
latter two are doubtful. Try to icrease the height
of your aerial, using two wires separated by 6ft.
spreaders if no increase in length is possible. (2)
Seventy turns, with tappings at 40, 50, and 6o
turns.
(i)

-

C5.-o.00z F.
C6.-o.0003 F.
R1

and

R3.-.---2

R2.-6 ohms.
megohms.

The valves V1 and V., should be hard, and the
telephones may have a resistance of not less than
2,000

.4.

ohms,

r

J. F. T. (GLASGOW) sends us a description
of his crystal receiver, which he proposes to
use with an indoor aerial, and asks for criti

r

ciszn.
So far as your receiver itself goes, the proposed

arrangements are quite good, for the instrument is
well designed. We do not think, howeer, that
you will obtain very good results with the indoor
aerial which you suggest, and you have omitted to
give us any.details of your earthing arrangements.
\Ve should strongly advise you not to adopt the device of fastening the aerial wire for a considerable
distance to the wall of the house by means of
staples, even though it is well insulated. You
should be ahle to hear 5SC quite satisfactorily with

+

-

We give herewith a suitablè circuit diagram for
your purpose, showing how a two-valve receiver may
be arranged in the most efficient manner. The values
229
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WATMEL VARIABLE
GRID
LEAK (Patent
The Resistance steadity

epplied

for.)

is
Variable between
megohms. Only requires a in. hole in
panel for fitting.
Suitable for use in any
Circuit, and improves the workingof any valve
detector. (50,000 to 100,000 ohms for tlìe
ST. loo Circuit. Price 3/6.)

fl

'

in the manner suggested.

JJJ#,

4Y

I

'vi.

Pnce 2/6 each..
.Watmel Wireless Co.,
Connoughtliosse, laEdrware Road, Marble Arcs, w.- The best Variable Grid
Tel. a575 Paddlngton.
.

-

.

.

Leak made.

4

':

i:

.7

you are at ali keen
and entht,sia'tjc you
will continually find little
queries which will puzzle
you. Exactly what is Reaction?
How does a
Valve oscillate
What
rs

H. R. T. (GRANGECOURT) has made upa
four-valve set as described in "MODERN
WIRELESS," No. 4, and desires information
with. regard to the use of the last valve as a
power amplifier.

J.T. R. (COLNE) submits a circuit which
he proposes to use for the reception of British
roadcasting and asks whether it is suitable.

IF

r.

-

The arrangement suggested is quite feasible, but,'
for really satisfactory results) a special power valve
should he employed to the anode, of which a positive potential of from 150 to 200 volts can be
tpplied, whilst provision should also be made for
applying a suitable négative potential to the grid
of the potver valve. The actual anode and grid
potential will, of course, vary with different types
of valve, and particulars will he supplied by the
valve manufacturers.

L

::

+

Tunng?

These are the sort o
questions answered in
new Book by the
Editor of JlÍodern Wireless.
Get a copy to-day
master its contents and
yçu will begin to make
iealproreas at once

-

iF

From ail Booksellers
or 2/8 post tree.

1Rafo

tCß6

4.

,

JLt'.

Devereux Court.
Strand, W C.2

II

The arrangement you indicate should ensure satisfactory results; hut the condensers coupling the
anode coils are much too large. These should have
a value mot greater than 000025 1F, and be
arranged as shown in diagram above.
N. G. (VEST HARTLEPOOL) is using

il
II

Ii

\reless Valves

simplij explained
By John Scott-Tagqart F. Inst.P

.

circuit ST45 from " Practical Wireless Valve
Circuits," Radio Press, Limited, and submits
particulars of a certain condenser in his
possession with which he wishes to receive
various wavelengths. He asks the necessary
sizes of coils to use to cover a range of from
1,000 to 2,500 metres.

u

Reduced Advertisement Ratés..
E

E
E
E

E

NEXT MATTER (In columns onl),
¡3 Insertions consecutive £20
6 insertions consecutive £20 plus 5%
i tO 5 inSertionS consecutive £20 plus zo%
-

ORDINARY POSITIONS.
¡3 insertIons ConSecUtive £15
.6 insertions consecutive £15 plus %
i to 5 mSCrtions consecutive £15 plus zo%
.

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LTD.,
'Phone-Regent
(z lines).

zo

1f your aerial tuning condenser is in parallel with
your inductance, you will require coils having too,
¡50, and 250 turns respectively to cover the range
you mention.
D. H. W. (WARWICK) is going to build the
-

E

E
E
E

AU per page and pro raja.

125, PaU Mall, London, S.W.l.

E

five-valve receiver described in "MODERN
WIRELESS," No. 4, and asks: (1) The
capacity of two small condensers.
(2)
Whether a 2-megohm gridleak would be
satisfactory. (3) What stations he might
expect to hear from Warwick.
(t) The capacity of the small condensers should
he o'0003

540

I93

this arrangement, but we .think that a shorter aerial
having several wires in parallel would he more suitable than one wire taken from one room to another

/.

to

15,

tF each.

(2) Two megohms is a very
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good value.
Under favourable circumstances
you should hear all the broadcasting stations.
H. A. V. (LINCOLN'S INN) asks what

1:T

"ÓN THE S.L

loo lT GAVE
FINE ROAR WITH 2L0's
DANCE MUSIC AUDIBLE AT
THE 'END OF A LARGE
SUBURBAN GARDEN."

A

components he would require to construct
an H.F. amplifying panel.

r

ii

Extrmt from tesi report by Mr. A. D. Cowper, ESe. (Lood.).
"Wirciess WeekLy." July 25, regarding ihe EEC "Xiraudson" Valve.
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Just issued-

Wireless Map

;;

Great Britain.:

of

L

L

new map has been prepared under
THIS
expert supervision, and gives the

.

lollowing useful information:AI) plas with transmitting apparatus are
shown m black. Call signs applying to
these in red. Broadcasting, Commercial,
Aviation, and Amateur and Experimental
Transmitting Stations are all indicated by
special symbols, also in red. Admiralty.
Naval and Trinity HouseStatious specially
shown ci blue. A Complete Index to all
Amateurs and Experimental Stations
appears on the map, the origin of a cal!sign
being at once located by means of num
bered squares. Diagrams with Compass
bearings show the direction of important
Overseas Stations in relation to different
portions of the flap. I.ondon and Distriiit
An insetmapon an enlarged scale (x4 miles
lo I in.) clearly shows the stations within
ibis aréa
-.

.

EIII:r

HT
u
.
.
.

\Ve give herewith a sketch showing how a suitableamplifier may be assembled. You will require the
following
i ebonite panel. t var. condenser 0.0003 F.
i filament rheostat.
i coil plug, and valve holder.
A number of termials, and copper vire for
wiring up.
i fixed condenser o.000
tF.
i grid leak, 2 megohms.

-

u
u'

PRICES .............................
On Paper bIded in Cover

2,6

T. R. R. (FUNCHAL, MADEIRA) writes enquiring with regard to the wavelength and
powers employed by some of the long wave
telephone transmitting stations'.

2/6 net,
Mounted on cloth folded
/6 net,
Mounted on Cloth and

u

If]

u
.
u

.

..........

postage 2d.
in

U

Case....

postage 4d..
Varnished,

u
u

with Rollers... .7f6 net, postage 9d.
IV, are

¡

Qj

.

'"
U RADIO PRESS,
.

working regularly on the Continent which are of
use to you are as follows
Paris (Radiola), 1,780 metres, 4 kilowatts.
Paris, 2,600 metres, 4 kilowatts.

:-

Ltd.,

u.0

a

The only high-power telephony stations at present

5

u.

U
U

.

De
jjq,

w.C.2

.

.

.

-

iJÚt&M kow&dq

..

Rome and Berlin frequently transmit gr'mophone
records during the morning between io and 12
o'clock, whilst the latter station works intermittently
during the afternoon and evening. Radiola usually
works.betveen.9 and io p.m., and transmits a dance
programme from 9.35 to 10.30 on Thursdays, and
Rome
a concert from 2 to 3 p.m. on Sundays.
may usually he heard daily between ii a.m. and

'ca..ôh.

-

We are always pleased to receive interesting artic.es for our
various publications, and those accepted will be purchased al
good rates. Articles can be submitted With or without diagrams
or photographs. Where constructional articles. are submitted,
evidence of the actual working of the apparatus described, must
be forwarded il required.
Court,
Ltd. Devereux
STRAND, WC.

RADIO PRESS,

¡2 nOOn.
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W. T. H. (STOCKPORT) has a cryst1
receivér and asks us whether clèarer sina1s
would be obtained if he attached a two-valve
iow-frequency..amplifier to this receiver.

The results would be much louder, but not .nesshrily
ampl'ification
High-frequency
clearer.
generally yields undistorted signals. \Ve do not
think you would obtain any useful results by connecting a variometer in the method you suggest: To
obtain a satisfactory measure of selectivity it is
necessary to have separately tuned aerial and
detector circuits. :
-

-

C. C. (DORKING) asks

requüd
2in. in dimeter to form

wire would' hé

-

-

hoiÙíany turhs

oL.
on .aîooden ball
oiíe-half óf avario-

-

-

-

-

meter covering the Bìitish Broadéating
band of wavelengths.
.-

If the wire used is No.
to wind the ball full.

J. P.

.'
.

aVgt;
Radio for a livelihood or
only as a hobby, you must
have this standard Book on the'
Thermionjc Valve.
Beautifully
bound in full cloth, this' 25O-page
book represents many. years of
patient research wcrk by a recog
nised authotity' on the subject..
Master the theory of Wireless arid
you are certain to make rapid
piogress.
From all Booksellers or direct
from Publishers,.
Post free

adio
.

.

'

DVERLUX

W

-

-

(-)

H.' F: L; -(LONDON, N.W.2) is contem'plating building a crystal receiver and asks
whether he would obtain better results from
(1) an inductively coupled crystal receiving
set described in "WIRELESS WEEKLY,"
No. 5, or (2) a universal tuner described in
"WIRELESS WEEKLY," No. 6, together
with a crstal rectifier.
If it' is your desire to cover 'a very vide range of
wavelengths, the universal tuner would naturally
he more suitalile for your purpose. If, on the other
hand, you simply wish to listen to broadcasting and
shipping, the inductively coupled crystal receiver
is an exceedingly efficient apparatus, and can be
thoroughly recommended.

rz,tct

1LLSS f.RAIU,r
COuR.i. STRAND. W.C.Z.

UbU5I1RSO MfltOR TATW

.

-

-

The condenser across your tuned anode coil is far
too large, and this renders shari) tuning impossibie. This is probably why you are unable to
obtain any great measure of selectivity. The condenser should ha'e a value, as is repeatedly stated
in these columns, of not more than 0.00025 F.

HETHER you are taking up

.

s.w.g. you will require

A.
has constructed the four-k
receiver described in "MODERN
WIRELESS," No. 3, but does not get satisfactory results from it. He submits particulars of the apparatus he has used and
asks whether it is suitable.

valve

7;$J

26

G. H. (GLASGO\V) refers to the illustration onpage' 217 of" MODERN WIRELESS,"
No. 3, and asks the purpose of the fifth

.

urn Tu bes td::l?a::r
\acu
By John Sco
::.

lt-Ta g g a rl.EInsP

whatever on

.

-

.

.

-.

-

S

?32

the5construction of the apparatus under
consideration, and therefore only the four terminals
similar to those on the second valve panel need be
taken into account.
-

-
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Numberless as the gay motes

that people the sunbeams
AHE power of the

disvri microscope
closes the wonders
of the infinitely small.

The power of the valve

produces enchanting
music from the myriads

of negligible currents
that flock through space.
Choose your valve with the
RE I) u c E I)

PRICE OF
'R" VALVE

15/-

same care as you would a
microscope.

THAT MEANS A

MULLARD.
Obtainable from all high-class electricians, wireless dealers, etc.
Advt. of the Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.117.12.

-42
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IS ASSURED IF YOUR

BEAR
EFFICIENCY BATTERIES
THESE MARKS.
These Trade Marks on
Low Tension or High
Tension Batteries

PZifr' NI ID
Pyramid High Tension Batteries

mean long life, reli-

are the result of forty years' experience in

and constant flow of
current through your

the manufacture of Dry Batteries.
PRICES:

valves, so necessary

for Perfect Reception.

1 5 volts (variable. Tapped each 3 volts
and two wander plugs) 36 volts (variable. lapped each 3 volts
and two wander plugs) 66 volts (variable. Tapped each 3 volts
and two wander plugs) -

-

ability, and the steady

3/6
7/6
12:6

Your Local Dealer will supply,
send direct
to
the

or

Manufacturers.
Send for lists of our complete
Wireless Sets (Crystal or
Valve) and allcomportene parts.

WAT ES
BROS .,
13-14, Great Queen Street,

" Ideal " Valve Accumulators

are stoutly made of the finest materials, with
a thick glass case. Numerous letters have
been received giving remarkable evidence of
long life and reliability
PRICES : complete in
wooden
case
with

leather strap handle.

4 volt 50 amp. 24/ (Carriage 2/-).
6 volt 5o amp. 35/ (Carriage 3/-).
Prices

of other sue
batteries on appltcatiou.

London, W.C.2.
Phone: Gerrard 575-6
'Grams: Zywateseng.
Westcent.

W. G. PYE & Co.

PYE

Scienific Instrument Makes,

CAMBRIDGE, ENG.
Wireless

Receiving

Apparatus of the

Highest Possible Efficiency,

Greatest Selectivity,
Easiest Tuning,
Best Quality Workmanship,
3 VALVE RECEIVING SET No. 530.

Moderate Price.

Our Wireless Apuaratus is of th- same high quality as our general Scientific Apparatus, and WE INVITE
COMPARISON ON ANY AERIAL with Receiving Apparatus of any make. Let us send you details
of our 2, 3 and 4 Valve Sets.

4

A2
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DANCING ON THE LAWN
It gives an ample volume of good, clear
tone with a total absence of distortico-

UNLESS you use your Wireless Set in
the garden you are foregoing half the
pleasures of Summer Radio.

the essentials for out -door Radio.

Given a good Loud Spc aker and a wellbalanced dance orchestra, what could be

has

If your experience with other Loud Speakers
been disappointing, remember this :

the vrown, with its moving reed and ultra sensitive aluminium diaphragm, is as far
ahead in design as is the famous A -type
among headphones. None other is, or can
be, similar because its pr:nciples are covered

more delightful than an informal little dance
on the lawn?

But the Loud Speaker must be
The Erown-because it
one.

good
employs
exactly the same principle as the worlda

by world patents

famous Brown A -type headphone and a
scientifically

designed horn - is

Model Hi, 21 in. high.

ideal for

120 ohms
2000 ohms
4.000 ohms

open-air work.

..
..
..

£5 5
15 8
25 10

Model 112, 12 in. high.
120 ohm, .. £2 5 0
2000 ohms .. £2 8 0
4000 olnui
22 10 0

0
0
0

.

From all Dealers.

S.G.BROWN LTD.

-16

wHOLE SALE :

RETAIL :

19

MORTIMERVTORIA ROAD. N. ACTON .W.3.

STR E ET W.I.
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S FOR ITSELF
MPLION RECEIVERS are designed and
produced by the world's original and largest
manufacturers of Loud -speaking Telephones.
First demonstrated in 1887, commercially introduced in 1893, adopted by the British Admiralty
in 1894, and by Foreign Governments and the leading

Steamship Lines in the following years, no less than
12,000 vessels were fitted with Graham's instruments
by the end of the year 1919, besides installations in
numerous power stations and for other purposes.
To -day the number of Graham Loud -speakers in use
exceeds that of all other makes combined.
More Loud -speakers than ever are now produced
in the Graham Factories or under licence, and in the
Wireless field the Graham Amplion represents the
utmost technical efficiency and unequalled commercial
value.

Ask for Folder " W. W."

Demonstrations at our Showroom :
THE ALGRAPHONE SALON.
25-26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.I.
'Phone: Regent 1075

ALFRED GRAHAM &

CO.,

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4
'Phone: Svdenham 2820-1-2.
'Grams : " Navalhada, Catgreen, London."
SCOTLAND-Mr. F. M. Milligan, 25, Renfrew Street, Glasgow
IRELAND- Mr. Alex. R. Munday, 41, Chichester Street, Belfast.
CANADA -Messrs. Burndept of Canada Ltd ,172, King Street West, Toranto
A4
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EDISWAN
New Low Temperature

Wireless Crystal
TALITE "

(Dull Emitter)

Trade Mark.

R-9

V.

VALVE

My attention having been drawn to the
sale at my premises, 143-144, Fleet
Street. E.C., of an article in substitution
of and represented as the above -named
Trade Mark " Talite " Crystal, I
HEREBY express my
HARDING,
HOLLAND

regret
&

to
FRY,
E.C.,

LIMITED, of 27, Garlick Hill,
the Sole Selling agents for "TALITE,"
for any inconvenience, loss or damage
they may have sustained in consequence thereof, and UNDERTAKE
that no further sales of any substituted
article shall be made.
DATED this 3rd Day of August, 1923.
Signed R. GREEN,
143-144, Fleet Street, E.C.

PRICE REDUCED

PRICE REDUCED

from £2 to 21/6

from £2 to 21/6

A.R.D.E.

Every care must
be taken that not

more than

two

volts are put
across

filament.
1.8-2.0
Fliament Volts
Current
.30
20-30
Anode Volts
29 m.m.
Bulb Diameter
Overall length includ110 mm. 111..
ing pins

Cap ......

" 00JAH "
BASKET INDUCTANCES

.

Standard 4-pin

.July 1st saw the reduction in price
of our R. Valve from 17/6 to 15/,
NOW we announce another enormous price reduction-our Dull
Emitter Valve type A.R.D.E.
previously costing £2 is reduced to
only 27/6.
Improved methods of production, coupled with years of

Wavelength range 320-4,500 m
5- per set.
Wavelength range 300-2,000 en.
2,6 per set.
Descriptive Leaflet free upon Application.
.

LIBERAL

DISCOUNT

TO FACTORS

Alt " OOJAH " Inductances are wrapped in a transparent
covering and sealed kith the Registered Trade Mark

- OOJAH " OOJAH " Basket and Slab Inductances are being extensive!,
copied, as most good things are, and purchasers are advised
to not only specify " OOJAH " Brand in their order, but to
see that the seal is intact.

It is not sufficient to say " I want a set of Basket Coils."
Demand " OOJAH " Basket Coils.

GREENSLADE & BROWN

experience in Valve manufacture. make this wonderful offer
of ours possible to -day.

Use this Valve under proper condition, and reliable
perfection is the result. Simply see that only 2 Volts
are pased across the filament.
We a!so manufacture complete Receiving Sets, A ccessorrcs, H.T. and LT.
&Welles. Ask for Descriptive Leaflets.
If your usual Dealer cannot supply you send us a p.c. with his nam.
and addr( SS.
FREE.-Illustrated Booklet entitled The Thermionic Valm.' Have you
had pour copy

ECISON SWAN ELECTRIC
Contractors

to

H.M.

Admiralty.

CO.,

ISW4*
tO!.,

Telephone-BRIXTON 639 & 3251.

EVERYTHING

GET READY for the Boom and advertise in

AND REDUCED
Royal

Air Farce.

123'123 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.
and 71 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

LANSDOWNE ROAD, CLAPHAM, S.W. 9
2

LTD.,

War Office,

Work, :Ponder, End, blIddle,e

Branches :n of prinetoa! towns

ELECTRICAL

WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(See pages 230 and xiv.)
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on and from August 7th, 1923.
Consequent upon the increased demand and improved methods
of production, resulting in decreased manufacturing costs, The

General Electric Co., Ltd., have pleasure in announcing the

following substantial reductions in the prices of

GE CoPHONE
Headgear Receivers
The superlative quality of these instruments
to which they owe their widespread reputation will be in every way maintained.
Old
Price-

Cat. No. B.C.80 120 ohms.

29/6

B.C.82 2,000

31 /-

B.C.83 4,000

32!-

B .C.84 6,000

vf

40/-

Reduced

Price.

22/6
24/25/35/ -

Sold by Electrical Contractors,
Wireless Dealers, etc.
(Wholesale only).

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

Co.,

Ltd.,

Head Office : Magnet House,

Kingsway, London, W.C.

132
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The September issue

will be a Special

"HOW -TO -MAKE" Number
Full particulars will

OF RECEIVERS for

be

given of HOW TO MAKE ALL KIN

the

coming AUTUMN WIRELESS BOO Al .

BOOK YOUR SPACE NOW
::

or you'll be disappointed

::

This Important Number will CLOSE FOR PRESS
August zoth, so there's no time to lose. Rate L30 page and
pro rata, ioo,000 Edition.

Send order with copy and blocks to

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LTD.,
125, Pall Mall

REGENT 2440 (TWO LINES)

London, S.W.1

GET READY for the Boom and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKIN .

(See pages 230 and xiv.)
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S.T. 75.

Complete set of boxed components for above, polished mahogany
baseboard, valve panels, fitted with Polar fuses, etc., AE7-7-0.
These components are of the highest finish and construction ; they

Components & Sets

can, of course, be used over and over again for rigging up different circuits,

For Experimenters
With the tuning panel illustrated it

They are the best, if not the cheapest. Card for full particulars.
N. V. WEBBER, Radio Engineer WALTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY

is

possible for it to be used as a tuned anode
arrangement as well as an ordinary aerial
and secondary circuit tuner. This panel is

RADIOCITE CRYSTAL.

particularly suitable in design for use in
conjunction with our M.H. 2, 3 and 4 Valve
Sets. Panel consists of our usual M.H. Type
coil holder and variable condenser, which is

arranged to tune the moving coil.

It

August 15th, 1923.

Mr. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E., writing in the "Daily Mail," says: "If is
wonderful stuff,-sensitive practically all over."

is

As supplied to Admiralty, War Office, and Marconi Company.
Post Free
2/4.

mounted in polished mahogany cabinet with
polished ebonite panel and lacquered brass
Price £3 3s.
fittings. -

MALONE RADIO DEPOT, 17, PICCADILLY ARCADE, LONDON, S.W.1,
And at 7, HART STREET, MARE LANE, E.C.3.

" ELBE INSULATING PANEL BUSHES.
Experimenters save mat of EBONITE.

The im aaaaa nee
and advantages of
coil holders with

4 B.A. Pillar Terminals with one BUSH, 2/.. doz.
2

long handles for adjustments are well
known by all experimenters. The 2 -way
duolateral coil holder for panel mounting
as illustrated embodies the latest prin-

ciples and design. Superior finish, highly
Price as illustrated - 12/ holders with two handle,
similar design and finish 11

Illustrated Catalogue
of Sets and Pamphlets

LEIGH BROS.,

37, Sidmouth Street, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, w.e.t.
Telephone : Mozeurn 4547.

polished.
Three -coil

of Accessories sent you
on app lica tion.

f ree

VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOWROOMS

Wireless Weekly

" RADIO CORNER "

179, STRAND (Corner Norfolk St.), LONDON, W.C.2

L. MCMICHAEL, LTD.
Head Office (to which please address all correspondence)

Hastings House, Norfolk St., Strand, W.C.2.
L11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
FORM

(with nut and washer).
Extra BUSHES Tenpence per doe.
Bushes tested for insulation to 25,000 volts.
YOUR DEALER WILL SUPPLY YOU.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.

PREPAID Advertisements are accepted under this heading for Wireless Apparatus and Parts WANTED or FOR SALE, etc. at the rate of
Is. 6d. per line, MINIMUM THREE LINES.
Advertisements should reach Schell Publicity Organisation, 125 Pall
Mall, London, S.W.1, LATEST by first post FRIDAY preceding date
of publication.

The publishers are not responsible for clerical or printer's errors,
but every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
GUARANTEED 'Phones, 4000w, 15/- pair. Loud -speakers, 2000w,
19/-. Crystal detectors, unmounted, 1/-. All post free. Reel
insulators (callers only) 1 Id. each. Alf wireless requirements stocked.
Trade supplied. Radio Supplies, 6, Bangor Lane, Roath Park, Cardiff.
HANDSOME 2 valve set in large mahogany cabinet, 2 head phones
aerial, etc. No reasonable otter refused. Apply 18, Dartmouth
Row, Blackheath, S.E. After 7 p.m.

T 00K! 1/6 only, a miniature wireless vest pocket receiving set.

Devereux Court, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

1923

Dear Sirs,
Please enter me as a Subscriber to" Wireless Weekly"

for 1, 3, 6 or 12 months, my Subscription to commence
front Number

Tested and guaranteed to receive broadcasting concerts within a
radius of 20 miles. Full instructions with each set. Money returned if
not satisfied. Post free. Send P.O. 1/6 to T.E.P. Gibbs, 21a, Northwold
ttoad, Stoke Newington, London, N.16.
MANUFACTURERS' Surplus Stocks at trade pric e 3. 3 valve receivers
de luxe, loose coupling variable reaction in desk cabinet £8-12-6
2 valve ditto ditto £4-12-6. Phones 4,000 ohm (assorted) 17'6 per
pair. Mezzophone crystal receivers (complete) 23/6 each, Ebonite
surplus panels and pieces x r thick, matt or polished @ 3'- lb.
Supplies limited. Terms, cash with order. Satisfaction guaranteed.
E. London Inst Co., 26, Northbank Road, London, E.17.
PICKETT'S cabinets. They're good value, 1/6 each; highly polished.
A Write for lists. Cabinet W L Works, Albion Road, Bexleyheath.
.1-1

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,

issue.

Enclosed is remittance for
Yours faithfully,

.1

Name

iRabto Press

Full Address

3nformation Zepartment
(Please u7ile dearly.)

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
12 months
6 months
3 months
1 month

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

32/6
16/3
8/2
2/6

N.B. All back numbers, from the first issue, are in stock.

=
....

QUERY COUPON
............,.... +4r...

WIRELESS WEEKLY
;-;

=
=

VOi 2

N o. 5

7=

Aug. 15 1923

This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 1/- for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.)

-.E..

=
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Another candidate for a place amongst the

chap-the " Polar !'
Battery Tester- but with a use out of all

foremost.

little

A

proportion to his size, and this at a price as
reasonable as the other popular and excellent

6

)°)

ACCESSORIES

THE " POLAR "

" Polar " Battery Tester fitted with 31
volt bulb for testing individual units

of H.T. Batteries. Spare bulbs 21 volt
can be supplied for testing L.T. Batteries.
Price with Bulb
31- each.
Spare Bulb
..
6d.
" POLAR " Condensers (3 Capacities) 001 Unmounted 141and
.0003 Mounted
0005 Postage
6d.
" POLAR " Cam Vernier 2 Coil Panel Mounting
13/-

BATTERY

TESTER.

.

f

3

,,

,,
II

Pl

2

tr

3

PP

20/-

Pt

Mounted

221-

29/6

PI

POLAR " Infallible Fuses, 7d. each ; Postage lid. up to 12
Fuse Holders, Mounted ..
.. 21,,
Panel Mounting
1,6
.

PI

THE RADIO COMMUNICATION CO. LD.
Telephone:
CENTRAL 8480
(3

lines).

34/35, NORFOLK STREET,

Telegrams:

STRAND, W.C.2.

RADIOCOMCO -ESTRAND
LONDON

Branches:
NEWCASTLE

17, Sandhill &
23. Collingwood Si

CARDIFF:

WARRINGTON
Atlas Chbrs., James St. 106, Bridge St.

GLASGOW:
125, Hope St

ABERDEEN:
9, Hadden St

GET READY for the Boom and advertise in 1VIRELESS WEEKLY.

LIVERPOOL
67, Dale St.

SOUTHAMPTON:
19, Queen's Terrace,

(Sec pages 230 and xiv.)
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August buyers get 10% Bonus
All customers during August will participate in our big 10% Bonus Scheme. All Radio

Components are marked at a keen competitive price and represent particularly good
value for money. When sending your order you may select at absolutely no extra cost
additional components to the value of 2 - in every £. Thus, if your order totals £5 you caa

select ten shillings worth of any other Wireless goods free of charge. This offer definitely
closes on August 31st and should be taken advantage of by every Wireless enthusiast, Buy
your material now and build your Set next month-prices will never be so low again.

Postage extra, but paid on all orders of f2 and over.

Crystal Detectors.
Superior article, well finished on
polished ebonite. Crystal pro/6

tected by glass container - Other patterns 5/6 and 8/6.

hull.
untL.
11'11

Switches.

5r

-...Rotary pattern.

r-

Brass

z

g11

single

leaf

complete with knob,
N.. two nuts and spring
washer, as

C87711.;r4k-.4:.
.

shown
Superior

-

.B.UP 0.1.

laminated
pattern, 1/3.

Series -parallel

Switch, best quality,
2/6.

2 -Coil Holder.
Thoroughly well made

in solid
ebonite, hand polished. Fitted
with extension handles.
For
panel mounting to take all
standard Coils
-

S.T. 100 (by Peto-Scott Ltd.)
NOT a collection of components, but a real

working model of the famous S.T. too which

Ditto, but to take three Coils

has been erected and thoroughly tested by
our technical staff.

7/6

.12/6

The Ebonite Panel has beer laid out for correct
spacing of components, all holes drilled and
tapped and scales, etc., engraved on the actual
ebonite itself.

A Blue Print is supplied free, and if instructions
are followed the Set will work perfectly. A fine
quality polished teak cabinet, as above, is also
supplied without any extra charge.

A magnificent headphone, superbly

with terminals arranged for Grid cells.

for the most sensitive results, 91 /
4,000 ohms. Price per pair - - A I

Complete Set of Parts includes the following :-

Non-adjustable.

Ultraphones.
finished with leather headbands.
Adjustable magnets permit phones

to be balanced against each other

Note that this is the latest improved S.T. loo
Teak Cabinet 15 in. by 7 in.
Ebonite panel, drilled and
engraved.
zoo,000 ohms (Peto - Scott)
Resistance with clips.
Two fixed Condensers .00z and
.0003 (in ebonite).

£4 - 10 -

2 Max. Amp. Transformers.
Glass covered Crystal Detester.
2 Filament Resistances.
2 Variable Condensers '0005 (in
sets of parts).
2 Coil Holders.
Insulated Wire and Blue print.

Complete with knob scale, pointer and instructions,
and TOP and BOTTOM EBONITE PLATES, ready
bushed and connections made. Neatly boxed.

.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002
.000I

Vernier (Nodassembled)

43

3/6
3/2

Assembled for
Panel Mounting.
9/7/6
8/11
5/11

411
4'6
2,6

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
B46

16, '-

j 2/. each.
I

I
Clips 3d. per pr.
Ali tested and guaranteed accarale.

1,

4
.1, 3,
and 5 megohms
tested and guaranteed
Brass clips 3d. per pair.

1/6

each.

New Peto-Scott Branch for

Variable Condensers.

.00I

-

Leaks.
5o,000 ohms.
6o,000 ohms.
tio,otio ohms.
100,000 ohms.

Jr .............. Carr ............. CS/2ErJrarOrrecrrrre ..... CCCerrJarcre

Parts

-

Resistances and Grid

0 complete.

complete
7/6
6/d
5/6

Per pair

LIVERPOOL.
In order to serve the many thousands of Wireless enthusiasts
in Liverpool and District, we are opening on August 20th a
fully equipped Branch in charge of a technical expert. Liverpool
readers will have an opportunity of comparing our remarkable
value and of seeing for themselves how much less good wireless
Note the address :
components cost at PETO-SCOTT LTD.

4, Manchester St., LIVERPOOL.
Head Office : 64, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Demonstration Lounge : 99, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Branches : 3, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.2,

4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.

GET READY for the - Boom and -advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.
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THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.,
THE PIONEER HOUSE FOR WIRELESS PUBLICATIONS,
12-13, HENRIETTA STREET,
LONDON, W.C. 2,

recommends

to your notice five books which you, as
experimenters, will appreciate.

THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK.

THE AMATEURS' BOOK OF WIRELESS CIRCUITS. By F. H. HAYNES (Asst. Editor, " The Wireless
World.")
The tit practical circuits contained in this book, have been specially

Parts L & H. By PHILIP R. COURSEY, B.Sc., F.Inst.P.
(ResearcirEditor, " The Wireless World.")
These books are the joy of the genuine experimenter, whose aim should
not be to build an installation from complete working drawings but rather
to design the set to meet his own special requirements. These books
indicate the chief features of such design work, and the principles upon
which it depends.
Part I deals with the General Principles underlying the design of radio
receiving equipment. The Aerial and Aerial Circuit, receiving Tuners,
Amplifiers and Detectors, Heterodynes. Part II is devoted to Data and
Actual Quantitative 'Design. The t ea urement of H.F. Current and
Voltages, Fundamental Formula. and Daffi, Aerials and the Tuning Circuit,
Tuning Coils and Inductances, Condensers, Valves and their Constants,
Simple measurement with Valve Circuits.

Price 3/6 per part.

Post free 3/10.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

SETS FOR ALL-

HOME CONSTRUCTION MADE EASY.
By PERCY W. HARRIS.
excellent photographs and diagrams showing all wiring connections leaves
no possibility of doubt in the mind of the constructor.
It explains how to make a Crystal Set, One. Valve Note Magnifier, Two
Valve Set, Two Valve Note Magnifier, Three Valve Set for all Wavelengths,
and How to Fit Indoor Aerials.

Post free 1/8.

space for setting out clearly the most complicated circuits, even to the
smallest detail.

Price 2/6 net. Post free 2/10.

CONSTRUCTION

OF

AMATEUR

VALVE

STATIONS. By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS.
The amateur who wishes to make his own apparatus, but does not quite
know how to design it correctly, should get this book. It takes you carefully through the theory of the valve, gives suitable circuits for one, two,
three, four or seven valve sets, explains the construction of valve control
panels, various types of tuners, condensers-fixed and variable; deals
with transformer and resistance -capacity coupling, H. and L.T. battery
circuits, telephone receivers and loud speakers, morse inkers, aerial and
earthsppa tactihrscuits and what to do and what to avoid when connecting up

Price 1/6 net. Post free 1/7.

This is a book for the amateur who wishes to make thoroughly reliable
and highly efficient sets. Full working instructions are given and the

Price 1/6 net.

.

a
tto thitshe rehquillemencts ircoufit:lyl ethsehrs of wirelesseed, apparatus
iil find in
the
each
by practical advice, and condenser values are shown in every case.
The pages measure lox 6f inches. This size has allowed the author ample

MAST &

AERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

AMATEURS. By F. J. AINSLEY, A.M.I.C.E.

FOR

When results are poor, don't blame your set, the real trouble lies, more
often than not, in your earth or your aerial.
This book puts before you the essential points of outdoor, indoor or frame
aerials. With a copy of " Ainsley " at hand you can face the erection of
any type of mast, without doubt or fear as to the ultimate result. Frail
masts are dangerous ; make sure that yours is safe.

Price 1/6. net.

Pest free 1/7.

The Wireless World a Radio ReVieW
4D.

weeli ly

(First Published in 1913)

41-a

weekly

Send a postcard for a Free Specimen Copy, also for our Catalogue of 75 Wireless Books.

Th? Wireless Press, Ltd., Dept. W., 12=13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2.
CET R TAM' /or /be Bonn/ and (10'7.'r/is(' in W IKELE-;s

EEKLY.

(See pages 230 and siv.)
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THE OVERLOAD TEST
Every oroduc bearing the name of the DUBILIER

CONDENSER COMPANY can

relied

he

ui-on

to

gjve you CONSTANT SERVICE.
To

this

ensure

our ANODE RESIS-

subject

we

TANCES and our GRID I E AKS to a load much
in excess of that met with in common practice.

Q1111111111111111Do
DUBILIER GRID LEAKS
These Grid Leaks are tested

DUBILIER ANODE RESISTANCES

of 100 volts.

to pass only very small currents, but this test ensures
CONSTANT ACTION always.

These are supplied complete with a holder provided
with terminals as. illustrated. They are tested on a
D.C.

voltage

of

200

volts

and

are

Supplied in resistances of
megohms.

guarantee

ABSOLUTELY CONSTANT in action.

5,

1,

3,

2,

4. and

5

Price 2/ 8

Supplied in resistances of 20,000.30,000, 40,000, 50,000.
60,000, 70,000, 89,000, 90,003, and 100,000 ohms.

Complete with holder.

on a D.C. voltage
Ordinarily grid leaks are called upon

Clips for use when Grid Leaks are employed separately
from condensers can be supplied.

Price 516

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921) LTD. Dot. G.
DUCON WORKS, GOLDHAWK ROAD
Telephone : Hammersmith 114.

.

.

.

.

.

LONDON, W.12.

'Telegrams: " H tvolteort, Phone. London."

E.T.A 2o. =

R ONTONE D
BRITAIN'SBEST
u PHONES

Efficiency-

Marvellous
4,000
OHMS

:

PER PAIR.

Marvellous Price.

1616

:

per pair, plus /extra for postage.

Manufactured entirely in our
works, Goswell Road and City
Road, under mass production.

hence the quality and price.

Guarantee.-We agree to return cash
in full if not satisfied, and return to
us undamaged within 7 days.

We specialize in the manufacture of Precision Tools,

SPECIFICATION
Case -Best hard Aluminium, solid drawn and
accurately finished.

Yagnets.- Latest type horseshoe pattern of
finest Tungsten Steel, resulting in strong and
permanent magnets.
Ccre Pieces.-Finest quality of special soft iron.
with fibre insulating cheeks.
Wire.-Facts earpiece is wound

with

Lest

enamelled high conductivity copper wire to

.2,000 ohroe h3 special rnachinee.
Diaphragms.-Made from selected

fectly Nat to ensure perfect tone.

Iron, per-

stamped anti turned parts, in
Send us
large quantities.
your enquiries.

We are experts in the pro-

Radio Press

Library
No. 9.

wITH so many different

types of Circuits available, the man who is building
his own Set possibly finds is
difficult
lector

Circuits, Two Valve

Chrome steels_

Valve

Insulation.-This is a particular feature and
receives careful attention, finest materials only
being used.

Head Bands.-Made limn Lest qoality Spring
Steel, copper plated, oxidized, and relieved,
giving beautiful finish.

Testing,-Every earpiece

is

tested thoroughly

during and after assembly.
Finis!: and Workmanship. -01 the best possible
throughout.
Assembly.-By eluted ..abour under expert
supentsion.

B48

circuits, tut it also gives all neces-

Valve Circuits, Four

sary data for resistance and condenser values. Get a copy today.
From all Booksellers or 2;8 post

Circuits and
Five Valve Circuits.

Local Oscillators for

B.

Heterodyne
reception of C.W. Valve

D. & Co.

(Edward A. Boynton),

ADMIRALTY sod WAR OFFICE
CONTRACTORS.

Works : 167-173, Goswell Road, E.C.I.

1-9, Goswell Place, E.C. I.
361-363, City Road. E.C.
Offces : 173, Goswell Road, E.C. 1.
I.

Telephoor

Clerkenwell 6234

GET READY for the Boom and advertise in

Transmitter and

choice.

tions of no fewer than 67 tested

Circuits, Throe

Spacing Washers.-Special thin hard berm to
obtain Correct distance for perfect results.
Ear Cain-Of ample size. beautifully finished and
correctly trop ortioned.

Circuits,
Valve

Si ogle

duction of Magnets of all
shapes and from Tungsten or

to make a

This new Book by the Editor
of Modern Wireless will help
him out of his difficulty. Not
only does it give full descrip-

Contents'
CRYSTAL De -

Radiophone Circuits.

tree direct.

RADIO PRESS LTD.
Devereux Court, Strand, W

,01111MIMMIIIMMINIENI16,

Practical Wireless
Valve
Circuits
By John ScoLt-Taggart. F.InstS?
WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(See pages 230 and xiv.)
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OL::CE

the seasoned

experinientei. advises
" for all H.F. amplification
use a Cossor (red top) P2."
ALTHOUGH the Thermionic Valve functions well as
an amplifier at either high or low frequencies, yet

it must be apparent that if designed to operate
specifically for one purpose or the other that a greater
efficiency must be obtained
Sold by all Dealers in
Wireless Components

15 I -

Manufactured only by
Cossor Valve Co., Ltd.,

Gilher

Highbury Grove,

N.5.

Patented lhroughou' the

World.

Remember that an H.F. Valve needs to be particularly
noiseless in working-the Cossor with its Grid anchored in
no less than three distinct places cannot possibly produce
microphonic noises.

in the past have been disappointing, use
Cossor Valves-a P2 (red top) for H.F. amplification, and
If your results

the Pi for Detector or L.F. use.

.4 d.

it

'MI

I

SATISFACTION ASSURED.

,..-f

liBy

AI

" IGRANIC "

NIs
s

VIII

1r

/14!.T

-

li
I

11

Tuning!

Gtmbolder
(Pot

GIMBAL TUNING SYSTEM

tone reception is secured.
Write for Leaflets Y. 5.

_

Il

kill-..______.2_- --

using

you will gain the utmost satisfaction and enjoyment from your radio
Distortion due to condenser action is eliminated and perfect
set.

VI%

I/

This new Cossor P2 has been designed particularly for long
distance work, and although outwardly following standard
Cossor practice, the mesh of the Grid and its distance from
the Filament has been altered.
The same curved Filament and hood -shaped Grid and Anode
are retained, for it is these exclusive features which have
won for the Cossor such a remarkable reputation.

i 1111111i

Stand

IGRANIC
ELECTRIC CO.. Ltd.,

149, Queen Victoria Street,
LONDON.
Works:

Elstow Road, BEDFORD.

Applied for.)

GET READY for the Boom and advertise in

WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(See pages 23o and xiv.)
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Talks with the
Wireless
Advertiser
No. 6

Get Ready
A.dvertiser : I thought I told you not to broach the subject
of advertising until September.
44 W.W. ff

Advertiser reads the following :
Copy of Letter from The Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.,
Featherstone House, 64, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Messrs. The Scheff Publicity Organisation, Ltd.,
11th July, 1923.
125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.
Dear Sirs,

Sorry, and all that, but I can't help it.

Advertiser : Can't help what-?

W.W.

:

We understand from our Agents that our Contract for 13
full -page insertions has expired with the current issue.

I must remind you that we can now see round
the corner and there are good things ahead.

Advertiser : What, in the middle of August?

" W.W." : I am bound to say " Yes " because my paper is
a sort of barometer of the wireless business

Advertiser :

Oh !

" W.W." :

And there are abundant evidences of a " rise."

Advertiser :

Ah !

Really !

But it may be only temporary-

-That is a splendid testimonial.

W.W." : And it

" W.W. " : Look here, Sir !

(chewing advertisement pages of
current issue) these firms are getting ready for

the autumn business. They are buying space
in the best seller among the weekly wireless
papers and impressing their names and products

testimonials?

is

genuinely

representative

of my

WIRELESS WEEKLY advertisers.

Advertiser : I really think I ought to wait until September.
44 W.W." : As you please, but I'll vouch for it you'll lose a
lot of business now and the cumulative effect of
much more. Do not forget that " ads." in good
papers have a " goodwill value !

upon an improving marketAdvertiser : Yes, but with what result?
w W.
Will you kindly read this - one

Because

we are so pleased with the results obtained from advertising in
" Wireless Weekly" we have instructed them to place with you
a further series order of full pages.
In our opinion, the reader of "Wireless Weekly is just the
class of customer we desire to do business with, and we have
been able to trace a very considerable portion of our business
directly to our advertising in that magazine.
Permit us to congratulate Messrs. The Radio Preis, Ltd., on
the production of such a magnificent weekly wireless magazine.
Yours faithfully, PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.,
W. Scott Worthington (Managing Director).

Advertiser : All right ; I'll start with a half -page fortnightly,
of

many

.< W.W:

and if it pulls I will increase the space.
Thanks ! I am confident of the results.

All enquiries for Advertising space in "Wireless Weekly" should be addressed to :Scheff Publicity Organisation, Limited, 125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
'Phone --Regent 2440 (2 lines).
A6
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(See also page 230.)
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AD VERTISEMENTS.

THE

FREE

A. C. H.
VARIABLE
CONDENSER

!ki;ii144,A

for panel

1,1, [awl Li/ COL,Gt
151,39145ED 1.t1CYCLOPAFDIC

DICTIONARY OF

mounting

ENGINEERING
CIVIL MECHANICAL

Patent No. 199238.

ELEECTTcRICAELT

PART 1

THIS WONDERFUL NEW CONDENSER

To extend the name of the Bennett College to
different branches of
Engineering, we are publishing art Illustrated

has the greatest capacity range and lowest zero capacity
of any condenser obtainable ; it is the finest product
of highly skilled labour, combined with the best
possible materials ; thus ensuring a thoroughly reliable
and pleasing article, perfectly finished in every detail.

everyone engaged in the

Dictionary of Engineering, in about 24
MONTHLY PARTS. You can have each monthly
part as it comes out, FREE.

WHY YOU SHOULD FIT THEM TO YOUR SET.
Owing to the greater capacity
range, fewer coils are required to
cover a given range of wave lengths.
(2)

Higher amplification is obtained

on tuned anode circuits.
short circuit and
(3) Cannot
produce unpleasant noises in the
receivers.
(4)

Easy to mount on any panel,

three plain boles to drill, two screws
to insert, that is all
(5) Will not warp the most delicate
panel, as it weighs but 8 ozs., and is
extremely compact, measuring 3 ins.
diameter and I t ins. deep.
!

BRITISH MADE
.0005 and
001 Mfds.

TOR

ETC..

Range 29 to 1003 Mieromierelarads
1'00002 to -031 Mid.)
five times greater than any other condenser.

(I)

xv.

1/- Postage only to pay

The Dictionary

is tree to those engaged in any
following trades: Engineering. Civil.
Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Motor, Sanitary, Boiler, Internal Combustion, Draughtsmanship, Marine, Shipbuilding, Naval Architecture,

of

the

Building, Architecture, Quantity Surveying, Avia-

Chemistry, Foundry Work,
Metallurgy,
Matriculation, Mining, surveying and Levelling,
Telegraphy, Telephony, Wireless, and the con
ditions are that you send your name and address, your age and occupation, with one
tion,

shilling (to cover postage), writing your name and
address very clearly. We shall then plane your
name on our Free List and send you part I at
once. The others will be forwarded as issued.
Department D 133,
(Do not fail to give the

16/6

Postage 6r1. extra.

SUITABLE FOR THE S.T.100 CIRCUIT.

'particulars required, and
sae this full address.)

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

Sole Distributors : A. KNAPTON & CO.,

The Bennett College,
Sheffield.

35a, Sunderland Rd., Forest Hill, S.E. 23.
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This famous circuit is the 'best radio value at present on
the market, its high efficiency and distortionless results
depend on the quality of the components used.
R.I. Transformers and other components were used in
the original circuit and have been employed consistently

ever since, wherever perfect reception has been the
standard.
Complete set of component parts ready for mounting as illustrated,
supplied
s.
1

5 -16th in. Thick Ebonite Panel, drilled and engraved

d.

d

17

100,000 Ohms Mullard Resistance, List No. 51
Clips for above
'002 Fixed Condenser, List No, 18
'0002 Fixed Condenser, List No. 16
2 -Coil Holder
lgranic Coil, No. 50
lgranic Coil, No. 73
0 Lacquered Terminals, necessary screws, nuts, etc.
Mahogany Case

6

2 Variable Air Condenser; '0003 mfd, List No. 15, at
2 2 0
2I/- each
2 Audio Frequency Transformers, List No. 34, at
25 - each
2 10 0
10 0
2 Filament Rheostats, 4 ohms, at 5/- each - - - 2 6
2 Valve Holders, List No. 62, at l;'3 each - - - R.I. Crystal Detector, with micrometer adjustment, in
1

8

glass case

3

0

1

0

3
2
12

0

5

5
3

12

6
6
2
6
6
0

IS 18 8

6

WHILE IN LONDON VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS.
LONDON'S FINEST RADIO CENTRE.
Illustrated catalogue sent fres on request.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS

Managing Director : Z. JOSEPH, M.I.E.E.
Tr4,pleon?..

Chief Designer

12,
H V OE ST., New Oxford St , W.C.1.
Northern Depots : 19, HOPWOOD AVE., MANCHESTER, and TRINITY HOUSE2

M.B.E., MLLE. Lute Admiralty Technical Research Office.
1321.4-E215.II.2 I 'I.
Telegrarng
I oostradi., L., lon.'

GET READY for the Boom and advertise

LIMITED,

Only Address. Works. Offices and Showrooms

W. A. APPLETON,

COMMERCIAL STREET, LEEDS.

in

NVIRELESS NVEEKLY.

(See pages 2.3o and xiv.)
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exclusively

are

and EVERYTHINC for it.
Great Britain's largest

-

exclusive Wireless Stores.

WIRELESS

NOT

DABBLERS !

Pioneers of Cheap Prices.

Quality, Quantity and Consistency our Motto.
SPECIAL OFFER.

See our six -window display of popular bargains,

" ELKAY

HEADPHONES( 4C0) ohms.)

N. & K. 'PHONES, the genuine article
SIDPE HEADPHONES 4,000 ohms, genuine,
our price
THOMSON (FRENCH)

HOUSTON

HEADPHONES

4,000 ohms, our prie '

BROWN'S FEATHER -WEIGHT HEADPHONES

stamped B.B.C., 4,000 ohms, our price
MULLARD " ORA " VALVES

12,9

12/9

15/3
23'9
12 9

83

DUTCH VALVES
EDISWAN VALVES

12.3

(All Guaranteed New.)
L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to 1. All
each 11/3
guaranteed (postage 1/-)
1;9, 1/3 and 101d.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass case,

2/6, 2/3, 1/6
SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite knob,

complete with panel, bush, nuts, and spring

washer
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, guaranteed hard -drawn

copper, 100 ft. (postage 1/-)

1/101
31d.

the set

61d.

1219

1619

1b.2,/424

81d.

CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving, per doz.

ERICSSON

(Genuine French Phones, inaker'
name embossed), 4,000
ohms.
Each pair tested and guaranteed. Don't pay 32/- Our Price
each 1)d. EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND DIAL...
PANEL BUSHES, drilled
119
1 3 FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RESISTANCE
per doz.
1d.
each
SCALES, 0 to 300
each
TOP CONDENSER, bushes
6d.
9d. O.B.A. NUTS
per doz.
per doz.
45.
each
td. DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite Handle
BOTTOM CONDENSER, bush ,:s
and Whisker Holder
7d.
per doz.
31d.
65. WOOD SCREW TERMINALS
each lid.
BELL WIRE, tinned copper; 12 yds
each
1d. SHELLAC
per but. 10)d. and 6d.
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer
per doz. 10d. AERIAL PULLEYS each 10 td., 815., 6d. and 4(d.
each
id. TINFOIL
large sheet
45.
VALVE PINS, nut and washer
per doz. 9d. COPPER FOIL, bin. wide
per ft.
5d.
each
1d. GRID LEAKS, 2'. and 2 meg.
each 101d.
PLUNGERSPRINGS, complete
FLEX (Twin), various colours
per yd.
id.
SLIDER ROD, brass, 13ins. long, fin. square,
each 3(d. CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper, 20 gauge
drilled
each
2d.
3 yds.
2d.
SLIDER KNOB
ENAMEL WIRE, in
and 1 lb. reels :
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.S.T. (quality
22
each
1,6
26
the best)
28
per
28
3;2
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T. (quality
3/6
each 1/11
Note : Bobbins 2d. each extra.
the best)
VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high quality.
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P.D.T. (quality
Vanes and Spacers of aluminium. Complete
each
29
the best)
with knob and dial, guaranteed accurate:
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock,
Vernicr
each 11d.
49
from
.0002
each
3d.
59
SCREWED ROD, 2 B.A., 12ins. long
.0003
each 2)d.
13
SCREWED ROD, 4 BA., 12ins. long .
.0005
7RUBBER -INSULATED LEADING -IN WIRE
per yd. 11d.
.00075
86
.001
9, 9
INSULATORS, white reel, 2in., each 1d. per doz. 11d.
1/8 POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to 900
INSULATORS, white egg, each id.... per doz.
metres, superior make, compact size
7,3
WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage 9d.) :
6x2
CRYSTAL DETECTOR, glass enclosed, fitted on
6x3
12x4
9x4
8x24

LIGHTWEIGHT

each
2d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS .... per doz. 1'5
Id.
each
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS
7d.
per doz.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS
each 31d.
CONDENSER SCALES, 0 to 180
12
different
tides,
IVORINE LABEL SET,

2/9
per doz.
BATTERIES, 4t volts, each 3d.
24
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000 metres...
4 x 2 ebonite panel with terminals for aerial,
111d.
1/11
1/8
1/5
2/5
2/3
SLEEVING, 3 yds. assorted colours, for
earth and 'phones, already wired and
per doz. 2(d. TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings,
NUTS, 2 B.A
beautifully finished
each
2/8
per
doz.
2d.
4, 9
wound
to
1,600
metres
NUTS, 4, 5, 6 and 8 B.A
1d. VARIOMETERS (Tube type), complete with
VALVE HOLDERS
each 1115., 101d. and 91d.
per doz.
WASHERS, 4 B.A
per doz. 11d.
knob
3/11 and 2/11 BATTERIES, H.T., dry :
11,d.
30 volts, including Wander Plugs
DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length
5r9
FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth action,
60 volts, including Wander Plugs
1/10 HERTZITE, Genuine Large Piece
9)d.
9 6
marvellous value
915. FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS
2,9 TALITE, Genuine Large Piece
91d.
With engraved dials
AMALGO-PLASTIC
METAL,
91d.
Genuine
Large
Piece
for
fixing
crystals
PERMANITE,
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers,
No Woods metal necessary
4d. ZINCITE, Genuine Large Piece
9d.
6d.
per doz.
6d. GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
per doz.
6d. BORNITE, Genuine Large Piece
STOPS, with nuts
crystals
9d.
6d.
TERMINALS, with nut and washers, each1d.,1111. & 2d. MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds)
51d. IVORINE NAME -PLATES, all readings each
id.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A..... each 11d., 3d. & 41 CARBORUNDUM
1' per doz.
per doz. V, d. ZINCITE and BORNITE, both in box
9d.
SPACING WASHERS, large
EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable
5 3
each 51d.
per doz. 11d. SUPER QUALITY 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER
SPACING WASHERS, small
7 9 RADIONETTE CRYSTAL
each
SET,
complete,
ld. REAL EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw
stamped B.B.C. and including one pair
1/3, 10d., and 91
each
2d. COIL PLUGS, real ebonite
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw
4,000 ohms 'phones, 100ft. 7/22 aerial wire,
each 101d. H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER :
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities
3/9
4 insulators, lead-in tube, 6 yds. lead-in
250 to fxio metres
1
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery while
insulated wire and adjustable earth clip.
per lb.
3,1
2
350 10 700
you wait
4/3
Ready to listen -in. Honestly worth 3 gns. . 36/6
500 to goo
3
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and washer,
4/6 RADIONETTE ONE -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER
per doz.
1,3
Soo to 135o
4
each lld
for above
41
rho° to 3200
34l6
W.O. TERMINALS, nuts and washer, each 2d.
CABINETS, all shapes and sizes in stock from 1'6 each
per ay..
2200 10 5600
17
6
-

We have repeatedly said DON'T PAY MORE, and
IMPORTANT
having served the masses well, the large return
of business has made it necessary 'or us to acquire extensive additional premises adjoining our present address,
NOTICE.

Follow the crowd to Elkay Corner.

"ELKAY"
WIRELESS
CO.,
225 & 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.
Open Saturday all day.

(To the Trade -New Trade Counter now open. Send for NEW LIST.)
Special Terms to Radio Clubs.
re- Note new l elephone No,: Central 8544.

We open Sundays 11 to 2,30,

PLEASE REMIT AMPLE POSTAGE.

SAVE MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTS.
S

GET READY for Hee Boom and advertise in WIRELESS WEEKLY.

(See pages 23o and xiv.)
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worth having.
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what
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the P.M.G.

NDOUBTEDLY a very large ñumber of wireless
enthusiasts are contravening the present regulations
regarding licences. Some through ignorance, others
wilfully because their applications for Experimental Licences
k een urneu uOWfl
h
-

i

said

In orde, w ascrnain my
position ¡ feU it my duty °
1

have

of the

tust

opinwns

of

Crows and
'the

,eceive4

-

It you are a genuine Experimenter. prepared- to take up
Wireless as a serious hobby and not merely as a means
of passing a pleasant hour in listening to broadcast Concerts,
then you are efltitled to an Experimenter's Licence

Attorney

the

Generai and the SolicitorGeneral.
These are that I am not only
entitled, but compelled by law
to issue an Experimenter's
Licence to those applicants in
rega"d to who,,, I am honestly
satisfied that they are gentils
experimenters,
This being so, while st would
te wrong fr issue an Experi,nenler's Licence to the man
who is obviously merely a
broadcast listener-tn, it would
be equally wrong io decline to

I

issue such licence' on

a

:

-

Many applications for Licences have been turned down
by the authorities because the applicants were not fully
aware of the necessary requirements whih had to be fulfilled

whale-

sale scale."

I

-1

i.

t'tace the whote facts before the

law Officers

s

.

is
This

3

Experimenter's Licènce
s

IL

August i5th, içz.

-

To a Representative
of the Press

A

-

This little book by E. Redpath (assistant Editor oi Wireless
Weekly) has been written' to explain exactly what an
Experimenter 'should kno'w and how he should 'set about
obtaining his Licence
"s_

Remember this important point-even if -a Constructor's
Licence is issued, it is practically certain to contain special
restrictions regarding the use of Receiving Sets and Circuits,
With an Experimenter's Licence your work is practically
unhampered Why not get a copy of this book to-day and
legalise your position at once and for always?
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Such, clear instructions
enable anyone to build

¿

si.

r

this excellent 4-Unit Set

'td

-,,.

NE special feature of this new Book is that it does
not presume any knowledge of Wireless at all on.
the part of the purch,aser.
Constructional articles in " Wireless Weekly " 'and
" Modern Wireless" necessarily anticipate that the
reader has some knowledge of Wireless-if only of the
most elementary kind.
Even if you don't know one end 01 the Receiving Set
from the other, and have never even "listened in," you
can buy this Book confident that you can build your own
Set-one which will giye you particularly 'good results
Över long distances,

,. ..
s

H

I

..

'r
-'

__-;_

-

j

The Receiving Set described in this Book is quite diflerent Iroth
any yet placed on the market. It is particularly neat and
efficient, and as an economical Set it is certainty without parallel,
For, at an original outlay of a few shillings, it is possible to
construct the Detector Unit (which uses a crystal) and to en)oy
the pleasures of "listening in" right from the very beginning.
Later on-and at your convenience-you can add valves which
will enable you to pick up Broadcasting stations further away,
or to use a Loud Speaker instead of head-phones.
The whole Instrument has been carefully designed and tested
for reception over long distances.
Gel a copy Now-and start Wireless economically.
lRabto I1tCß9
Devereux Court, Strand W.C.2
'

'.

ê
/
I

RADIO PRESS
Wireless Library

Howto make a "Unit
Wireless Receiver
by E.

REDPATH

(Assistant Editor oj "Wireless Weekly.")
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Get Ready
Advertiser:

I thought Í told you not to broach the subject'.
of advertising until September.

Sorry, and all that, but

'W.W. "

Can 't hC P w

A

1

r.uverisser
"W.W. "

:

Mrs.

can't 'help it.

125,

hat-?

I

a

August?

am bound to say "Yes ' because my paper is
sort of barometer of the wireless business-

Advertiser

:

Oh!

" W'.W."

:

And there are abundant evidences

Really!
of

a

I

" W.W."

Advertfser:

-.

"W.W."

I

,,

,

but with what result?

yi

inaiy
,it

--

.1

1

reau
-

rois

testimonials?

All

'

-

Adwrtiser

,

one

oy many

-

"w w"

splendid testimonial

is genuinely representative
WIRELESS WEEKLY advertisers.
.
..
really think

:

j,

All right; I'll start with a hall-page fortnightly,
;.
,,ii
.4
'r""..
'''
'.'"
Thanks' I am confident of the results
i

ii

125, Pall Mall,

'Phone-Regent 2440

my

I

enquiries Jot Advertising space in "Wireless Weekly shoul4 be addressed to

Scheff Publicity Organisation., Limited,

of

ought to wait until September.
As you please, but I'll vouch for it you'll lose à
lot of business now and the cumulative effect of
much more. ''Do not foret that " ads." in'good
..papêrs have a "goodwill value
I

;

.

is a

And it

:

of

èurrent Issué) these firms are getting ready for
the autumn business. They are buying space
m the best seller among the weekly wireless
papers and impressing their names and products
upon an Improving rnarket-----

Advertiser 'Yes,
'wy VT
will
w. w. i iVPil

-Thit

"rise."

Advertiser: Ah! But it may be oniy temporaryW.W. ." Look here, Sir (sliewing advertisement 'pages

The Scheff Publicity Organisation, Ltd..
11th July, 1923

Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

Dear Sirs
We understand from oui Agents that our Contract Jor 13
'ull-page insertions has expired with Ehe current issue. Because
we are so plea'ed wit/i the results obtained from advertising in
Wireless Weekly" we have instructed them to place Wit/S YOU
a jurther series order of full pages.
is just the
in our opinion, the reader of" Wireless Weekly
dass of customer we desire to do business with, and we have
been able to trace a very considerable portion of our business
directly to our advertising in that magazine
Permit us to congratulate Messrs. The Radio Press. Ltd., on
the production of such a magnijicent weekly Wireless rnagazin.
Yours faithfully. PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.,
W. Scott Worthington (Mwíafing Director)

.

in the middle of

the following:

Copy oJ Letter from The Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.,
Featherstone House 64. High Holborn, London. WC.!

I must remind you that ve can now see round
the comer and there are good things ahead.

Advertiser: What,

" W.W."

I

Advertiser reajs

-

London, S.W.1.''

(2 lines).

-

fr.
-
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The Idea of a Central Broadcasting Studio
WE vill be interested to hear the views
of our readers in our correspondence
columns on the possibility of having
a central studio from .which Concerts would
be broadcast, not f rom a central station,
but from the existing stations. Signals might
be sent by line to the different broadcasting
Stations dotted about the countrv and radiated from them.
The idea has maiiy merits from the economic point of view. It would be possible to
have the very finest programme possible and
tô dispense with the artistes at the dïffereiit
centres.
The chief disadantage of the arrangemeñt
would be that liSteners-in would not be able
to make a selectioiì from the different broadcasiiig tations. As a mattér of fact, there are
very few indeed who at present listen-in, regularly to different broadcasting stations. \Vê
have, of course, always heard of the delights
of being able to switch over from Glasgow to
Cardiff and other stations, but there must be
yery fe in this country who are able to do
this effectiely. This ould he done better if
the power of the broadcasting stations vas
increased.

Apart from this, music which might sound
very sweet to the ears of the Londoners would
not equally impress the-folk in the Highlands
of Scotland who would probably want
Likewise, the \Velshman
stronger meat.
would probably show no interest in a bagpipe selection.
There are considerable advantages of the
hich, however, would he
present system
improved by increasing the poer of the dif.
ferent stations and also connecting un London with these pros incial stations so tliat any
special item of particular interest could he
-

22,

Announcers and Their Choice
The absence of faniiliar oices from 2L0
raises a point which is of interest, not only to
the B.B.C., hut.to the tens of thousands who
have learnt to appreciate the pleasant voices.
of the three chief uncles.
During the pastveek we hase been listening to a cultured, clear and refined voice from
2L0, hut a voice which lacks vouthfuhiiess,
personality and enthusiasm.
The announcer is just as much a nerformer
as any artiste. Th wrk of annóincing is
not, or. should not h, merely a mechanical
drone.. The announcer at 2L0, to thousands
of listeners, represents the Ri-itish Broadcasting Company; in fact, he is the British
Broadcasting Company, lIe is the only one
with whom the public are in touch.. l-lé
should he sympathetic, cheerful and, .ahove
all, interésted in his ork'i1e sbóuld possess
a sense of humour, and what is best described
as a young voice. \Ve cannot see this announcer; our whole impression of him is
gained h' the quality of his voice.. The voice
of.Mr. Rurros, for example, carries with it
an impression of virility, keenness, and a
suggestion of fresh breezes on the moors.
Mr. Palmer and Captain Lewis also possess
attractive voices, hut the new voice which has
appeared leaves us cold. We suspect that the
B.B.C. -, are trying to train a permanent
announcer for 2L0.. Captain Eckersley objects to '' wh-iskers on the modulation '' ; for
modulation read " announcer" and you
have our vies on the matter:
Comments might be made about announcers at other centres. Meanwhile, we
hope the B.B.C. vill bear in mind the importance of very carefully choosing their

announcers and preferably choosing their
men from the locality the- serve. ' Loncloner speaking from Manchester might he
criticised on the ground of ''talking well-

sent out when required simultaneously from
all the centres. The experiments no being
conducted by the eilgineers of the B.B.C. will
show what the .possililities are in this
direction

01f:

234.
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WIRELESS RECEPTION IN DENMARK
The following letter has been received from a reader in Denmark.. The details regarding
the various Continental telephony transmissions are l'ery interesting and afford British
experimenters an opportunityof attempting to receive from the stations mentioned.

A

s a

keen i:eader

f Moder"

andlVi,eless

lVeckly I take the liberty

in Denmark
build Our gets for the
purpose of long-listance receiving,
and consequently your recent article in Wireless JVeckly, Vol. 2,
No. , is of great interest to us.
I work with 2H-D-2L and
anode coupling, the first anode
coil being fixed, the second anode
coil and the aerial coil niovable on each side of a fixed
In.
reaction coil in the centre:
that way I have obtained the most
efficient Set for hearing Copenberlin (Konigswusterhagen,
hausen- Eberswaide), Paris (Eiffel
ToverRadjola), anti-last, but
not least-the British stations.
t means- that ve here have to
work with distances not under ioo
miles (Copenhagen), and usually
at 600-oo miles (Paris and. London).. \Ve are able to obtain a
regular reception, and of all the
foreign stations ve appreciate
2L0 as the bist one. Without
paying any kind of tax or royalty
or any other modern British kind
of invention, we listen to Mr.
Burrows's mellow voice and the
busy drumsticks of the wreless
band.
We get 2L0 easy on three
valves (H-D-L), more steady on
four (2H-D-L), and for loudspeaker ve add the second L. The
B.S.T. is a nuisance to us, as
reception is out of the question
before it is dark, which means
that we cannot get good reception
before 9.30 p.m. at present.
Working with
long-distance
receiver, it is wonderful to experi.
ence how much more we get out
of a high-frequency amplifier
than of a low-frequency one. I

of writing you. Here
we have to

a

-

listen to the concerts from Copenhagen and Lyngby,.,. especially
from '' Teknologisk Institut,'' as
we get very fine cOncerts; they 'ise
a splendid microphone,
which
makes the transmission unusually
¿bear and- fine.
They have no
regular service, but usually transmit about twice a week from 8-9
p.m. (B.S.T.), until the Swedish
station Karlsborg (SAJ). janis it
all Out. Occasionally there has.
in
Teknologisk
been a microj$hone put on the big
Institut "
Copenhagen.- Moreover, ¡herè is orchestra ,jn the Copenhagèn
'l'ivoli, and. first-class _concerts
a daily connection of wireless telephony between the island of Borntransmitted. They work on 2,400
hohn and Copenhagen, and all metres. At 10.30 am., 4.30 p.m.,
these stations work at fairly high
and 9.45 p.m. ('hen Karlshor
has ceased) you may hear weather
so that we can hear theiri
forecasts from Lynghy Radio
on one valve here, which is over
(2,400 metres).
xoo miles away.
I cannot understand why the exThe German stations are now
working more regularly.
From
perimenters always turn their ears
ii am. to p.m. every Sunday
to the \Vest for U.S.A., and why
they always report the results from Konigswusterhausen transmit good
concerts, and a very fine clarinet
a distance of about 3,000-4,000
plays good music accompanied by
miles, and never has one menan organ (wavelength 3,200 and
tionect that he has heard Denmark
4,000 metres and sometimes 300
which is only 600 miles away.
metres). During the weekdays we
1f ve can hear London every.
night, then the British receivers hear (about oo miles distance)
concerts from Konigswusterhausen
should pick up our stations.
Telephone conversation can be 4-5 p.m., and in the evenings from
heard to Bornholm any day at S-9 p.m., and from 10-10.30 ,.zn.
Ebers walde gives. good concerts
about 2,400 metreS wavelength.
(2.900 metres).
Even if the language cannot be
I have not been able to get anyunderstood, it must be possible to
" Here is thing from Russia, although I
pick up the words
I.yngby, hello,'' or '' Here is understand that there ae two
in
the
Ronne " (a tówn on the island of broadcasting .station
v.icinity of Moscow. The transBornholm), or " Here is Amager."
(the telephone central in Copen- atlantic receivers might be able to
I. live at Aarhus,
receive these stations, as the dishagen), etc.
tance is shòrter.
in jutland, about 150 miles from
In conclusion, I thank the
Bornholm (on the way to England), and. I can hear these tele- British broadcasting stations for
the pleasure they bring me every
phone conversations on only one
HERMAN NIELSEN:
night.
D, and very clearly on H-D-L.
Aahyhoj, Denmark.
It should be.more interesting to
read that the Americans use up to
çH, but,- until now I have- not
found any aticle in your magâzines dealing with more than too
stages. ft should be interesting
to read à little niore about the
matter, and no doubt many of thé
experimental licence holders would
be able to assist ¡ne.
From Copenhagen we OcCisionally receive good concerts, either
fron Lynghy Radit., or from

-

.

:

-
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L,

A

C,

A

R4

A
A

variable inductance.
variable condenser, o.00
F capacity.
non-inductive resistance,
about 70,000 ohms.
fixed coiidenser, u.00crzF capacity.

gridleak i megohms resistance.
A step-up intervalve .trans
former.
f
A fixed condenser, 0.002 uF
capacity.
High - resistance telephone
receivers.
Six-volt accumulator:
A

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
T,
T
C,
T
B

High-tension.. battery, about
ioo '.olts.
¿3ENERAL REMARKS
This circuit is a very simple
one to use, and may be recommended for the -reception oi
Eiffel Tower time signals and
telephony. Jt is iiot very effectice for avelength belo'v i,000
metres.
B,

-.

AD/AL

7-

I:

G

VP,

u

7

1

A.

i
.
u
u
i

£AR7W

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
ACCUMULATORS
are alvaysclassified according to

j

their voltage and capacity. For
instance, a 6-olt 40-ampere
accumulator would consist of
three 2-volt cells, and would be
capable of an output varying
from i ampere for 40 hours to
The
4 amperes for io hours.
average current consumption of
valve being about 7S ampere,
a 40-ampere accumulator should
operate a 4-vake set for about
13 hours,
a

NOTES-No.

Accumulators should be recharged promptly when the
voltage falls to i.8 volts per celk
The liquid in the cells, known as
the electrolyte, should completely
cover the plates, any loss due to
evaporation being made up by
the addition of distilled vater.
Losses due to spilling should
he made up by the addition of"
sulphuric acid, of specific gravity
1.2
(knova commercially as
1200).

The charging rate for an
accumulator may be taken to be'
.

..

I
j

.

I
I
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ampere-hour
one-tenth
the
capacity. To charge an accumulator, the positive terminal must
be connected (through a suitable current limiting resistance
such as a group of carbon lilament lamps capable' of passing
the required current) to the
positive direct current main.
Alternating current mains may
be used provided
a suitable
rectifier is
introduced, or, as
another alternati'.e, a
voltage, direct current dynamo
may be enployed..

.
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INTERVALVE COUPLING AND
REACTION
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the primary T1 of the step-up intervalve. transformer T1 T2, the secondary of which is in the
,-grid circuit of the third valve, which acts as

-

a low-frequency amplifier. The tuned oscillation circuit L2 C2 is adjusted to the .sape wave-

length as the incoming signals.

íLiì.,1

-.

.

I.-A, threevolve tuned anode receiving

Fie.

2.-A

three-valve tuned anode receiver employing
a

crystal detector.

Draw and Explain the Action of a Three-valve
Circuit in which the first Valve acts as a Highfrequency Amplifier, followed by a Crystal
Detector and two Note Magnifiers.
Such a circuit is shovn in Fig. 2. It vil1
be seen that a tuned anode circuit I. C.. is provided a crystal detector and the primary of a
step-up intervalve transformer T1 1'2 being
connected across the inductance L. The crystal, it is to be noticed, should have one ter- minal connected to the anode of the valve.
The secondary T, of the transformer T T2
is in the grid circuit of the second valve, which
acts as a low-frequency amplifier, as does the

uit

Draw and Explain the Action of a Three-valve
Circuit in which the first Valve acts as a Highfrequency Amplifier, the second as a Detector,
and the third as a Low-frequency Amplifier.
Such a circuit is given in Fig. i. In-the
anode circuit of the first vals e is a tuned
A grid condenser,
-oscillation Circuit L2 'C
,C3, and gridleak, R1, are connected inthe grid
Circuit of the second valve,, which acts as a
.detector.. The rectified signals .pass
.

V

.,-

,f,

-

Fig.

:

ce'retra

What are the Advantages and Disadvantages of
Resistañce Coupled Amplification?
Unless special precautions are taken, resistance amplification cannot be carried oit efficiently on wavelengths below about i,000
metres. in any case, the degree of amplilicaobtained by this method of coupling is not
as great as that obtained with the tuned anode
-,.
method. Resistance coupling (or resistancecapacity coupling, as it is sometimes calledthe capacity being the gril condenser of the
second valve) has the great advantage that
there is no tuning whatever required in the
intervalve circuit. In this respect, resistance
coupling is even better than reactance-capacity
coupling. On the other hand, resistance
coupling has the disadvantage that not only is
the efficiency not quite as high, but the selectivity is not improvèd in any way, whereas, in
the, case f tuned methods of irtervalve
coupling, the selectivity is greatly improved.

--.

V

"Questions and Answers on the Valve."

.

-

-

V

:

third valve.
.
What Is Reaction?
Reaction. is a phenomenon by means of
which the amplified energy in the output drctit of a valve is, in .part, transferred back
to the input side to strengthen the current's
existing .there. Reaction is obtainable whenever a valve is used as a high-frequency ampli.
fier or. detector. ............ .........
-

through-V

.
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Fig. 3 shows a simple
pliher ciicuit in
which the valve has, in its anode circuit, ah'
oscillation circuit 1 C2 tuned to the same
wavelength as the circuit L1 C1. When incoming signals are being received, they are amplified by tl'e valve, the amplified oscillations

-

-

appearing in the circuit L2 C2. These osciir.
latory currents may be seven times as large as
those in the grid circuit.. The signals in the

L.

Fig.

3.-A

J923

circuit to obtain reaction, the coil is known as
the " reaction coil."
Why is it important to see that the Reaction
Coil Is coupled the right way round, to the Giid'

Circuit Inductance?
It. is important to see, that the' high-frequency oscillations induced froni the anode
circuit of the valve to the grid circuit coincide
with, and therefore help, the oscillations existing in the grid' circuit.
rhus, when the
oscillations in the grid circuit, due to the in-

coming waves, make the grid positive; it is
important to see that the extrá oscillations induced in the grid circuit by the reaction coil
also tend to make the grid positive. I.ikewise,.
when the grid is being made negative by the
existing oscillations, the induced oscillations
from the anode circuit should also make the
grid negative, the joint effect being therefore
much greater than would ordinarily be the
case. If the reaction coil is reversed, eithet
by turning the coil the other 'av rourd or hy
reversing the leads going to the coil, the oscil-

simple amplifier circuit without reaction.

-

grid circuit may now be greatly strengthened
by transferring some of the energy in the
anode circuit back into the grid circuit.
How Is the Amplified Energy usually transferred
back to the Grid Circuit of a Valve?
This is usually done by coupling an induètance in the anode circuit of the valve to the
inductance in the grid circuit.
Fig. 4 shows how this may be done. T»e
circuit is exactly the same as Fig. 3, except
that the inductance L2 is now coupled, in a
variable manner, to the aerial inductance L1.
The circuit is not, a wireless receiver, but is
merely intended to help in the explanation of
reaction. As we bring the inductance L, closer
to L1, some of the oscillatory energy in the
Circuit L, C2 is transferred into the circuit
L1 C1.
Owing to the coupling between L2
and L1, the inductance L2 induces oscillations
into the inductance L1, and these, if they coincide with the oscillations in the grid circuit,
due to the incoming wireless waves, will
strengthen the oscillations existing in the grid
circuit. In this way the oscillations in the
grid citcuit are built up to a much higher
value than would otherwise be possible.

Fig. 4.-Showing how reaclion is oblained by coupling
anode and grid coils.

lations induced into the grid circuit will tend
to oppose the existing oscillations, and instead
of there being an amplification effect, the circuit will usually work less effectively than
without any reaction coil at all.
How may the Amplified High-frequency Oscillations which have been strengthened b Reaction
be Detected?
They may be detected either by a separate
crystal detector or they may be detected by
the valve itself.

What ¡s the name given to the Inductance in the
Anode Circuit of the Valve?
When the inductance is coupled to the grid
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

22

wiliappear.

"AN EXTREMELY SELECTIVE DUAL CIRCUIT"
By A. D.

C0wPER; M.Sc.

This article will, prove of especlal value to readers who experience difficulty In receiving from distant statlbns
owing to interference from a near-by broadcasting station.
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Fetters of Convention
ve too hide-bound by
rules and laws that we
accept and obey merely be-

ARE

cause others tell us that they are
1
so?
often wOnder.
Of the
golden rules laid down by the
greatest experts nearly every one
can be violated at times with complete impunity.
Many of these
things were said long ago; they
have been accepted as a kind of
gospel and handed down to us.
We believe them and practise them
lust because they are so constantly
drummed into us as fundamental
truths. You can prove the soundness of any one of them in theory,
but in practice they dont.always
work out. Here is an instance.
\Ve read everywhere that for shortwave reception the aerial tuning
condenser should 'always be in
nothing
series.
Theoretically
should command more respect, for
the effect of capacity upon a tuned
circuit is like that of the presence
pf a. strait-laced clergyman at a
smoking concert: it damps. By
all calculations you should reduce
signal strength if you try to receive distant broadcasting stations
with the condenser in parallel. In
actual fact do you? Try it and
see. Provided that the inductance
is of good design and vell made,
you will be hard put to it when
blindfold whether the condenser is
in series or in parallel. For myself, i frankly and freely admit
that I can detect no difference
whatsoever.
-

Smoggsmith

Near me dwells one whom i
will call Smoggsmth. He became
quite a convert Io wireless, and,
following the guiding principle of

his life, he decided that if the
thing were worth doing at all it
was worth doing well.
I may
mention that he successfully applied the same haxim to the
Government during the war when
he saw service as a contractor. So
well did he do them that when the
wireless boom came along he was
able to install not a crystal, but a
tive-valver rigged up in a wonderful Louis XV. cabinet. His aerial
toverecl to the heavens ; for his
earth, men delved down an appreciable distance towards the
Insulators ranged
antipodes.
themselves upon the guys like
swallows on telegraph wires. His
lead-in tube was a masterpiece of
efficient insulation
Yet all vas
not well with the 200-guinea
\Velkinrendei " that graced his
drawing-room. London was a still
small voice. Birmingham was even
stiller and smaller ; Manchester
and Newcastle could be enticed
into the loud-speaker only at the
rarest of rare intervals. Smoggsmith is not the sort of man o
he easily beaten. To him the pernformances of other local
-thusiasts vere as gall and worniHe had paid the best price,
therefore he niust have the bese
He summoned one at the
set.
mention of whose name all real
wireless men take off their hats.
l'he master demanded an exorbitant fee, hoping that by doing so
he would choke Smoggsmith off.
He received a cheque by return
of post. On his arrival he quickly
Smoggdiagnosed the trouble.
siiiith had. but six insulators at
each end of his aerial ; three more
His
were obviously required.
earth lead was of 7/22'S; let him
insta] l 7/ i S's torIhv ith Smpgg-

heard and obeyed. ' He
added the insulators and renewed
his earth lead.
His results are
now perfecf. What I want to
'know is why an insulator here or
there, or a trifling alteration in the
gauge of the earth vire, should
make all the difference to Smoggsmith's ßet, whilst the friend I referred to in Wipeless Weekly,
Vol. i, No.
can get all the
results that he or any reasonable
being could desire on apparatus
that. would make t'ne consultant's
hair turn grey in a few seconds.
Do you think that the deity who
presides over wireless-it must be
Mercury, the winged messenger of
the gods, about whom some
strange tales are told-is taking i
out of Smoggsmith by making him
do really well the thing that is.
worth doing?
smith

i,

.

A Foolish Deed
queer happenings took
place during the great thunderstorms which raged towards the
middle of July. One of the most
amazing spectacles vas that presented by dripping figures arrayed
in pyjamas, who struggled upon
coüntless roofs in London town
amidst rain that came down in
torrents, and lightning that flashed
at almost every second, to dis-

-.

Some

mantle their aerials for fear that
they should attract one of Jove's
thunderbolts and bring dire destruction upon the house and all
that it contained. If you, reader,
were one of the pyjama-clad toilers
you will forgive me- if I say that
you could have done no more
foolish thing. When such storms
are about, the aerial, if not connected to earth, may become
charged to a very high potential,
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ordinary circumstances would have duction o a threepenny hit with
a hole in it and a bent halfpenny
struck the house vas collected by
the aerial. The lead-in and earth dashed her hopes to the ground.
"\Vell, can't he helped,'' said he
wire, which vere coupled together,
finally, 'they'll have to have a
were not quite stout enough to
carry the enormous charge away rotten tea, but thank goodness
we'll e able to take their minds
to earth and, owing to the resistance encountered, the aerial vas off it by having the wireless et
destroyed. The masts were not working.''
damaged, and surely its worth
This vas a consoling thought,
while to avoid a calamity at the and it appeared that everything
to have.
cost of five bobs' worth of wire
would co off aecordinc to nian.
and a few insulators!
Mrs. Gub\'orthy was immensely
The Proof ¿f the Pudding
interesfed in the woman's hour,
I happened to b
talking this
which led off with a talk on
The Moral
matter over early in the month
The lesson.. to be learnt from fashions, followed by a discourse
with one who has every right to
-this
seems to be that if you earth on how 'to remove freckles, or
call himself an expert of the first
order. He expressed the opinion' 'your aerial you aie quite safe in something of that kind.. Grubworthy w'as not particilarly in-that the aerial was uni.loubtedly a thunderstorm so long as lead-in
terestedin
ninon or beige, and he
and earh wire are of heavy gauge.
-a protection, but he was inclined
felt no pressing need to rid hiinself
to be a little sceptical of the idea 'His were 7/22's. Probably if they
'that it provided a complete safe- had 'been 'of -7/IS's or perhaps of his freckles. But he had never'
rather stouter wire little or no heard wireless before, and he was
guard.
damage, would have been done. loud in his expressions of admiraOn the following evening one of
Either provide a good, solidly tion. Both guests mopped up bread
the worst storms on record burst
made
earthing switch and mount it and butter as though it had been
over the little town where I live
the richest cake. The situatioh appn porcelain outside the house or
and move and, have my being.
'Many trees vere struck. and better still, connect the two wires peared to be saved. Snaggsbv had
dozes of flashes vent to earth in thgether and let theni swing right Just winked knowingly at tis vite
'\ou and received an answering smile
the high.lying fields.
'Whilst away from the building.
Nature's artillery practice was at may then retire to your couch, and when the blow fell.
And now," said the voice, '' I
its height I chanced
look even if the noise keeps you awake
through the field glasses that I j'ou need have no apprehension will give you. some of Mis.
about the danger of your abode Squeal's ideis for dainty afterwas using at a house belonging to
noon teas. The first is
being struck.
a friend which stands high above
But what. the first vas no one
the town on the 500ft. contour
heard, for, with commendable
line.
Wrecked by Radio
Suddenly his aerial was
outlined in fire ; the parallel wires
Rather a painful little episode presenee of mind, Snaggsby flicked
appeared to be white hot, and vivid occurred in Little Puddleton. the out a high-tension battery plug
brush discharges vere visible
other day. Te Snaggsbys had amid announced a breakdown. He
across the insulators.
This fire- asked the Grubvorthv in to tea. had been quick, but not quick
work
display continued for Now it so happened tíat, unthink- enough. The Grubvorthys deseveral .seconds.
ingly, Mrs. Snaggsby had selected prived df 'the ditraction, and,
Next morning I met the friend
the time of dead low water-that with appetites whetted by those unat the station, and as ve waited is to say, the period immediately fortuhate remarks, turned again to
the tea table, whose nakedness
for the up train to make its ap- before quarter day, when her
pearance I told him what I had husband 's banking account had nosy became strikingl.y apparent..
seen.
"Yes," he said, "the shrunk to proportions that. would There vas an: air .of. constraint
aerial has absolutely gone vest; have been invisible to even the about the subsequent conversation,
but there can't be any kind óf most powerful micrccope.
She and when they left Mrs. Snaggsby
doubt that if it hadn't been there -desired to make rather a splash burst into scalding tears. : Really
the house would have beeii over the tea, but when she ap- those broadcasting people should
struck."
What happened was proached her spouse his summing be a little more careful.
certainly that a dischargewhich in up of the situation and the proWIRELESS WA.YFARER.
and he who essays to handle it or
any part of it whilst thunder and
lightning are doing their level best
to give a lifelike imitation of the
Zepp. raids of bygone years, is
risking a veiy saucy kind of shock
èven if he is not actually endangering his life. Earth your
aerial and you may feel perfectly
safe, for it forms as fine a lighthing conductor as you could wish

.

-

-

.

.

'Messrs. W. G. -Pyc & Co., of Montgue Road, Cambridge, have forwarded for our inspection
illustrated cards describing their latest receiving apparatus and components. This firm,
employed for the last 45 years in the manufacture ;of electrical apparatus, will be pleased to
furnish particulars of their. instruments upon application.
............................................................... .-
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DESIGNING SIMPLE. CRYSTAL.

.cIRs ...

.

.

By E: REDPATH, Assistant Editor.

-

.

The first pari of this article, which appeared in last week's issue, dealt with the general.'
.prìnciples governing the design ofcr'stal receivers, and the construction of a single-slide
tuner.
In - the present article the construction and use of two-slide and tapped inductances
are dealt with.
(Conhinue

from yol. .. No.

5,

page 203.)

.

..,

.

Fig.

(L-A simple

bui

effective tuner

employing

o

.-

O'GOO'
Double-Slide Tuning Inductances
MERELY for the cost of another brass
rod and slider, and the slight trouble
of fitting it as shown in Fig. 6, considerahi) iniproved results, particularly with
regard to the tuning, may be obtained.
The nioditied circuit arrangement to be
employed in this case is shown in Fig. 7. It
vill he noted that we now. have two tuned
circuits. The aerial circúit, comprising the
aerial itself, those turns of the A.T.I . ineluded betweei the áerial terminal and the
slider S, and the earth connection ;:and a.
closed oscillatory circuit comprising those
turns of the A.T.I. between the aerial terminal
and the, slider S2 and the ariahle condenser C.
This variable condenser need not. he oï
large capacity, and, if built up froni the
standard plates and fittings no on the
market, should consist of six fixed and five

O

.

Q.

nated typewriting paper arid arranged to slide
smoothly inside the larger tube. An insulating knob should be attached to the inner
tube and flexible wire conductors should be
soldered to each tube

...

-

-

\1'

-

+
T
Fig.

.

.

'E

?

7.-The circuit arrangemeul
using a Iwo-slide tuner.

I

A simple form of tubular condenser may
readily he made from a cylindrical lamp glass
or test tube coated with tinfoil on the outer
side, whilst a metal tube or a tinfoil-coated
wooden rod is arìanged to slide inside it.
The advantages of this circuit arrangement
are, firstly, the tuning is more selective, and,
secondly, higher potentials can he applied
to the crystal detector D owing to the fact
that more turns of the A.T.I. may be included
in the secondary circuit than in the aerial
circuit, thus giving a " step-up" effect.
Thé actual indings of the tuning induct-

Iwo

-

lzdeis.

iternatively a tubular conmovable plates.
consisting of two metal
may
he
used
denser
tubes, sin. outside and iin. inside diameter
respectively, the smaller tube being wrapped,
with two or three thicknesses of wax-irnpreg-

ance for various ranges of wavelengths were
given in the last article. Reference to Fig.
6 will show that three terminals are now required to be fitted upon one of the wooden
end pieces which hold the coil and slider
röds in position. The central terminal is
directly connected to the end of the winding,
whilst the other two äre attached to the
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The connections- upon the. coiL-are-known as
tappings," and the rotating switch arm
with contact studsras a tuning switch. This
arr'angèment enables -positive 'contact t'o be
made with any of the selected points on the
coil, and, if properly made and fitted, isparticularly smooth and quiet in operatioñ, on
account of which it is adopted by many. in
1
preference to 'the s!ider pattern.

slider-rods, one to each, and may conveniently
take the place of the usual securing screw.
From the circuit diagram, Fig. 7,, it will
be obvious that, as the shidei S is-moved
along the coil, more.or less turns of the inluctance are included in the aerial circuit, thus
varying the wavelength of that circuit.. The
osition of t!ie slider S2 determines the nurnlier of coils inlüded'in -the closed oscillatoty
circuit, and, for th'bet reilts, the nuthher'

"

1Tc«00nU1
.7'"

Suppose I have decided to wind a small
inductance coil suitable for 'the reception of
broadcasting, to consist of i Ioturns of wire.
If I di\. ide the coil into ele\en sections each
of io turn.s,;connect one-end of the coil to the
aerial terminal, aiid connect each of the
"tapping points" and the other end of the
coil to one of the.contacLstuds of a 10-point
.tuning switch, it will he obvious that at each
mo erneut of the switch I shall vary the inductance in jumps of io turns at a time, and
accordingly will require a variable condenser
of fair capacity in orderto obtain continuously
variable tuning, or, in other words, to tune

'

'

I

I

L.

-

'--

.:

-

-

-

ru.

..

.

TAPPING-S.

Fig.

8.-A

tuning inductance with multiple and submultiple toppings.

of turns hould be as large as 'pssible and
the capacity of the variable cô'hdenser C
should be kept small.
During any preliminary searching 'fOr
signals, ihis condenser may he set-to about
a quarter of its ful1 value, w hilsf the two
sliders are moved' along the coi-1 pçactically
opposite one another. Upon signals being
received, the slider S1 should first be adjusted
to ,gie Áhe best results; then the sljder S2
and the variable condenser C should be
varied, and, finally, a slight readjustment of
tlie slider S1 should be tried.
Anyone whó lias made and used the singleslide inductance previously described, which,
with its'siigle adjustment, enables signals to
he received with comparatke ease, will find
it very instructive -to modify his set in accordance with the -foregoing particulars and
-note the improvement obtainable, both as regards strength of signais and selectivity..

-

in-hetween

any two adjacent.tappings.
Large-capacity variable condensers, how;ever,are to l)e,.avoded as much as possible in
,recejving set's, and particularly in crystal
;receiving 'sets, where it is more than ever
necessary lo make the utmost. use of the
potentials a'ailahle.
1f 'I take the first section of io turns and
subdivide it, connectingeaclì individual turn
to a contact stud of second ten'point switch
in the maniier shown in Fig. S, I can vary
the inductance included in circuit from i turn
to no turns, progressing one turn at a tinie
uf necessary. In Fig. 8, for instance, the
uright-hand switch includes 50 turns, there is
one turn between the adjacent end contact
-stud of ealì switch, and the left-hand switch
is just being moved from the fourth to the
fifth stud. The total inductance, therefore, is
just being increased from 54 to 55 turns.
'

.

\Vitlì this arrangement-variable condensers
may he dispensed with altogether if desired,
and the tuning effected accurately to the
nearest single turn, by means of the two
tuning switches alone. Alternatively a variable
condenser, which need be of small capacity
only (say, o.000i .1zF), may be connected in
parallel across the active portion of the incluctance.

Tapped Inductances
This name is given:to a form of inductance
coil in
hich variation of the number of
turns in circuit is effected by making permanent connections at 'arious l)OintS along
the coil, ith a number of contact studs over
which a suitable contact arm rotates, thus
selecting the point on the coil where the
current shall enter or leave it.

'(To b
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f rom a French been able to induce confiding
of
the pawnbrokers to advance up to Li
and Lio for each.
formation of the Radio
O
0
.0
Club d'Anvers, and take this ophis
in
recognition
of
services
members
wishiflg
its-.
portunity of
rendered to Amerucan shipping
Any nterested
every sucess.
reader should .comnninicate. with during the war, Commander Schofield, of the Wireless Training
ihe secretary, Mr. Maurice Meeus,
College, Cardiff and Bournemouth,
I7, Place de la Comédie, Aivers.
has been elected an Associate of
o
o
o
the Radio Section of the New Vork
was
Au interesting fleld day
spent on August 4th at Levington College, thus becoming an AssoBridge by the Jpsvich and District Radio Society and the Felixstow-e \Vireless Club. Experiments
were carried out with kite aerials
and various apparatus belonging
-,
to hemhers of the respective clubs. I,
It suggests itself to us that during
the summer such outdoor meetings hoi cl considerable attraction.
leai-n

-

correspondat

-

-.

-.

-

-

o

o

o

We learn that the headquarters
of the Radio Association have been
removed to Sentinel House, South-

ampton Row, London, \V.C. The
president of the ssociation is the
Hon. Sir Arthur Stanley, C.B.E.,
CB., M.V.O. Full particulars regarding nìembership and fellowship of th& Radio Association are
obtainable from the hon. secretary,
Mr. S. Landman, MA., Sentinel
House. Southampton Row, Jondoti, W. C.

o

c.*

O

\Ve are given to understand uy
a correspondent that a gang

of sharp-witted, smartly dressed
rascals are just now reaping a
rich harvest from pawnbrokers in
Dublin and other Irish cities.
Their moduc operandi is to pledge
wirtiess crystal sets, and in some
cases,
y producing faked receipted accounts alleging a rnuci
fifteen guineas to have been
paid for their apparatus, they have
as

-

-

-

Members of the ¡pswzch and District
Radio Society and tile Felixstowe
Wireless Club on the occasion of
their field day at Leviniton Bridge
on August 41k.

ciate \Iemher of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.

o

o

o

During, the war Commander
Schofield supplied the United
States Shipping Board with wire
less operators and allowed operators of the LIS. Navy, which had
a base at Cardiff, to attend his
Cardiff College for lectures, with.
-out charge.
O
O
Q
It appears that complaints are
being made by Cornish listners.in
that French ships are .onstantly
interfering with their reception of
the Cardiff Broadcasting Station.
These vessels are French trawlers
fitted with wireless for the purpose
-

z

of indicating to other vessels of
the fleét when a good patch has
been found in the shipping
We would suggest to
ground.
these listeners-in that they experiment with Mr. Hairis's wave-trap
described in our last issue.

o
A somewhat unusual prosecution

engaged the attention of the Neath
(Glamorgan) Borough magistrates
recently, when the defendant, Mr.
Neville Thomas, a chemist who is
an agent for wireless sets, was
summoned for causing a street
obstruction. Evidence vas given
by a police constable that Mr.
Thomas was pioviding a wireless
concert at hi shop which resulted
in a crowd of some 300 peopicollecting outside.
1'he ofiScer said
that when he spoke to the defendant the concert was stopped. The
Justices held that an offence had
been committed, but since this was
the first prosecution of its kind
they recorded no conviction, the
summons being dismissed on payment of costs.
O
O
C
A demonstration of the use of
wireless telephony on aircraft \ras
given to Sir Samuel Hoire, Secre-tary of State for Air, and Lady
Hoare, when they recently flew to
Gothenburg, Sweden, for the
International Air Exhibition. The
Daimhr Airway Napier l).H.4
aeroplane in which they travelled
was fitted with the Marconi A.D.2
wireless telephone set, the apparatus with which all British commercial machines are equipped,
and extra telephones were provided to enable Sir William and
Lady Hoare to listen to the conversation with the ground stations
during the voyage Leaving the

a

.
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Croydon aerodrome they reached
Gothenburg the following day,
having inspected part of the
London-Berlin airway en route
o.
O
O
A new wirless company entitled " The Svenskn Rundradioholaget '' -is being founded at
Stockholm with a capital of
¡00,000 crowns minimum and
This
300,000 crowns maximum.
new concern intends applying for
a broadcasting concession.
\Ve learn that Major-General Sir
F. H. :Sykes, C.B.E., ,1'ZC.B.,

aircraft are about to " land " on
board.
-

-We understand from the Hull
News that, according to
American statistics, there are now
Daily

wireless manufacturing concerns in the United States, employing 7c,oco workmen.
4,000

o

o.

o

Undoubtedly the recent action of
the London station in amencing its
wavelength during morning concerts
to 400 metres.ismuch appreciated
by listeners in Northern Ireland,
but similar improen1ent .j much

Ltd., Faraday Works, Leicester,-'
the system of electric clocks, made
and supplied by this firm, should
have read " Pulsvnetic " Electric
Impulse Clocks.

o

o

___*_

.

o

Dublin Horse Show usually. con.:
stitutes a festival of attractions;
and this year proved no exception;
the Marconi wireless concerts in
the \Vest Hall during the afternoons almost rivalled the horse
jumping and dress parade in the
beautiful gardens. In fact, it was
an entertainmenj in itself to overhear the admiration and conments
of the listeners.

*
-.-.--.
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T

C.M.G., Chairman of the Brùadcasting

Committee, has been
electedto the Board of the Daily
Ex/ress Remembering this newspaper's, previous energetic action in
wireless matters we trust the new
environment vill result in the
early publication of the longawaited report.

o

o

o

The problem of littiag an aircraft carrier-that is, a vessel
with a perfectly flat top deckwith an aerial has been solved by
installing 5ft. rnasts which can
be raised and lowered uiy hand.
There is also an auxiliary serial
.slung out or davits for use ,when

Our pho1oraph shows the band
of the Royal Air Force al the
.new studio of the Birrninharn
Eroadcasting -Station.

-neederl 'for'recèption generally, a
most items are .still indiscernible
until after 9.30 in the evenings.
Birmingham; since the removal to
the new station. bas become as

distint as Manchester.
0

.0

0.

-With reference-to the paragraph
appearing- in. our last week 's issue
inregartl:to Messrs: Gent & Co.,

Aviation, wireless 'télegraphy,
and domestic subjects ar included
in the series of lectures arranged
by the L.C.C. Education Departnient for teachers. Poetry and
the drama will be dealt with by
-such well-known rexperts as Sir
Israel Goll-ancz, 'Sir Johnston
Forbes-Rohertson, -and Mr, St.
John Ervine.

o

o

o

A Cambridgeshire vicar recently
.shortened his service by cutting
out the sermon, saying there was
to he a good sermon to, be heard on
the loud-speaker at the village.

institute.
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By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, DSc. F.InsLP.,
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A brief explanation

of the

Staff Editor

(Physics).
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various physics
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of the valve.
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Use of Tungsten for Valve Filaments
T11E employment of' tungsten for the
filaments of salves is a natural consequence of the experience which had
been gained of the -use of this metal for the
filaments of incandescent electric lamps. A
substance when heated to a sufficiently, high
temperature will yield a thermionic emission, but, as already explained, the ethission
increases enormously as the temperature
reáches a white heat; it is therefore advantageous to employ a material which is capable
of being raised to a very high temperature.
The thermionic emission from carbon at a
white heat is very considerable, and the
pheiionienon of the surrounding electrification
was first observed by Edison in connection
with the carbon filament of an electric lamp.
About 1904, however, the highly refractory
properties of tungsten filaments began to be
realised, -and in 1906 the process of drawing
tungsten wire was perfected by the General
Electric Company of America. Previously
tungsten filaments- had been produced by
squirting threads of tungsten powder, held
together by means of a binder which was
eliminated in the subsequent heating.
Tungsten is an exceedingly refractory
substance, and has a melting point in the
neighbourhood of 3,300° C., hut the prac.tical operating temperature in a vacuum is
round about 2,0000 C. 1f à tungsten filament
is run at a much higher temperature than
this, the nietal disintegrates and volatilises,
the volatilisation being indicated by the
blackening of the bulb.
lt will thus he seen that hilst tungsten
when raised to a temperature in the region
of 2,0000 C. gives a sufficient thermionic
emission, it is at thesame time a long way
from its disintegrating and melting points:
it is, therefore, partjcularlv suitable for em-

12

I

-_+- +--+

4--4-4--4

-.

-+--+--

ployment in the manufacture öf valve filamen is.

-

-

-

The' Pressure in a "Hard" Valve
Theoretically the gas pressure;ih a " hard '
valve should be zero, hut in practice it
impossible to produce an absolute vacuum.
In fact, it is not entirely necessary; the point
i

-.'--.-'?

LU:
f

nf

j,

'C

¶

r
(

/

¡

4

.__

L

The final process in making a l'alve. The air fl 1/le
bulb is exhausted through a glass tube. A blowpipe is
finally used Io seal off the tube al the ¡np.

collisions of the gas molecules with
the emitted electrons and with the filament
shall he negligible. In a really highly ehausted valve the pressure is probably between o.0000i and o.òôoi millimetre of
mercury. 1f the pressure rises as high as
0.005 millimetre, ionisation of the gas will
Cause bombardment of the filament, with the
result that the latter will soon be destroyed.
Not only must a very high vaCuum be
is that the

-
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obtained when a valve is manufactured, but
this vacuum must be maintained during the
life of the valve. Traces of water-vapour are.
particularly objectionable: the water-vapour
becomes dissociated at high teniperatures in
the 'icinity of the filament, the oxygen combining with tue tungsten and forming
tungsten oxide, which is thrown off from the
filament and subsequently reduced by the
hydrogen; ip this way a film of metallic
tungsten is deposited upon the walls of the
bulb and the water-apour remains to carry
on the sanie process indefinitely.
lt thus
acts as a catalyst

lilament.*

if

tion, of absorbing or " cleaning up " a
considerable quantity of residual gas. Phosphorus is not unique in this respect-other
substances may be used for .the purpose-but
t.is probably the most reliable. It may be
mentioned that although this little .manufacturiig dodge is so simple, the nature of the
action of the phosphorus is quite obscure.
The practical result of the tise of an agent of
this kind is that the last traces of gas need
not be extracted from the bulb before the
sealing off; the only condition is that the
remaining gas, together with that hich is
occluded on the walls and in the metal parts,
is within 'the absorbing capacity of the
cleaning-up " agent is
phosphorus.. This
frequently used in connection with the manufacture of electric lamps.. it must be remembered, howeer, that the exhaustion' of
" hard " wirèless valves requires to be much
more complete' than that of electric lamps,
and the exhaustion is carried as far as commercially practicable before the valves are
sealed -off from the pumps, the latter including in the final stages rotary molecular
or diffusion pumps.

Occluded gas must also be removed froni
the m;tal electrodes (filament., grid, anode)
and from the glass walls
ilie vessel. The
bombardment of the anode and grid and the
prolonged heating of the filament have
already been referred to. Owing to the
comparatively large area -of the glass bulb,
the latter is an important reservoir
f occluded gas
This gas nia' be partially removed by heating the bulb to a temperature
of about 4co0 C. during the evacuation. In
order to prevent the glass from collapsing
(owing to tlìe air-pressure outside and the
vacuum inside) at a temperature of 4000 or
somewhat higher, a special low-pressure
heating chamber is sometimes employed, in

f

' Effects of this kind
wére the subject of a research
published in 1912 on the Disintegration of Metals at
High Temperatures" by the writer, who first established
theoretically and experimentally the effect of oxygen
as a catalytic carrier in certain cases of apparent
volatilisation. Since then man' industrial difficulties
connected with this cause have beeD successfully understood ajid Overcome.
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The Wireless Telephone: What it
is, and How -it Works. By
P. R. Coursey.
(The Wireless
press, Ltd., 12-13, Henrietta St.,
\V.C.2.).

112 pp.

Price2s. od.

This volume contains a short descript.ive account of the apparatus
employed in wireless telephony.
The book commences with a cUscussion of sound-waves and the
fundamental principles of radiotelephony, which are simply and
intelligently described; the cornponeiit-oarts of- theappta ratus, such

.

.

..'BOOK NOTES
-

-
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which the pressure can 1)e reduced to a few
millimetres of mercury whilst the heating of
the bulb takes place; the full atmospheric
pressure is thus kept away from the bulb
until the latter has heén allowed tocool down.
The various pumps and other appliances
employed in the production of high. vacua
will be dealt with later on. One very useful
cliscoery. which has been made in this connection is that a small quantity of phosphorus
introduced into the bulb has the property,
particularly under the influence -of electrifica-

aporisatión óf tue

the

22,

-

.

%

-as condensers, inductances, etc.,

are next described and illustrated,
and a layout of a crystal receiver
is given. The construction of the
three-electrode valve is fully described and illustrated, and the
various parts of a vâl-ve receiving

-

-*- -4.--4-..:.

apparaths ate gwen, together with
-picture-wiring-diagrams.
Loudspeakers also receive attention,
arid the eiiployment of wireless on
aeroulanes. on trains, arid in other
special cases is considered. The
book is principully descriptice, but
in the final chapter short instructions are given for the making of
The
a three-valve receiving set.
book is vell illustiatecl and should
prove equally interesting to the intending and to the accomplished
'wireless-experimenter.
-
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concluded främ No. 5 issue, deals with the connecting up and operálion
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When the drilling is completèd the whöl
panel should be rubbed on botti sides with
fine emery pñper in order to remove the
glossy but undesirable surface.

The Ebonite Panel
positions of the holes- for drilling
should be determined by means of
THE
intercepting lines made with the aid
of scribers on the underside of. the pañel,
and at the point to be drilled a centre
punch should h
used
to start the
hole. The positions of the drill holes, together with all necessary panel dimensioiì,
are shown in Fig. 4, nd for that reasoli no
further explanation is needed.
\Vith. the
positions of the holes correctly marked, the
panel should be placed face downwards on a
flat surface for drilling, and in this connection
particularattention is called to the fact that
every care should be exerçised not to use too
great a pressure on the drill when it is
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about to come through, otherwise considerable disfigurement to the panel will result by
the ebonite becoming. chipped ròund. the
holes.
247
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theoretical circuit

diorzm of

the receiver.

Assembling the Parts
Before finally mounting the various coffiponents on the panel and connecting them
up it is suggested that they be laid out on the
table and connected in accordance with the
circuit diagram given in Fig., 5. By this
means any constructional error can be
detected before the final assembly and so save
both time apd labour.
Assuming everything io be satisfactory,
the next step is to secure 6 "stops" for the
inductance sitches and 19 contact .studs io
whjch are taken the inductance tappings.
Before proceeding .Thrther secure the in-ductance coil to the panel by means of Lras
pillar supports 2m, long, fastening the former
by means of nuts on both the outside and
inside. The leads to the contact studs should
be as short as possible and shouhd be soldered
:
.,
to give a lasting connection.
Starting with the small coil, the loose end
or beginning of the winding is connect.d to.
the first of the four studs to he controlled by
the reaction switch, or in other words, tLc

':;E[Çff
-

-,

H1

.
-
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first stud of the four shown at the left hand
on the .bottom of Fig. 2. l'he first tapping is
made to the second stud, the second to the
third, the third or 50th turn to the fourth.
The loose end or start of the big coil is
now connected to the first of the io studs
intended for aerial tuning, or, referring to
Fig. 2, the first stud of the io showii in the
middle position.
The first tappin.g is rhade to the second
stud, the second to the third, and so on until
the 12th turn is connected to the otli stud,
which is earthed.
The 3oth, 38th, 52nd, 75th and icoth turns
are connected to the points shown at the top
and on the left of Fig. 2.
The two variable condensers should now
he mounted in the jositions shown in Figs. 2
and 3, the drilled holes for which are indiThe two filament resistcated n Fig. 4.
ances, and grid condenser and leak, m also
henioiinted as shown in Fig. 3.
Above the filament resistances is mounted
the valve panel; this is of ebonite measuring
6m. X 2-in. x tin., as pre iously mentioned.
Two sets of valve legs should be fitted to this
panel, spaced sufficiently far apart to permit
of the low-frequency trahsformer being
secured to the other side; the actual dimensions of this panel are also indicated in
Fig. 4.
It should he here mentioned that this panel

1923

perjenced even by the amateur making his
first attempt at constructinaI work.
For the.guidance of readers who aie nt
familiar with the actual connecting u of
r.eceivers, t he wiring should be executed in
the following manner
Connections are made from the bottom
switch to the plate of the detector valve; from
the top condenser to the first of the four studs
at the bottom of the panel; from the H.T.
plus to the terminal marked O.P. on the lowfrequency transformer and thence to the
lower telephone terminal; from the plate of
the detector valve to the I.P. òf the lowfrequency transformer; from the L.T. plus
to the H.T. minus and to one side of the
filament and thence to one side of the filament of the second valve; from the top lefthand switch to the bottom condenser, to We
gridleal and condenser and thence to

:-

11

should be treated in the same manner as the
main panel, namely, the glossy surface should
be removed by rubbing with fine emery cloth.

Fig. 6.-A pictorial arrangement showing the actual
connections to the various components as seen from the
underside of the panel.

Connecting Up

the grid of the detector vahe; from like LT.
positive to the bottom condenser, to the earth
terminal and thence to the last stud of
the
the aerial tuning inductance; froh
aerial terminal to the middle switch, and
thence to the top condenser; from the L.T..
minus to the filament resistance of the detec.tor valve, to the O.S. of the low-frequency

All wiring should be carried out with
No. i& or No. 20 s.w.g. tinned copper wire
and the leads should be kept as short as possible. The arrangement of the componens
is such that practically no two vires will t u:.
parallel to each other, and for this reason
care must he taken to keep the wires perfectly
straight except for right-angle bends, and so
add to the general finish of the interior of thú
i n strum en t.

When soldering, the minimum amount

.22,.

transformer and thence to the filament resistance of the low-frequency vahe; from the
arms of the filament resistances of both 'dives
to one side of the filaments; from the I.S. of
the low-frequency transformer to the grid of
he low-frequency valve; from the plak. of
the low-frequency valve to the top telephone
terminal.
This completes the wiring of the instrument, and,. siibje.t to the instructions having

f

flux should be used, a hot soldering iron and
not too much solder.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the theoretical diagram

and a wiring diagram illustrating the actual
connections. So long as these instructions
are carried out, little difficulty should be ex-

24S
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been carried out in the correct order, the
instrument is now ready for testing.
First connect the accumulator, taking care
before doing so that the filament resistances
are in the " off " position, and test each
vahe. Subject to the filament brilliancy
being consistent with the position of the arms
-- -of the resistances the H.T. battery may be
-......-.- now connected.
Next connect the aerial and earth tö their
respective terminals and the set is ready for
operation. The switch shown at the top of
Fig. 2 and the middle switch of the sanie
illustration hotu control the wavelength, of
thè set which, with fue inductances described,
may he anything between 150 and 800 metrés,
both figures being more or less approximate.
-

-

-

-

-

..

.

r
-

door" is closed the cabinet has the appearance of being a completely enclosed case.
In the cornersof the cahinef are glued four
short Struts for supporting the ebonite panel,
which in this particular set is not screwed to
the cabinet. These struts ma
he of any
wood convenient to the expeImenter, an
should measure sin. in height by Fn. by

Operating the Receiver
To tune the apparatus set the reaction con:
denser to zero and the aerial tuning and grid
inductance to an approximate position whereat
the desired signal might be expected, bearing
in mind, of course, the minimum and maximum wavelengths the set is capable of re
cei ing .Now vari the aerial tuning condenser
until the signal is being rece?ved at its best;
or if the signal is not received at all, vary the
inductance switch and try again with the condenser.
\\ hen signals are received vary the
reaction condenser until the set gives the
desired amount of amplification. If, on the

tin.;

their purpose will he !nore readily
demonstrated when the panel is fitted to the
containing box.
Radio-frequency Choke
When using the Reinartz circuit with lowfrequency amplifiers it is sometimes found
necessary to introduce into the output circuit
of the detector what is commonly known, as a
radio-frequency choke, according to the
characteristics of the transformer.
Should
tl-i transformer chosen possess a low primary
impedance, a choke consisting of a No.
Burndept coil should he added -in the circuit

other hand, there appears to he no position
of the condenser at which the set will oscillate, increase the number of turns in the
plate coil and readjust the condenser. \Vith
this adjusted to its optimum value, ary the
aerial tuning inductance and aerial tuning
condenser until the best signals are obtained.
After a few experiments in tuning it will be
observed that the adjustment of this coil (the
aerial tuning inductance) is not by any means
critical, and in the great majority of cases
only a few turns will he in circuit.

as shown in

Fig.

5.

\Vith the transforther

used in the set
this addition was experimented
with without improvement, the transformer
being an Eiwell Ironclad
The writer is
given to.understand by a good authority on
Reinartz receivers that the radio-frequency
choke may also be omitted hen most of the
better-grade British transformers are used.
In conclusion, this receiver is particularly
interesting in its operation, and gi\es for

described

The Containing Box
This may of course he shaped according
to the particular wishes of the reader, but for
the guidance of those who prefer to build a
set similar in every detail to the one under
descriptionS the dimensions, etc., are as
follows

base being join. by I5in. The two sides
are
high; the back is
by
long by
high; whilst the front is hinged
to permit of access to the internal connections.
To make this hinged front it is necessary o
cut groo\.es in each of the two sides facing
The front of cabinet, iin. wide by tin. deép
by. gin. high Into these.grooes.ill fit
the " door" when dósed,-the liniènsions öf
this being
-by i4iii. b tin. Älong
the base is fitted a support for the hingês
¡4m, long, tin. high by iin., to which the
"door" is linged. Along the top is tìttêd
another similar piece of wood,.and when the

iin.

-

-
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Il

telephony exceptionally clear results.
'With the strength of signals from the local
broadcasting station-in this case tle London
station at io miles distance-the writer is
able to use a loud-speaker, the volume produced being sufficiently loud to render the
reception audible inny average-sized room.

:-

The box is made of tin. mahogany, the
249
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WITH the advent of broadcasting a large section of the public, who formerly
had no knowledge of wireless, has
become technically interested in the
subject, and on the occasion of the
opening of your new station it is. perhaps not out of place to give a brief
technical description of the plant
'hich has been manufactured by my
company for the British Broadcasting
Lompany.
The design of a broadcasting tele:
phone transmitter presents many
interesting problems to the wireless
engineer, and while a high degree of
perfection has already been attained
it is certain that we may expect in
the future a continuous and steady
progress in the development of the
art.
The first aim in design is to obtain
the most perfect articulation possible,
that is to say, to reproduce in the
form of the ether wave radiated from
the station an absolute replica
of the speech or music performed in
the studio. In addition. 'the designer must provide for reliability in
operation, ease of adjustment and
control to meet the var) ing conditions
of broadcast performances, and,
lastly, provision must he made for a
variety of safety devices to protect
both operator and apparatus in the
event of a fault developing in any
section of the plant.
it is not an easy matter to give a
detailed description of the complicated apparatus, by means of which
I am now addressing you, for the
reason that I am unable to employ
either diagrams or the usual methods
of practical demonstration.
The transmitter is situated in h
room adjacent to the studio, and comprises a large steel framework about
ioft. long by 7ft. high and 3ft. deep.
It is divided into three main sections,
the left-hand portion containing all
the speech amplifying, modulating
circuits and valves. The centre section has a large slate panel carrying
all the main controls, circuit breakers
and valve filament rheostats, and the
right-band section contains the main
highfrequency valve oscillators with

A24
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tuning adjustments.
Many of my listeners are probably
familiar with the form of glass vahe
usually employed in wireless receivers
and possibly also may have some
knowledge of the larger types of glass
valves employed- for transmission.
The main power valves, however,
in the Manchester transmitter are not
constructed of glass, but have all the
valve electrodes mounted in a bulb
Silica
made of clear fused silica.
has many advantages over glass in
that it possesses no coefficient of
expansion, and, therefore, is not
liable to crack if unevenly heated.
In consequence, It is possible to allow
these valves to carry a much heavier
load and run at much higher temperatures than \vould he possible in
the case of valves whose
bulbs are constructed of
The fact, howglass.
ever, that silica possesses
no coefficient of expanf
sion presents difficulties
where the lead-in wires
are sealed into the bulb.
of the pow-er valve, and to
ensure a perfect acuum

THE NEW
BROADCAST
I I

An- address

'given-

by

Director of the' Radio

ç
known as the "choke "
method of control, the
po\v
absorbed in the
modulating valves has tO

¶
-

approximately equal the
power input to the aerial
circuit.
This places a

.

,.

J

T

.

it is necessary to employ
very long seals, which
are rendered airtight by
pouring in a lead alloy

between the silica and the
lead-in wires. Owing to
the use of lead the seals
must not he allowed to
become heated, and to
provide effective cooling a
blast of air is played on
to the seals during transmission.
Safety devices
are provided whereby, in
the event of any failure
of the air. blast, the
whole. transmitter is automatically shut
down.
Further,, it is not possible
to start transmission unless the air l)last is first
put into operation.
Five power valves L.re
emDloyed in the trans-

mitter. To obtain good
articulation, by what is
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H
great
sFra in
upon
the
modulating valves, since
they have to e capable of
dissipating energy in their
anode circuits equal to the
total input to the oscillating
vaives.
For
this
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and the total time required to change
a valve is less than 30 seconds. The
entire transmitter is provided with a
number of safety devices and, as .1
have previously mentioned, every
working part is enclosed in a steel
metal frame which is earthed. This
framework has various gates, all
fitted with automatic switches, so
that on the opening of any gate by
the operator all high-tension circuits
are instantly disconnected.
In conclusion I should like to say
that from an engineering point of
view I think one of the outstanding
features of a modern broadcasting
transmitter lies in the large number
'of changes or transformations which
my voice now speaking to you bas to
pass through before it is ultimately
reproduced in your own room. Any
one of these transformation stages
may be likened to a link in a chain
all joined in series, and if any link
should prove defective the ultimate
result will he a failure. As an illustration of this I would remind you
of the old-fashioned parlour game
The
known as " Whispering."
players sit in a ring, and a message
is whispered from one player to his
neighbour until it has passed round
the ring; the ultimate result, if at
all intelligible, is usually ludicrous
and totally different f.rom theoriginal.
In the Manchester set which I have
just described, the voice, after being
converted into electrical ripples by
means of a microphone, has to be
transformed and amplified in twelve
successive stages before reaching the
aerial, and when it is realised that
distortion in any one of these stages
is provided in duplicate
.11
will completely spoil the result, the
fliC
tUC Van C
aIl,j
mounted in soecial holders. wonder is that broadcasting can be
accomplished at all. But -I would
so that in th event of any
valve failing, it may be add here a word of warning to those
withdrawn from the trans- who are employing multi-valve remitter, complete with its ceivers-a defect in any one of the
mounting, in a few stages -of amplilication in your own
apparatus may ruin for you the most
seconds, and a new one,
perfect transmission. Do. not, therewhich is always kept close
at hand, instantly sub- fore, be too ready to blame the
stituted. All the connec- British Broadcasting Co., remembertions to the special valve Ing that the ultimate result is depenholders are made by dent on the perfection of every link
meais of knife switches, in the chain.

reason two silica valves in parallel
have to be employed in the modula tiug,circuit, each capable of dissipatkw. at their anodes.
ing
One large silica valve capable of
dealing with 5 kw to 7 kw. is employed in the oscillating circuit; one
-kv. glass valve is used for speech
amplification. rind one i-kw. glass
vale for exciting the grid Circuit of
the main oscillating silica valve.
Separate excitation of the oscillating
valve in this manner enables the
wavelength of the station to be maintained exceedingly constant.
Power is supplied to the transmitter from duplicate sets of motor
generators each luring an output of
kw. at 5,000 volts direct current.
The filaments of the valves are
lighted from a large storage battery,
and to ensure lon life
very robust filames are
employed in the silica
power valves, the main
oscillator valve having a
filament current of approximately 40 amperes.
Auxiliary
machinery,
all in duplicate, is also
provided for charging the
¿
filament batteries and
supplying the air blast
previously referred to.
,. .i;
A number of precautions have been taken to
ensure a high order of reliability and prevent disappointmeflt to listeners
by any interruption in the
programme. To achieve
this, every running part
...-

'I.-

.111

i

H
-

the Radio Communication Co., 'Lfd.;, -now-in- use at the
odcasling Station.
.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A.' THREECIRCUIT TUNER
By ALAN L M DOUGLAS

Staff

1

EdUor

The follon ¡ng article describes a useful tuning unii nhich can easily lie constructed
by the average experimenter, and which is particularly efficient and selective.

'

:
-

IT

s surprising if one examines
the numbr of well-constructed
experimental receivers throughout the country how, whilst partïcular care is devoted to receiving
and amplifying apparatus, particularly where valves are enìployed,
very often the tuner used in conjunction with this apparatus is
a very makeshift nature. This is
no doubt partly due to the fact
that, especially where high-frequency amplification is concerned,
it is often difficult to find suitable
combinations of coils to obtain the
niaximum resonance in the circuits,
but is more probably brought about
for the reason that there is no
really complete three-circuit tuner
capable of careful and fine adjustment to be obtained on the market
at the present moment.
One or two manufacturers produce a highly finished article for
which, however, the price is generally prohibitive. Why the apparent value of the tuning unit
should be assessed at. such a high
figure when valve detectors and
amplifiers can now be obtained for
quite a reasonable sum is difficult
to imagine.
Diversity in tuning units is even
more marked than in the type of
apparatus designed for work in
conjunction with them, many experimenters having vie\vs entirely
opposed to others where this suhject is concerned. It is frequently

idea, and as a matter of fact it is
impossible to obtain anything like
the maximunì results from an
amplifier, especially if of an experimental pattern, unless perfect
control can he exercised over the
oscillatory circuits.
For this

of-

.

thought that comparatively little
care need be gi en to this part of
the apparatus, as there is an idea
current that deficiencies in the
tuner are readily made up for by
the amplification obtained in the
receiver. This is quite an erroneous

-

-

':

-.

\, u

'

1.-A

4

of entirely obliterating the signals
instead of producing the expected
results. If such attention is paid

-

to the design of the amplifier, it
stands to reason that in the tuner,
where the incoming oscillatory

front ri ght-liond view of
instrumeni.

reason it is essential that fully as
much care be devoted to the tuning
unit as to the construction of the
rest of the apparatus, and the purpose of this article is to describe
a useful little tuner which, when

currents are at high frequencies,
equally great care should be devoted to the disposition of the
component parts. For this reason,
the actual laying out of the panel
so as to obtain the best results requires a little thought, änd it is
not surprising that a complicated
tuner, with half a dozen switches
of the Dewar pattern mounted
closely together in the centre and
surrounded by innumerable coils
and condensers, is very often
almost impossible to operate owing
to 'body capacity effects upsetting
the manipulation of the instrument.

-

A glance at the photographs,
Figs. i and IA, will show a front
view of the completed instrument,
T

Fig.

la-A left-hand view showin
secondary condenser.

once constructed, can be used with
any type of receiver vhatsoever,
either crystal or valve, and permits
of single or double circuit working with reaction as required.
Experimenters, when cönstrut252

A

4

which have sometimes the effect

-

-.

Fig.

ing receiving apparatus employing
high-frequency amplification, devote great care to the correct
spacing of the components, as they
have probably discovered by bitter
experience that wires incorrectly
placed in a multi-stage H.F.
amplifier pick up stray currents

the latter showing how the secondary condenser is controlled from
outside. Fig. 2 is a drilling plan
of the panel, which should be
carefully adhered to in order that
results vil1 not be disturbed by the
presence of the hand when adjusting the apparatus. The sheet of
ebonite from which the front is
made should be carefully selected,
and on acc6int of its small size

-
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may conveniently be of the very
best quality of ebonite .obtainable.
The original polished surface
should be carefully removed both
back and front by rubbing with

TÎÎ
_J_.
t---*
;i11
.

14.

Fig. 2.-Dimensions of panel.

fine emery in the o.rdinary manner,
and the exposed surface may
subsequently be raised to any required degree of finish by rubbing
with finer grades of emery, then
rottenstone, and, it desired,
finishing off with metal polish.
Paraffin and oil should beacdided
when dressing the surface of the
panel, as otherwise small traces
remaining in the ebonite have to
be removed before the component
parts can he finally assembled.
4i____
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warping. Quarter-inch is a convenient thickness for the ebonite
When this has been drilled and
carefully finished, it will form a
convenient guide for the trueing
up of the case when completed.
The Construction' of this latter
should now he undertaken.
The chief details of this will be
apparent from an examination of
Figs. 3 and , the wood of which
it is constructed being for prefer
ence teak or mahogany. Teak is
probably the better wood, as the
possibilities of warping are very
slight.
The sides, back, and
underneath portions of the case
may conveniently be made from
gin. stuff, and the small angle
pieces used to afford support for
the ebonite panel can be cut from
in. vood. If the photographs
are examined, it will be seen that
there is no tra
of the means
by which the arioúß portions, of
thé case are held together, with the
exception of tQ screws on each
side for extra rigidity.
These
photographs have not beei touched
up, and serve to, illustrate that a
very neat finish can be obtained if
the wood is pinned and the holes
subsequently filled with putty.
The cutting of the wood and the
finishing off of the case are best
left to the experimenter's own particular taste, as the drawings are
self-explanatory and are fully
dimensioned.
It is surprising
how, with a little care, a very good
finish may be obtained with few
or no workshop facilities, but
accuracy is essential, and the
reader is recommended to try
working a few pieces of scrap

6/4
Fig.

3.-Dimensions of
taming box

----side

of

'on-

Cate should be taken that the

.

panel is a close fit in the case,
chiefly for appearance' sake, but
also to prevent the possibility of

Fig. 4.-Arrangement for fitting the
seeondary condènser.

assembles accurately; and it is
necessary to work very accurately
when using ebonite. These side
plates may be polished if desired,
in the same manner as the panel,
and in any case should have the
corners rounded off so that a good
appeaance is presented.
The coil plugs themselves may
be cut from kin. ebonite sheet,
three pieces un, by jin. being
required to mount the aerial,
secondary, and reaction circuit
coils on. It will be observed that
the centres of the contact pins for
the plugs are spaced -frmn. apart.
That is necessary for any type of
plug-in coil now on the market

---1J4-

wood if he is not accustofried to

carpentry.
The most important part of the
actual tuner itself is the coilholder and the stand by means of
which this is attàched to the panel.
An examination of the sketch
Fig. 5 will show all- the details of
this device, and should be more
or less self-explanatory. The two
semi-circular discs for holding the
coil plugs themselves to the tuning
-

S'

panel may be cut from iin. sheet
ebonite 'iimensioned in accordance
with the figure. 'It is important
that these sizes be adhered to 'in
order that the complete device

__/._
O.

P$'8ORE

BA.

--- //--

Fig.

5.-Components toi coil mounting.

with the exception of the Burndept
pattern, the centres of this latter
being sin.
(To be cotiiue4.)
........................

.
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Editor.

the tuning inductance stand, or of
transfornier', is connected 'to grid
and LT. ; in some cases, however, it is an advantage to vire it
to LT. + instead of to LT.
On the right are four terminals.
The top pair are connected to plate
a

AN EXPERIMENTER'S VALVE PANEL.

-

-.

+

FOR the experimenter there can
be no more useful piece of
apparatus than a valve panel
so designed and. wired that it will
allow any circuit to be made lip

by turning óver a switch,'and there
is also a gridleak which a selector
switch connects at vill to positive
or negativi LT., places in shunt
with the condenset, or cuts out al.

together.
An auxiliary resistance with a
value of io ohms is available when
required, so that dull-emitter
valves, such as the Mullard
L.F. ORA, the D.E.R., DEy,
or D.E.Q., can be used without
.

r

of finished

:

Fie. .4-Shorting bar for react ion
cul-oui.

and H.'. +. The second pair,
for reaction, can also be used
fo- the iqductance and condenser
of a tuned anode circuit, or for a
non-inductive resistance if the resistance-capacity method of H. F.
coupling is under test.
The selector switch; a laminated
attached to a spindle moing

-arm

.

Fi. 1.-Plan

.

GR/O

-

____

-

r

inslrumenL

-

with the minimum of trouble. The
panel to be described has
many special points which' vill
commend themselves to those who
are frequently .engaged in tr)ing

Fie.

2.-The

extra resistance.

out new ideas, since it can be used
in any part of the set with the
greatest ease. It contains a grid
condenser, which may be thrown
into or out of action in a moment
-

r/.

-1

-

3M Ho

MT+

LT+

M7'-

LZ'-

Fig. 3.-Wiring of Panel.

the necessity of making any
changes in the accumulator connections. Last but by no means of
least importance, the filament resistance is connected to the negative low-tension terminal.
Fig. s shows the top of the
finished panel. On the left are
three input terminals, consiected re,spectively to grid, L.T.+ and
LT.
Usually the secondary of

-.

,p
I

Fig.

I

6.-Dimensions of panel.

in a brass bush, can be bought
complete from advertisers in this
journal for is. od. The two single
pole dourle-throw switches seenon
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the left are of the midget type that
has recently been placed on the
market. These are neat and efficient little affairs which take up
only a small amount of room on
The panel.
The extça resistance, controlled
by the lower switch, is very simply
made Fig. 2 shows its appear:
ance and dimensions. It consists
of a piece,of sin. ebonite measuring 21fl. by tin., upon which are
wound about 2 yards of No. 28
resistance wire. If Eureka wire
is used, thé total extra resistance
ohms;
available will be about
with Nichrome it will be rather
over ro ohms. As there are a good
many makes of resistance wire with
slightly different values for a given
gauge., and as the rheostat mounted.
on the panel may have a resistance
of anything from 4 to 7 ohms, the
exact number of turns needed
should be found by actual trial.
1f
yards of wire are wound on
in the first instance, turns can he
stripped off one by one until the
Little
happy mean is reached.
brass tags secure the ends of the
tvire; these allow neat soldered
connections to be made. The ebonite former is fixec to the panel
by means of 4B.A. screws..
An examination of the wiring
diagram (Fig. 3) vilI show that it
the gridlea aid condenser are
brought into play the panel becomes a complete single-valve receiver. . When the reaction terminais are not required, as, for example, when the panel is used
for housing a transformer-coupled
HF. valve, the reaction terminals
'are shorted by means of a brass
arm, details of which appear ,in

Fig. 4.
Fig.

Wireless WeeKly

1923

5 shows the drilling layIt vill be
out of the panel.
noticed that, with the exception of
'those for the bushes of selector
switch arm and rheostat, ail the
holes are 4B.A. clearance. Use
separate valve-legs for the holder,
and not one of those moulded ebonite sockets which are popular because they save a little trouble.
The grid-anode capacity in one of
these holders is of the order of
.00OOO5
F; this may seem a
small amount, but it is quite suffi-

cient to cause undesirable effects
on the HF. side of the set when
short-'ave reception is in progress.
The holes for the legs cari be
drilled with the greatest ease if
one of the templates printed in the
July issue of ilíodern Wiréless, is
used.
-'For making th-connectiòns of
the panel, use stiff .bare copper
,wire of No. s8 gauge, soldering
every joint. When finished, the

//jN 48A. ROUNO

HEAD .YcHEW
.

HOOX

7

Fig.

0.-The con1anthg

box.

panel should be mounted on a neat
little cabinet measuring 6m, ny
in. by .in. in depth, made of in.
oak. The most convenient method
is not to screw the ehonite top to
the cabinet, but to provide it with
a pair of hinges at the top end, the
fastening at the other end being a
hook engaging with a screw (Fig.
6). 1f this is doñe, the interior
¿f the panel is instantly accessible
houid any fault occur, or should
it be desired to try gridieais or
condensers of various values.

R.\V.H.

*
-

A

HIGH-TENSION

BATTERY FUSE..
THOSE who have burnt out
vill appreciate the
high-tension battery fuse as
a -safeguard of the filaments when
experimenting with different connections. A piece of ebonite is
obtained 2m, long x Im, wide x
a valve

Two holes. are..iillcd
in. from each end, arid one hole
Small
is drilled in the centre.
.bolts are clamped by nuts in the
outer holes with washers next to

sin. thick.

the ebonite.
Und'er the çahers a narrow
ribbon .of tinfoil is held. The tirifoil
threadéd through the hole
in the middle.
The reason for
threading the ribbon through the
hole is so that if the tinfoil melts,
it cannot tall across the two terminais.
The ribbon of tinfoil
should be as narrow as can be conveniently handled. This fuse
."hlow " at a very low amperage.
It should be mounted on the hightension battery itself if possible,
as there might still be a short
.bc/,iud the fuse.
In
multivalve circuits tone
of these fuses should he in
each high-tension lead. After the
fuse has blown a few times the
experimenter vill feel really grateful that he fitted one. Anyway,
it is much cheaper than buying
new valves. By experimenting, it
is possible to find the correct
measurements for a low-tension
fuse. lt should be remembered
that the current-crrying power of
the fuse is that bf Sits thinnest part,
therefore it is possible- and colivenient to have substantial end
pieces.
S.-"
R. N. P.

*

NON-INDUCTIVE
POTENTÏOMETER..

A.

MANY experimenters do not
realise what ari improvement a potentiometer makes
when it is used to control high-fre'quency valves or to effect rectifica-don instead of the usual leak.
The materials needed for the
fol lowing non-inductive potentiometer are: On&. good quality
graphite pencil- (H.B.); -ten condenser washers (hin.); three terminals; one Sin. length of lin.
square brass rod; two 2111. lengths
of screwed brass rod 2B.A. ; one
-small strip of springy brass or
copper; one piece of brass in.
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fibre,

below it is tightened it.will tend
to squeeze its way more deeply
into the hollow, and when it is
tightened hard down its top will
be a little belo the surface of the
panel. In this case the slope of
the drill point is too straight to suit
the screw.
Fig. 7 also shows what happens
if the slope is too gradual. By
the time that the hollow is deep
enough to allow the screw to lie
flush its diameter at the top is too
great.
Hence there is a small,
unsightly gap all round the head
between it and the ebonite.
Our last illustration shows a
properly countersunk screw. Here
the sides of the hollow have exctly the right slope. The head
bears against them and the screw
has a good hold.
A screw so

un. ; one small piece of
x tin. ; several
lin. X

'washers and nuts. The outer casing of the pencil (an H.B.) is removed by boiling in vater for a
few minutes. As an H.B. pencil
has a resistance somewhere in the
neighbourhood of 300 ohms, this
would be suitable. It should be
borne in mind that the harder the
graphite the lower the resistance.
Clips to hold down the resistance element are made of copper
or brass.
A jin. 'quare rod.
is drilled in. from each side
to take a nn. length of 2B.A.
rod.
The slider is made by
pressing the square inch of brass
round the tin. rod.
The fit
should not be too tight, as the
springy strip of brass for the contact is used as a packing between
the rod and the slider. The piece
of fibre is glued to the top of the
Great care
slider for a knob.
should be taken in handling the
graphite resistance element. The
springy contact is curled round at
the bottom to prevent the edge
from scratching the graphite.

PROPER COUNTER5WVI( 5CREW

U.'

R.X.P.

4.

Fi.

.t.

7.-Illustrating correct and
incorrect countersinks.

NEATNESS IN
COUNTERSINKING.

r-i-1 O

countersink screws in a
panel so that they look neat
and hase a firm seating is
not quite so simple a business as
one might think at first sight.
The common method is to select a
drill vhose diameter is rather
larger than tbat of the screw's
head and then to drive it into the
ebonite until a hollow is made in
wfrich the head will lie flush.
The objection to this method is
that the angle of the drill point is
very seldom anything like the same
as that of the underside of the
screw's head. Hence by the time
that a hollow has been made into
which the screw viIl fall too much
of the material has been removed.
A glance at Fig. 7 will show that
a screw' so fitted has a very poor
hold indeed, and that as the nut-

.

fitted will be flush with the surface of the ebonite, and vilI
remain so.
Such perfection can be attained
very easily if one cares to use onl.y
one make of screw and to grind
a special set of drills for countersinking therti.
But not everyone
wants to keep a set of drills that
will be rarely used.
A simpler method, if your standard drills do not happen to have
exactly the right slope, is to use
two different drills for each
countersinking operation.
The
first should have a diameter rather
less than that of the screw's head.
It is sunk to the full depth of the
head.
The. second, which is
larger, is used to enlarge the top
of the hollow so that the screw will
sink properly into it.
You may he worried when
countersinking by the occurrence of
" chatter marks." These Lre
caused usually by applying too

22,

1923

much pressure, which causes the
drill to bite deeply and tear the
ebonité. Should these be present
in a countersink hollo they can be
removed without difficulty. Place
a round-headed'screw head downwards in the drill stock, grease the
head and dip it in knife powder.
A few turns of the drill crank will
grind out the offending tharks
R. W. H.

t

-

t
HOW TO USE A
BRACE.

brace,

owing

number of uses
THE

to the
to which it

may he put, is one of the
most useful tools one can possess.
If pioperly used, it may serve for
drilling ebonite panels, etc., the
chif difficulty being to drill in a
true yertical position. This is due
to the fact that the bit is placed
on the point where the hole is to
be made, while the left hand is
placed, on the handje. It is held
ma vertical or horizontal position
in this manner, while the shank
is turned round with the right
hand. It -will be seen that to keep
a deád-true position in this way is
almost impossible, owing to the
motion of the body. To overcome
this difficulty, attach an angle
piece to the work bench.
This
angle piece should be made to fit
the shank of the brace, and should
be attached to the vork bench in
such a way as to make it possible
to raise or lower it to any desired
position. The auger bit is by far
the best type for woodwork or
drilling panels, but it should be
remembered that if the bit is found
to be working in an unwilling
manner, it should not be forced,
but gently coaxed, by means of
taking a turn backwards and then
proceeding in a forward direction
until the difficulty is overcome by
gentle persuasion. A screwdriver
bit is very useful when used in a
brace, as it makes the operation of
putting in screws much quicker and
easier.
H. B.
-
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aimospherics. .T/,e virtues of ebonite as an insulalin

material.
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.

IN those dim anddistant days when

I sailed
the high seas in charge of an almost prehistoric wireless set, thistirne of the year
was a.great worry to all of us. Our standard
receiving equipment, even if very reliable,
as far less sensitive than the aerage broadcast crystal set of to-day, and the degree of
sensitivity gien by the modern valve receier
ildest dreams. In some
was beyond our
measure liat we lacked in sensitiveness in
tile apparatus we.galned in tile large aerials
possible on board ship; but this last advantage was not an unmixed blessing. -These
big ship aerials brought in atmospherics
"something terrible." As a consequence the
summer time \as a daily horror for the reception of signals, for ve had to strain every
ier e to differentiate the weak signals from
the bangs, crashes, roars, and cracks of the
iniquitous " X." En the winter months
there was very little trouble, but in the hot
weather work vas sometimes impossible for
hours on end. Particularly was this the case
in the tropics.

*
*
first
summer
" in
really
''
radio
This is
the
this country, and I as expecting that a good
many people would have to give up their
reception for no othei reason than the prevalence of atmospheric trouble during the hot
weather. In he United States this has been
the case each year, as yoIl will see if you
study the correspondence and general indicatioris in the \merican radio magazines. The
aerials used by listeners-in are very low compared with those erected on board ship, and
EngIand seems much more favourably
situated in regard to the freedom of atmospheric noises than does America-at least on
these wavelengths. The real thing which
males for successin wireless reception is not
so much the actual strength of signals as the
relative strength of signals compared ith
atmospherics, jamming and other dis-

turba nces. Even now if you WiSh to use
many valves for the reception of distant
signals, or e\'en two or three valves on long
wavelengths, 'you will find the crashes and
roars are sometimes -most distressing.
.

-

The problem of the1elimination.ofatmospherics is engaging -the .attention of
iumerous radio scientists -throughout the
world. If" atmospherics " or '' X's '' \ ere of
one kind only and cathe from one source we
should have got rid of the trouble long ago.

The atual facts, however, sho us that there
are all kinds and types of atmospherics
coming from all quarters,- and in many cases
--we haie not the slightest idea what originates
them.
A recent paper before the Radio
Societyof Great Britain by Mr. \Vatson \Vatt
threw a most interesting- light upon the
problem of atmospheric-- elimination and
showed us that thunderstorms and 1ihtning
discharges are not, as some people thInk, th
sole ¿auses of the trouble.
Strong atmospherics are often traced by direction-finding
apparatus to quarters where the conditions
are, to ordinary appearances, quite normal as
far as the common indications of.w'eather are
concerned.

-.

*

*

The merican experimenters arè just rediscovering the particular irtues of ebonite
asan insulator. This name, by the way, is a
British one, and in America the substance is
always referred to as " hard rubber."
A
glance through the advertisements in the
radio magazines and the perusal of articles
and books published on the other side of the
Atlantic indicate that practically all of thé
pan&s used by experimenters for mounting
their apparatus are made of one of the synthetic resin products.
The choice of these
suhstances is not dictáted byfconomy, for all
of them are dearer thaii ebonite, but these
newer products have certain very distinct
257
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virtues which carry great weight with the
wireless amateur. For one thing they retain
their glossy black. appearance almost indefinitely and do not become greenish and
dull, as is the case with ebonite if it is much
exposed to the áir. Furthermore, they are all
less liable to warp and can he machined,
moulded, drilled, engraved,- etc:; with great
facility. An advantage possessed by these.
ner s»bstances, which' will, appeal strongty
to the \vireless a'matei.ir who makes many sets,
i
thè fact that terminals, screws, etc.. once
made tight n the panels do not hoosn in that
?rritating fashion when the soldering iron lias
friend of mine
been applied to them.
recently built a remarkably fine löoking
amplifier, having many terminals for voltage
tap.pillgs.
luch to his disgust practically
every one of these terminals loosened after
the connections had been soldered .to them,
and there wa no end of diflicultyin making
them tight again.
i

22,
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metal inserts, and such moulding, of course,
greatly reduces the cost of manufacture.
-

-

-.

*

*

*

From what I have been told by merian
radio experts visiting this country, the quality
of ebonite generally available to the British
amateur is far superior to that generally available in America. Thére is, however, a great
dal òLruhbishnow oli the rnarket h're, and
some, of the newer small, manufacturers have
'been hadv caught by buYing their ebonite
from unreliable sources. Old motor tvres,
'goloshes, arid all kinds of rubber-containing
refuse bas been pressed into surface to yield
flat panels in the ireless boom, and it has
not been unusual for particles of metal to. be
found in the rubber so produced. I know one
experimenter iho found a large French nail

when

saing

-

up the sheet for the wireless

panel..
*

A recent article in the "India Rubber
World " gives sorne rather useful hints on
working ebonite. In panel making, says

Against sorne mechanical act vantages
possessed by these materials, which are all
made from the same synthetic resins must be
set the fact that the electrical pràpertie of
ebonite are superior in several points. For
instance, some tests rcently made in the

the article, satisfactory results are obtained by
cutting with an ordinary hacksaw having 24
teeth to the inch.
For drilling holes use a
straight fluted, not twist, drill, slowly withOut great pressure, otherwise the substance
may heat excessively and the drill run out of
true. Ebonite is made in many grades and
the quality can he judged by the softness of
the shaving and by the fcilitv ith hich it
cuts and machines. The easier it machines,
the better the quality and the more readily

United States Bureau of Stanclrd Laboratories and other olaces show that the ahsorition of moisture by some of these substancs
is fourteen times as great as with ebonite.
This is, of course, important in radio vorl.
Another difference ; the heating of th
material when subjected to alternating fields
is higher in the newer panels, and this has the
effect of introducing losst. in the circuit
Thus,
and diminishing the selectivity.
whilst the phenolic resin insulating materials
have the advantage of greater mechanical
strength, resistance to high temperature and
low frequency puncture strength, ebonite is

it

iIl take

a

high polish.
*

Many experimenters press too hard when
as a consequence break away the
surface at the other side. It is always wise to
keep an old piece of ebonite handy on hich
to drill, as if this is done and there are no
shavings between the panel and the piece
underneath, a good clean hole can be cut
without any break-away. I have not found it
necessary to use any lubricant, although some
writers have found turpentine to be an advanlage. I rather fancy that if they use the
straight drill just referred to they will not find
any necessity to use a lubricating substance.

drilling, and

superior in insulating properties and other
important matters. lt is interesting to notice
that ebonite sheets in the form of panels are
practically only half the price of the panel
made from the new substances. The popularity of the latter materials amongst radio
manufacturers is easily accounted for by the
.fact that they can be moulded into highly
finished pieces of apparatus with or without

25S
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By OUR SPECIAL CORREPONDENTS.

hot weather,
L ONDON.-The
even more than the non-appear.
aiìce of the report, has had the
effect of diverting people's atten-.
tion to things other than vireless.
Indeed, the hot weather has had
a detrimental effect on long-distance reception. In view of this
effect,
the B.B.C. engineers

thought that if 2L0's wavelength
were to be raised from 369 metres
to 400 metres long-distance recep'tian might be improved. The
Post Office Authorities granted the
¡necessary permission for extending the wavelength, and last.week
the experiment was made.

o

o

o

The- results were surprising. -and
letters vere received
to the effect that the reception was
'vastly improved by the new wavelength and asking that 2L0 might
be kept at that permanenqy.
However. Captain Eckersley is
not satisfiel that the heat alone
.was responsible for the imperfect
reception, hut that sorne sets may
tune more easily to 400 metres.
All the same, the facts seemed to
point to better transmission and
reception on the longei wavelength
during the hot spell.

a great many

o

o

o

The musical talks of Mr. Percy
'Scholes, and the film criticism df
.Mr. Atkinson, all partake of the
same nature-constructive rather
Mr. Scholes
than destructive.
has been on holiday in Zug, in
Switzerland. While there he witmessed a musical festival, and he
\VfOte a critique on it which was
rea'd from 2L0. A large number
'óf people were listening-in in
Switzerland. and they heard the
critique of their own music.

This little item of information
was giveñ to the daily press, as it
vas thought that this illustration
of how .themations may be brought
together b' wireless was interesting. " copy." Unfortunately at
the same time the preliminary
notice about the elephant was also
given, and Mr. Scholes was
crowded out completely by the
elephant at the Zoo.
Forthcoming Events

AUGUST.
22nd

(VE.).-6.45, Mr. E. Salmon, Topical Empire Chat.
.
News and Views of the Theatre
by .\rchibald Haddon, the B.B.C.
Dramatic Critic. 9,Mr. W. Halden Sliipway, " Industrial Dentistry"; Regent Night.
23rd (THiJRs.).
Miss Winifred
Fisher;
Miss
Elsie
Herst,
soprano
7.13,
Mr.
Percy
Scholes, " Musical Criticism."
24th (FRI.).-6.45, Mr. Ernest Esdaile, " Elocution." 7.13, "-Seen
on the Screen."
, Dr. F. A.
Bather. FRS.. Natural History
Museum. 'Mr. Robert ParRer.
25th (S\T.).-Mr. Jean Cassola.
tenor.
, Major Harry Barnes,
Second tall on "Mcmdern London

i,

-

-

-

JRMINGÑAW.-It

waá

a

¡3 happy little gathering that
assembled in the cosy new studio
of MT ori the eening of Saturday, August ith, when the ocial opening was performed by Sir
Herbert Austin, MP.
There
were present Sir VilIiam NobIe,
Mr.
Mr.
Arthur Burrows,
J. C. W. Rieth (the general
manager of the B.B.C.), representatives of the \Vestern Electric
Company, who have installed the
new apparatus; and of course
there was Mr. Percy Edgar, the
Mr.
Joseph
station director,
Lewis, Mr. Appleby Matthews,
and all the station " uncles." and

''aunts.''

0
O
O
During -the evening the Royal
Air Force Band contributed a
splendid programme, and Capt.
P. P. Eckerslv, of 21.0, gave tbe
\fidlanders one of the breezy
chats for which he became so well
known in Writtle days. There is
just One " finishing touch " to be
put to the studio. It is nothing
less than the installation of a
\Iustel pipe organ.

Buildings."

Forthcoming Events

C. A. House,
Chief of Staff of Cage Birds, on
"Canaries." 9, A, Bertram,
Official Lecturer of the National
Portrait Gallery, on '' Portrait

AUGUST.
22nd (\VED.).-Mr. Moses Baritz
vill lecture on " Faust."
The
station orchera and the station
choir under Mr. Lewis vill contribute sélections from-the opera
during the evening.
-27th (Mox.).-Mr Robert Parker,
bass, of the British National
-Ooera Co.
28th (TUEs.).-Band of HM. Irish
Guards.
2gth (WED.).-Miss May Blythe,
soprano, of the British National
Opera Company.

27tl1

(MON.).-7.15,

Painting."

28th

(TuE.).-7.I5, H.

A. Bromley,

Examiner Supplies to 11M.
Stationery Office, on "The
Evolution of Paper Maldng.'
H. E; °eowell-Jones on
Mexico."
,

i,

DramaticCriti29th (\VF.D.).-7.
cjsni. g, Professor A. J. Ireland
on " History."
259
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In perusing the list of COrning
events and noting such renowned
singers as Beatrice Miranda and
'William ' Anderson, whose per-'
formances from the operatic stage
we have so much enjoyed, we feel.
constrained to remark, with
cerest apologies to our friend
M. Coué, that every day and in
every way 2ZY's programmes are
getting better and better

.

ist (SAT.).-Pe'rformancé by the
station military band, under Mr.
ApplehyZtlatthews.
o
o
_o
jANCHESTER.-By the time
these notes are in print, comment on the closing of the oli
station in Trafford Park and the
openin of the new one will no
In the
tio&ibt ''appear belated.
light of modern programmes; how
ever, the
aried entertainment
which marked thè condusion of
2ZY's activities from its temporary home seemed rather qùaint
and carried us back to the
Ve were promised
, early dys.
stunts,'' and we had them in
every shape and form, crowned at
the close of the evening by the
solemn declaration of our ghostly
friend and the bur) ing of the
-

.

carrier wave.

0

Forthcoming Events
AUGUST:
22nd (\VED.).-Maurice Cole, pianist ; Charles \Vreford, humorist.
23rd (TIJLYRS.).-ViCtor Smythe in
Something New "; Jo Lamb,
-

I

TRANSMISSIONS

-

o

I

o

P ........ 1WA..
N ......... 2L0....369

OSIER.... OZI ... .385
fILE ...... 580... .400

W ........

Gaals....

5SC
SIT

..

.

.

.

5.30

11.30 n.m. to 12.30 lootrad of
3.30 to 1.30p.m.
3.0 p.m. to 5.0 p.m. af,o.

RILEY? n°ERIOS.
F ................

8.0

to 0.30

................... 7.30

8.0

r

OSIER

............. 7.45

OTtE ..............

W

0.0
................ 8.0

GEAR

............. 5.11

..

,.
..

8.15
8 30
8.15
8.45

G

i

violinist, and Eric Fogg, pianist;
Edward Isaacs, the Manchester
pianist.
24th (FRI.).
Leigh Hovarth's
Dance Orchestra; Owen Brang\vyn, baritone.
-.
25th (SAT.).
Florence Holding,
soprano; John Wright, baritone.
Olive English,
(SuN.).
26th
soprano.
2th (MoN.). Sophie Rovlands,
soprano; Toni Kinniburgh, bass;
À. Holland, baritone.
28th (TuEs.).-2nd Symphony Concert
May Blvhe (soprano),
Robert Parker (bass), of the
British National Opera .Cmpany.
29th (WED.).-Jennie Lord, soprano; Tom Sherlock, baritone.

o
o
TWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

Vj

1'..

transmission of musical
comedies and operas is now beJ

2ZY.
2

O

station at Sheffield has progressed
sites.

O

O

O

The prediction that plenty of
volunteers to face the microphone
would turn up has been more than
justified. Incidentally, some fine
transmitting voices and subjects
have been

:

o.

O

so far as the acquirement of two

-.

The musical items weré provided
by the band of the Irish Guards,
and whilst their playing was very
enjoyable we are of the opinion
that technical clearness was
sacrificed to the exploiting of
some very unusual tempos, whilst
the hälance and volume were not
as good as we have heard from

O

Ç HEFE/EL D.-\Vork in the
-' matter of the experimental relay

-

o

o

-

.8.301010.30 p.m. RS.?.

OtO

o

o

The transmission was excellent,
and we look forward to the
repetition of Act I., together with
Act II., on August 22nd, when
Miss Doris Lemon and Mr.
\Villiam..Mitchehl., of the British
National Opera Compan',
ill
take principal parts.
Another
member of the B.N.O.C. to appear during August is Mr. Robert
Parker, on the 29th, in "Romeo
and Juliet."

41ff

.420

I,8ES 0f WORRISO.
.3.30 to 4.30 p.m. od
io 11.0 p.m. ES.?.

o

.

For the production of Att I. of
Maritana " on August ist the
chorus was provided by the ShipCote Harmonic Choir, of Gateshead, who have previously made
several welcome appearances in
the programme.
ith the principals, chorus and orchestra there
could scarcely have been standing room in the studio, and the
announcer must surely.have had to
sit on the mantelpiece or piano.

.353 mitro,

;t

,o

coming, a regular feature of the
The producN,O programme.
tioiì of the " Country Girl " last
month by Madame May Grant and
her party., from \Vhitley Bay
proved so' successful that' in
rsponse to many requests it was
repèated on August 3rd.

o,oknçth

CnII-8,gO

0

I93

's\

rBtRoADeS11

Listeners-in had the pleasure of
short address from Lord Gainford, followed by a breezy speeeh
from Sir Edwin Stockton, vlio
formally operied the station.
Another interesting address was
that by Major Binyon describing
the détails of what was stated to
lt the last thing in wireless transmission
instruments-in short,
the transmitting plant at 2ZV's
Major
new
station.
From
linyon's remirks it is evident that
we now have a station of which
w
should be justly proud, a
station in keeping with the traditions of Manchester musically,
and a station in which expense
and the utilising of the liest
brains in the country -hase not
been spared in the. slightest
degree.

.o

22,

:

'isco'ered.

-

The Sunday night transmission
has proved a success. It is hoped
to get a minister of each denomination. Mr. Lloyd is approaching
a Catholic pastor, and intends to
invite the Chief Rabbi also.
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Mainly about
k Valves
Our weekly causerie written by the Editor.

An Accidentally Discovered Circüit
QUITE a number of people lave
cently told me of a circui which they
have found to give exeellent-"resuli, and
which they believe gives the same effect as a
tuned anode circuit, but with only one. valve.
One has even gone to the expense and trouble
of attempting to obtain a patent for the cir
cuit without realising that what he has
achieved was something already vell known
ond ordinary.
You will see below' the different stages in
the invention and how disappOinting the final

Fig. 2 shows how we can rearrange the
Circuit by substituting a small condenser C3
ha Ing a capacity of, say, 00005 uF or considerably less to represent the grid to anode

:JT_!
-

Rig.

2.-A

rearrangenientoß

Ike- same:circziit.

-'

lt xviII probáblVbe found in the
cftcuit that if thefilament current to
th first valve is switched off and the valve
left muts socket, signals will-be still -stronger,
owing -to the greater capacity coupling between the grid and anode electrodes in the
valve itself. At any rate, in Fig. 2
have

rapacity.

Fi.i

r

c,
-

L!'
g. -

1.-The ST34 circuit with.the first

replaced the

vaLve removed

we 'are

The original arrangement is
is.
shown in Fig. i. This is an ST34 Circuit
(tuned anode ith reaction). In Fig. i the
first valve has been taken out of its socket,
and anyone working with this type of circuit
will find that if the condensers C1 and C2 are
slightly readjusted signals will come in, not
as loudly as before, but.quite strongly. Hence
the fallacious idea that there is a ttined.anode
coupling effect even though no valve exists.
As a matter of fact, when tile valve is taken
out there is a capacity coupling beteen the
valve holder socket G1 and the anode socket
A1. A small condenser is formed, and this
condenser serves to couple the Circuit L1 C,
to the circuit
C2.

vlve

w

by the condenser C3, and
The

still gçtting excellent signals.

circuit

I

Fig..

3.-The

ftnal..arrangernent of

1/ic

circuit.

circuit, moreover, is very selective. Although
the circuit looks a very strange one, yet ¡f a
few connections are altered without affecting
tile operatiQn of tile circuit4ts.appearance..be-

L
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cornes more. conventional, and Fig. 3 shows
the circuit as I have redrawn it. In Fig. 2 it
vill be seen: that the top end of the inductailce L2 is connected to the positive terminal
Instead of
of the high-tension battery.
making this connection, exactly the same
- effect
vill be obtained if the top end of L2
is connected to the positie terminal or negativè terminal of the filament accumulator, because, as -regards high-frequency potentials,
the positive terminal of thè high-tension
battery is at the same potential as the accumulator.
.
In Fig.
the top end of L2. is now connected to the negátire terminal of the fIlament
accumulator, although what was formally the
top of L0 is now the bottom of L2, because we
have turned the circuit L C2 round so that
it comes in between the grid and filament of
the valve. The reaction coil L3 in the anode
circuit of the valve is coupled to the induct
nnce L2 as before, but it will be seen that in
Fig. 3 we have quite an ordinary reaction
circuit. Instead, however, of having the inductance L2 coupled to the inductance L, as
in a loose-coupler, the circuits L, C, and
L2 C2 are coupled together -b
the small
lt .is, of course, well known
capacity C3.
that osciflation circuits may he coupled,
either by means of a condenser or inductively (and even by resistance, but this is by
the way).
The Fig. 3 circuit, or, if you lik, the
Fig. i circuit with the valve out, would certainly not. be permitted by the Postrnaster
General.
If you in%estigate the matter a little further,
you
ill realise that there, is really rio
technical border line where one begins to infringe the Postmaster-General 's instructions
regarding reaction. The ciruit of Fig. 3, if
the condenser C3 is kept very small, is no
a scrap worse than the ST34 circuit, as
regards radiation. Nevertheless, some sort
of line must be draw n which. can he understood. and the P.M.G.'s decisión has been
a generous one. If he banned reaction altogether anywhere, it would be a black day for'

.

22

I23,

T.he çonsciences, however
the listener-in.
of wireless experimenters are becoming
notoriously flexible, a state of affairs due,
in no srnll measure to rep'ressiôn. in .the
past.
-

-

The Static Leak
ry much to do
Although this has not
vith al\es, yet .the thundery weather
that when a series condenser i
used in the aerial circuit of the receiver, it
i
desirable to connect across it some form
of static leak to allow aóy electrical charges
which accumulate on the aerial to leak away
tô earth. If this is not done the condenser
may be injured, owing to a breakdown due
to the high potentials across it.
Fig. 4 shows one solution of the static
leak problem. A ioo,000 ohms resistance R
is connected across the variable condenser
C. which tunes the aerial circuit. The high
resistance allows the gradual accumulation of
electricity on th.e aeril to leak away to earth.
-

-

R

Fit. 4.-Illustrating

(he position of (he static leak in
relalion to the aerial circuit.

histead of using a high resistance, a choke
coil may be employed.
For example, the
secondar of an iniervalve transformer could
be used, but I would not recommend it.
1f
such a leak is to be employed it should have
a minimum capacity to earth, and for this
reason an anode resistance. is fairly satisfactory.

The 'EJkay" VireJess Co., of 225 and 227, 'Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2., are now preparing
a comprehensive catalogue of their receiving apparatus and various components.
We recommend our readers to apply for a copy in advance, mentioning "Wireless Weekly."
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RE CIRCUIT ST100
SIR,-With reference to the
above circuit I wish to let you
know that the results obtained by
me are excellent and greatly
exceed the very modest claims
made for it in ¡I'ireless Weekly.
Prior to using the above circuit
I was using another excellent one
of Yours, viz., Fig. 7-page 89
of No. 2 Modern Wireless; many
vi reless
enthusiasts heard the
results I got on this circuit,
which vere as good as obtained on
many 4- or 5-valve sets, but the
STioo has improved my: results
by at least 50 per cent.
Since summer commented it has
been difficult to hear 2L0 from
Belfast; with the STioo circuit
I can now hear the music about
20 feet away from the telephones.
FL and 5LP (Berliiì are even
louder than 2LO the'volume of
pure music is sc great that It
ould be fearfu I wearing the
headphones witho' ut lowering the
filaments.
Thanking you for the many
excellent articles published in
¡ITireless TVeekly and Modern
Wireless and at the same time
allow me to Cong ratulate you on
this excellent circ uit.
I am, etc.,

Belfast.

Wireless- -WeeKly

-

\VM. C. HADDICIÇ.

graphic periodical, I remember
the day when I asked a friend,
who introduced me to that hobby,
which periodical would suit me as
a beginner, and his reply was,
Tice Amateur Photographer and
Pliofogra i:y, because it givis an
article exclusively for beginners
cacle week, and this same advice I
hae given to many of my
friends, I may add that these
articles are progressive, and
when they have reached a certain
stage they revert to the begnning again, and so the beginner
is able to take up the more
advanced articles and thoroughly
understand them. I am certain
that there aré a large number of
readers who desire to know a little
more than how to operate a set;
they require at least a slight technical knowledge, sufficient for
them to understand the more technical articles which appear in
your. journal.
Of curse, I am speaking as a
beginner, and frankly admit that
75 per cent.' of your matter is
above me, but have taken the book
regularly and hope that at some
future date I shall be able to dig
out the back numbers and revel in
the intricacies of various circuits
and technicalities which have
appeared.
Iam, etc., ..
E.io.
A. E. GOLDSMITH.
'

A SUGGESTION
SIR.-In your issue dated July

8th you state that you would 'elcome suggestions, etc., and accordingly I beg to forward one which
I consider would help a large
ection of your readers which,
incidentally, is a section that will
be always ith you, namely, the
beginners.
As a reader of a popular photo-

THERE'SA REASON

SIR,-As

a regular reader of

both lVi,eless Il eekly and Modern
Winless, I have recently been
testing \arious types of crystal
receivers and have been unable to
find One more efficient than Mr.
Redpath's " compact broadcast re-

ceiver." Using

"Taute" and N.

s.w.g. copper whisker, I have
received low-power amateur telephony from North london, fourteen miles away, on a screened
single aerial. . With the addition
pf the H.F. units from Mr. Redpath's " Unit Receiver Book," I
am able to enjoy the Birmingham
broadcasting betweén 7.30 and &o.
Last Wednesday evening, when
2L0 closed down early, I heard
the conclusion of 5N0's Men's
32

Hour.
I must conclude by saying that
all apparatus I have constructed
from information obtained in your
periodical s have al ways worked
exactly as described.
I am, etc.,
S.W.s9. B. DE F. WALLER.
[All apparatus, before being
published in our periodicals, is

carefully tested.-ED.]

CARDBOARD PANELS
SIR,-With regard to an article
on page xz8 of August ist issue,
I should like to give particulars of
a material which I have found
very satisfactory for panels, after
having tried fibre and slate.
I have been using, for some
time, a set mounted on hin. card.
board, which can be obtained from

any bookbinder in thicknesses up
to lin. The cardboard is boiled
in paraffin wax in a sheet-iron tray
to drive off any moisture, and is
then a very good material for
panels, being cheap, easy to work
4nd strong. There may be sore
losses in theory, but in practice I
have found it satisfactory
In conclusion, I must congratulate you on your excellent paper,
in which I am sure no alterr.tion could he an improvement.
I am, etc.,
V. O. GRECH.
Colchester.
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Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.JnsLP.,

-

suggest you add anqther stage of high-frequency
amplification on the principle you hace described.
The tuned anode method of high-frequency amplification is, of course, exceedingly selective, and with
a three-circuit tuner you should hace no difficulty
in cutting out everything but the desired vave-

T
.

_____________

length.
-

.

.

-

-

-

M. DOUGLAS.

Ve

.

.

by A. L.

apparatus so that he can hear daylight
transmission.

J. C. (LIVERPOOL) asks for a circuit
employing crystal rectification with an
optional note magnifier, to be inserted by
means of a switch.

\/

assikd

'

1

H. A. V. (EXETER) requires suitable
values for a resistance-coupled receiver to
give the maximum efficiency on long waves.

D

-

Lf!I_ii1

.4,L.4
'We give hereith a suitable Circuit diag'am showing how this may be arranged.

Herewith we indicate the wiring of such an ampli'aIues of the components being cleiIy
marked.

R. D (WHITBY). has constructed a set
employing the circuit shown on page 278
of "MODERN WIRELESS," No. 4. He
desires to know how many turns of wire
should be wound on the various coils to enable
him to receive from the British broadcasting
stations.

fier, the

G. H. B. (CHADWELL HEATH) asks with
reference to the simple wireless telephone
transmitter described in "MODERN WIRELESS," No. 1: (1) Would a greater range be
covered using a small power valve and 230
volts anode current ? (2) What coils would
be suitable for the 720 metre wavelength ?
(3) In connection with a choke control transmitting circuit, what would be a suitable
value for the choke ?

The coils L and L2 may each consist of
turns of No. 24 s.w.g. dcc. Copper wire Closely
wound upon a former sin. in diameter. The coil
L3 should consist of a similar number of turns
of No. 26 s.w.g. dcc. wire upon a former
in diameter. If basket cqils are to be used, try the
same numrjer ot turns, the inner diameter 0t the
coils being 2m.

......

a...

We do not think you would obtain a greatly
increased range using such a valve.. (2) An aerial
circuit coil of 75 or too turns might be used for
The value of the speech
the 720 metre wave.
(i)

W. B. (NORTHUMBERLAND) asks questions about extending the range of. his

()
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Wireless Valve Circuits,'' Radio Press, Limited.
'We think you would obtain good results with
the circuit STioo s described in Mdrn Wireless,
No. 6.

choke is not, as a rule, very critical, but should be
about 6 henries. A suitable choke can be made
by winclihg' io,000 turns oLNo. 40 s.w.g. single
silk covered wire on an iron core
of an inch in
diameter and 44m, long. The windings must, of
course, be vell insulated from the core, as the
potential variations set up across the choke are 'er5'
considerable, sometimes rising to double the norma.!
anQde- voltage. .
.
:. '

()

H. A. H. (BEDDINGTON) submits particulars of a valve receiver from which he
obtains distreslng crackling ,sp'unds at
times, and asks whether this would be due
other
to his high-fension battery orso
source

............

J. C. (RICHMOND) asks for the values.of
coils and condensers shown in Circuit No. i
on page 206 of "MODERN WIRELESS,"

you state that you have tried a number of
different high-tension batteries on this set, we do
not think that this sound can be due to faulty anode
supply. Wé rather suspect your gridleak, more
particularly as occasionally you appear to Obtain
good reception.
,.

No.3.

For the reception of British broadcasting, coil L1
turns, coil L3 75
might have 50 turns, coil L,
turns, coil L4
turns, and coil L5 50 turns. The
values of the condensers are as follows
C1

C,
C3
C4

.....

C,
C6

-

A. M. (HELENSBURGH) proposes to build
the two-valve receiver shown in" WIRELESS
WEEKLY," Máy 2nd, and asks whether it Is
a useful circuit.

00005 tF.
F.
00002
00003 F.
00O2 1iF.
F.
0002
o002

This receiver is exceptionally efficient for broadcasting, and we hould imagipe would give you
very good results. f rom 5SC. The direction of an
outdoor aerial of the size allotted by the Post Office
does not, as a rule, make any difference in the
strength of signals received from any particular
direction.

R. O. (EDINBURGH) wishes to know
whether regenerative H .F. amplification
can be effected with a valve-crystal receiver
in a simple manner.

T. S. C. (BLACKHEATH) is constructing
a valve receiver as described in "How to
Make a Unit Wireless Receiver," Radio
Press, Limited, but wishes to incorporate a
tuner covering a wavelength range of from
150 to 30,000 metres in place of the variometer shown. He asks whether such a unit
might be made up on the lines of the universal
tuner described by A. Johnson in "WIRELESS WEEKLY," No. 6.
lt would be quite possible to make up a tuning
stand in the form of one of the units you describes
and whilst this would enable a vide range to be
covered so far as the tuning side is concerned, it
would necessitate redesigning of the high-frequency
amplifier if this were to work overthe same range.

'l'he appended diagrani indicates how thismay be
earned out.

P. M. (BASLE) asks: (1) How to construct
aerial. (2) Whether an Armstrong
receiver could be used for the reception of
(3) Whether Circuit
long, wavelengths.
ST100 would be effective on the Continent
for the reception of British broadcasting.
(i) A description of an efficient frame aerial for

G. J. B. (WINDSOR) asks a questiòn
about the amount of current passed through
electric lamps used as resistances for charging accumulators and also for certain sizes
of Burndept coils.

a frame

Without knowing the voltage of the circuit ve are
unable to tell you what current will pass through
the lamps. If your supply voltage is too and the
lamp is stamped 20 watts, then you wiU obtain
i /5th of. an ampere.
The .short vave Burndept
coils Nos. Sr, S2, S3 and S4 will be suitable for
yóu! purpose.

general purposes vas given in the June Modern
(2) The Armstrong circuit falls
tVireless, No. 5.
off rapidly in efficiency as the wavelength is raised,
and would not, therefore, be suitable for your pur.
pose. A good circuit would be ST5i, " Practical
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J
E D (MAIDSTONE wishes to construct a receiving set to give the maximum
efficiency at a distance of 60. miles from 2L0
with the minimum number of valves.
Thíwo-valve broadcat receiver described in

"ON THE .S.T. loo IT GAVE
A FINE ROAR WITH 2L0's
DANCE MUSIC AUDIBLE AT
END OF
LARGE
SUBURBAN GARDEN."

I

22,

A

.

Vol. r, vill be found
cellent for. use at the distance you specify. .
No.

IVircless lVeekly,

4,

L

ex-

Extract fro.0 lest report by M,. .4. D. Cowprr, DSc. (Lood.),
'Wirciess Weekly," July
regarding the EEC "Xtraodwn" Valve.

s,

ENOM

15..

Jitad

I

Office:

10. FITZROY

SQUARE. LONDON, W.1.

-

ii

G. H. L. (LEEDS) refers to the three- and
four-valve receivers described in " MODERN..
WIRELESS," No. 4; page 267, aid asks the
value of the condenser C1.
'

E!!1RICP

Sho'ryoonis:
..
03, EUSTON RD., N.W.I.

Lir,vh shoireoosss

IWICKENHAM.

.

salue for this condenser would be 0002
F. The second valve might lie used as an addijional high-frequency valveT but not the fourth.
A suitable

-

APOLOGY

DISTURBED

-to

LISTENERS- IN
tri the huge demand loi the "Autoveyors"
Electrode Variable Condenser, it has beenOWING
impossible promptly to execute all the orders.that
been received, Autoveyors Ltd., beg to apologise for the
and to assure Iheir customers that special efforts are
made to increase output and to expedite delivery at

Three
found
have
delay
being

-

once.

The tremendous popularity of

3-E.V.0

-

W. F. F. (DEVON);asks questions about
obtaining licences.
-

\Vireless Licences and How t obtain Them
(Radio Press; Ltd.) will give you full instructions
for taking out experimental licences.
\\ e think
your projected experiments will be acceptaltle to
the Post Office.

Three Electrode VarinbIr Capacity Bridge Co,deme

The Only Complete

N. G. P. (BIRMINGHAM) asks for-particulars of a high-frequency plug-in transformer to comply with certain conditions
and to cover a wavelength range of from
400 to 1,500 metres:

Absorber o! Disturbantes
s due
Ihe fact that t eliminates il the interference and
confusion that now spoils your reception-Static Atmospheric,
Morse. or interruptions by transmitting stations other than that
to which you are tuned. In coast towns, where improperly
regulated spark transmission by ships at sea reduces the
ether to chaos, the 3E.VC. is quite indispensable. It is
being demonstrated in use at Autoveyors' Showrooms daily
l

British Patent

ro obtain the maximum amplification on the two
particular wavelengths you specify two transfarmers should be used. If, however, you wish to
construct one instrument only the following vil be
suitable
Former hin. diameter by tin. long, with
four slots pin. deep and -Isin. wide. The first
two slots to have 8o turns in each of- Yo. 42
s.w.g. vire, the seond two slots to ha'e 130
turns in each. The first and third slots should
he connected togethet- and also the second and
fourth, and a tapping taken from the middle
-point of these two windings. The first two
slots vill therefore constitute the primary and
secondary of the transformer for 400 metres,
and the four slots together will form a transformer for 1,500 metres.

Over-ott Dimemim..

7mX4 nX3 'n
..
7 mx 4 luX in.
capxeity roretl.j toe iot.rrrrer,,c eitroiiiotjoo.
All orders are being executed in strict rotation. To secure
eaily delivery place your order at once with any reputable
ono,

'oui

-

17703122

Prier
30/-.
40/

Mfd.

..

dealer, or direct, with remittance,

with:-

84

Ltd.

Dept.)

Radio Engineers and Coniraciors
VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.x

Write (or Generai Catalogue-the most comprehensive
::
list in the Wireless Trade-3d. post (ree

WATMEL VARIABLE
GRID
LEAK
j,tuuee i, teadi1v Vsribe b.t'-eeu
The

flB,e
R

-

i

.

AUTOVEYORS
(3-EV.C.

I

.

-

to

i%l

fowu jun05 olitso t. sad sov
(700001 100000
d t sto
th u klug f
obus, fo, the CT. 100 Circuit. Frico 350.)
I

Wireless Co.,-

\

Price 2,6 each.
Çon,Çsugbt House. Is rd,weje Rood. MbIe Arsis. W i
The best Variable Grid
Te; 4077 Fsddlogtoo.
Leak made.
Be sure to see our Trade Mark \Vatmel" engraved on the plate.

-.

P. E. l-l. (WINCHESTER) wishes to know
how to construct a small spark coil giving a
spark about 1-32nd in. long.
An iron wire core
i

in. in diameter and din. long,

iiiJAi

..,;
ii

LiCO

U

..
SiCh

¿issu

it

¡bic

should be wound with 200 turns of No. 22 s.w.g.
double cotton covered wire. Another thin fibre tube
should be fitted over this, and 20,000 turns of
No.
s.w.g. single silk covered vire wound on.
This will give about I/3oin. spark with 2 ohs.
The make and break should be shunted by a Condenser of, not 1es than i ,1F.

-
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JJNDOUBTEDLY a very large number of wireless
enthusiasts are contravening the present regulations
regarding licences. Some through ignorance, others
wilfully because their applications for Experimental Licences
have been turned down.

the P.M.G. said
in

my

j

left it my duty to

:

orde,

position

I

ascerwtn

¡o

-

place the whole facts before the
Law Officers of the Crown, and
¡ have tust received

opinions
i

i

i
i
i

i
i

t(

the

3

well worth having.

what

is

22nd, 19;3.

Experimenter's Licence
is

This

'August

lt you are

a genuine Experimenter, prepared to take up
Nireless as a serious hobby and .not merely as a means
of passing a pleasant hour in listening to broadcast Concerts,
then you are entitled to an Experimenter's Licence.

Auorne

and the Solicitor
General
General.
am not only
These are that
entitled, but compelled by law
ßxperimenter's
to issue an
Licence lo those applicants in
regard lo whom ¡ am honestly
satisfied that they are genuon
experimenters.
This being ca, wh,i st wo,Ua
be wrong fr issue an Expers
mentor's Licence to the ivan
who is obtiously merely a
broadcast listener-in, it would
be equally wrong to decline to
issue such licences on a whale
,ai scafe.'

i

t
i

i

i.

Many applications for Licences have been turned down
by the authorities because the applicants were not fully
aware of the necessary requirements which had to be fulfilled

'

i

-

i

This little book by E. Redpath (assistant Editor of Wireless
Weekly) has been written to explain exactly what an
Experimenter should know and how he should set about
obtaining his Licence.

ToaR presentative
nf the Press

Remember this important point -even if a Constructor's
Licence is issued, it is practically certain to contain special
restrictions regarding the use o Receiving Sets and Circuits.
With an Experimenter's Licencè your work is practically
unhampered. Why not get a copy of this book to-day and
legalise your position at once and for always?
/
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Both "MODRÑ WIRELESS" and 'WIRELESS WEEKLY
become
influential journals.
Need I say more in support of my contention that both publications have a
claim on your advertising appropriation ? 'Do I need further to emphasise the
fact that by regularly using their business pages you can increase your trade
and extend the numbers of your customers ? Let sorne of the satisfied advertisers
MODERN WIRELESS" and
"WIRELESS WEEKLY" speak for themselves
ç
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The Wilkinson Motor & Engineering Co.,
¡O-33 Lnnsdale Road,.

s

-

Peto-Scott Co. Ltd.,
Featherstone House.
64 High Holborn, W.C.r
ixh, July, ¡923
Messrs. The Scheff Publicity Organisation Ltd.,
¿'he

,"

Kilburn,.N.W.6 121/5 April. 1933

)

125 Pall Mall, SW.
Dear Sirs,
We understand,, from our Agents that our contract for 1.3 full page
insertions has expired with the current issue. Because we are so pleased
with the results obtained from advertising in "WIRELESS WEEKLY"
we have instructed them to place with you a further series order of full
pages.
In our opinion the reader of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" is just the
class of customer we desire to do business with, and we have been able to
trace a very considerable portion of our business directly to our advertising ¡xi that magazine.
Permit us to congratulate Messrs. The Radio Press Ltd. on the
production of such a magnificent weekly wireless magazine.
Yours faithfully,
PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.
W. Scott Worthington, Managing Director

had our attention.
Please continue our advertisement until further notice,. "MODERN
WIRELESS" is a real paper.
Yours faithfully,
THE WILKINSON MOTOR & ENG. Co.

HEW.

Autoveyors Ltd.,
84 Victotia Street,
London, S.W.i
6tk

The Advertisement Manager,

January,

.

.

Messrs. Modern Wireless,
¡25 Pall Malt, SW.!
Dear Sirs,
We beg to thank you for the listo of enquiries received which have

-4

-

-

1933

Modern Wireless,
125 Pall Mall, S.W.r
Dear Sirs,
We thank you for your letter of the i8th instant and we are pleased
to find that the advert, inserted in your publication has resulted in so
many enquiries.
We are answering each enquiry individually and we, are hoping thai
substantial results will ensue.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
For and on behalf of AUTOVEYORS Ltd.,
C. Valley, Secretary
s
-

.5

The

-.
-

-

-

Boer-Lowe Co, Ltd...
Commerce Avenue,
Letchworth Hert,
Italy

..

General Radio Co.,
Twyford Abbey Works,
Acton Lane, .Harlesden, N.W.zo

,,.

-

4th February, ¡923
..
Modern Wireless,
The Scheff Publicity Organisation Ltd.,
¡25 Pall Mall, S.W.z
Dear Sirs,
We beg to thank you for your further list of enquiries for our sets at
received by you and same will have our prompt attention.
You might be interested to learn that we have received 1,261 enquiries
from our advertisement in the firsl issue of "MODERN WIRELESS."
.

.

-

Yoursj

"s..

.

.

RADIO Co
By W. Stephenson

.

r

¡9Z,

61/i,

Radio Press Ltd.,
"ern
.Devereux Court,
t
Strand W.C.z
Dear Sirs,
With reference to our. Wavemetei 'advertisements we bave now
carefully gone into the results of. these and have much pleasure in
informing you that our advertisement in "WIRELESS WEEKLY" has
been productive of excellent results1 and taking the neal best result as
indicating t, the results, from "WIRELESS WEEKLY" are 4.
As a result of this we shalt be booking a series of advertisements with
your periodicaL
Yours faithfully,
-.
THE BOWY RLOWE Co., Ltd.,
(Signedi A. C. Bowjet.Lowe, Direcroi
-
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Good Tidings

at Last
The Long-awaited Report of the Broadcasting Committee has now been Completed and Delivere4
to the Postmaster-General.
-

TFIE dark clouds which have so long
obscured the broadcasting horizon are

lifting with increasing rapidity.

We

have already mehtioned in a previous issue
that satisfactory indications, of an increased
public interest were being reflected in a revival
of trade in the wireless industry. Whether

the improvement was due to " intelligent
anticipation " or not, the fact remains that it
is now being amply justified.

The Report
As we go to press we receive the invigorating news that the special Broadcasting Committee have completed their investigations,
and that their report and recommendations are
now in the hands of the Postmaster-General.
It is certain that the publication of the report
will follow immediately, and, as a matter of
fact, it may have appeared before thesé lines
are, read.
One important point must not be lost sight
of, namely, the duty of the special Committee
has been to investigate and to submit a report
with their 'recommendatons. The responsibility with regard to the final decisions and. the
putting into force of such amended regulations
as may be deemed necessary, rests with the
Postmaster-General, who will no doubt act
with promptitude. The B.B.C. will probably
oppose the report, but we hope they will remember thatby holding out too long in the
past they contributed in no small measure to
the slump which is only now beginning to pass.
The New Licence
Our readers will be glad to learn that all
the old difficulties in the way of obtaining a
receiving licence-the formalities to be cornplièd with, the technical qualifications-are to
go by the board, if the report is acted upon.

For all receiving purposes there will

be

but

one type of licence, which is to be easily obtainable, without fuss and formality, by allwho desire to use wireless receiving apparatus
of any description. The licence fee will, in

all cases, be ios. per annum.
These modifications to the existing licensing
conditions will, without doubt, have a very
stimulating effect throughout the country,
and as soon as full details are available,
popular interest in ireless, and particularly.
in broadcasting, will increase enormously.

The B.B.C. Stamp
With regard to the financial arrangements
in connection with broadcasting, which, of
course, have been at the .iottom of all the
trouble, the Committee recommend that the
use of the B.B.C. stamp, upon either completed sets or components, shall be forthwith
discontinued. It will be remembered, of
course, that this stamp upon apparatus indicated that tJìe suppliers, members of the
British Broadcasting Company, were contributing a proportion of the selling price of
the apparatus towards the expeimes of broadcasting. Obviously the' high costs involved
must be met somehow, and it is recommendd
that the British Broadcasting Company's revenüe shall be derived entirely from the licence
fees paid by users of the apparatus..

And so broadcasting is to come into its
own again. And this time we do not expect
mere flash
any sudden, unstable "boom
in the pan so to speak-but a steady though

"-a

rapid development until, in this coming
winter, will be witnessed a greatly increased
popularity for broadcasting, and prosperous
activity in the wireless industry..
.
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AN EXTREMELY SELECTIVE DUAL.
CIRCUIT

-

B) A D COWPER M Sc

Skiff

Editor

An interesting circuit which should prove ialuable to cooct
dwellers and othèrs whose ir terference problems ar serioís.-

-

d

-

.

4

MANY and bitter are the complaints of
interference experienced by listeners-in
to broadcasting, particularly by those
living on certain sections of the coast, where
ill-tuned 600 metre ship spark stations, as well
as some 300 metre commercial stations,
render successful reception at times almost
inipossible.
Even with loosely-coupled
primary circuits, and tuned high-frequency
amplifying circuits, the mush of powerful
near-by sparks comes in, to drown the distant
.telephony.
The many who suffer from this trouble may
he interested in the possibilities of an extremely selective dual-amplification circuit,
involving the "rejector " principle which
has been.developed on a most elaborate scale
in commercial radio receiving Stations for the
elimination of interference, where the margin
of difference of 'wavelength is very small, and
the problem of intérference an all-important
:
one.

Fig.

'

1.-The new

.>

4

'

.

resistance tuning uDits,. undamped, for great
selectivity.
lt is a two-stage dual circuit; giving, like
the S.T.75 circuit, one stage of. high-frequency amplification; detection by th second
valve; and one stage of audio-frequency
amplification by the first valve again.
The principal feature is the tuned rejectorCircuit put across the grid-connection of the
second valve and local earth, on which reacts
the tuned anode coil of the latter valve. The.
inductances of these two oscillating circuits
should be of the same value-Nos.. 50 duolateral coils are suitable for broadcasting, or
corresponding values of other coils-and are
carefully tuned each by a .0005 ¡LF variable
condenser, and very loosely coupled for reaction purposès.
Both aerial-circuit and first plate-circuit
variometers should be of low resistance- for
satisfactory reception: the author used a
Bowyer-Lowe (wound with No. 20) and, large
Igran ic variorneter respectively.
These
could be replaced, if the necessary variable
condensers are at hand, by a No. 35 and No.
o coil with parallel condenser. The radiofrequency choke, which was a N'o. 4C9 duolateral coil, can be replaced by any lowcapacity coil of large n timber, of turns, e.g.,
a single layer solenoid inductance with slider.
The tuning is naturally extremely sharp
and critical, and a buzzer wave-meter is
almost a necessity for searching purposes, as
the four tuned circuits must he controlled
simultaneously, as vell as the reactioncoupling. For broadcast reception this is no
great drawback, as the circuits can he left set
when once the station has been tuned in. lt
will be seen that the reaction is applied at a
permissible point.
A high plate-voltage is almost á necessity;

-

-

.

circuit.

The circuit, which is shown in the diagram,
has some points of resemblance to that worked
out in characteristic manner by the makers of
the Marconiphone in their two-valve dual
receiver; but with the tuned anode reactancecapacity high-frequency coupling, and low269
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pictorial representation of the crcuit.

out, and Manchester, for instanáe,
enjoyed at good strength in the telephones in
North London whilst 2L0 is at full blast,
without any loose-coupling in the aerial
circuit, and with a difference of only 16 metres
in wavelength.
Such results are frequently claimed, but are
gènerally not easy to attain with a comparatively simple two-valv&circùit nd with a few
minutes tuning on1F. The arrangement of
apparatus is shown pictorially in Fig. 2.
:t

the minus fbur volts permanent grid-bias
(one flash-lamp battery) is appropriate foiS
this, and is essential to prevent the first valve
from acting as a detector-valve and rectifying
unwanted signals.
The results obtained by careful tuning with
this circuit are striking; Local broadcasting
comes in at a distance of twelvè miles with
extremely good loud-speaker strength, and i
very pur&and clear, with a completely silent
hack-ground. Then the local station can be

tuned

THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
TH1 next session of the Radio Society of

meetings which will alio be held, discussion
is invited and smoking will be allowed. In
all probability Transatlantic tests will take
place this year, and the Society will shortly be
making the necessary arrangements for cooperation with U.S. amateurs.

Great Britain opens on September 26th.
- Lectures will be held on the fourth
VTednesday of each month, at the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, at 6 p.m., the season
continuing until next June. At the informal

.......................................

f...

If you are a regular reader of "WIRELESS WEEKLY" we feel that we have had the
privilege of helping you to some extent In the past. We now ask you to assist us by
endeavouring to obtain ONE NEW READER for "WIRELESS WEEKLY." You will
doubtless know some friend who is "beginning to be Interested." Your personal recommendation will probably carry more weight than any printed words of ours. THANKS
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COMPONENTS REQUIRED
-

L

:::

L3
C,

-

I

Variable inductances.
A
of
variable
condenser
o.0005 ¿LF
or 000i ¿iF
capacity.
Grid condenser of o.0003 F
capacity.
Gridleak of 2 megohms resistance.
High resistance
telephone
-

:

R3:

-.

T:

-

-.

C

This

-

C
-

-. GENERAL

receivers.
Optional con(Icnser
pF capacity.

I

of

o.00a

-

reuIts

in the anode circuit of the
A variometer, if sufficiently
large, could also be used.

NOTES-

valve.

-

a
reactance-capacity
coupled receiver. The inductance
.L2
is not tuned by a condenser,
but is preferably -tapped.
The
loudest signals will be obtained on
a certain adjustment of the inductance. Below this value the signals
will disappear, but above it weaker
but quite loud signals will Continue
to be received.
The arrangement
is not selective;
tuning is very
simple. A slider, instead of a tapped
gives
inductance,
much
better
is

U

-

VALUES OF COMPONENTS

The inductance L, may Consist
of 6o turns of No. 26 gauge wire

on a sin. cardboard tube. Tappings
-are taken at the 20th, 3oth, 4oth,

I
i

oth and 6oth turns. The inductance
may consist of 130 turns wound
on a cardboard tube
in
diameter. Tappings may be taken
at the Soth, 7oth, 9oth, zioth and
i3oth turns.
L2

4ER/Ah

J'/EAR7W

U

...

.:...

-....

-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS NOTES-No
.

HIGH-TENSION BATTERIES
reason of the long service
which they will give if properly
treated, are by no means an
expensive item nowadays.
Bat-teries containing the smallest type
of cell should not be used with
a receiving set employing more
than two valves. For sets employing four or five valves, the battery
should consist of the largest type of
cells available, in order to be able to
supply the current required without
unduly shortening the life of the
battery.
High-tension batteries should be
by

u

j

I
I

j

.

kept in a cool, dry place. Warmth
is distinctly injurious, as, although
the cells are termed " dry," they
really contain moisture, and are
quite useless when they actually
become dry.
Wax-covered batteries should be examined carefully
from time to time, and if any signs
of
a
green discoloration
are
observed (due to corrosion occurring
at the top of one or more of the
cells), the wax should be removed
and the defective cell either taken
out altogether or short cIrcuited,
Batteries provided with plugs
and. sockets are very convenient,

2

enabling varying voltages to be obtamed from a common battery.
For instance, with a too-volt bat-.
tery, 6o volts may be used for the
high-frequency valve, about 40
volts for a rather soft rectifying
valve, and the full too volts for the
low-frequency amplifying valve.
In an emergency a run, down
high-tension battery may be given
a temporary new lease of life by
" charging " it from D.C. lighting
mains, through a single metal filament lamp, exactly as a very small
capacity accumulator, for about an
hour.

.

.

U
U

g

.

.

-
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REACTION AND SELF-OSCILLATION
By

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.InsLP.
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Draw and explaifla simple Single Valve Receiver
In which a Crystal Detector is used to Detect the
Oscillations, Reaction being used.
Such a circuit is shown in Fig. i. It will
be seen that the tuned anode circuit L2 C2 has
connected across it the detector D and the
high-resistance telephone receivers T. When
the irductance L2 is separated from L1, the

EODDO o

ODO

S

3'DOOa

'-

-.

action. coil L2 is- not now shunted by a variable' condenser. It is usual to shunt the re-'
action coil by a variable condenser and to tune
it to the incoming wavelength if some form of
detector is connected across the anode circuit,
but when the reaction coil is used simply for
strengthening the oscillations in the grid circuit, it is customary to use ari. aperiodic reaction coil which works perfectly well. This
reaction coil, by inducing some of the amplified oscillations back into the grid circuit,
strengthens the oscillations existing in that circuit, thus resulting in louder signals. The
grid condenser and leak act in the usual
manner, the oscillatioñs in the grid .circuit
being thereby rectified by the valve.

_______

Why, in Fia. 2, is a Condenser C3 shunted across
the Telephone Receiver, and What is its Usual

Capacity?
F1. 1.-A smple valve-crystal

The object of the condenser t3 is to act as
by-path for the high-frequency currents in
the anode circuit of the valve: The value of
the condenser is usually 0.002 F (microfarad). The oscillations in the anode circuit
of the valve would find it difficult to pass
through the telephone receivers T, although, if

receiver with reathon.

a

circuit

is a simple high-frequency amplifier in
which a crystal detector is used to rectify the
high-frequency oscillations flowing in the
tuned anode circuit L2 C2. If; however, we
couple the inductance L2 to the inductance L1
in a suitable direction, some of the high-frequency energy from L2 will be induced into L1
and will strengthen the existing oscillations
These strengthened oscillations will
there.
now be amplified by the valve and will appear
in the circuit L2 C2.
These strhgthened
iscillations are detected by the crystal detector and telephones, and by the use of reaction in this way very strong signals may

1I_J.
C3

-+

he obtainéd.

may a Three-electrode Valve be used as a
Detector and also for obtaining a Reaction Effect.
Fig. 2 shows a simple single valve circuit in
hich the valve acts as a detector, an inductance L2 in the anode circuit being coupled
to the inductance L. in the grid circuit.
lt will be seen in this circuit that the re110w

Fig.

single valve reaction circuit.

these are provided with parallel telephone
cords, the condenser -C3 may frequently be
omitted. It is, however, usually desirable to
insert this by-path condenser
-

272
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What Restrictions are there Regarding the Use o

Reaction?

ductance L2 and a variable condenser C2.
When this tuned anode circuit is tuned to the
wavelength of the incoming signals, the latter
are greatly amplified,, and the oscillations in
L2 C2 are applied to the grid: of the second
valve. In the anode circuit of this valve is

-

The Postmaster-General forbids the use of
ieaction on an inductance associated with the
aerial Circuit of a receiver. In other words,
he forbids the use of reactiOn in such a way
that interference with neighbours may be
caused by tightening the reaction excessively.
There are methods of applying the reaçtion in
such a way that, even if the valve oscillates,
the radiation of waves from the receiving
aerial is negligible.
Such Circuits are permitted by the Postmaster-General to be used,
but arrangements similar to those shown in
Figs. t and 2 are strictly forbidden. These
regulations only apply to the reception of
British broadcasting, and do not apply to the
reception of other signals on wavelengths outside the broadcasting band of wavelengths or
when broadcasting is note taking place.

Fig.

Draw a Two-Valve Circuit in which the First
Valve is a Detector using Reaction, and the
Second Valve acts as a Low-frequency Amplifier.
Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The reaction coil L2 is coupled to the inductance L1
in such a way as to produce reaction. The
rectified low-frequency currents are passed
through the primary T1 of the step-up intervalve transformer T1 T2, and are applied by
the secondary T2 to the grid of the second
valve, which acts as a low-frequency amplifier,
the telephone receivers being connected in the
anode circuit of that valve. This circuit may
not, öf course, be used for the reception of
British broadcasting.

4.-A

circuit employing tue approved type of
reaction.
-

a reaction coil L3, coupled to the inductance
L, in such a way as to increase the strength of
the oscillations in L2 C2. The telephones T,
shunted by a by-path condenser C4, are included in the anode circuit of the second
valve. This circuit, using reaction, is permitted by the Postmaster-General for the receplion of British broadcasting.

What is meant by Self-oscillation of a Valve
Receiver?
When reaction is used in a wireless recei er
and the coupling between the reaction coil and
the grid coil is too tight, the valve commences
to generate oscillations of its own accord.
'rhese oscillations are like alternating currents, but are of high frequency. Whenever
too much energy is transferred from the output circuit of an amplifier to the input circuit,
the amplifier will tend lo generate Continuous
oscillations.
A mechanical analogy is the ordinary steam
engine. The output side of the steam engine
-namely, the crañkshaft-is connected to the
input side, which is the slide-valve. A commonly used analogy is the pendulum which
may be kept swinging by giving it taps at suitable intervals. The ordinary clock is a form
of oscillator in which energy is given to the
pendulum by means of a main spring, this
energy being released at the right moment by
the escapement, the timing of which is accompushed by the pendulum itself.
A full explanation of self-oscillation is gien
in the writer's book, " Wireless Valves Simply
.

Fig.

3.-The

addition

the

-

of low-frequency amplification to
of fig. 2.

circuit

Draw a TwoValve Receiver in which the first
Valve is Used as a Highfrequency Amplifier and
the Second as a. Detector, Permissible Reaction
being Used.
Such a circuit is given in Fig.
and is
generally known as the ST34 circuit. This
Circuit was first published by the writer and
has achieved very great popularity.
In the anodecircuit of the valve is an in-

Explained."
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DULL-EMITTER. VALVE FILAMENTS
By Dr.

-

J.

H. T.

ROBERTS.

/

In view of the increasing popularity of dull-emitter valves the
following information regarding them will be found of Interest.

perature, with the result that the
demand upon the heating battery
is correspondingly greater. In the
second place the life of the filament is considerably shorter whén
the temperature is very high, and
a drop in the normal working
temperature even of one or two
hundred degrees may increase the
normal life òf the filament several

a wireless
valve which supplies the
electronic carriers for the
vahe current may be made of any
sufficiently conducting substance
which can be suitably worked into
the form of a filament or strip
and which will give a reasonably
long life in use. The requirementh
for a valve filament are, in fact,
very similar to those for the filament of an incandescent electric
lamp, and for the latter purpose
a variety of refractory metals and
other substances have at various
times been tried.
In addition to the ordinary
manipulative and service requirements, however, the valve filament
niust also possess in a pronounced
degree the property of thermionic.
emissivity. It is well knosn that
the thermionic emission from a
substance is usually extremely
small until a temperature in the
neighbouthood of perhaps 600 or
700 degs. Centigrade is reached;
this temperature corresponds to a
ver'y dull red heat. As the temperature is raised beyond this
point, however, the thermionic
emission begins to increase considerably, and when the temperar
turc reaches a bright red heat, the
emission increases very rapidly
until, at a temperature between
1,200 and 2,000 degs., the emission is millions of times as great
as it w'as at the very dull red heat.
\\rith most filaments this range,
namely, in the neighbourhood of
2,000 degs.
Centigrade. is the
nbrmal working temperature.
Now the maintenance of the filament at so high a temperature is
disadvantageous in a number of
ways. In the first-place it means
that the heating current is greater
than it would be for a lou-er tem

THE filament of

times

Over.-

In view of the disadvantages of
filaments requiring to be raised to
a very high temperature, it was
natural that efforts should be made
to produce a filament which would
give the necessary thermionic emission at a much lower temperattire.
Many years ago Wehnelt found
that if a spot of sealing wax were
placed upon a platinum strip and
the latter raised to incandescence
so that the spot of sealing wax was
ignited, the strip where the ash was
left had a very much greater
power of emitting slow-speed
electrons.
The explanation of this Wehnelt
cathode, as it is sometimes called.
is that the sealing wax contains
certain rare earth oxides which are
left behind when the shellac of
the sealing wax is ignited. Oxides
of the rare earths, as well as certain other substances, will give a
comparatively large electronic
emission at a given temperature.
Although the wireless valve vas
probably not thought of at the
time Wehnelt made this observation, it seems very clear that the
\Vehnelt cathode was the forerunner of the present-day dull
emitter filament.
When efforts were' concentrated
on the production of a dull emitting filament, it was natural that
they should be devoted in the first
place to the development of what
.

-

.

were in reality various kinds o
Vehnelt cathode. Such filaments
are nowadays known as "coated

filaments, and are very extensively
in valves employed in
America for the amplification of
line-telephony. These coated filaments, however, have certain disadvantages peculiar to themselves.
Now we have seen that up to
this point two different kinds of
filament have been employed.
namely, the filament of a pure
metal arid the same coated with
rare earth oxides.
The actual
thermionic emission from a filament or from any substance de:
pends upon the temperature, area,
and the other conditions, and also
upon the nature of the substance
itself. Some substances at a given
temperature will give a very much
greater emission than others. In
addition to the 'two kinds of filament mentioned above, there has
now appeared a third kind of filament which, in a sense, is a cross
between the other two. This filament, of w hich the thoriated tung
sten filament is an example, is for,
practical purposes a pure metal
filament, and yet in operation t
has the properties of a coated filament.
It is curious to note that
although the thoriated tungsten
filament has now been produced
and used with great success, and
although it appears to he the best
solution yet found to the problem
of a low temperature emitter, it
was discovered by accident and not
as a result of the search which was
going on in that direction. The
history of the thoriated tungsten
filament, in fact, is interesting' as
a good example of the applicatión
of an accidental observation to'a
useful purpose.

:used

-

-.

-
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During the manufacture of the
extremely, fine filaments which áre
used for electric incandescent
lamps, it was found that tungsten
which vas fired in a Battersea
rucible derIved certain impurities
in the process, and these vere
presumed to come from the
crucible. So far from these impurities being a disadvantage, it
uas discovered that if they were
carefully avoided the resulting
tungsten filament vas not nearly so
tough and generally robust. Consequently,
investigations
vere
wade with a view to ascertaining
the nature ahd cause of the impurities, and whether the definite admixture of any particular ingredient would produce still better results in the way of tensile strength
and lasting properties in the filanient.
\\ ithout going into further details of these investigations, it was
found that the admixture of thoria
(which is an oxide of the metal
thorium and enters into the composition of incandescent gas
mantles) in the proportion of i or
i per cent. in the tungsten, had a
pronounced effect in increasing its
tensile strength and other manipulative and lasting qualities. It
was for this reason; and for this
reason only, that thoria was mixed
.vith the tungsten, and the
thoriated tungsten filament was
produced primarily for use in
electric lamps.
It was later found that at comparatively low temperatures, in
the region of 600 or 700 degrees
Centigrade, the thermionic emission from a thoriated tungsten
filament was thousands of times
greater than that from a pure
tungsten filament, so much so that
the emission from a thoriated tungsten filament at a dull red heat
was actually equal to the emission
from a pure tungsten filament at
a brilliant white heat.
The
current from such a tungsten filament at 1,250 degs. Centigrade has
been measured and found to be
about 15o,000 times greater than
from ordinary tungsten. These
figures, however, must not be misunderstood, as statéments which
have recently appeared in the

-

Wireless Weekly

-

press .. have been in some ways
yet the surface layers of thorium
rather misleading.
are not evaporatd particularly
It might be thought that if the rapidly.
The action of a thoriated filaemission from a thoriated filament
is, say, 100,000 times as great as
nient thus depends updn the
that from an ordinary filament, gradual diffusion of metallic
thorium from the body of the
thciì the former, at a working temperature of 2,000 degs. C., would tungsten to the surface.
It regive ioo,000 times the current of
quires a comparatively high ternperature to convert the thoria into
the latter ; that is, other things
being.: equal, a valve with a thorium, but if this high temperathoriated filament would carry turc is maintained the thorium conIoo,000 times the current of a' tinually evaporates; the. thorium
leaves the surface, añd therefore
valve with an ordinary filament.
If such were the case the ue of no useful effect is obtained. If,
however, after the filament has
the thoriated filament would be
been subjected to the temperature
very much more wonderful than it
already is. But unfortunately necessary to convert some of the
this is not the case, and it must be thoria into thorium the temperature be then lowered, the thorium
observed that the enormous superiwill still be able to diffuse graduority in the thermionic emissivity
ally to the surface, where it will
of.thoriated tungsten is only available at comparatively low tern- remain for a sufficient time to give
peratures, so that the advantage to the filament the special thermionic emissive properties which ve
lies rather in the saving of heathave been discussing.
ing current than in the increase of
The thickness of the thoriui
thermionic output.
The practical reason why the boating which forms on the surface of the tungsten filament is exenormously greater emissivity cannot be taken- advantage of at ceedingly small; it has been calhigher temperatures is that if a culated that it does not exceed in
thoriated filament be raised to too thickness the diameter of a single
atom-that is, about one-hundred
high a temperature, the thorium
millionth of a centimetre.
on the surface of the filament
This coating is very susceptible
evaporates off, leaving only pure
to attack from various causes. It
tungsten.
The action of the thoriated is for one thing very liable to oxidise and return again to thoria.
filament was at flst imperfectly
Hence it is necessary to enclose it
understood. Thorium is a metal
in an extremely high vacuum, and
which for a given temperature has
it is particularly important to exa very large thermionic emissivity. The increased emission clude any traces of water vapour
from a thoriated filament is due or other gases which would yield
oxygen.
One simple method of
to the presence of thorium on the
surface of the filament. When a removing traces of water vapour is
thoriated filament is heated to a to include in the vessel metallic
magnesium, with which the water
temperature of about 2,500 deg.
Centigrade, some of the thorium vapour combines more readily
oxide seems to diffuse throughout than with the thorium.
It has already been mentioned
the tungsten and reach the surface. If the filament is kept at that care should be taken to avoid
heating the thoriated filament to
this temperature, this surface
thorium will evaporate, as already too high a temperature; it is best
to operate such a filament in the
mentioned. If, however, after
raising to a temperature sufficiently region of about i,600 deg. Centihigh to convert some of th& thoria grade, as at this temperature the
thorium can diffuse through the
into thorium the temperafure of
metal and so replace that which
the filament be then lowered to,
say, _i,800 deg. Centigrade, the is destroyed at the surface by the
thorium is still able to diffuse effect of residual gas in the tube;
(Continued on pase. 277.)
gradually through the tungsten and
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What the Wild Waves Do

THE weird complaints about
the terrible effects caused in
all kinds of ways by the
of
Hertzian
broadcasting
vaves " and things of that kind
still continue. Gentlemen who are
brought before the beak on the
morning 'after the night before
attribute their temporarily eccentric conduct to the baleful influence of wireless, declaring that
They have never been quite the
same since broadcasting started,
and that they are now liable to
periods of what they describe as
queerness." Others aver that
they cannot think because of the
signals and the music that are incessantly pinging and ringing in
their poor brains. Yet a third
class unhesitatingly ascribes all
the vagaries of the weather to the
sanie cause. It does not seem to
occur to these people that, though
the great public heard of wireless
only about a year ago, it was
nearly as much used before, broad
casting as it is now. Exhalations,
to quote Shakespeare, whizzed
through the air or rather the ether
then; but as few people had receiving sets and rere able to hear
them, nothing much was thought
about the matter. But when broadcasting, which is, after all, but
a tiny drop in the ocean of radio;
came in and everyone's talk was
of wireless, then the cranks got
their innings. Quite the best
effort vas that of a certain lady
who wrote to the papers that birds
flying in line willi a certain aerial's
transmissions had been seen to
drop dead! That is directional
wireless with a vengeance.

-

-

bytkevayi.,

The Enthusiastic Journalist

Eyesores.

A good deal of this nonsense is
'due to writers in popular papers
who get far out of their depth in
their efforts to be topical or sensational, without any knowledge of
the subject upon which their pens
are engaged.
And such wild
ideas once started are extremely
difficult to eradicate from the
minds of a certain type. You
have only to go to Hyde Park on
a. Sunday afternoon to discover
the amazing causes to which
people of presumably average
intelligence will attach themselves
with the utmost fervour. The progress of science in the past has
been hampered to an almost incredible extent by prevalence of
similar wild ideas.

A well-designed aerial properly
erected by no means detracts from
the appearance of either house or
garden. There is always something graceful in the appearance
of a tall, tapering mast capped by
a seemly truck, and the slender
wires with their long curving
sweep are good to look upon. But
when men put up such horrors as
masts that don't stand straight,
but seem to reel drunkenly, and
wires that either sag forlornly or
are stretched so tightly that they
look as if they may break at any
moment, then the eye is offended.
If the thing is so badly put up
that the wires are of unequal
lengths and the spreaders twist
themselves to weird aigles instead
of lying comfortably horizontal, it
becomes a veritable eyesore. The
difference in cost between a goodlooking aerial and one that proclaims in every line its insufferable ugliness is a matter of shillings. This is surely a case where
one should blow the expense and
make a good job of things.

Uncanny!

Mankind is conservative to the
marrow. Any new idea is apt to
get our backs up. I have a friend
who, though a well-educated man
and an amateur astronomer of
some note, absolutely refuses to
listen to a wireless reception because he thinks that the whole
thing is uncanny
Yet this same
man will use the land telephone a
dozen times a day without its
occurring to' him that it is really
a far more-astounding feat to confine a current to a wire than to
send it far and wide through the
ether. Can you wonder that belief
in witchcraft was so widespread
during the Middle Ages, when any
inventor was looked upon as being
at all events on speaking terms
with the Evil One? Truly. we
are a weird and wonderful race

-

Difficulties across the Herring
Pond

Our friends in America are becoming seriously perturbed over
the congestion that is obtaining
over there n the broadcasting
band of wavelengths. The numhei of stations that regularly transmit news, weather reports, games
reports, and musical programmes.
runs to something like 700. Most
of them work on 360 or 400
metres, though some are. now using
485 metres. Those of us who
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tear our hair after vain afforts to
separate two of our own stations
working on wavelengths 30 metres
apart can realise the troubles of
the Yank, using a fairly powerful
set, with possibly half a dozen
360 metre transmissions all coming
in one on top of the other. No
known tuning device will pick out
one if all are fairly strong. The
salvation of Amerjêa from a vire
lets point of view seems to lie in
the fact that in any big town it is
quite unnecessary to use anything
iiiore than a crystal, to which you
may add note magnifiers if yoí
wish to work a loud-speaker. II
sets with high-frequency ampliücation were as comnìon there as they
are here, the welkin would.be rent
with one long bowl, for you are
allowed in the States to couple
your reaction coil, or " tickler "
as they picturesquely term it,
directly to the A.T.I. An agitation is afoot for the adoption of
some such, system as our own,
whereby each station js given its
own wavelength and a fairly wide
hand is allotted for broadcasting
purposes
Can you Pick Out One?
The trouble with telephony is
that you cannot tune the transmissions very sharply.. At 50
miles or more it may be necessary

to tune receiving sets fairly critically, but within a shorter radius
you can pick u the strains of any
broadcasting station over quite a
wide band. On my set 2L0, 30
miles away, is just audible from
320 to nearly 400 metres with the
switch in the stand-by position.
Birmingham,. 85 miles distant,
covers a band of- roughly 30
mtrès. With the secondary in
use and the coupling as loose a
possible, these limits -are very
much reduced. Still, it takes one
all one's time to bring in stations
on intermediate waves.
I have
known a cornet solo from Manchester provide an entirely ün-

wanted obbligato to a song from
Newcastle. Thank goodness they
are not all on the same wavelerjgth here!
A Warning
The warning given some time
ago against bogus Post Office inspectors who may call and ask to
be allowed to examine receiving
or transmitting gear has apparently been forgotten by a good
many people, and. I hear that a
few little tragedies have been enacted recently in some places. A
friend has just told me how he has
been bitten.
\Vhilst he w'as away for the
day a man called at his houe and
-

demanded to be shown his wireless
.gear. As he looked respectable
and spoke with authority the lady
of the houseturned him loose in
the wireless den.

When her lord

and ìiiaster returned his lamentations filled the ,air, .for 'phones,
condensers, andO many valuable
gadgets had been borne off in the
official-looking black bag carried
by the '' inspector.''
If you are wise, you will rani
your. household against these
gentry. The genuine inspector
carries credentials with him, and
if the owner is away he will prefer to make another call at a time
-

when he is sure to be

in..

Exit the Earth
Another man had an equally sad
experience. Wishing to make his
earth as good as it could possibly
be, he buried a large copper plate.
A few nights later he got only the
weakest signals when he switched
on. On going to investigate he
found signs of spade work the
beautiful copper plate had been
dug up and removed by misI used to envy that
creants.
copper plate, but now I can smile
for I don't think that anyone will
bother to disinter the ancient
scullery zinc bath that lies buried
:

beneath my aerial.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.

DULL-EMITTER VALVE FILAMENTS
(Continued from page 275).

at this temperature also the
evaporatìon is comparatively small,
Owing to the loer operating temperature, the life of a thoriated
filament is greatly enhanced, and
in some cases filaments ha e been
run for considerably over 5,000
hours.
A great advantage of the thonated filament, particularly for
amateurs'- receiving valves, is the
fact that the filament can be
ignited by means of a two-volt
dry battery instead of a six-volt
accumulator which is required for

Whereas
an ordinary filament.
an ordinary tungsten filament may
take a current of 0.75 ampere at,
say, 4 volts, that is 3 watts,, a
dull-emitter filament vill require
only about 04 ampere at. r8.
of a watt.
volts, that is, about
advantage which
is
Another
claimed for these valves is their
silent working and freedom from
Alcrackling 'and valve noises.
though this advantage has certainly been obtained by a considerable number of users, it appears
that the freedom from crackling
277

noises depends to a large' extent
upon the manufacture of the filament itself, and it has, in fact,
actually been urged by some investigators that so far from being
particularly silent, a thoriated or
coated filament is particularly
noisy. It may probably be taken,
however, that the present-day
thoriatecl tungsten filament, especially as employed in the construction of receiving valves and
when operated in the region of the
specified temperature, is exceptionallyfree from noises.
-
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DESIGNING SIMPLE CRYSTAL.
RECEIVERS
S.

-

By E. REDPATH, Asiistant Editor.

-

'The following article-the third of a series-deals with methods of
lapping inductances and the construction of a variometer tuner.

-

,..

..

,

(Continued rrom Vol. 2, No. 6, page 242.)
-

*

2

FOR the reception of short waves (of-the

order of 200 metres), a variable' con_:
denser may be introduced as shown at C2:in Fig. 9. This condenser must be of fairly
large capacity, 0.0005 .cF at least, so that the
better plan in order to provide for all contingencies is to employ a variable condenser
having a maximum capacity of 0.0003 zF,
together with a '' series-parallel '' switch,
arranged as shown in Fig. io. With the
switch in the upper psition the condenser is
in parallel across the active turns of the
inductance, and the capacity in use should
be kept as small as possible. With the switch
in the lower position the condenser is in series
on the aerial side of the inductance, and the

It. is sufficient if, during the winding of the
coil, loops about 6 or 8m, long are left at each
point, the wire being tightly twisted three
or four times and the winding, continued.
Subsequently the insulation may be removed

y;.'

..

Pl.
L'

:

E.

Fig. 10.-Switch

D

from the end of the ioop and connection made
to the appropriate contact stud, either by
means of a nut and washer or by soldering.
This simple method is illustrated in Fig. i i,
but it has the disadvantage that any current
in the coil has to traverse all the preceding

:4
/Tç
A Ti

i

.

//

"loops."

a

.

A better method consists in making, at

-

Fie. 9.-The circuit arrangement when

to enable one condejser to be usez
in series or parallel.

each selected tapping point, quite a small loop
by passing thé wire round a lead pencil and
twisting the latter three or four times. Subsequently the insulation is to be removed from
part of the loop and the end of a single insulated wire is to be soldered to it. Fig. 12
illustrates this method.
Either of the two foregoing netlìods, howver, will prove véry awkward in the case of
the sub-multiple tappingsreferred to in coñnection with Fig. 8, and a much more sati

lapped in-

ductance is used.

capacity should be aried from maximum to
about half that value.

Meihods of Tapping the Coil
There are several methods of making actual
connection to the various points on the coil.
27S
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variation being at thertte of one coniplete
turn, is not absolutely continuous, although
för all practical purposes it may he considered so.
With a tapped coil having only one tuning
switch, the tappings being arranged in groups
of io or 20 turns, for instance, a parallel

factory method of making. the single-turn
tapping is as follows:Secure the end of the wire by threading
through two holes in the cardboard tube as
usual, and commence winding, inserting beneath the wire as each full turn is completed
a small piece of mica about i-64in. thick. Only
-

G

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.
IliusfraIi,ig various methods of tapping inductance coi1.
-

'

variable condenser becomes necessary, although undesirable for reasons of efliciency,
simplicity and economy.
Fig. 14 illustrates a very simple yet effective variometer tuner. It consists of two cardin diameter by 6m.
board tubes, one
long, and the other sin. in diameter by 2m.
long. The smaller diameter tube is to be
wound with o turns and the larger tube with
30 turns of No. 24 S.\V.G. double-cottoncovered copper wire.
No tappings are required, but the ends of
both coils should be left sufficiently long so
that, when connected up as shown in Fig. ¡4,
the larger coil may be removed from the

that particular turn of wire from which a
tapping is to he made should pass over each
piece, the successive pieces of mica being
arranged. in a spiral aroitnd the coil.
The ten-turn tapping may be treated simiJarly if desired, and when the coil is completed the insulation is to be removed from
the wire just above eaçh piece of mica, and,
the end of an insulated connecting wire is to
he soldered thereto. Fig. 13 illustrates the
method, three tappings being completed, and
if the work is done carefully, the result is a
very workmanlike and efficient job.

Variometer Tuning

Fig. 13.

-

The main essential of a good tuner is that
the wavelength of the aerial circuit shall be
variable continuously and smoothly over the

T E.
Fit. iL-An easily constructed

Fig. 1.5.-Circuit diagram of receiver with varloineler.

but efficient voriometer.

smaller one, reversed and rejlaced upn it
with the winding in the opposite direction.
Withhoth windings connected in series as

range of wavelengths for which it is designed.
In the case of an inductance coil provided
with a slider or tapped upon the multiple and
sub-multiple system already described, the

(Continued on page 296.)
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fessor who won the Nobel Prize
last year and that it occurs in
certain minerals in Norway and
Greenland.

ARRAÑGEMENTS are now
well advanced for the first

Scottish National Radio
Exhibition, to be held at St:
Andrews Hall from September
3rd to 8th. The organisers, The
Radio and General Publicity Co.,
expect that there will be about 4°
stands, at which all the latest
developments in radio science will
be exhibited. Comprehensive ar.rangements are being made to.
enable visitors to hear concerts
broadcast from Glasgow and othe
stations.
O
:0
We are informed by the Wandsworth Borough Council that there
is no truth in the rumour that they
have terminated tenancies of persons who have installed wireless
apparatus in the Çouncil.'s houses..
o
O
A correspondent sends us
cutting from a Scottish newspaper
referring to the previously reported
episode of the striking by lightfling of a tree supporting a wireless aerial near Perth. It now
appears that the tree alone suffered, and that no damage was
done to the aerial, which does not
seem to have .carrjed any of the
discharge. The episode seems a
remarkable confirmation of the
contention of many who should
know, that wireless aerials are not
a danger in time of thunderstorms.
-

o

o

o

It is being suggested that the
newly discovered element Hafnium may be of use in the manu
facture of dull-emitter valves, and
one f the Dutch firms of valve
manufacturers is now investigating
its possibilities. It may be remembered that this new element
was discovered by a Danish pro-

o

-

o

o

-

The Danish Island of Bornholm,
which has previously had no telephone or telegraph communication
with thé rest of Denmark, has just
been connected with Copenhagen
by a combination of wireless and
wired telephone systems. It is
now possible to make telephone
calls through the mainland exchanges. It is claiméd that true
duplex working is obtained by the
system which has been adopted,
that is, that there is no need to
switch over from send to receive
during a conversation, the. parties
simply conversing in the ordinary
manner of .the line telephone.
0
0
0
For the purpose of this, service
a new Lorenz-Poulsen transmitting
station has been provided near
Lyngby at the Çopenhagen end.
The receiving station is installed
in the Island of Amager, to the
south-east of the Danish capital,
using a loop aerial on the top of a
At the Bornholm
9oft. mast.
end another Lorenz-Poolsen transmitter -has been erected at Hammeren in the northern angle of the
island, and the receiver is placed
near Ronne Harbour, on the
western coast. Further details of
the service of these stations are
given in the September number of
Modern TVireless.
o
o
o
It is learned from Montreal that
an agreement has been entered intQ
between the Canadian General
Electric Co., the Northern Electric Co., the Canadian \Vestinghouse Co.,
the 'Internationa'
-

280

Western Electric Co., and the Bell
Telephone Co.,
of Canada,
whereby the respective patents bf
each concern may be used by any
party to the agreement. The Marboni Co. have also obtained the
use of patents for wireless pûrposes of the Bell Co., for telephone communication, while the
manufacturing companies, including Marconi, can use them for purposes of manufacture and sale.

00

There has been a good deal of
discussion and comment upon the
delay which occurred in the report
of the safety of the passengers Qf
the " Princess Ena," which went
ashore near St. Malo recently. It
will be remembered that nearly a
day elapsed before any definite
information reached London as to
the fate of the 219 passengers on
board, although .a series of short
messages the- evening before suggested that there might have been
serious loss of life. The explanation of the delay appears to be that
once the " Princess Ena " was in
port, she could not, of course,
employ her wireless apparatus. It
is being suggested that the International regulations should be
amended to permit of this being.
done in cases or grave-emergency
of this sort.
-

r..--.

]

We learn from the Electrical
Review that the Japanese Marine
Products Bureau are considering
the possibility of installing wireless
telephone outfits on the larger size.
fishing boats which have their base

at Nagasaki, to enable them to.
communicate with shore when in'
difficulties, and to report the catèh
to their owners.

.
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There, is quite a number of
fishing boats on which such equipment might be installed, and
although they frequently go distances f rom shore too great idi
direct communication, it will
probably be possible to organise
asystem of relays.

Ot

O-

the Minister pf Communications,
according to reports in the
Lithuanian press, is negotiating
with the Marconi Company. .re
garding the erection of a big wireless station in Lithuania.

°:

:o

With reference to the rumours

.

'

'

service,
such as has been
carried oh from
this country for
some, time, will
be conducted by
the Nauen station.

-

.

o-

L

,.

s,

,.

--j:'..

/

7

'.

'

.

''\/'

-.

t-

O O o
It is announced

"

in

on

.

o

Osi

o

Express

o

says that

The

Ti,nes

that

.,

'

-

sage.

s,

the pier or the
esplanade in the
vicinity of the
performband
ances, and the
rest of the houday makers who
cannot get to that particular spot
have to do without. There is no
reason why there should not be
several wireless concerts going on
at differçnt parts of a resort to
serve those who do not wish- to
trudge up to the pier or wherever
the real performance s taking
place

The

o- o

learn that
the Town Council of Boumemouth has heard
from the B.B.C.
that the date of
October 9th has
been provisionally fixed for the
opening of the
Boume mo u t h
station, and the
Mayor has been
invited to attend'
the ceremony and
broadcast a mes-

-

hugecrowd

.

Ve

over half a million sterling.

O O Q
According to
the reports from
the seaside reSorts 'it does not
seem as if there
were nearly as
many
wireless
concerts as one
would have expected. Of course
no one wishes'
wireless to dis
place any instrumental. performance.
But it
usually happens
that there is a

Government.

'Ihis

Peking is cornpleted, and has
opened comni'unication with Bordeaux. It is estimated to, have
cost considerably

-

.

O,

-

wavelength transmissions, at ii
Eastern time on wavelengths of 300 and 600 metres. It
has not yet been announced which'
stations are to conduct this service.
O
O
O
A wireless letter service between
Germany and New York has now
b&n - arranged by th German

pin.

.

.

wbichwère current inthè-dailv

:

The new high
power -. station
erected by the
Japanese Missui
Company
at

¿
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________________

.

The Lady Rose," of the Manchester station.

press recently of the transmissions
of waves from Nauen which interfered with the magnetos on motor
cars, Dr. A. Meissner, of tL
Telefunken Co., ha stated that
these reports are foolish, utterly
stûpid' and nonsensical."
0
0
.0
We learn that the United Stats
Bureau of Standards is now inaugurating a service of standard

radio
a
telephone set is
to be installed
by the Government of Triiiidad at the Port
of Spain wire-

'

less station

to communicate
'vith the stations
already èstablished by a British
oil company on the Orinoco delta
The development
in Venezuela;
of a complete system of radio telephonic communication throughout
the West Indies is in contemplation. This will no doubt necessitate the erection. of several complete stations, which will require
to be fairly powerful to ensuro
satisfactory working under all con-
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AN EXPERIMENTAL TWO-VALVE SET
By W. R. WJSKEN.

Constructional details

of

a useful receiving set which is easy and economical to build.

a.c

surface finish. To obtain this surface, rub
evenly in one direction with very fine emery
cloth or sandpaper. When all the polish has
been removed, rub over the surface with an
oily rag. If care has been taken, a matt surface will result.
It is, of course, unnecessary to explain in
detail those pieces of apparatus which are
secured in position by the mere tightening of
a nut; only items where constructional details
are necessary will be dealt with.
Details of the inductance will be given first
and Figs. 3 and 4 show the type of coil former
used. The coils are known as basket coils.
The writér recommends these formers to be
cut from fibre owing to its rigidity and simplicity of mounting. Three formers are to be
cut, one identical with Fig. 3 and two of the
type shown in Fig. 4. By referring to
Fig. 3 the method of winding these coils will
be clearly seen.

THE two-valve set about to be described
has gken most satisfactory results, and
the writer can recommend it for efficiency combined with simplicity of operation.

*

p

--

Fig. 1.-The completed receiver.

t

.

CUAQA/P384
t-___J

The accompanying illustrations are 'sufficiently explanatory to enable experimenters
to build a similar set with a minimum of
labour and expenditure. The completed
receiver is shown in the photograph, Fig. i.
The following is a list of the essential parts
and materials required
Ebonite panel 12m, by bin, by fin. thick,
io terminals (3BA), i filament rheostat, i
variable condenser OE0003 uF (or its equivalent in parts), inductance with reaction coil
(details to follow), 2 valve holders, i fixed
condenser, 00003 1cF, i grid leak (Dubilier
2 megohms), i H.T. switch, z L.F. transformer.
Fig. 2 is a working drawing of the panel
showing the necessary holes to be drilld.
It is perhaps advisable to add that the ebonite
used should be of "A " quality, with a matt

-,

2

CLEAP N4 LA
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V4VLF.(CE4OtO
4_IS 4

.
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YP2LA

'o.

:-

3fr4.

3

I-

-

f2

Fi. 2.-Plan of

-----the panel.
I

Two small holes are drilled, into which
24 gauge d.c.c. cqpper wire is secured
and the winding commenced by passing same
No.
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under and over alternate segmenis of the
former. This is repeated until 40 turns (20
on either side) have been Çompleted. The
finished coil is then given a cQat of shellac
varnish.

The fixed coil is screwed in position cèiitrally on the underside of panel between the
two 2BA clear, holes, spaced
apart,
shOwn on the left of Fig. 2. The necessary
2BA screwed rod, complete. with control
knob, is now passed through. the clear hole

'

'

..

.

WI/(DIN6O/

.

/XED

'

'011

1....

I

r
Fig. 5.-Assembly of tue reaction coil and vo.rtometer.

/J
C1EA.Q8B.4.çaQ

provided for it on the left-hand side of the
panel, and built up as shown in Fig. 6.
The two coils are connected together by
joining the two inner windings by means of a
short length of flex and, when in circuit, act
asa variometer. The third coil, reaction, is

FIXING TO PANEL.
Fig.

3.-Former

for the fixed basket

coil.

The two ends of the fixed coil can be terminated on two small screws and nuts, fitted
in a convenient position on thé underside of
panel. The two remaining coils may now be
wound in a similar manner on formers as
shown in Fig. 4, the ends being terminated
on two screws and nuts fitted into the two
holes as shown. It will he seen e*actly.how

ca4'roo ro,
.'4p/oMEre

CONTÑOL FO.
DfACT/ON COIL

i

JP4CING
'IECE

WA//lEO

BA

I

-

-

PB/NG *4/NE»

FI. 6.-Sec/ion of variorneler and reaction coil.

mounted in a similar nianiter, the 2B1\
screwed rod being passed through the clear
hole provided, as shown in centre of Fig. 2.
The variable condenser ma now be taken
into consideration. As the majority of experirnenters are sufficiently acquainted with

&

)

y16.

-

Ç,.
-

CLEAR 10E. A.
CI EA

Fig.

.4'

1ks__ rApp-'

4

Fig.

7.-A

suggestion for the attachment of the variable
condenser to the panel.

¿BA.

4.-Former

for the

moving

coils.

these three coils are mounted by referring to
Figs. and 6, which give a plan and section
of that part of the panel.

the construction of stich apparatus, a brief
outline only is necessary. Those who are not
clear regarding the assembly of variable condensers are referred tó. an article which ap
peared in No. 4 of Modern TVireless. The
(Continued on p. 294.)
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of arduous search for
an ideal site for a central
MONTHS
broadcasting studio and a
month of feverish preparation were
brought to a successful climax when
at 9 p.m. on August jith Sir Herbert
Austin, M.P for the King's Norton
Divisioh of Birmingham, officially
declared the new studio operi and so
inaugurated the new era.
Duly installed in their new home,
the 51T workers are very optimistic
of the station's future fame, and no
doubt a formidable attempt is to be
made by the Birmingham Station to
capture the laurels of British broadcasting.
The new studio is situated on the
second floor of a large building
abutting on New Street, the city's
chief street.
Here accommodation
has been found to the following extent An entrance hall, a reception
room, a band room, a studio, a room
for the modulator panel, and two
rooms to be used as offices -for the
Station Director and for the Assistant Station Director and the Musical
Director
The studio is particularly commodious, measuring some 25ft.
square It is covered-floor, walls,
and ceiling-with thick felt, and an
arrangement over the windows enables
these latter to be opened between
turns, though a forced draught has
been provided -for ventilation pur-

THE

STA']

-

I

-

i

-.

h-

-

poses..

The walls and ceiling have been
artistically draped in mauve and
dove-grey hangings, while four
double bracket lights and four centre
lights provide the illumination. The
chief furnishings are an AoIian
grand piano and an orchestral organ,
while a stand microphone, immediately in front of a sounding board
platform, is used.
Between the modulator room and
the studio there is a small window
which enables the engineer in charge
of the modulator panel to mark the
progress of events in the studio.
An ingenious signalling device en
the wall of the studio and operated
from the modulating room indicates
to the studio the requirements of the

engineer; A red light above this
signal panel gives the warning that
the modulating circuit is operating.
A number of different coloured lights
convey the directions All correct,
i3ll
come closer, move back, re-arrange,
wait, speak.
TFÍe modulator room contains the
A shorl accounL of the op
modulating apparatus, control paneh
and, a master clock, as well as a
three-valve receiving set, a crystal
set, and a loud-speaker. There are
leads from the valve receiver to the
director's and assistant director's the transmitting valves, is a directoffices, enabling them to listen. There
current shunt, wound machine with
is also a private telephone
connection with the transmitting station at Summer
Lane, nearly a mile distant.
The modulator panel
consists of a three-valve
amplifier, and a control
switch enables the right
amount of curreni to be
rr
passed to the transmitting
station, a volume indicator
I
acting as a check on the
output from the studio
station.
M
At Summer Lane Power
Works, the property of
\
the Birmingham Corporation, a two-roomed building has been erected for
the transmitting plant.
Two hundred and ten feet
-above it, a T-sausage
aerial, with a span of
ioo feet, is suspended
between two high chimney
I
A photograph of the new studio at Birmingham showing
stacks and is said to

-

...-.
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aerial in the country.
The two rooms of the station are
the generator room and the transmission room. In the former are duplicate three-unit motor sets consisting
of high- and low-vpltage D.C. generators, coupled to a driving motor.
The main supply is 400 volts D.C.,
an automatic starter providing for
starting and stopping by means of a
press-button control.
The driving
motor develops 4 h.p. at a speed of
5,750 r.p.m. The high-voltage generator, supplying the plate current to

two commutators designed to deliver
continuously I25 amps at i,óoo volts.
pressure.
The low-voltage generator supplies
filament current for the valves-28
amps. at 14.5 volts, and excitation
current for the high-voltage generator. .1
On the plate current supply is a cir- t,
cuit breaker working with an over- ri
load of 25 per cent.
The transmitting panel, in the i
second room, comprises four 250-Watt
valves (two oscillators and' two

'
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grammes, and several important new
principles have been introduced into
them.
It has been decided to make each
night's programme appeal to a distinctive class of listeners-in, and thus
the week will come under the following heads: On Mondays, grand
opera-mostly by, members of the
National Opera Company; Tuesdays,
alternately, dance and concert party
music; Wednesdays, 7.30 to 8, landline transmissions from Lozell's Picture House, and a prcgramrne of
choral music by the Broadcast Repertory Company, under the
conductorship
the
of
Musical Director, Mr.

vIINGHAM

ION,
ening

of

the

new

s1udio.

¿

modulators) and a 50-watt valve for
amplifying speech input. The oscil-

.

-

'

,.

,.

.'

-

,

,

-

-.

-

¡

-

-

'

-.

J..

Joseph Lewis; Thursdays,
request music; Fridays,
orchestral and classical
music by an individual
composer.; on alternate
Saturdays, a military
band under the conduclorship
of
Mr.
Appleby Matthews.
It is interesting to note
that the repertory cornpany is now complete, and
that contracts h a ve
already been entered into.
Moreover, the orchestra
has now been permanently increased to four-

teen.
The staff of 51T, now
entering upon a new stage
of its history, are Mi'.
Percy Edgar, Station
Director; Mr. H. G.
is .seen
Ca3ey, Assistant Station
Director; Aunts Elsfe and
Gladys
Mr.
J. A.
Cooper, B.Sc., A.M.I.k.E., Senior
Maintenancc Officer; Mr. S. G. Parsons and Mr. Jinman, Assistant
Engineers.
The removal of the studio from
Witton, some three and a half miles
from the centre of the city, to its
present site brings it right into the
heart of the Midland metropolis,
and affords it first-class opportunity
to share in the artistic and musical
activities of the city.
The opening ceremony provided
-

/

-

t

'

'

-.

,

studio staff.
lilie centre.

lilt.

Percy Edgar, station director,

lator valves are cornected to a closed
Circuit with variable inductance and
capacity, and the energy is transferred to the aerial by inductive coupling.

The change-over was made after
the bioadcast on the 9th inst., and
after a preliminary test on the iotli
the new era of broadcasting coni'lmenced on the ith inst. Moreover,
it is interesting to note, the change
has also been maden dividing line
in the matter of broadcast pro-

.

-

another illustration of the fact that
broadcasting has brought a commendable brevity into public speeches. Sir
Herbert Austin, M.P.g introduced by
Major J W. C. Reith, in the fewest
words possible, was almost as' brief,
f or, after referring to the inconveniences of the old studio, he alluded to
the promise of improvements whith
the new one gave. Then, as an engineer, he hinted at the possibilities of
broadcasting to come, though he did
not indicate in what direction, and
concluded by performing his official
duty-that of declaring the station
open.
Mr. Arthur Burrows, who was act-.,
.ing as the announcer of the evening,
expressed the real note of the moment
in adopting Birmingham's motto of
" Forward "to the broadcast station..
" Forward, 51T! " he said.
The chief speech of the evening,
however, came from Sir William
Noble, who expressed the pleasure of
the B.B.C. board that anew station
for the Midlands vas being opened.
He declared that they had no reason
to be ashamed of their record in the
seven months they had been forrned.
When they began business they 'had
only three stations-one in London,
one in Birmingham, and one in Manchester-and all three were temporary.
stations.
Since then they had opened permanent stations at Newcastle, Cardiff,
Glasgow, and Manchester, and now
still another in the capital of the
Midlands. In addition, they had
.opened a new studio in London, and
hoped to open a new transmitting
station in London at an early date.
They also had in hand the installation of new stations at Bournemouth
and Aberdeen.
They were not resting content,
however, with fulfilling the conditions of their agreement with the
P M.G., but they were carrying out
experiments with a view to providing
relay or sub-stations for several places
so that they could give a good broadcasting service to 75% at least of the
population of this country without
the use of too expensive broadcasting
sets.
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Conducted by R. W. HALLOWS, M.A., Staff Edttor.

A NOVEL AERIAL

GOOD CRYSTAL HOLDER.

MAST.

THE ordinary type of crystal
cup with one or three grip-.
ping screws is anything but
satisfactory, one of its many weak
points being its awkwardness.
Also the screws sometimes break
-the crystal, and to get a grip of
any kind is often very difficult.
An efficient- crystal holder may
easily be made from strip brass.
The two types shown herewith
both have the advantage of simplicity of construction, quick adjustment at any: point, and easy
manipulation. Fig.
shows the
type vhich iseasiest to construct.

TJ
y

Fie. 1.-Elevolion and plan of crystal
holder.

A piece of springy brass is cut
about Iin. long by iin. wide.
Each end is jagged like a saw

-

'-4.

A

I

J

X-

-

-

SPRING Smi/lAR 70 7/E
-.

i-.

CUP

J

----- --

_________
-

Fig.

2.-A spring-grip type of holder.

edge to give a good gip on the
crystal (see Fig. il. Twoholes are
pnche
in.'fro'm each end, and
one in the centre. A 6B.A. screw
is passed through the centre hole
and also through the ebonite panel
in the manner shown. The brass
strip is then bent over, and a
6B.A. screw is passed through the
other two holes. An adjust.ing nut
is then screwed on. Fig. 2 is made
in a similar way with the exception of the spring, which reseinblés
a common tie-clip spring.
To
adjust the crystal, pressure is
brought to bear on the projecting
arm, when the jaws will open to
permit of the crystal being placed
in position; when the pressure is
removed the crystal is held firm.
Modifications of this idea will
no doubt occur to readers, and
it is an easy matter to adapt an
actual tie-clip to form a serviceable crystal holder.
-

-

H.B.

that is light,
inexpensive and strong can
be made in a novel way
from inch-thick deal planks. They
are nailed
better, screwed)
together in the way shown in Fig.
3 to form a box from 25ft. to
3of-t. long.
The principle is much the sanie
as that of thà split cane fishingrod. If you lay a un, plank flat
across two trestiès, a very slight
pressure applied to a point near.
its middle will cause it to give a
little, and if the pressure be increased it will bend more and more
until it breaks. But fix the same
plank with one edge uppermost,
and it will withstand an enormous
strain before it gives.
If a mast is constructed on the
box principle, it will be seen that
from whatever direction a strain
may be applied it will always be
directly across the edges, or very
nearly so, of two of. the side members.
Hence if the mast is securely put together, it shows little
or no tendency to buckle, provided
that it is stayed, as all masts
should be.
The planks used should be of
good deal, 6ft. long and 3m.
wide. To make a 3Oft. mast, 20
of them are needed. Obviously,
we must break the joints just as
bricklayers do when building a
wall. We therefore begin in the
way shown in Fig. 4. Plank No.
N aerial mast

286
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z is fastened to plank No. 2, 50
that there is an overlap of ift.
6m, at either end, Fig. 5 shows
the first section completed. No.
is secured to No. 2, and No. 4 to
No. 3 with the same overlaps.
We can now continue from either
end, of this first section until the
desired length is reached. We then
fill the gaps with short pieces to
make the ends even.
The best
mounting. for the mast is a step,
thiisisting of a box from 3ft. to
4ft. long and with an inside
measurement of m. by din. made
in the same way from planks 5m.
wide and sunk in
ground.
The top of the mast requires a
truck to keep moisture from get-

ting into the grain of the wood.
This may be a 6m, circle cut from
an inch-thick plank of hard wood.
Both truck and mast should be
given two good coats of solignum,
or some similar preservative before erection.
Fig. 6 shows how eyes for stays
and pulley may be fitted. Five
plates shaped as shown re cut
from stout sheet:metal.
Four,
for, tje ;stays, are secured by
means of a pair of in. bolts
passed right through the mast
The fifth,
from face to face.
which is intended to support the
pulley, may be attached either by
a lashing of wire or by another
R. W. H.
bolt.

:

te

NQI

I/f

3"

NQ3

I/'-J

5id

i

-

r'61

-

T

Fig.

WZ.

ç

6-4l
F192

N°3

Figs.

Fig.6.

.

4

3.-A

section through
the mast.

Figs. 4 and 5.-Method of
Jointing the planks.
Fig. 6.-Fittings for guy
fOjS

,V°.4
.

and 5.
A NOVEL AERIAL MAST.

ARACKFOR
COILS.
THE time when coils ar
most likely to suffer damage
is when they are lying
Lbout. Things are inadvertently
placed on top of them, or they
are knocked off on to the floor,
which treatment is not calculated
to improve them.
The best way of keeping them,
and, incidentally, of prolonging
.

their useful life, is to make a
rack for them, which can be done
qutte easily.
From almost any electrical shop
can be obtained a switch block,
measuring gin. by 6m., made of
polished hard wood. Draw a line
Iin. from either edge and nake
five equally spaced marks along
it, the first and last being un.
ifrom the ends.
Drill a -kin.
hole at each mark. The plugs of
de Forest coils will fit tightly into
these holes, and the rack will hold
ten coils, any one of which can
be picked out without disturbing
the others.
R. W. H.

HINTS ON WOOD
.P1ANINQ.
HEN using rough.

.

wøod

for the construction of
wireless cabinets it i
necessary, in order to obtain, afinished appearance, to- employ,,
firstly, the use of a plane, andfina lly a sandpaper block.
A metal handplane is best for
work of this nature.
The most
important point to remember when
planing surface axeas is to work
the plane. in the same direction as
the grain formation of the wood.
If the plane is used at right ang.l
to the direction in which the grain
runs, the result will be a series
of deep ridges.
If the plane is used in the
direction of the grain, but running
into or opposite the direction of
the growth, the plane will immediately bite deeply into the wood
and kick up a series of splinters,
which will also choke the clearance space between the blade and
the plane box. The direction of
the formation of the grain can be
detected by the practised eye, but
the amateur should easily overcome
the difficulty by making a few
trial strokes on the edge of the

'

i,

wood.

For the final operation of
sandpapering, a large, flat piece
of cork should he procured round
which is wrapped some medium
sandpaper. The work is finished
off by giving a final rub vith some
very fine sandpaper, remembering
always to work in the direction of
A useful device to
the grain.
assist in the operation of planing
is the bench hook. This consists
of a plain hardwood base to
which a wooden stop is firmly
screwed at one end. The hook is
then clamped to the work-bench,
and the wood to be planed is
rested against the stoD while the
operatio1 is in progres. This does
away with the necessity of clamping the actual work to the bench,
giving a free actior. to the plane
over the whole surface.
H. B.
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FILLING HOLES IN
EBONITE.

IT

happens occasionally when
one is drilling a panel that
one or more holes are made
T
not quite ih the right places.
Sometimes they are so far out
that there is 'rooin to make others
correctly placed. In this case the
problem of filling, them up is a
simple one, for the object of our
botching "- is merely to bide
them as far as possible from view

and to prevent, their spoiling the
appearance of the panel.
The simplest way of filling
them is to use black sealing-wax
of good quality. A small quantity of the wax is dropped into
the hole and pressed firmly in
with a wet flner. Any suplus
is then scraped away carefully
with a knife. When the surface
of the panel is finished up with
knife powder and oil or turpentine the plugging will hardly be
visible. It will certainly not be
so noticeable as to strike the eye
unless one is actually looking for
.

29,

1923

Platinum
nesium, and silver.
gives the best result when used
in conjunction with iron pyrites.
Magnesium gives remarkably good
results on. almost any crystal.
Silver wi?e should be of a fine
gauge, as this material is not
very springy; this also applies to
fhe gold wire. Many silver and
gold wires now sold are thick and'
quite useless. Any combination of
vires, 'of course, may be used to
suit the experimenter's tastes. A

the existing holes and eilt off
pieces of rod in. longer than the
panel is thick. Put threads on
to them with a die and make a
hacksaw cut in the end of each
so as to turn it into an ebonite'
grub screw. The plug can now
be turned in with a screw-driver.
When it is home trim off 1)0th
ends roughly, then use the warm
soldering iron as before. If the
plugs are madé a tight fit for
the threads, as they should be,
there will now be no difficulty
about drilling fresh holes close to
the 'original ones.
Cracks in ebonite maybe healed
by running a warm soldering
iron, along them-it must be. just
hot enough to make the material
flow. Even if a small.piece has
broken off altogether it can often
be joined on again in the same way
The writer effected by this means
an entirely successful repair of a
condenser of the Dubilier type,
one of whose lugs had been
broken off by a fall.
-

-
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R.W.H..

Fig.

CAT-WHISKER.
WHEELS.

't.
Another method which is still
more effective is to make use of
short lengths of ebonite rod, These
are rubbed down until they are a
driving fit for the unwanted holes.
They are then warmed until they
are soft and pressed in. A touch
vith a warm soldering iron above
and below the panel will fix them
securely in oosition.
Neither o these methods, however, is of any use if the hole
originally made is so little out of
its proper place that there is no
room to drill another clear of it.
The same problem frequently'
arises when ve wish to make use
of an old piece of ebonite which
already contains holes for making
up a new piece of apparatus. It
will usually be found that the
holes already there are just where
they are not wanted.
If lengths of in., in. and
in. ebonite rod are kept in the
scrap box the difficulty is one that
can be got over quite easily. Tap

August
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detector suitable for use
with the Totaling wheel.

.

series of the wheels may be kept
in stock, as they can be readily
adjusted in the type of detector
shown in Fig. 8. A wooden centre
post is fixed as shown. A brass
strip arm is bent from one piece,
and pivoted centrally both sides.
A 2B.A. rod is placed at one end
to clear the- arm on the inside.
Halfway between the wooden post
and the wheel a small rivet is
placed in the arm. The spring is
fixed to this rivet at one end, the
other end of the spring being fixed
under the head of a small screw
in the base.
By tightening the
adjusting nut, the cat-whisker is
lifted from the cup, and, of
course, vice versa. The wheel is
fixed into the detector arm by
means of the 6B.A. screw which
acts also as a bearing, and is adjusted to the desired position by
tightening up the end nut.

AUSEFUL

experimental
gadget to adapt to crystal
detectors is a cat-whisker
wheel, which enables the experimenter to quickly adjust one of a
sele'ction of four or more different
CA T- WHISKERS
-

SILVER

CA'4P/NG
CUPS
PLATINUM

\

NUTS

Ç
Fig. 7.-Details of a wheel to hold
four contact wires.
O

whiskers. The simple construction of the wheel is shown in Fig..
The four cat-whiskers selected
7.
can be platinum,, gold, mag

'

H. B.
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THIS easily constructed radio

the reverse side of the computer
other scales give the solution of
the problem of two condensers iii
series. When iwo condensers are
connected in series the resulting

slide-rule will indicate the
capacity of a variable condenser of the semi-circular plate
type with air dielectric, and on

capacity is always less than that
of either condenser, the exact value
being ordinarily determined by
means of the formula appearing
at the centre of the scale of section

SECTION

A

'S/

/

PL-

/

When cut 'out and assembled these discs, cornposing the slide rule, tell at
a glance the capacity of a
known size condenser or the
size condenser for a known

capacity.
The resullant
capacity of two condensers
In

be

F'
-

MICROFO

OADS

de

.

c4,
-

.000'

Ix
kk.

CkOq4

I..
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This slide rule gives the
answer to this formula directly.
In cases where three condensers
are in series it is best to determine the effective capacity of two
of them in series and then determine the resultant capacity when
the third condenser is connected in
series ith an imaginary condenser
having a capacity equal to. the
series capacity of the first two.
The scales have ranges greater
than those required for ordinary
radio frequency circuits. If, however, it is desired to usé the chart
fOr series condenser problems, for
other ranges, the three scales C1,
C2, and C may be multiplied by
or loo, or by any
other factor desired and used as
before. The only rule necessary
to follow is 'to multiply each scale
by the same factor.
o.00i, 0.01, IO,

Constructional Details
Procure two smooth flat cards
having their smaller dimensions
somewhat larger than the largest
of the accompanying scales. For
convenience the four scales will he
called Sections A, B, C, and D.
First cut out Sections B and D,
in the form of a square, being
careful not to trim away any of the
numbers.
Paste these scales on
opposite sides of one of the cards,
taking care that the centres of the
The best way to
circles coincide.
do this is to punch small holes
with a pin in the centre of each

August

29,

1923

section B and D and another hole
about the centre. When this is
in the centre of the card. When
done the computer is complete. If
these three .holes are in line, the it is constructed according to these
centres are together. The small plans, the Outer edge of section A
dot in the centre of each Section should coincide with the inner edge
indicates where the hole should be of section B, and the scales of secpunched. After pasting, dry the tion C will be visible through the
card under pressure between flat slot opposite the scales on section
surfaces to prevent warping.
D.
Then paste sections A and C
To Determine the Capacity'of a
on opposite sides of the other Condenser
by Means of the Chaít
card, getting the centres together
A
great
many
of the condensers.
in the same way, and dry flat.
available
at
the
-present time ar
When dry, carefully trim off the
rated according to the number of
edge around section A outside of
plates rather than by their capa-.
the circle, leaving no margin.
This leaves a round disc with cities. The maximum capacity of
scales on each side.
It will be sucn condensers may be deterfound that section C is a little mined by the aid of the special
chart. Measure the radius of the
smaller, but this is intentional.
Returning to the square card plates (inner) and the distance bewith sections B and D, cut out tween the plates, and determine
the circular slot on section D indi- the total number of plates. Set
cated by the letters '' s-t-u-s -w-x,'' the disc, so that the " spacing
cutting right through the card with salue is opposite the total plates
value.
The capacity value may
a sharp knife. It is desirable to
cut exactly on the lines and curves. then be read directly opposite the
value of the radius of the inner
bounded by the abo'e letters. The
will
removal of this section
not plates.
affect the scales on section B on To Determine the Capacity of
Condensers in Series Using
the other side, since the latter is
the Chart
soméwhat larger.
lay
the
Then
rectangular carri
The reverse side of this card is
on the table with section B up.
used to determine the effective
On top of this place the circular capacity of two condensers in
card with face A up, and fasteh series.
Set the disc so that the
the two together with a small rivet values of these capacities are oppoor paper fastener eyelet inserted site each other.
The arrow
through the centre holes.
rhe (answer) will point directly to the
smaller disc should be free to turn effective or resultant capacity.
-

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
Instrûments, Ltd., have

Radio

sent for our

inspection their
well-illustrated catalogue of
wireless apparatus. The products of this firm are almost too
vell known to need description,
but ve are of the opinion that
no experimenter should be without a copy of this booklet.
Messrs. A. E. Hulton.-This firm
has sent us samples of the
ebonite bushes described in
Mainly about Valves," Wireless

TVeekly,

Vol.

i,

No.

13.

These have been on the market
for some months, and are well
turned from good solid ebonite.
\Vireless enthusiasts would do
well to use these where a wooden
panel is preferred.

Messrs. (i.W.I., Ltd.-.-This firm
supplies a rotary rectifier and a
rotary transformer for battery
charging froni AC. and D.C.
respectively.
These machines
are made in 'arious sizes for
corresponding. outputs, and a
switchboard can also be supplied.

Formo Company.-The illustrated catalogue of wireless
components issued by this firm
describes well-made instruments
of British manufacture built
from
machined
parts, no
pressed work or rolled threads
being used.
This catalogue
should be of interest to every
experimenter,
one
notable
feature being a low-f requeny
transformer entirely screened by
means of a metal casing, at the
low price of t8s.
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L
By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

L0NDNT
biscite at 2L0
i

was a piethe other day,
and hundreds of postcards were
received on which wer entered
the favourite musical items of the'
senders.
By far the largest
number of people seem to like a
preponderance of orchestral music.
That is not surprising to any who
have noticed the difference in the
size of the crowds which attend
the performances of pierrots and
of bands or orchestas at the seaside

'[he relay tests from 2L0 and
the other stations were a great success, but as they have already had
a wide publicity there is no need
to refer to them further.
One
interesting fact has not., been
noted hitherto, and that was that
the Sheffield experiments were
picked up in Pen.zance which is a
very gratifying circumstance. Also
the programme which was relayed
from London via Manchester was
picked up on crystal sets twelve
miles round Sheffield. In making
their calculations as to the nùmbers
who might listen-in on crystal sets
to relay stations, theB.B.C. were
only calculating on a radius of
four miles, but if the radiu is to
be ten miles or twelve it stands to
reason that a very much larger
nuthber will be roped in
It is to be hoped that more
sacred compositions will be played
on the organ at the Sunday afternoon concerts. Many of the composers were Catholics and wrote
their masterpieces for the Church.
Take, for instance, Mendelssohn's
" Lauda Sion," Haydn's "Impenal Mass," Weber's Mass,

Rossini's incomparable " Stabat
Mater," Gounod's " Gallia," and
so on, all masterpieces, because
they were labours of love and not
operas or the like written' for

"bread and butter."
This has been a week of real
music, for have \\re not revelled in
such perennial delights as excerpts
from "La Sonnambula," by Beluni,
" Les Cloches de Corneville," by Planquette, " Il Trovatore," by Verdi, Reminiscences
of Offénbach, to say nothing of
those delightful Three Dances
from "Nell Gwynn,'' by German,
and one or two ever new Waldteufel waltzes.
By the by, the writer cannot
recall hearing any of Donizetti's
Is he
compositions from 2L0.
banned by the band"?

Forthcoming Events
AUGUST.
29th

(%VED.).-7.15

p.m.,

Mr.

Archibald Haddon, Dramatic
critic. 9 p.m., Prof. Ireland.
Sir George Davies,
10 p.m.,
Preserved Food."
3oth (T1-luRs.).-7.15 p.m., Mr.
Percy Scholes, " Robert E. Lee."
31St (FRI.).--7.15 p.m., " Seen on
the Screen," by G. A. Atkinson,
the B.B.C. film critic.- 9 p.m.,
Mr. Cecil Hallett, " British

Museum."
SEPTEMBER.
3rd (M0N.).-7.15 p.m., Mr. John
Strachey, " Books." 9 p.m.,
General Bruce on Everest.
4th (TuEs.).-7.15 p.m., Rev. \V.
Hodson-Smith.- 9 p.m., Lt.-Col.

\V. W. Clemesia, C.T.E., M.H.
5th (\VED.).-7.15 p.m., Mr. Archibald 1-Taddon. 9 p.m., Sir Joseph
G. Brookbank, "Port of Lon-

don."

- Mr. Percy
R Edgar1NGHAM.
spoke the simple truth
¡Rit!

when he characterised the first per-

formance of the Station Repertoire
Company as "one of the great
nights" The programme of old
English parc songs which the
choir, under Mr. Joseph Lewis,
rendered, was delightful from start
to finish, and there must have been
few listeners-in who vere not
charmed by the unusual clearness
of the choir's pronunciation. The.
performance emphasised the success of Mr. Lewis's venture at
once, and made it obvious that
choral music by wireless, if it is to
be wholly successful, involves particular attention to the character
of individual voices. In his search
for talent, the music director of
51T has concentrated upon what
has been termed the "wireless
voice," and the result has been
extremely pleasing.

Forthcoming Events
SEPTEMBER.
4th (TuEs.).-Mr. Lloyd's Dance
Band.

zoth (MON.).-Mr. Walter Hyie,
tenor, of the British National

Opera Co.

iith (TuEs.).-The Greys Concert

Parts'.
(\VED.).-Opera, " Merrie
England," by the Station Repertoire Co. and an augmented
orchestra.
i3th (THtJRS.).
Miss Beatrice
Evelyn, 'cellist.
i5th (S.'tT.).-StatiOn Military Band.
12th

-

cv

CARDIFF
fries visited

cv

cv

-

M1. Stanton

Jef-

Cardiff the other
day and conducted a complete per-formance of "Faust " with the
leading British National Opera
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Company artists as principals.
The experiment was a great success, and will be repeated at the
Local choruses
other stations.
haie been formed in Manchester
and Birmingham, and others will
follow.
Operatic performances
vi1I be a prominent feature of the
winter programme.
.'

Herbert Carruthers, the Glasgow Station
Director, delivered an interesting
address to the members of the
He
Glasgow Rotary Club.
described broadcasting as still
being in its infancy, but a very
healthy child and likely to grow
Upwards
to a ripe old- age.
5o,000 people, he stated,
Of
"listened-in " to the Glasgow
station each evening.

Tues'' ANCHESTÉR.-On
day,
i4th inst.,

%,J

the
the
symphony concert was
first
hroadast from the Manchester
An augnìente4 orchesstation.
tra, conducted by the station

director,

TRANSMISSIONS
Cofl-8qo

........
........
....
NEWCASTLE ......
........
CARDIFF

LONDON
MANCHESTER

Referring to the early days of
the Glasgow station, Mr. Carruthers mentioned that the original
orchestra of four performers had
been increased to eight, and they
now contributed 90 to ioo items to
each week's programme. ----

GLASGOW

Engineer."

Barrington
The
Male Voice Quartet.
5th (WED.).-Classical night of the
" W,'ireless Orchestra."
Mr.
Stephen Cosh, of Ayr, and Miss
Christina Macfarlane, contralto.
6th (THURS.).
Miss Gladys
Palmer, of London, and Mr.
John Russell, baritone, will sing.
Mr. Lambert C. Flack, flautist.
7th (Fai.).-" The Merchant of
Venice," produced by Mr. R. E.
-

-

Jeffrey, of Glasgow.
8th (SAT.).-The Empire Male
Voice Quartet, of Kilmarnock.
-

Worn1ogt0

.353 met,
.369
...385
.400
.415

OWA..
2L0
2ZY
ONO
SSC

BIRMINGHAM.... OIT
.420
TIMES OF WORKIVO.
Weekdov, . . . .3.30 to 4.30 n.m. orni 5.30
to 110 Im. B.8.T.
Loudoo 11,30 orn. to 12.20 tooteod of
2.30 to 4.30 p.m.
.0.20 to 10.20 Im. BOT.
2L0

8.0I.m.to0.0.m.o1o.

SILENT PERIODS.
CARDIFF

Forthcoming Events
SEPTEMBER.
2nd (SuN.).-The \Vhiteinch Primitive Methodist Church Choir, the
Rev. John Maughan. Miss Etty
Friedlander, violinist.
3rd (M0N.).-The Wireless Orchestra's Dance Night. Mr. Jayc
Kaye, entertainer, of London.
Miss Ella Lorraine, the Scottish
prima donna.
4th (TuEs.).-M r. William Birrell,
Registrar, of Loughborough Col-lege,
ilI
talk on " Modern
Methods in the Training of an

a splendid-

performance of operatic music:
The soloists were Miss Beatrice
Miranda and Mr. William Anderson, bath of the British National
Opera Co.
The singing. wIs
delightful throughout, and the
orchestral accompaniment placed
the performance on a level, in our
opinion, with the operatic transmissions recently heard. from the
Covent Carden operas.

ttJ

-

Godfrey,

Dan

-Mr.

junr., A.R.A.M., gve

............... 0.0

LONDON .................. 7.30

to 8.30
.. 8.0

MANCBESTER ............ 7.40..
0.0 ..
NEWCASTLE
GLASGOW ................ 6.0 ..
BIRMINGHAM ............ 8.15..

..............

8.15

930

8.15
0.45

Listeners-in desiring to join the
Radio Circle " are invited to
send in their names to the Manchéster station for a radio badge,
a supply of which will shortly be
available at a very trifling cost.
A wireless revue is the latest
innovation promised from 2ZY.
The title is to be ''Hello
Listener," and the '' revue '' is
being written by Mr. R. GuyReeve, the well-known theatrical
writer. Incidentally, Mr. GuyReeve is the writer of the amusing adventures of ".Algy,' which
are being broadcast each Saturday
evening from Manchester.
Forthcoming Events

AUGUST.
29th

(WED.).-Miss

(soprano), Mr.
(baritone).

Jennie Lord
Sherlock

1'om

-

(TiluRs.).
Week's music
criticism by Percy Scholes; Mr.
Joseph Markham (tenor.
3ist (FRI.).-Nunn's Grand Dance
Orchestra; Mr. Victor Smythe in
30th

Funñiosities.''
SEPTEM BER.
Ist (SAT.).-Radio Military Band;
Miss Gladys Hulme (contralto);

Mr. Victor Sniythe in " Alg on
-.\otor_cycling."
2nd (SuN.).--Mr. Ronald Chamber-.
lain (pianist); Miss Maty Ogden
(soprano); Mr. Frank Taylor
-

(baritone).
3rd (M0Ñ).-Madame Oates' Quartet; Miss Agnes Clarke and Mr.

Harold Derbyshire.
.
4th (TUEs.).-Mr. James McCafferty
-- (Londonderry,
baritone); Miss
Gladys Palmer (contraltoL
5th (WED.).-2ZY Orchesta; Mr.
laye Maye (humorist);
Mr.
Harold Brown (baritone).

TTEWCASTLE-UPON- TYNE.

-All Owners of sets in the
neighbourhood of the five other
stations had an opportunity of
listening-in to Newcastle between
ii o'clock nd midnight on
August i3th, when a relaying test
was carried out. The impromptus
delivered to 5N0's microphone
were sent by land-line to Londonand thence similarly to the other
stations for wireless transmission.
Apropos of the London correspondent's recent remarks regarding the accomplishments of various
B.B.C. officials, the test brought
out the fact that both the station
airectOr ana tne engineer nave
considerable vocal ability.. Incidentally it was interesting to note
how clearly the gurgle of water
poured from a carafe came
through.
V

0
a week
or a fortnight from the time
these notes appear, the Sheffield
relay station should be in practical
operation. This is the latest forecast of the experts, who have set
up a receiving station at Greenhill,
and a retransmitting Station in
Corporation Street. At the latter
place the aerial bas already been
erected between a huge chimney
stack and a mast, and all sorts of
weird apparatus given a home
inside the old Grinding Wheel.

SHEFFiELDWithin
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TECHNICALITIES

-

.. By PERCY W. HARRIS,

--

...

+

4.

-.

A few noies relating lo ebonite, high-resistance telephones,
and other items of general interest lo experimenters.

-

4'

4>

4>

4

4>4'

.4.

4.

4.

VERY good wy to save yoiirself the
trouble of rubbing the surface of an
ebonite panel with emery paper and
turpentine to remove the surface skin is to get
the panel treated with a sand blast. Many firms
must have sand blast apparatus lying idle,
and I am sure that if they advertise the fact
they would soon do a good trade in treating
amateur's panels for them. The surface
given by sand blasting is very pleasing, and
naturally the treatment removes all of the
semi-conducting skin so frequently found on
the surface of ebonite.
*

4

4'

4

4.

4.

-

.

4.

4.

4.

-

4'

not practically obtainable; 2,000-ohm
telephones are usually quite satisfactory in the
average valve set, but 4,000-ohm resistance
'phones give better results; 8,000 ohm-s would
appear perhaps to be still better, but
whilst this may be so from some points of
view, the wire with which the 8,000-ohm telephone is wound is so extremely fine that it
will very soon burn out-not, as is sometimes
thought, from the strength of the signal
received, but from the steady plate current
passing. through the wiudings. I have
heard of several cases where expensive 8,000ohm telephpnes have been bought, hoping
that improved results would be obtained, and
after about three weeks they have been burnt
out. If you have such 'phones and they have
burnt out in this way I would advise you to
send them to the makers and have them rwound for a resistance of 4,000 ohms. The
cost of rewinding is not nearly so great as
that of a new pair of 'phones. Be careful,
however, where you send them to be rewound, and if you cannot get them done by
the maker, take them to a reputable dealer and
ask his advice.

*

By the way, I think it is high time that the
leading ebonite manufacturers sold this substance either ready treated (if it is absolutely
essential to make it in a way which leaves a
conducting surface) or else with some kind
of guarantee that this treatment is not
required. As it is if you walk into the
average wireless dealer's you must take your
chance, unless the man is known to you and
you can rely on his purchasing good material.
I suggest to the leading firms that they mark
every square foot or so with their trade-mark
and then advertise thé fact that the ebonite
so marked is guaranteed of high insulating
quality, both internally and on the surface.
The marking shoùld be so printed on that it
could easily be removed with a damped cloth
or a touch of turpentine. I for one would be
willing to pay a few pence more a pound, and
I know many others who would do the same.
*

4

.

.

is

A.

*

Asslant Editor.

...

*

*

*

-

*

For some reason or other wireless men put
with a good many things which should be
remedied forthwith. For example, every one
who winds an inductance coil with doublecotton-covered wire takes some precautiOns
to prevent the absorption of moisture and the
consequent reduction in efficiency of the coil.
If the coil is carefully dried, coated with a
.thin layer of shellac, and the shellac itself
heated and dried, we obtain a coil which is
thoroughly 'aterproof, but the high dielectric
value of this shellac increases the self-capacity
of the coil very considerably. To give but
one example, a coil which tuned to a minimum wavelength of 350 metres liad its minimum raised to about 380 with even a light
coating of shellac. Paraffin wax, also a
waterproofing material and quite effective
-.

tip

*

New recruits in the wireless art should
guard against purchasing too high a resistance in telephones for use with valve sets.
High-resistance telephones are, of course,

essential when connected directly in the plate
circuit of a valve, for low-resistance types can
only be used with a telephone transformer.
High-resistance 'phones should theoretically
be of about the same impedance as the valve
with which they are used, but this high figure
293
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from this.point of view, has a similarly high
dielectric value, and we frequently see warnings that a minimum of shellac or paraffin
should be used. These facts are so well
realised that it is hardly necessary to point
them out. I mention them merely to bring
out one of my latest grumbles. \Vhy cannot
the wire manufacturers supply us with an insulated wire, ready treated to obviate the
necessity of after-treatment with wax or
shella? I am sure wè sliould all be willing
to pay a slightly increased price per pound,
and a great deal of trouble ould be saved
when making inductance coils. I commend
this idea to all interested.
.

-

g,

1923

most experimenters turn to the plug-in form
of inductance as beiñghoth convenient and
compact.
Now although the self-capacity of hones
comb, duolateral and other multi-layer coils is
comparatively low, it is possible to obtain a
still lover self-capacity with very little expense.
One of the best-probably the best
-methods of winding an inductance for such
long waves is to makea number of basket
coils of reasonably thick wire and fasten them
side by side fairly close to one another on an
ebonite rod. The self-capacity of such a coil
is lower thán the best of the. plug-in. types,
whilst the space taken by the whole coil is no.
greater than quite an órdinary. single-layer
inductance.
The multiple basket method has the advantage that it is very easy to make tappings.
Such a set of coils neàtly wound, mounted on
an ebonite rod and fitted in a box with an
ebonite front, on which is fitteda switch with
some means of eliminating the dead-end
effects, is one of the most useful things an
experimenter can have on his work-table. I
hope to give constructional details shprtly of
such a mounted inductance.
-

-

*

August

-

*

.

r

No doubt many readers will be experimenting with long range and long wave reception
during the coming winter months. Singlelayer inductances for such wavelengths as are
used by transatlantic stations are an impossibility for the ordinary man. It is not generrally realised that the single layer equis aient
of some of the larger honeycomb coils, wound
with the same size wire, would be about a foot
in diameter and 8 ft. high.
Consequently.

'

.

AN EXPERÍMENTAL 'TWO-VALVE SET
(Continued from page 283.)

number of fixed and moving vanes for the
capacity of condensers recommended is io
fixed ànd 9 moving, together with the necessary screwed rod (2BA), spacing washers,
nuts, etc.
Fig. ' gives a suggestion for the fixing of
the rods; an arrangement which avoids disfiguring the front of the panel. A simple
and most useful form of high-tension switch,
consisting of a short length of 3BA
screwed rod with three laminations of phosphor-bronze and control knob, etc., is fitted
into the clear hole shown at top centre of
panel (Fig. 2). Two studs (4BA) are fitted
into the two holes immediately below. The
filament rheostat and terminals are fixed in
position in the holes provided and the grid
leak and fixed condenser fitted in a convenient
space.
The whole asembled, the wiring is next to

i

-

I

Fig.

8.-The

wiring diagram.

This is carried out in accordance with Fig. 8, which shos the lay-out of
the underside of the panel.
be considered.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
CIRCUIT TUNER
By ALAN L. M.

The conclusion
A

of an

DouGLAs;

¿zr(icls

Slaff

THREE-.
.

.

Edilor.

describing a useful

inning

unii.

.

Is

THE pins may be turned
out of -fin. brass rod
if desired, but as it is
now possible to purchase both
plugs and sockets at a very reasonable price, and as lathe work is.
necessitated in order to make an
accurate job of them, it will be a
distinct economy to buy them

ready-made. Care should be taken
to see that a small screw, about
6 or 8B.A. by in., is tapped into
the lower end of the plugs and
sockets in order that connection
may be readily made to the appropriate circuit, and álso so that
they may be firmly anchóred in
position in the ebonite blocks.
The centre coil mount is fixed,
the outer two being movable. In
order to ensure an easy action, the
semi-circular side plates
two
should be assembled on the centre
fixed plug, which is held to the
former by means of two small
B.A. screws on each side as in
Fig. 5, and the outer faces of the
two plugs carrying the movable
coil should be carefully rubbed
down with emery cloth until the
desired clearance is obtained.
These two movable coil mounts
should now be attached to the
side plates by means of two small
studs, which may have ornamental
heads as shown in the photograph.
These studs should be screwed for
a small oortion of their lenth so
that they may be firmly secu'ed.in
the ebonite side pieces, but the portion projecting into the coil mount
should be turned smooth.
The most satisfactory method
of determining the correct alignment for the position of these
studs is to insert an Igranic coil
in the centre plug and one into
each of the side plugs. If these
.

latter are now so placed that the
three coils are touching each other
all over, the position for the bearing holes for the studs may he
noted and drilled accordingly.
In order to hold the coil mounting itself at an appropriate distance from the face of the panel
so as to give sufficient clearance
for the coils, three distance pieces
consisting of tin. brass tube with
a in. bore and each iin. in
length, will be required.
The
appearance of one of these may be
They
observed from Fig. 5

Fig. 6.-Circuit diagram
tuner.

of

the

should be polished and lacquered,
and tapped for about tin. at each
end 5-3znds Whitworth. They
may be subsequently secured to
the coil mounting by means of
three short countersunk head Whitworth screws, which should be
tightly inserted.
The two handles for controlling
the side coil plugs should now be
constructed from pieces of tin.
brass rod, screwed oB.A. These
might be of any convenient length,
but iin. has been found to give
very easy control without fouling
any of the other apparatus on the

instrument. Small ebonite handles
should be made so as to impart a
finished appearance to the device.
These rods may be screwed into
the centre of the two outside faces
of the movable coil plugs at any
required angle, but in the writer's
case the most useful position was
found to be at right angles to the
plugs.
The variable air condensers
may be next procured and fitted
into position, and, of course, it is
quite possible for the experimenter
to construct these if he wishes for
himself Detailed instructions for
building variable condensers front
bought component parts were given
in '' Modern Wireless," No.
from which all the required information can be obtained. The
aerial circuit tuning condenser
should have a capacity of
000I2 pF, and the secondary circuit condenser á capacity of
0.00075 1tF. These will he found
to be very suitable values for
general experimental work. The
method by means of which the
secondary Circuit condenser is
attached to the base of the tuner
internally by means of a brass
strap surrounding the case, will
be observed from Fig. 4, which at
the same time makes clear the de.
tails of the extension handle.
Fig. will show how this is controlled from outside the case.
The next step in the construction
of this instrument is the introduction of the switches necessary to
place the aerial circuit condenser in
series or parallel with the aerial
tuning inductance, and to reverse
the direction of reaction. In order
to provide a neat fitting, the Dewar
type of switch was used for the
reaction reversing control, a s these

s
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may be obtained from dealers in
'wireless apparatus at a reasonable
cost, and are very compact. They
should not, however, be used for
controlling circuits inwhich high-.
frequency current is flowing, as
the thickness of the insulation is
not sufficient to prevent leaking,
and in addition the capacity.existing between the large springs of
the sitch may upset the working

of the apparatus. In this instance
it is assumed that reaction is taken
from the anode circuit of the detector valve. As the aerial con-

denser switch comes under this
category, a double-throw su itch
with widely spaced. arms was employed.
An examination of the photograph will make clear the appearance of this switch, which is of
such a nature that it may be very
easily constructed by .the reader
without any special tools.
All
that is necessary is a strip of
springy phosphor-bronze of about
No. i8 gauge, in. :wide by xin.
long:
This will provide ample
material for making the two side
switch blades, the four contacts,
and the two central pivots for the
witch arm. The four contacts
may be bent up with long-nosed
pliers over pieces of brass rod, and
if the phosphor-bronze is heated
during the bending process, there
will be no fear of the metal
fracturing.
On being slowly
cooled in air, it will be found that
it retains its natural springiness.
-

exactly similar contacts -matter, as a number of holes may
should be made, the precise dimen- he drilled in the ebonite with an
ordinary twist drill, and, after the
sions of these not being of vital
importance, so long as the switch centre portion has been removed,
the sides can easily be filed square
blades fit into them closely.
The two switch blades may be with a flat or half-round file.
iin. in length, and should be Care should be taken that the
separated by the insulated handle switch fits accurately into this
for moving the switch, which can hole, as with the Dewar pattern of
be made from a un, piece of in:
switch there is generaFly not too
diameter ebonite tube. A ÓB.A. much metal to spare rouhd the
bolt and nut passed through the edges for fitting purposes.
This completes the description
centre of this will anchor it to the
side members of the switch. After of the various component parts
this handle has been screwed up actually required for the construction of the tuner, and there only
to a sufficient degree of tightness,
any remaining portion of the 6B.A.
remains the wiring up.
This
screw may be cut off, and a small should be quite clear from the cirdot made on the end of the screw cuit diagrím, Fig. 6, which is
self-explanatory. The connections
with a centre-punch, which will
of the reaction reversing su itch
prevent the nut working loose,
The two small centre brackets should be carefully noted.
In
which form the pivot for the order that the various components
switch are made in a precisely may be identified, referring to
Fig. 6, we shall see that C1 is the
similar manner, to the four contacts, and should be drilled, when aerial circuit condenser, S and P
finished, with holes suitable for re- the series-parallel positions of the
ceiving a 6 or 8B.A. screw. The switch, L1 the aerial circuit coil,
L, the closed circuit coil, C2 the
two arms may then he áttached to
closed circuit condenser, L2 the rethe strip by means of the 6 or 8
B.A. screws, which will require action coil, and R the reaction reers ing switch.
to be about in. long. The switch
may then be placed in position on
The operation of the tuner in
the panel, as indicated clearly in actual practice presents little or no
difficulty, and it is merely a questhe photograph.
To accommodate the reaction re- tion of experience to obtain satisATith a little
versing switch, a rectangular hole factory results.
will need to be cut in the panel of patience, very selective working
a size conforming to the dimen.
can be obtained, which will be
sions given in the drilling plan,
found a great boon in the coastal
Fig. 2. .This is not a difficult districts where jamming is bad.

Four

-

DESIGNING SIM PLE CRYSTAL RECE IVERS
(Continued from poge 279.)

shown, and in the same direction, the maximum wavelength will be obtained when the
coil.
sin. coil is about the middle of the
As the in coil is moved towards th outer
tube, the wavelength will he
end of the
reduced, and will be at about mid-point of the
range of wavelengths when the two coils
are entirely separated. Upon revérsing the
tube,
sin. coil and replacing it upon the
à further reduction in wavelength will he
effected until, when the outer coil is hack
again at about the middle of the inner coil
(the windings now bing in opposite direc-

tions), the minimum Wavelength will be oh-

tam.

.

.

Thus, with this very simple piece of apand which
paratu, as illustrated in Fig.
requires the addition of a crystal detector and
telephone receivers, to be connected in series
with one another right across the two terminais as shown in Fig. i5; we have an
effective receiving set, the tuning of which is
continuously variable over the completé range
of wavelengths employed by the British
broadcasting stations, namely, 353 to 425

i,

metres.

.
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Conduckd by A. D.

High-frequency Plug-in Transformers

MESSRS.L.McMICHAEL,
LTD., have submitted for
test three high-frequency
transformers, of the medium
high-resistance type, tuning by

-

-

COWPER,

M.Sc.

panel nounting, which hasa very
have been well proven in severe simple and convenient one-hole
practical use before it became fixing by means of a screw-collar,
available for wireless .amateurs
:
and broadcast reception.
It is of the bright, finely granulated type; the firm who supply it
advocate the use of a round knob
on the end of astout copper wire
in preference to the usual slender,
springy cat's-whisker.
On test
it was found to be sensitive practically all over, even on the older
surfaces of a sample which had
been handled; on a newly-f raetured surface it was hard to find
an insensitive spot at all with a
-:
fine wire point. \Vith the large.
knob supplied in place of a fine

'and, as a matter of history, to

-

.

.

..

'

J

-

-

:

j

-

-

TL

-

-

-

--

-

-

11TJJ1

-

-

:

"Tailte" Crystal

cat's-whisker, applied pretty well
anywhere with a fairly firm contact, good signals were obtained;
but the writer prefers the use of
a finer point. With the latter local
broadcasting was clearly audible
at a dozen miles with the 'phones
on the table in a quiet room and
with a by no means perfect tuner
and a fair aerial. Tested on simultaneous-amplification circuits it
gave good results, and stood up
well to two high-frequency stages
in front of it; every British broadcasting station (including Glas.
gow) being tuned in, in turn,
audible on the loud-speaker, on a
two-valve dual circuit.

An addition to the number of
types of galena crystal on the
market is offered by Messrs. Harding, Holland & Fry, Ltd., in the
form of " Taute," which is
claimed to be of natural origin,

Moderate-priced Variable
Condenser
Messrs. Jackson Bros have sent
for. inspection and trial a
0.0005
variable condenser for

The plug-tn tranJormer.

F condenser over
0.0003
the ranges 300 to óoo metres, 550
to 1,200 metres, and I,Ioo to
These
3,000 metres respectively.
are wound in slots in ebonite barrels, with the customary plug-in
connections in the form of four
valve pins. They are well-made,
highly-finished units; on test they
proved to cover the range claimed,
and gave good amplification and
fairly sharp tuning. They form
a convenient and effective H.F.
coupling unit.
a

A

The

"J.B."

condenser.

necessitating only a single in.
hole in the panel. It is a wellmade -and finished instrument,
with well-designed bearings, free
from shake; the electrical connections are -sound, so that the condenser is silent in use. A good.
quality knob and bevel-scale with
clear divisions are provided.
On test, the capacity was found
to be just under 0.0005 1tF, with
a low minimum ; it was quite satisfactory in use, and the insulation
was excellent.
The condenser represents exceedingly good value for money,
and can be adopted for use in receiving sets with every confidence.
-

-
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Our weekly causerie written by the Editor.

ST75 circuit, and. it seems likely that it
will become one of the regularly used circuits for the reception of broadcasting. Of
course, one of its chief advantages is that it
conforms to the Postmaster-General's instructions regarding feaction, this, of course;
being applied to the tuned anode circuit.

ST7Ö circuit showing the position of the
extra resistance R4.

I have overcome the technical objections tu
having the telephones, or transformer, next
to the anode of the first valve, while still retaming these pieces of apparatus in their
original positions. This original position, of
course, is of considerable importance, as the
circuit does not then tend to oscillate. The
greattrouble about dual amplification circuits
is that there is always a tendency to complete

*

I923

-

A Note on the ST75 Circuit
RE PORTS from all over the country
indicate the great effectiveness of the

F1. 1.-The

29,

-

-

For
a chain of low-frequeny reaction.
example, the anode Circuit of the first valve
contains an impedance of some kind, such as
telephone receivers, a loud-speaker, or a
-transformer winding, and the E.M.F.s across
this impedance are communicated to the grid
of the second valve, which amplifies them, and
then they are introduced in some manner into
the grid circuit of the first valve, and so the
low-frequency reaction chai n is éstabl ished,
with a resulting tendency to howl.
Owing to the diversity of the transformers
on the market, and to.. variations in telephone
receiers and loud-speakers, one can never be
al)SOlUtCly certain with a dual amplification
circuit that howling will be obviated. In
ST75, by virtue of the position of the loudspeaker, there is no possibility of a chain
of. lou-frequency reaction being set up. If
there is howling, it is due to the first valve
oscillating at low-frequency, and this must
he due either to some capacity coupling ìn the
valve or to a magnetic coupling between
ihe windings. As the capacity coupling is
very small, the trouble, if experienced, is
probably due to magnetic coupling, and a
change in positions of the transformers or a
wider separation should stop the oscillation.
In any case a reversal of the leads to one of
the windings of the transformer should effectively prevent any whistling.
Fig. i shows an ST75 in which a resistance
R, having ioo,000 ohms is connected across
the grid and the positive terminal of the filament accumulator. This resistance will help
to -stop the first valve oscillating, either at
high or low frequencies. Personally, I have
not found this resistance necessary.

DO NOT MISS THE AUGUST NUMBER OF "MODERN WIRELESS."
ON SALE EVERYWHERE.

PRICE ONE SHILLING.
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SIR,-AS a member of the old
Wireless Society of London since
1914, as well as the holder (pro
tern.) of what is probably the most
comprehensive experimental licence
in the country, I regret that it
should be necessary to enter a protest against the " arbitrary " selection of so-called representatives on
the Committee of what is in name
only the Radio Society of Great
Britain. The reason given, that
election would take place appears
somewhat inadequate, as nobody,
whether Radio Society .Members
in the provinces or affiliated Societies, were ever consulted as to
whether they desired any election.
We are now bound, in the eyes of
the Post Office, by a decision
taken by London and. affecting to
represent the Provinces. If I only
speak for one aiea I feel quite
certain that such representation
could never be recognised.
In addition to the above, it is
necessary to point out that in a
Society which affects to represent
Great Britain, the proportion of
eight London to four Provincial
Members in a Committee of
twelve is narcily a true proportion
of interests; it should be pointed
out in this connection that the decision was again made in an entirely arbitrary manner by London.
The extremely great representation of the trade as against other
members on the present Committee
of the Radio Society of Great
Britain is a matter on which considerable comment has been made
already, with no apparent result.
As no statement has ever, been
made to account for this preponderance of trade members, others

are left to dräw their own conclusions.
It is with 1-egret that I have t
point out that, whilst a suggestion
from the R.S.G.B. that they
selected pro tern.
might" have
been passed, at the same time the
present dictation can hardly pass
without comment.
I am, etc.,
-

H.

BrJRBURV..

Wakefield.

NOTE-We are informed that
copies of the above letter have
been sent as follows
President,
The Radio Society of Great
Britain; Chairman, The Radio
Society
of
Great
Britain;
Treasurer, The Radio Society of
Great Britain; Secretary, The
Radio. Society of Great Britain;
President, Halifax Wireless Club
and Radio Scientific Society;
Secretary, Halifax \Vireless Club
and Radio Scientific Society;
Senior Vice-President, Wakefield
and District Wireless Society;
Secretary, Wakefield and District
Wireless Society; the amateur section of the general Wireless Press,
and in particular the official organ
of the Radio Society of Great
Britain.

5N0
Sm,-With

reference.

to

Would-Be-Helper's " I e tt e r
about Newcastle's. programmes,
rry I write a few lines in defence of same? I am an experimenter and do not bother much
about the B.B.C. concerts, but
there is one thing I am quite convinced about, and that is that the
one programme that is worth
listening to (as a rule) is the one
from Newcastle.

I am nearer 5SC than I would
wish to be, but the Newcastle programmes come through t.learer than
any other station, even when employing four valves.

Is

'

Would-Be-Helper" getting

his tuning perfectly, I wonder, as
the complaint of announcements
not being clear is anything but

justified.
The Kiddies' hour alone wó
consider quite a ' Star- Turn" up
here.
I am, etc.,
.

.

-

A.M.H.F.

Renfrewshire

IN BUENOS AIRES

SIR,-I

have pleasure in enclosing berewith my replies to
your enquiries re IVireless Weekly,
and take this opportunity of congratulating you on the excellence
of your publication; which is far
and away the best of the many
which, reach this country-both
English and American.
It may interest you to know
that n Buenos Aires theze have
been in daily operation for several
months two 5oo-watt broadcasting
statioñs, in addition to transmission fíom severäl theatres, one of
which, namely, the Colon Opera
House, was, I believe, one of the
first theatres in the world to he
fitted with a transmitter. The
number of amateur receiving seti
installed is rapidly increasing,
there now being several thousand
in use, and the "Radio Club
Argentino" alone have some óoo
From this it will be
members.
seen that we are quite up-to-date
in wireless matters.

Jam, etc.,

E. K. BERRY.

Buenos Aires.
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(WANSTEAD PARK) refers to
the circuit diagram shown in Fig.7, page 89,
"MODERN WIRELESS," No. 2, and asks
the value of the various components for receiving British broadcasting.
The coil L1 should be a 35 Or.50 " Igranic " coil
: F. G. R. C.

which should have a
shunted by the condenser
value not less than 000075 F. Coil L2 should
has e 50 or 75 turns, the condenser' C2 being of
0.00025 tF capacity.
Coil L3 should have 75
turns, and 'condenser C.1 should be of the same
value as C2. C3 -should be 0.0003 1F, and. C5
oooi auF. C6 might have a similar value to C,
The valve should be hard and the telephones of a
The conresistance not less than 2,00Q ohms.
denser C7 should have a vàlue of 0002 F.

C. H. M. (GLOUCESTER) asks for a
circuit diagram of a suitable arrangement
for deriving his HT. supply from the
He
alternating current lighting main.
wishes to know the values óf the smoothing
chokes and condensers.

C1,

-i:

ALUMIN/./M

=

The statemeñt that you should readjust the hightension voltage for each additional valve used is
rather misleading. as an increase in the anode current is generally only desirable \vhere additional
magnification is required from low-frequency
vals es. The high-tension battery would therefore
be at a value of, say, sixty volts whether the receiver had one valve or six, provided that sixty
volts was the correct working .p.ressure for the
va Ives in question.

M.

(BECKWITH,

IRON

AMMONIUM PHOSAT

C. H: W. (CROWTHORNE) asks questions
about the correct high tension voltage to use
when using sets containing different numbers
of valves.

H.

11F*

Reaified A.C. supply for reception.

arranging this apparatus is
shown in the accompanying figure. The exact values
of the: chokes and condensers are not criticar, but
the latter should have a capacity exceeding i
and the values we have marked on the diagram will
be found to ensure a steady supply.
A suitable method of

J. R. (GLASGOW) asks for-a suitable
vàlue for a telephone condenser.
Th exact value of this condenser is not critical,
but in general should be either 000t fAF or 0002
uF. In some circumstances cOndensers up to
0.005
F may be used with advantage.

BIRMINGHAM)

refers to the article In No. 4 of "MODERN
WIRELESS," entitled "Some Simple Sets
Employing Crystal Rectification," and asks
In connection with Fig. 6: (1) Would selecUve tuning be obtained by means of the
variometer arrangement shown. (2) For
constructional data for these variometers.
(3) For suitable valves.
(z) This arrangement of variometers is quite selective and produces great amplification. (2) Full
data for the construction of suitable variometers
appeared in Modern Wireless, No. 2, page 143.
Any good make of receiving valve will be suitable for use with this Circuit.

W. G. B. (SOUTHGATE) refers to circuits
showing low-frequency amplifiers, and asks
whether it is essential to use a transformer.
Amplification of signals may, of course, be effected
by the valve alone, but the results are greatly
enhanced if a step-up iron core transformer is used.

R. H. (S.E.1) has an "Igranic" vario-i
coupler and asks how he can extend the
range of this to 4,000 metres.
The range of the tuner can be extended to any
desired degree by plugging-in appropriate coils in
series with it.
A coil having about 350 turns

()

would be necessary in your case.
3ob
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(3) Whether the winding of a solenoid coil

A. H. H. (LEEDS) asks for the correct
times of the various French transmissions
of telephony, as he finds the times. of working
generally given do not correspond wtth the
times at which he hearsthe stations.

for short waves with stranded copper wire
would be an improvement.
(i) If the voltage of the supply is known and the

charging rate is afto known, then the required
resistance R equals E over C; where R equals the
resistance, E equals the voltage of the supply and
.0 equals the charging rate in amperes. (2) Not
finer vire than No. 38 s.w.g. double silk covered
should be used for this transformer. () On very.
short waves an increase in efficiency would probably
be observed, but this would not be sufficiently great
to justify the use of stranded wire.

We give herewith the exact times (B.S.T.) of the
various French transmissions. The attention of all
readers is directed to the following list
L'Ecole Superieure (PTT). 450 metres.
7.48, Tuesdays and, Thursdays.

:-

.

3.18, Mondais and Fridays.
z.x8, Saturdays.

Lyons.

450 metres.

jo.x8 am., dail
W. B. (JARROW) wishes to know how to
amplify the signals from a crystal receiver.

3.43, weekdays..
6.48, meteorological forecast.
Tows. 2,500 metres.
2.2 p.m., Thursdays, concert.
Rdiolo.
1,785 metres.
12.33, weekdays. News and concert.
4.52, daily. Financial news and concert.
daily. News and concert.
5.48, Sundays. Concert.

8.,

Suitable Circuits for adding note magnifiers to
crystal receivers are shown in Wireless Weekly,
No. , also in " Practical Wireless Valve Cir

cuits.''

.

-

O

A. W. T. (KENTISH TOWN) is constructing apparatus described in "WIRELESS

WEEKLY," and asks questions about the
winding of aerial and anode inductances.

az.

p

-

-

T.2

v;lJIL.

C2

JflR2

The two coils in question must nOt be wound on the
same tube, as there must be no coupling between
them. As regards the question of taking tappings1
we do not recommend departures from the instructions given in the article in question. If the valves.
are to be used. in a horizontal position, they should
he so arranged that the filaments are vertical

F. (WEMBLEY HILL) has a small
loose-coupled inductance, the range of which
he wishes to extend by plug-in loading coils.
He asks whether this is a feasible proposition.
It is possible to extend the range of the tuner by
the method you mention, although if too high a

i,
-

E

T

+:j
A valve and

H.

crystal circuit with alierhative switching
arrangements.

C. de la C. (BRUSSELS) asks for a circuit
diagram showing how by means of suitable
switches he may use a crystal or valve
detector with or without a note magnifier
at will.

range is reached the degree of coupling possible
between the circuits vill not be. sufficient. To cover
up to 2,600 metres, you should plug-in coils in
series with the primary and secondary. Without
knowing the present range of your tuner we cannot
advise you as to the size of these coils.

.

i

.

We give herewith a Circuit diagram showing how
the necessary change in connections may be made
by means of three double pole double throw.'
switches. Such a Circuit arrangement is very useful
for experimental work.

F. T. G. (LONDON, N.W.10) asks: (1)
How to find the resistance necessary to charge
an accumulator from a direct current lighting
main of known voltage at a certain rate.
(2) What is the finest wire which could safely
be used to wind a low-frequency intervalve
transformer coupling valves the anode feed
of which is at a pressure of 200 volts?

A. J. H. (KINGSTON-ON-THAMES)
wishes to know of a good crystal receiver
circuit for use at a distance of.23 miles from
-

2ZY.
The compact broadcast receiving set described in
Wireless, No. 2, will be very suitable for
your purpose.
Modern

30E
A
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Watmel Wireless Co.,
teaugbt Bouse.
Te

R1.

Maeble A,cb.
Edu ue
4b7O Faddinglon.

1.

Be sure to see our Trade Mark

"Watmel"

This coil winder will be found very satisfactory if a
strip of emery cloth is wound round the former with
the rough face Qutward before winding is begun.
After the Irst layer has been put on, the wire will
automatically assume the correct formation.

Price

MAG NORA

The Wonderful

M. H. W. (BRISTOL) asks for.a good twovalve circuit employing one high-frequency
valve with reaction, and also for, the necessary
values of the compônent parts.

Super Loud Speaker

42/-

Post
Sole

free.

Concessionaj,'es:-Condult Wireless Co.,

-

47, ConduIt Street, London, W.1.

L

I

follows
L1-6o turns of 20
wire on a sin.
L2-8o turns of 26
vire on a sin.

WILLBE SEEN!
Space Rates

El

E

for
'DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTg
in
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
SECTION
Per Verticál Column, Half Page
Width Single, £15. 13 insertions,
£12/lO per insertion. Smaller spaces
down to 1/8th vertical column, PRO

E

in use.

No.4.

E

.

:

T. G. W. (WIMBLEDON PARK) experiences trouble with his note magnifier due to
the presence of a 50 cc1e A.C. Jighting

E main.

Scheff Publicity Organisatiosi, Ltd..
125, Pall Mall :: London, S.W.1.

iIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIlIPhone

s.w.g. double Cotton Covered
former.
s.w.g. double Cotton covered
former.
L3-35 turns of 28 s.w.g. double cotton coered
vire on a
former.
C1-0000
F.
F.
C2-0000
C3-ocoo3 F.
C:-0002 /AF.
R1 and Ra-6 ohms.
R3-2 megohms.
B1-6 volts.
B2-6o to ioo volts, depending on the valves
.

E
E
E
E
E
E

RATA.

E
=

suitable circuit for your purpose is ST34
Practical Wireless Valve Circuits " (Radio Press,
Ltd.), and the values of the components are as
A

:-

lluhIIil..1._N:_

L-

-

-

216 each.
best Variable Grid
Leak made.
engraved on the plate.

The

Wi

R. A. B. (EAST HAM, E.6). refers to the
simple coil winder described 1n" MODERN
WIRELESS," No. 1, and says that he has
difficulty in making the wire adopt the correct
orma ion on is mac me.

-

-

¡923

We suggest you use high-frequency amplification
and remove the low-frequency transformers if possible. You will then not be troubled to the same
extent. If, however, you still wish to employ note
magnification, we suggest you use the frame aerial,
which is generally very effective in eliminating interference from this source.

Regent

B. R. (BRADFORD) asks how many turns
of wire would be required on a 3m, former

"ON THE

ß
I

IT GAVE
A FINE ROAR WITH 2L0's'
DANCE MUSIC AUDIBLE AT
THE END OF. A LARGE
SUBURBAN GARDEN."
loo

Exfract from test report by Mr. 4. D. Cowper, B.Sc. çLond.). iii
Wireless Weekly,"Ju1y25. regardingthe
'Xt,auho,i" Valve.

EC

IHead Office: IO, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON,

A42

s.l.

W.l.

Showrooms:

3O3,EUTONRD.,N.W.I.

Brawh Showroonis:
TWICKENHAM.

to make primary, secondary and tuned
anode coils for the British broadcasting
range of wavelengths, for PCGG, and for
the Eiffel Tower transmissions.
The following numbers of turns may be used
For British broadcasting-Primary, 50 turns;
secondary, 70 turns; tuned anode, 70
turns.
For PCGG.-Primary, ioo turns; secondary, 150 turns; tuned anode, 150 turns.
For the Eiffel Tower.-Primary, 200 turns;
secondary, 250 turns; tuned anode, 250
turns.
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Wireless Valves.
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REDUCED PRICES.
L.F. ORA "B,"

El.

6d.

7s.

Current consumption
0.3 amps.
L.F. ORA " C,"

£1

7s.

6d.

Ott'es

The L.F. (low filament) Wireless
Valves are supplied with Special
Low Temperature Filaments, giving a
greatly -increased life, and consuming
much less current. In other respects
they are similar to, and can replace, the

standard " OR A " Wireless Valves.

Current consumption
0.4 amps.

Signs are not wanting that the wireless
boom this Autumn will eclipse all pre-

The reduced price of the
Standard " ORA " and R
Type Valves remains un.:

decessors here or abroad. Place your
order to day to ensure early delivery.

changed at

15/.

The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd
Dept. \..\V

The Trade

is

invited to

write immediately for trade
terms and show cards.

45,

Nightingale Lane, Balharn,

Telephone:
Battersea xo6S.

S.W.12.

Telegram; :
Radiovalve, Wandscom, London.

Mullard
Let WIRELESS WEEKLY INCREASE your sales.

(Reduced rates on p. x.)
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RECEIVERS

are

and

designed

produced by the world's original and largest
manufacturers of Loud -speaking Telephones.
First 'demonstrated in 1887, commercially introduced in 1893, adopted by the British Admiralty

d.hea.//71....1/11.114.
21

in 1894, and by Foreign Governments and the leading
Steamship Lines in the following years, no less than
12,000 vessels were fitted with Graham's instruments

k.

by the end of the year 1919, besides installations in
numerous power stations and for other purposes

,

0...\

p

Ai

X,

To -day the number of Graham Loud -speakers
exceeds that of all other makes combined

e

More Loud -speakers than ever are now produced
in the Graham Factories or under licence, and in the
Wireless field the Graham Amplion represents the

A

li)

1

i.n

use

utmost technical efficiency and unequalled commercial

$0
I

value.

Ask for Folder " W.W."

Demonstrations at our Showroom :
THE ALGRAPHONE SALON
25-26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.I.

1

k

'Phone: Regent 1075
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AMR]
ALFRED GRAHAM

&

N
CO.,

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4
'Phone : Sydenham 2820-1-2.
'Grams : " Navathada, Catgreen, London."
SCOTLAND-Mr. F. M. Milligan, 25, Renfrew Street, Glasgow.
IRELAND-Mr. Alex. R Monday, 41, Chichester Street, Belfast.
CANADA-Messrs Burndept of Canada Ltd . 172, King Street West. Toronto.

WIRELESS WEEKLY XCREASE your sales.

(Reduced rates 011 p. x.)
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USE BURNDEPT Components when constructing your own set

-or, better still, purchase an Ethophone Home Constructor,
and build yourself a set with the high-class Burndept finish.
A long distance receiver capable of receiving British Broadcast anywhere in the country, and Continental Broadcast under favourable
conditions ; the only tools required being a screwdriver, pliers, and
a soldering iron. Full wiring and working instructions are contained
in the booklet given free with each set. B. B. C. fees

and Marconi Royalty are included

in

the price £8

5s.

All BURNDEPT Components are manufactured of the highest grade
materials, and are subjected to stringent tests, both electrically and
mechanically, and are packed in distinctive cartons. All Burndept

Components are manufactured to jigs and limit gauges, and are
interchangeable. All are unconditionally guaranteed.
.9
BURNDEPT
LTD
- Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.

HEAD OFFICE :
LONDON SHOWROOMS :

--.

Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2.

15,

'Phone: Gerrard 7794 (Private Branch Exchange).

FACTORIES:

-

Aerial and Eastnor Works, Blackheath, S.E.3.

LBURNDEPT

Extract from a customer's
letter.

.

.

" With. reord to the Home Constructor

which I gave my son about a month ago,
it may interest you to know that I caged
12) built it up with very little help from
toe, and that every night since we have
bud all the B. B. C. Stations with it. If
a boy of 12 can do this I should imagine
that any grown up person should be able
to do so without the slightest difficulty."
Monmouth.

LONDON BRANCH.
pleased to be able
to announce that the ex-

WE are

tensive alterations to our Show-

rooms at 15, Bedford Street,
Strand, have now been completed. We have a large and
comfortable lounge where we
invite those interested, to sit
at their ease and listen to
broadcasting.
very pleased

We will be
to receive a

visit from you.
-

Leeds: London Assurance House, Bond Place.

Newcastle : 7, St. Andrew's Buildings, Gallowgate. Cardiff : 67, Queen St.

Let WIRELESS WEEKLY I.VCREASE your sales.

(Reduce,/ rates on t.

Northampton : 8, The Drapery
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all depends on

the Condenser --

DUBILIER CONDENSERS FOR
RECEPTION ONLY.
*Type 600. Capacities. between
0.000T and 0.0009 mfd. - 2/6
Type Goo.
Capacities between
croor and 006 mfd. Type 600a.
Capacities below
0.001 mfd.
- 2/6

You receive the benefit

of

this experience whenever you
spei.ify Dubilier, and the Condenser or Resistance which you

VANICON VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.
croo! mf
£1 : 5 : 0
2 :6
0'0007 ..
1

buy is better than any other

by just that margin which

Type 600a. Capacities between
ooor and croo6 mfd.
- 3/.

-

="-

Capacity plays such an important part in your Wireless
circuit that you dare not leave
your Condenser equipment to
chance. For over ri years our
Laboratories have been testing
and perfecting our products.

makes it worth your while to
insist on having our products.

*Supplied with or without grid leak clips as
desired.

:

woo05

0'0003

1

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921) LTD.
DUCON WORKS

-

GOLDHAWK ROAD

-

Telegrams-" Hivoltcon, Phone, London."

:

0

0 :17

:

:

0
6

DEPT

LONDON, W.12
Telephone-Hammersmith :084

111F

W. G. PYE & Co.
Scientific Instrument Makers,

CAMBRIDGE, ENG.
Wireless

Receiving

Apparatus of the

Highest Possible Efficiency,

Greatest Selectivity,
Easiest Tuning,
Best Quality Workmanship,
3 VALVE RECEIVING SET No. 533.

Moderate Price,

Our Wireless Apparatus is of the same 11.g% quality as our general Scientific Apparatus, and WE INVITE
COMPARISON ON ANY AERIAL with Receiving Apparatus of any make. Let us send you details

of our 2, 3 and 4 Valve Sets.

Let WIRELESS WEE.:LY LVCREASE your salt's.

(Reduced rates an p. x.)
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For Maximum Signal Strength
Control your valves by

" IGRANIC "

Filament Rheostats.
Noiseless in Operation. Adiustable Contact Fingers.
Supplied in two Types: Vernier for Detector Circuits, Plain Type for Amplifying Circuits.
Write for Leaflets Y6.
IGRANIC149,

Plain Type

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
(Patent No. 195,903)

QueeLnoVictooNria Street,
Vernier Type

ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT

Works : BEDFORD.

(Patent No. 195,903)

says the
Demonstrator :
" You can be sure of your
results if you use Cossor
Valves."
Por all difficult reception work such
as demonstrating new Sets or testing
some of the recently invented

Reflex Circuits, you cannot use a

Type P1

better Valve than a Cossor.

;Detector or
Note Magnifier

No other can possibly compare with
it in results. The reason for this lies
in its unique method of construction.

Type P2, Red top
(High Frequency)

15
Sold by all Wireless

Dealers and manufactured by:

Cossor Valve Co. Ltd.

Highbury Grove, N.5.

employed because the arched filament
is almost totally enclosed by the

hood shaped Grid and Anode.

Because of this, the Cossor Valve
gives louder and purer speech with a
complete absence of distortion.
It is a noteworthy fact that the con-

Every Valve depends for its rectifying and amplifying capabilities upon

sistent performance of the Cossor
at demonstrations held by various
Wireless Societies has been most
favourably commented upon. If

the proper use being made of the

such discriminating users as experi-

electron stream given off by the
heated filament. In the Cossor
practically

the whole

of

this

is

menters of several years' standing
select these Valves, why should you
not benefit by their experience?
"NM

111111
Al..
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GECoPHONE CRYSTAL

SET No. 1

Complete with one set double headphones
Approx. range
and aerial equipment.
25 miles.
Price complete -

£5 10 0

GECoPHONE CRYSTAL

SET No. 2

Complete with one set double headphones
Approx. range
and aerial equipment.
30 miles.
Price complete -

£9 15 0

GECoPHONE 2 -VALVE
SET

GF.EoPHONE

A mahogany cabinet set, complete with
valves, all batteries and one set double
headphones. Approx. range 100 miles.
Price complete

THE remarkably fine results obtained by thousands of
GECOoPHONE users throughout the country has earned for
this Receiving Set a reputation second to none,
The vast research and manufacturing experience of the General Electric Co. Ltd.,
is reflected in the workmanship of the GECoPHONE, which has set a standard of
efficiency unequalled 6y any other Receiving Set.

£25 0 0

POsp.

I

s

it)

el

\ ...)

Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., 102-108, Clerkenwel! Rd., London, E.C.1
Manufacturers and Wholesale only.
The General Electric Co., Ltd. Head Office: Magna House, Kingsway, London, W.C.

(Reduced rates on p. x.)

,r

9

a0

o.

Sole Selling Agents for the Music Trades in Great Britain and Ireland r

Let WIRELESS WEEKLY I.\ CREASEyour sales.
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Sold by principal Electricians, Stores, Wireless and Musical Dealers.
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EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL

Two New
EDISWAN

Products
Five Little "Polar Cubs"

Running in a row,
Winning Popularity
Everywhere they go.
Wit h the letters of scores of satisfied users to cheer

them on their way, Polar Accessories hold the

field as first favourites with an ever-growing public.

The Foremost Five, described below, each have a
definite job to do in YOUR set, and we GUARANTEE that they will DO IT SATISFACTORILY.

POLAR BATTERY TESTER
Fitted with 41 volt bulb for testing individual units of
H.T. Batteries. Spare bulbs 2i volts can be supplied
Price, with bulb, 3/-,
for testing L.T. Batteries.
spare bulb, 6d.

EDISWAN
Temperature
New

The only receiver which CAN reproduce Music and
Speech without the distortion present in all usual types
of purely magnetic headsets. Selling in hundreds, at 24/.

POLAR

CONDENSER

Universally accepted as the super tuning unit, the

Polar Condenser has as yet no competitor for accuracy,
variability and compactness.
" POLAR " Condensers (3 Capacities) '001)Unmorztded
14/an
*0003
. 20 .

'0005 Postage

.

.

6d.

POLAR CAM VERNIER
COIL HOLDER

Another Polar accessory which tends to make tuning
a simple and exact matter.
" POLAR " Cam Vernier 2 Coil Panel Mounting
3
2
Mounted

..

13;-

.

. .

20'-

22/ 2916

Headphones

Type A.R.D.E.

(New Design)
Total Resistance 4000 ohms.

VALVE

POLAR DYNAPHONE

EDISWAN

(Dull Emitter)

Low

PRICE REDUCED from
£2 to 27/6

Filament Volts - - - 1-8-2'0
Current
.30
Anode Volts - 20-50
Bulb diameter - - - 29 mm.
Overall length, including pins,
ro mm. max.
Cap, Standard 4 -pin. Do not put
more than 2 volts across the
filament.
-

PRICE REDUCED

TO

24/. per pair.
Adjustable Double Headbands,
Polished

Pressed

Aluminium

Cases, Moulded Ear -pieces and
six feet of flexible cord. Genuine
Edisman Headphones, specially

low priced at 24)- per pair.

The growing demand for Ediswan Products coupled with
years of specialised manufacturing experience has led to
the present discovery of better and less costly means of
production-Ediswan Products have a universal reputation
for superior quality. The prices at which these products
are now offered mean that the best obtainable is within the
reach of all. Ediswan Valves are eminently suitable

for Reflex circuits.

costs you only 7d. per valve-the price of a Polar

Manufacturers of Complete Receiving Seis and Accessories, also H.T.
and L.T. Batteries. Ask or write for Leaflets.
Your Dealer holds st,--ks to supply you-if not write us direct and give
his name and address-a post card will do.
Have you had your FREE copy of Illustrated Booklet, "The Thermionic
Valve- ? If not write us at once.

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.,

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force.

,,

3

lf

.

.

.

POLAR FUSES & FUSE HOLDERS
The most secure insurance policy you could possibly

take out for the protection of your valve filaments

Postage costs lid. up to 12 fuses. Polar Fuse
Holders, mounted, 2/- each, Panel Mounting, 1/6.
Obtain these accessories from your local Polar Stockist,
or direct from
Fuse.

34-35, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.

Telephone: Cenlral 8480 (3 lines).

EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd al
123/125 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4,
and 71, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Telegrams: ItadigegmesnEstrand, London.

BRANCHES-NEWCASTLE-17, Sandhi 1, and 23, Collingwood St. CARDIFFAtlas Chambers, James St. WARRINGTON -108, Bridge St. GLASGOW 121, Hope St. ABERDEEN -9, Redden St. LIVERPOOL -67. Dale St.
SOUTHAMPTON -19, Queen's Terrace.

Works:Ponders End, Middlesex.

Let WIRELESS WEEKLY lA'CREASE your safes.

(Reduced rates on p.
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Your last chance to get free gift of
2/- in every pound you spend.
FEW more days only remain for you

6-n---

.."--

to take advantage of our Bonus
Scheme. Order up all the cornponents you require for the next month or
two and qualify for a free gift of 2/- in the
pound.

For instance, if your order comes to £5 you
may select 10/- worth of extra components
quite free of charge.

New Catalogue.
New edition of largest Wireless Catalogue

in the country. 40 pages of interesting
components, quite an encyclopedia on
Fully illustrated.

Wireless.

40 pages 4d.

PETO-CONCERT COILS
Fit all standard Holders.
No. 1. 290-390 metres 2/ No. 2. 340-470 metres 2/6
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.

NOT a collection of components, but a real

working model of the famous S.T. too which

has been erected and thoroughly tested by
our technical staff.
The Ebonite Panel has been laid out for correct
spacing of components, all holes drilled and

tapped and scales, etc., engraved on the actual

42o -65o metres 3/ 570-900 metres 3/6
780-1140 metres 4/ -

ebonite itself.

GRID LEAKS & CONDENSERS
Complete with Grid Leaks from
megohm to 5 megohms, and from
.000i to '0004

Complete' 3/ -

SINGLE COIL HOLDER
As above, for board
mounting
For Panel mounting

S.T. 100 (by Peto-Scott Ltd.)

Our own manuFrom
facture.
r.megohm to 5
megohms.
Each -

N

Note that this is the latest improved S.T. too
with terminals arranged for Grid cells.

Complete Set of Parts includes the following :Teak Cabinet 15 in. by Tin.
Ebonite panel, drilled and
engraved.

GRID LEAKS

1/9
1/2

A Blue Print is supplied free, and if instructions
are followed the Set will work perfectly. A fine
quality polished teak cabinet, as above, is also
supplied without any extra charge.

100,000 ohms (Peto - Scott)

Resistance with clips.
Two fixed Condensers oo2 and
'0003 (in ebonite).

1/8

Ditto, but to carry
three coils

-

-

12/8

sets of parts).
2 Coil Holders.
Insulated Wire and Blue print.

£4 - 10 - 0 complete.
Marconi Royalty extra 8/6.

2 -COIL HOLDER
Superior manufacture
from real ebonite,
hand polished - 7/6

2 Max. Amp. Transformers.
Glass covered. Crystal Detector.
2 Filament Resistances.
2 Variable Condensers '0005 (in

H.T. CONDENSERS
For bridging

"Variobloc"

the ter

urinals of H.T. Battery.
Big

capacity, cheaper

than making your own.

Variometer

Each one guaranteed.
Capacity
'004

'002 and
each 1/8

An internally wound Variometer of
high efficiency. Permanent contacts, high inductance ratio. Fitted

Variable Condensers.

with terminals so that Instrument
can be used either as a Variometer
or Variocoupler as required.

Complete with knob scale, pointer and instructions
and TOP and BOTTOM -EBONITE PLATES, ready
bushed and connections made. Neatly boxed.

001

00075
'0005
'0003
'0002
0001

Vernier (ready assembled)

Parts
complete.
7/8
6/6
5/6
9/3
8/6
3/2

Assembled for
Panel Mounting.
9/-

76

6)11

5/11
4/11
416

2i8

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD
544

Let WIRELESS WEF.K

Two Patterns :

POSTAGE.
All postage extra under

£2. but paid over this
amount.

No.
No. 2

250-720 metres
250-840 metres

1 /6

Complete with ebonite dial as shown.

Head Office : 64, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Demonstration Lounge : 99, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Branches : 3, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C.2.

1.17CREASE your sales.

4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
(Reduced rates on p. x..)
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Efficiency-

Marvellous Price.

1616
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FREE

BRITAIN'SBEST

Marvellous
:

August 29th, r923.

:

per pair, plus t/ extra for postage.

we SENta [I, COL,.
1.1.15(1.11.0

OF

ICTIONARY OF

Manufactured entirely in our

ENGINEERING

works, Goswell Road and City
Road, under mass production

ELECTRICAL MOTOR

CIVIL MECHANICAL

ETC. ETC.

PART

hence the quality and price.

it

Guarantee.- We agree to return cash
in full if not satisfied, and return to
us undamaged within 7 days.

SPECIFICATION
-Case-Beet hard Aluminium, solid drawn and
'

accurately finished.

Magnets.-Latest type horseshoe pattern

of

finest Tungsten Steel, resulting in strong and
permanent magneto,
Core Pieces.-Fhaect quality of special soft iron.
with fibre Insulating cheeks.

Wire.-Each earpiece is wound with best
enamelled high conchictivity copper wire to
2,000 ohms by special machines.

Diaphragms.-Made from selected Iron, perfectly flat to ensure perfect tone.
Spacing Washers.-Special thin hard braes to
obtain correct distance for perfect results.

giving beautiful finish.

Assembly.-ay

skilled

labour

under

expert

smiervision.

is free to those engaged in any
following trades: Engineering, Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Motor, Sit ni
tary, Boiler, Internal Combustion, Draughtsman.
ship, Marine, Shipbuilding, Naval Architecture.

the

Building, Architecture, Quantity Surveying, A via

Foundry Work, Metallurgy.
Chemistry,
Matriculation, Mining, Surveying and Levelling.
Telegraphy, Telephony, Wireless. and the conditions are that you send your name and ad.
dress, your age and occupation, with
one
tion,

ADMIRALTY and WAR OFFICZ,

Testing.-Every earpiece is tested thoroughly
during and after assembly.
Finish and Workmanship.-Of the best possible

1/- Postage only to pay

The Dictionary
of

duction of Magnets of all
shapes and from Tungsten or
Chrome steels.

Head Bands.-Made from test quality Spring

Steel, copper plated, oxidized, and relieved,

MONTHLY PARTS. You can have each monthly
part as it comes out, FREE.

We are experts in the pro-

B.

being used.

to
of

Engineering, we are publishing an Illustrated
Dictionary of Engineering, in about 24

stamped and turned parts, in
large quantities. Send us
your enquiries.

Ear Caps.-Of ample. size, beautifully finished and
correctly proportioned.
Inattlation.-This is a. partIcular feature and
receives careful attention finest materials only

throughout.

To extend the name of the Bennett College
everyone engaged in the different branches

We specialize in the manufacture of Precision Tools,

D.

fic

Co.

(Edward A. Boynton),

CONTRACTORS.
Works : 167-173. Goswell Road. E.0
1-9, Goswell Place, E.C. I.
361-363, City Road, E.C.I.
Offices: 173, Goswell Road, E.C,
Telephone: Clerkenwell 6233

shilling (to cover postage), writing your name and
address very clearly. We shall then place your
name on our Free List and send you part 1 at
The others will be forwarded as issued
once.
(Do not fail to give the
'particulars required, and
use this full address.)

I

Wireless Weekly
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Department D 133,es,

The Bennett College,
Sheffield.

VISIT "RADIO CORNER"

PREPAID Advertisements are accepted under this heading for Wireless Apparatus and Parts WANTED or FOR SALE, etc. at the rate of
Is. 6d. per line, MINIMUM THREE LINES.
Advertisements should reach Scheff Publicity Organisation, 125 Pall
Mall, London, S.W.1, LATEST by first post FRIDAY preceding date
of publication.

Everything for the Wireless Amateur,
Experimenter and Broadcast Listener.

The publishers are not responsible for clerical or printer's errors,

Demonstration

but every care is taken to avoid m,stakes.

Daily.
Every Wireless
Want Supplied.

EXPERIMENTERS : Don't twist wires round terminals. Be definite:
use our plugs and terminal adaptors. Plugs, red, blue or black
insulation, solid brass plunger and socket, 2/6d. a pair. Postage 1 Id.
The Austin -Ratcliffe Trading Co., Palace Cinema Chambers, Slough.

FACTORS require quotations particulars components. Financial
interest offered for sole agencies. Pennant, c o Roy Hardy, Ltd.
292, High Holborn, W.C.1.

SHOPKEEPERS and Dealers in Radio Accessories are invited to
send a postcard for particulars of our unique Assortment of
Accessories in Display Boxes. We deal through the Trade only.
Seear Scott & Co., Ltd., St. Peter's Street, South Croydon, Surrey.

For

PICKETT'S CABINETS
HIGHLY POLISHED. 1s. 6d. each
Write for lists (W.L.). Works: Albion Road, Bexley -heath, S.E.

grade

you free

application,

sent

on

ebonite,

well -polished.

Price V- each.

Accessories

screws,

washers and soldering tags. 'High

0-4.

Pamphlets of

THEY'RE GOOD VALUE.

with

from x5o metres
upwards in 5 steps,

Illustrated Cala logue of Sets and

plug-in duo

coils and provided

Covering all rang,,
of
wave - length

Price 1/6 each.

Potentiometer of merit.
constant rating, highly finished
and provided with four
terminals, suitably engraved
and a graduated dial.
Price 161 A

.4 Large Comprehensive Variety
of
Components

Aways in Stock,

179, STRAND (Corner Norfolk St.), LONDON, W.C.2

L. MCMICHAEL, LTD.
In conjunction with B. HESKETH

Head Office (to whzck please address all correspondence)

Hastings House, Norfolk St., Strand, W.C.2.

Let WIRELESS WEEKLY I.VCE,EASE your salc,

r
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Are You Treating Your Valves Properly?
Much of the -trouble which Wire-

less Amateurs experience is due
to inferior

-PYRAMID" HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.

High Tension or

Low Tension Batteries.
You need have no doubts about
either of these parts of your circuit if you use Wates' Products.
Always look for the trade marks.
They ensure Efficiency, Long
Life, and Reliability.
Your Local Dealer will supply,

or send direct

are the result of forty years of experience in the manufacture of Dry Batteries.

PRICES.
3/6
15 volts
7/6
36 volts
12/6
66 volts
All above are supplied complete with

two wander plugs, being variable-tapped

at each 3 volts.

e-

to the

Manufacturers.

Send for lists of our complete
Wireless Sets (Crystal or Valve)
and all component parts.

WATES BROS.,

"IDEAL" VALVE ACCUMULATORS
glass
are stoutly made of the finest materials, with thick

Prices of other site Batteries on application.

13..14 G:REAT QUEEN STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2.

'Phone : Gerrard 575-6.

RADIOCITE

Experimenters save cost of EBONITE.
4B.A. Pillar Terminals with one BUSH, 2/- doz.
3i-

(with nut and washer).
Extra BUSHES Tenpence per doz.
Bushes tested for insulation to 25,000 volts.
YOUR DEALER WILL SUPPLY YOU.

(Trade write for dealer's discount.)

C S. DUNHAM,

(late Radio -Engineer

'1;1.7:j S'""fi'
(Dept. W.1) 234,'6, Brixton Hill, S.W.2

sjoire'lefe7:ed "glajf:

'Grains : Zywateseng, Westeent.

" ELBE" INSULATING PANEL BUSHES.

The golden -coloured Crystal that made American Broadcasting famous.
ASTOUNDING GUARANTEED RESULTS.

Price 1, g per large piece.

case.

Numerous letters have been received giving remarkable evidence of
long life and reliability.
Prices : Complete in wooden case with leather strap handle.
4 volt 5o amp. 24/- (Carriage 2/-). 6 volt 5o amp. 24/- (Carriage 3/-)

LEIGH BROS.,
37, Sidmonth Street, Gray's Inn Road, LONDON, W.C.I.
Telephone

Phone: Brixton 3325

Museum 9547.
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Reduced Advertisement Rates

iRabto Press
information 'Oe4.)artment

NEXT MATTER (In columns only).
6 insertions consecutive £20 plus 5%
23 insertions consecutive £20
to 5 insertions consecutive £20 plus ro%

QUERY COUPON
=
=

WIRELESS WEEKLY.

Vol. 2. No 7. Aug. 29, 1923

This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of L.- for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.)

ORDINARY POSITIONS.
13 insertions consecutive £15
6 insertions consecutive £15 plus 5%
r to 5 insertions consecutive £15 plus to°,,
All per page and pro rata.

=

'&5--1111111111111111111111111111111IIIIII111111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111116t.:

A4,.)

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LTD.,
125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
'Phone-Regent 2440 (a lines).
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/1111111111111
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QUARTER OF A MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
WIRELESS! WIRELESS! WIRELESS! and EVERYTHING for it.

DON'T PAY MORE !
NOTE.

exclusively

are

We

Great Britain's largest
exclusive Wireless Stores.

WIRELESS

DABBLERS!

NOT

Quality, Quantity and Consistency our Motto.

See our six -window display of popular bargains.

Pioneers of Cheap Prices.

SPECIAL OFFER

" ELKAY "

LIGHTWEIGHT

Stamped B.B.C., 4,000 ohms., our price

(4000 ohms).
N. & K. 'PHONES, the genuine article
SIDPE HEADPHONES 4,000 ohms, genuine,
our price
THOMSON - HOUSTON
HEADPHONES
(FRENCH) 4,000 ohms, our price
(genuine
French
'phones,
maker's
ERICSSON

name embossed) 4,000 ohms. Each pair tested
and guaranteed. Don't pay 32/-, our price

MULLARD " ORA " VALVES
(All Guaranteed New.)
L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to

12/9
12/9

18/3

SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite knob,

1.

washer
FILAMENT RESISTANCES,
marvellous value

81d.

21
per doz.
each
per doz.
each
per doz.
each

SLIDER ROD, brass, 13ins. long, fin. square,

2/4
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000 metres...
111d
SLEEVING, 3 yds. assorted colours, for
per doz. 2)d.
NUTS, 2 B.A
2d.
per doz.
NUTS 4, 5, 6 and 8 B.A
per doz.
Id.
WASHERS, 4 B.A
per doz. 11d.
WASHERS, 2 B.A
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers,

the best)
each
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, D.P.D.T. (quality
the best)
each
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in stock,
from
each
SCREWED ROD, 2 B.A., 12ins. long
each
SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A., 12ins. long
each
RUBBER -INSULATED LEADING -IN WIRE
per yd.
CHINA INSULATED SPRING CONNECTORS

r way
2 way
3 way

6d.

it.

per lb.
you wait
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and washer,
per doz.
each lid
W.O. TERMINALS, nuts and washers, each 2d.
PANEL BUSHES, drilled
TOP CONDENSER, bilshes

BOTTOM CONDENSER, bushes

BELL WIRE, tinned cooper712 vds

per doz.
each
per doz.
each
per doz.
each
per doz.

1d.
7d.

DETECTOR ARMS, Ball Joints, Ebonite Handle

1/8
1/11

6d.

and Whisker Holder

6d.
4d.

3)d.

each lid.
and 6d.
each 101d., 8141., 6d. and 41d.

WOOD SCREW TERMINALS

per hot.

SHELLAC

8/6
9/9
1/9
5/3
7/9

101d.

AERIAL PULLEYS
TINFOIL
large sheet
4d.
COPPER FOIL, bin. wide
per ft.
5d.
GRID
LEAKS,
21
and
2
meg.
.
. each
101d.
11d. FLEX
(Twin),
various
colours
..
per
yd.
2d.
3d. CONNECTING WIRE,
tinned copper, 20 gauge
21d.
3 yds.
2d.
lid. ENAMEL WIRE, in i and 1 lb. reels
2/9

.

24

26

.

28

per lb.214
2/8
3/2
3/8
Note : Bobbins 2d. each extra.
4d. POTENTIOMETERS,
guaranteed
up
to 000
Bd.
metres, superior make, compact size
11d.
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR,
glass
enclosed,
fitted
on
1/8
3d.

INSULATORS, white reel, 2in., each it. per doz
INSULATORS, white egg, each 2d.... per doz

WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage 0d.) :

12x4

0x4

2/5

8x21

6x3

6x2

2/3

1/11

1/8

1/5

4

5.

.

1600 to 3200
2200 to 5600

7/3

4 x 2 ebonite panel with terminals for aerial,
earth and 'phones, already wired and

beautifully finished
VALVE HOLDERS
each 111d., 101d. and
BATTERIES, ILT., dry :
36 volts, including Wander Plugs
60 volts, including Wander Plugs
FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS
AMALGO-PLASTIC METAL, for fixing crystals
No Woods metal necessary .

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing
crystals
IVORINE NAME -PLATES, all readings each
per doz.
each
EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjustable
RADIONETTE CRYSTAL SET, complete,
stamped B.B.C. and including one pair

4.9
91d.

5/9
9/8

9/d.
6d.
6d.

Id.
9d.

Std.

4,000 ohms 'phones, 100ft. 7/22 aerial wire,

insulators, lead-in tube, 6 yds. lead-in
insulated wire and adjustable earth clip.
Ready to listen -in. Honestly worth 3 gns... 36/13
5/6 RADIONETTE ONE -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER
for above
34/6
4/9
51 CABINETS. all shapes and sizes in stock :rom 1.'6 each

soo to goo
800 to 1350

3

6...

'001

EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND DIAL
15 SUPER
QUALITY 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER
9d.
REAL
EBONITE 3 -WAY COIL HOLDER
Id. FILAMENT
COMPLETE CIRCLE RESISTANE
SCALES, 0 to 300
each
31d.
O.B.A. NUTS
per doz.
2d.

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings,
wound to 1,600 metres
each
2/6
VARIOMETERS (Tube type), complete with
knob
3/11 and 2/11
DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length
111d.
HERTZITE, Genuine Large Piece
91d.
TALITE, Genuine Large Piece
91d.
PERMANITE, Genuine Large Piece
91d.
ZINCITE, Genuine Large Piece
9d.
ed.
34 BORNITE, Genuine Large Piece
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds)
9d.
54.
1/3 CARBORUNDUM
ZINCITE and BORNITE, both in box
,'1/3, 101d., and 91d.
1/7 COIL PLUGS, real ebonite
ltd. H.F. PLUG TYPE TRANSFORMER :
1
250 to 600 metres
3/9
1/3
2
35o to 700
4/it.
9d.

4/9
5/9
8/3

10d.

4d.
per doz.
TERMINALS, with nut and washers, each 1d., 11d. & 2d.
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A
each lid., 3d. & 4d.
per doz. 2(d.
SPACING WASHERS, large
per doz. 11d.
SPACING WASHERS, small
each
1d.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw
each
2d.
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw
each 101d.
FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities

EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery while

Vernier
'0002
'0003
'0005
'00075

1/10

drilled
each 11/3
each
guaranteed (postage 1/-)
each
1/9, 11 and 101d. SLIDER KNOB
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.S.T. (quality
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed In glass ease,
the best)
each
2/8, 2J3, 116
2;3 SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T. (quality
WATMEL PATTERN GRID LEAK

AERIAL WIRE, 7/22, guaranteed hard -drawn
1/101
copper, 100 ft. (postage 1/-)
3)d.
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving, per doz
each
2d.
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS ... , ..
... per doz. 1(5
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS
each
ld.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS
7d.
per doz.
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS
each 31d.
CONDENSER SCALES, 0 to 180
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles,
the set CA.
per doz.
2/9
BATTERIES, 41 volts, each 3d.

quality.
Vanes and Spacers of aluminium. Complete
with knob and dial, guaranteed accurate :

smooth action,

Wittiengraved dials
STOPS, with nuts
18/9 VALVE LEGS, nut and washer

All

VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high

complete with panel, bush, nuts, and spring

12/9
8/3 VALVE PINS, nut and washer
12/3
PLUNGER''SPR1NGS, complete

DUTCH VALVES
EDISWAN VALVES

19!6

1219 BROWN'S FEATHERWEIGHT
H

HEADPHONES

4

4/3

.

We have repeatedly said DON'T PAY MORE, and
IMPORTANT
NOTICE.
basing served the masses well, the large return
of business has made it necessary far us to acquire extensive additional premises adjoining our present address.

Follow the crowd to May Corner.

"ELKAY"
WIRELESS
CO.,
225 et 227, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C,2,
Open Saturday all day.

(To the Trade --New Trade Counter now open. Send for NEW LIST.)
Special Terms to Radio Clubs.
taw- Note new Telephone No.: Central 8544.

We open Sundays 11 to 2.30.

PLEASE REMIT AMPLE POSTAGE.

SAVE MONEY BY STUDYING OUR ADVERTS.
Let WIRELESS WEEKLY INCREASE your sales.

(Reduced rates on p.

.

4"

Xii.

'WIRELESS NV I:ElI.1

ADVERTISEMENTS.

.

UgUSt 2 9th , 1923.

MR. WIRELESS TRADER !
We are now close upon the end of Summer. Already the signs of
approaching Winter are apparent, and with the official ending of
Summer time during September it will be almost dark by five o'clock.
Tennis rackets will be laid aside until next season ; the river will not
hold its charm for its thousands of boating enthusiasts the motorist
will not feel the call of the open road until the return of' Spring, and
one and all will be turning their thoughts to more seasonable pastimes.
Just a year ago we experienced a tremendous boom in the demand
for Wireless Sets and Accessories. So great was the demand that
thousands of traders were unable to obtain their supplies. That Wireless will be the Winter hobby this year is beyond all doubt. Already
the distinct signs of tl- e revival of trade generally are apparent, and

the far-seeing Retailer is beginning to place his orders now for
forward delivery.

Did you reap the harvest of orders last year by being in a position to
If not, don't miss the opportunity this season.
During the past six months we have concentrated on the purchasing,
on a colossal scale, of every conceivable Wireless Accessory, so much
so, that we can confidently say that we hold by far the largest stocks
of any firm in the Wireless trade. Not only are these stocks of great
magnitude and variety, but the quality is the very best obtainable.
We resolved long ago to be in a position to offer immediate delivery
of every Wireless Accessory as soon as the demand was felt, and we
are in that position to -day.

give delivery ?

The result is that the firms who place their orders with us can
confidently do so knowing that they will be given prompt delivery,
best quality of accessory, and rock -bottom terms.
A cordial invitation is extended to you to visit our Showrooms, where
samples of all our lines can be inspected. If this is not possible, our
representative will be pleased to call upon you.
Our illustrated catalogue is sent post free on application.

THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO.,
79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.3.

And at 10, RUPERT STREET, W.1.

Phone: Avenue 1316.

'Phone: Gerrard 3036.

Agents :LANCASHIRE & CHESHIRE:

GLOUCESTERSHIRE, SOMERSET & WILTS :

Bristol Wireless Co., 52, Gotham Hill, Bristol.
Henry Hollingdrake & Son, Ltd., Princes. Street, Stockport.
LEICESTERSHIRE :
S. WALES : South Wales Wireless' Installation Co., Ltd.,' x8, West Bute
Walter
Rowe, Ltd., Eldon House, 97, London Road, Leicester.
Street, Cardiff, and at CaMbrian Road, NewPort.
YORKSHIRE (West Riding) : Messrs. H. Wadsworth Sellers & Co., Standard Bldgs., Leeds.
AUSTRALIA: 4, Teakle Street, Summer Hill. Sydney.
FRANCE: 33. Rue d'Hautvi]le, Paris.

A48

Let WIRELESS WEEKLY INCREASE your sales.

(Reduced rates on p.
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Radio Press Books give him
all the informatión he needs
Complete

Lis

z. Wireless 1er

A

......

4ohn Scott-

aggart, F.Inst.P.
a. Simpliúed Wireless..

Price. Free
-16 -/7k

1
-

x,-

z/x

Taggart, F.Inst.P.
to Make Your
Broadcast Receiver ¡/6

z/7

Taggart, F.lnst.P.
How to Erect Your
\Vireless Aenal ....

i/is

John Scott-

3. How

John Scott-

.

4.

B.

M.ittéll,

il-

A.M.I.E.E .......
5. The Construction of
Wireless Receiving
Apparatus ........ x/6
P. D. Tyers.
to Make a
Wireleso
Unit
Receiver
E. Redpath.

iI7

Wireless Valves

..

2/6

x/8

2/6

2/S

II.-

I/li

Simply Explained

John Scott-

-

2/6 2/8

Taggart. F.InstP.
Wireless
jo. Practical
Valve Circuits

.

John Scott-

Taggart, F.Inst.P.

II. Wireless
and

Them

E.

I

Licences

How to Obtain

............
Redpath.

Elementary. Textbool<
dis Wireless Vacuuxn
Tubes ............

John Scott

J

or Valve rectification int .a multi=
valve Set? These are a few of the questions
which confront the amateur, constructor.

Some will find out the correct answers by
expensive experiment-others, more wisely,
will benefit by the experience of those
'who have trodden the thorny paths of Radio
before them.
best known Wireless engineers and experix
menters is available for all readers of Radio
Press Books.
You cannot do better than
purchase the complete Library -one Book
at a time. Each Book covers a different
phase of Wireless and none overlap. Get
one or two toaday and keep them by you
for ready reference-they are sure to save their
cost many timesover. From all Booksellers.

joi-.

(Post
Taggart, F.lnst.P.
tree)
dTbooe printed lolzea,type hive boOs
publiahed recesthi.

-

-Crystal

The concentrated experience-of some''of the

7. How

..........

-

.

-

TOW manyturnsforaCoiitoreachthePäris.
f] Wavelength- the type of circuit to operate
a Loud Speaker using only an indbor Aerial
T

t
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ANOTHER
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E

Price

I

£4

E

casting wave lengths.

Arrangements have been made so that it is suitable
for use with any type or design of receiving apparatus.

II

j

The R.!. eliminator is designed to work on all.broadThe listening-in public has been awaiting many
months something which will overcome the difficulties
of continued reception of weak signals due to interference, local and other adverse conditions

:

.'

r

R.!.

=
-

E

0

15

:'

The selection and reÇection of telephony and other signals can be obtained
as desired.

E

R.I. Limited are again first

in the field with a new radio

invention, having produced an instrment which gives extraordinary results as a selector, rejector and intensifier of weak
signals

E

Whenever you are in London you will find it worth your while to visit our
showrooms, whih are the finest in the country.

E

Ilhistyated catalogue will be sent you on application.

r
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E
E

RADIO INSTRUMENTS, LIMITED.
Managin Director: J. JOSEPH, MiLE
Chief Designer: W. A. APPLETON, M.B.E, M.l.R.E., Lat. Admiralty Technical Research Office.
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12,
Í
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-
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Northern Depots:

19,

On/v

NEW

OXFORD

I

E

Address, Works. Offics, and Showroorn,c:

STREET,

HYDE

Telephone: Regeisl
t

_I

STREET

'1

W.C.1.

HOPWOOD AVENUE, MANCHESTER, and TRINITY HOUSE, COMMERCIAL STREET, LEEDS.

6254-6255.6256:

Teiegram: "InsJ,'adso, London."
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